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PROCEEDINGS OF THE STRAITS BRANCH 
OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY. 

Minutes of MepTINGS HELD aT THE Rarrins Lisrary, 

Stvcapork, Monpay tHE 47TH NovempBer 1877. 

Present. 

The Ven. Archdeacon G. I. Hose. 
N. B. Dennys, Ksq., Ph. D. 
A. Gray, 
D. F. A. Hervey, 
The Hon. C. J. Irving, ,, 
W. E. Maxwell, 
Ff, Maxwell, 
W. A. Pickering, 
A. M. Skinner, 
J. D. Vaughan, 

The Venerable Archdeacon Hose having been requested to 
take the Chair, Mr. A. M. Skinner explained the object of the 
Meeting,—that of forming a Society to promote the collection 
and record of information relating to the Straits Settlements and 
the neighbouring countries. 

Mr. Skinner proposed and Mr. Irving seconded, 

“ That the gentlemen present form themselves into a Society 
for collecting and recording Scientific information in the Malay 
Peninsula and Archipelago: the said Society to be, for the pre- 
sent, called the “ Straits Asiatic Society.” 

Mr. Hervey proposed and M. W. HK. Maxwell seconded, 

That the gentlemen present form themselves into a provisional 
Committee, any three of whom will form a quorum.” 

Dr. N. B. Dennys proposed and Mr. Vaughan seconded, 

«“ That the Committee be requested to communicate with the 
Royal Asiatic Society with a view to the Society being incorpo- 
rated as the Straits Branch of that Society.” 

Mr. A. Gray proposed and Mr. W. A. Pickering seconded, 

“ That the subscription of the Society be fixed at $6 per 
annum; and that the Hon. C. J. Irving be requested to act as 
Honorary Treasurer.” 



IV PROCEEDINGS. 

Mr. Irving consented to accept the office, and Dr. Dennys 
agreed to act as Honorary Secretary until the receipt of the an- 
swer from the Royal Asiatic Society. 

The following gentlemen having previously signified their 
interest in the establishment of such a Society, though unable 
to be present at the Meeting, it was agreed that their names 
should be ineluded in the List of “Original Members” to be sent 
to the Royal Asiatic Society with the application for incorpora- 
tion :—viz. 

The Hon. J. Douglas, C. M. G. 
3; Hon. W. Adamson. 

Herbert Cope, Esq. 
F. Kehding, __,, . 

Monpay, tHe 2Ist Januagy, 1878. 

A draft of Rules for the regulation of the Society was taken 
into consideration and after discussion Rules were agreed toin the 
torm appended. 

The election of Officers and Councillors for 1878 was then pro- 
ceeded with, the result being as follows :— 

Ven. Archdeacon Hose, President. 
J. D. Vaughan, Esq., Vice President for Singapare. 
D. Logan, Esq., Vice President for Penang. 
Hon. C. J. Irving, Honry. Treasurer. 
N. B. Dennys Esq., Ph. D., Houry Secretary (pro: tem :) 
The Hon. J. Douglas, C. M. G. 
Ernest Bieber, Esq., L. L. D. 
A. M. Skinner, Esq. 
E. Koek, i 
J. Miller, HN 

In diseussing the future place of Meeting tor the Society, the 
Hon. J. Douglas, Chairman of the Committee of Management 
of the Raffles Institution stated that he believed there would be 
no objection to the use of the rooms of the Library and Museum 
on any evening, except Tuesday and Friday in each week. 

Monpbay, THE 5TH FrBruary, 1878. 

An Editorial Committee was chosen consisting of the follow- 
ing members :— 

The Ven. Archdeacon G. F. Hose. 
we Srrom c. , Urvine, 

A. M. Skinner, Esq. 
N. B. Dennys, Esq., Ph. D. 
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It was decided that the first monthly General Meeting should 
be held at the Raffles Library on Thursday 28th February 1878, 
when the President would read his Inaugural Address. 

THurspay, THE 28TH Fepruary, 1878. 

Members of the Council Present. 

Ven. Archdeacon G. F. Hose. President. 
J. D. Vaughan Esq., Vice President for Singapore. 
The How’ble C. J. Irving, Honry. Treasurer. 
N. B. Dennys Esq. Ph. D. Honry. Secretary. 
The Hon’ble J. Douglas, C. M. G. 
Ernest Bieber, Esq. L. L. D. 
A. M. Skinner, ,, 
E. Koek, ne 
J. Miller, - 

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed. 

On the recommendation of the Council 35 gentlemen were 
elected Members of the Society. 

The President proposed that Mr. M. Maclay, the distin- 
vuished Russian Traveller, who was at present residing in the 
Settlement, and who, as was well known, had extensively explor ed 
the Malav Pentheuls and the coasts of New Guinea, should be 
elected an Honorary Member of the Society. The proposition 
was seconded by Mr. Skinner, and was carried unanimously. 

The Ven. Archdeacon Hose delivered his Inaugural Address, 

as President of the Society, see page 1. 

Mr. Skinner, at the request of the President, exhibited a sketch 
Map of the Malay Peninsula on a large scale, which is being gra- 
dually filled in as surveys are made or as information is otherwise 
received; and drew attention to the great extent to which the 
Peninsula still remained unexplored, even after all the recent ac- 
ditions that had been made to our knowledge. 

The Honorary Secretary read a paper on “ the Breeding Pearls 
of Borneo” (see page 34) and exhibited Specimens. 

The Howble Mr. Douglas moved that a vote of thanks be 
given to the President for his valuable and interesting address. 
This was cordially agreed to: and after a few words phabloiore 
ledgement from the President, the Meeting separated. 
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Monpay, THE Ist Aprit, 1878. 

Members of the Council present : 

The Ven. Archdeacon Hose. President. 
J. D. Vaughan, Esq., Vice. President for Singapore. 
N. B. Dennys, Esq., Ph. D. Honry. Secretary. 
Hon. J. Douglas, Esq., C. M. G. 
A. M. Skinner, Esq. 
KE. Bieber, Esq., L. L. D. 

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed. 

On the recommendation of the Council 23 Gentlemen were 
elected Members of the Society. | 

The Honorary Secretary Dr. N. B. Dennys drew attention 
to the circumstances under which he had accepted, as a 
temporary arrangement, the office of Honorary Secretary to 
the Society ; and proposed that the office should now devolve 
upon Mr. A. M. Skinner in accordance with the arrange- 
ment which had been contemplated at the time. Mr. Skinner 
expressed his willingness to undertake the duties, and the 
change was agreed to. : 

Mr. J. D. Vaughan read a paper on “ The Chinese in Sin- 
gapore. Some discussion ensued in which Dr. Dennys, Mr. 
Dovglas, and the Chairman successively took part. 

Monpay, tHE 6TH May, 1878. 

Members of the Counci! present. 

The Ven. Archdeacon Hose, President. 
J. D. Vaughan, Esq. Vice President for Singapore. 
Hon. C. J. Irving. Honry. Treasurer. 
A. M. Skinner, Esq. Honry. Secretary. 
Hon. J. Douglas, C. M. G. 
E. Bieber, Esq. L. L. D. 
N. B. Dennys, Esq. Ph. D. 
E. Koek, Esq. 

The Minutes of the last Meeting were read and confirmed. 

On the recommendation of the Couneil 9 Gentlemen were 

elected Members of the Society. 

The President communicated to the Meeting the substance 
of a letter received from the Royal Asiatic Society, in which 
that Society agreed to the affihation of the Straits Asiatic 
Society as a Branch, and undertook to exchange publications: 
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It was resolved, that the full name of the Straits Asiatic 
Society shall henceforth be changed to the “ Straits Branch 
of the Royal Asiatic Society. ” 

It was resolved, that it shall be a rule of the Sais to 
request the Governor of the Straits Settlements, for the time 
being, to be Patron of the Society and that His Excellency 
Sir W. F. C. Robinson be invited to accept that office. 

A paper on the origin of the Chinese Triad Societies was 
read by W. A. Pickering, Esq. 

A conversation upon the actual position and practise of 
the Tan Tae Hoey in the Straits followed. 

The Hon. Secretary then read a paper of Mr. N. Maclay’s 
upon, “The Dialects of the Melanesian tribes in the Malay 
Peninsula.” 

This gave rise to a discussion upon the identity of the abort- 
ginal races in the North and South of the Peninsula, and the 
marks of their connection with other Asiatie races to be found 
in their Janguage, physical peculiarities, &c., and a proposal was 
made by Hon’ble J. Douglas, and heartily agreed to, that the 
other Branches of the Royal Asiatic Society in the East should 
be asked to assist this Branch in collecting Vocabularies and 
otherwise throwing light on this subject. 

At the Monthly General Meeting of the Straits’ Asiatic So- 
ciety held on Monday evening the 5rd June there were pre- 
sent, of the Council, Archdeacon Hose, (President), Mr. A. M. 

‘Skinner, (Honry. Secretary), Dr. Bieber and Messrs. Miller and 
Koek; besides 85 members and visitors. Messrs. Tolson and 
Schomburgk Syeds Mahomed bin Ahmed, and Abu Bakar bin 
Omar, and Inches Mahomed Seyd, Ibrahim and Mahomed bin 
Maboob were elected Members. It was announced that H. | 
the Governor had accepted the office of Patron to the Society. 

The President then read extracts from M. Maclay’s paper on 
the wild Tribes of the Peninsula, translated from the German. 

The Honry. Secretary (Mr. Skinner) then read a paper fur- 
nished by W. E. Maxwell, Esq., Assistant Resident of Perak, on 
the Proverbs of the Malays, exclusive of those to be found in the 
works of Klinkert, Favre and Marsden; Dr. Dennys’ paper ou 
the Snake-eating Serpent (Ophiophagus Elaps) of Singapore, 
was read by the President, in the unavoidable absence of Dr. 
Dennys. In the course of the proceedings, it was stated that 
the Journal is almost ready for publication. 

The Meeting then adjourned to the date of its next regular 
meeting, the Ist July. 
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; RULES 

OF THE 

Straits Brancu or THE Roya Asiatic Socrery. 

I.—Name and Objects. 

1. The Name of the Society shall be “Tue Srraits Asiatic 
Socrery.” . i 

2. The Objects of the Society shall be— 

a. The investigation of subjects connected with the 
Straits of Malacca and the neighbouring: Countries. 

. The publication of papers in a Journal. 

ce. The formation of a Library of books bearing on the 
objects of the Society. 

U1.—Membership. 

’, Members shall be classed as Ordinary and Honorary. 

4. Ordinary Members shall pay an annual subscription of $6, 
payable in advance on the lst January of each year. 

5. Honorary Members shall pay no subscription. 

6. On or about the 30th June of every year, the Hon. Trea- 
surer shall prepare a list of those Members whose subscriptions 
for the current year remain unpaid, and such persons shall be 
deemed to have resigned their Membership. But the operation 
of this rule, in any particular case, may be suspended by a vote 
of the Council of the Society. 

7. Candidates for Membership shall apply ww writing to the 
Secretary, and if approved of by the Council shall be recom- 
mended by them to the Society at a General Meeting, and if 
accepted by two thirds of the members present, shall be deemed 
duly elected. 

S. Honorary Members must be proposed for election by the 
Council at a General Meeting of the Society. 
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({1.—Officers. 

9, The Officers of the Society shall be— 

A President, 

2 Vice-President, one of whom shall be selected from 
amongst the members resident in Penang. 

An Honorary Secretary and Librarian. 
An Honorary Treasurer, 

And five Councillors. 

‘Those officers shall hold Office until their successors are 
chosen. 

10. Vacancies in the above offices shall be filled for the cur- 
rent year by a vote of the remaining Officers. 

1 Council: 

il. The Council of the Society shall be composed of the Off- 
cers for the current year, and its duties shall be— 

a. To administer the affairs, property and trusts of the 
Society. 

6. ‘To recommend members for election by the Society. 
c. ‘lo decide on the eligibility of papers to be real before 

general mectings. 

d. ‘to select papers for publication in the Journal, and to 
supervise the printing and distribution of the said 
Journal. 

e. ‘To select and purchase books, for the Library, 

J. To accept or decline donations on behalf of the Society. 
To present to the Annual Meeting at the expiration 

of their term of office a Report of the proceedings 
and condition of the Society. 

12. The Council shall meet for the transaction of business 
once a month, or oftener if necessary. At Council meetings five 
Officers shall constitute a quorum. 

13. The Council shall have authority, subject to confirmation 
by a general meeting, tc make and enforce such bye-laws and 
regulations for the proper conduct of the Society’s affairs as may 
from time to time be expedient. 
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V.—Meetings. 

14, The Annual General Meeting shall be held in January of 
each year. 

15. General Meetings shall be held, when practicable, once ~ 
in every month, and oftener if expedient, at such hour as the 
Council may appoint. 

16, At Meetings-of the Society eleven members shall form a 
quorum for the transaction of business. 

17. Atall Meetings, the Chairman shall, in case of an equality 
of votes, be entitled to a casting vote in addition to his own. 

18. Atthe Annual General Meeting, the Council shall present 
.a Report for the preceding year, and the Treasurer shall render 
an account of the financial con ! ition of the Society. Officers for 
the current year shall also be chosen. 

19. The work of Ordinary General Meetings shall be the 
transaction of routine business, the reading of papers approved 
by the Council, and the discussion of topics connected with the 
general objects of the Society. 

20. Notice of the sabjects intended to be introduced for dis- 
cussion by any member of the Society should be handed in to 
the Secretary before the Meeting. 

Visitors may be admitted to the Meetings of the Society, but 
no one who is not a member shall be allowed to address the 
Meeting except by invitation or permission of the Chairman. 

VI.—Publications of the Society. 

21. <A Journal shall be published, when practicable, every six 
months under the supervision of the Council. It shall comprise 
a selection of the papers read before the Society, the Report of 
the Council and Treasurer, and such other matter as the Council 
may deem it expedient to publish. 

22. Every member of the Society shall be entitled to one 
copy of the Journal, deliverable at the place of publication. The 
Council shall have power to present copies to other Societies and 
to distinguished individuals, and the remaining copies shall be 
sold at such prices as the Council shall from time to time direct. 

23. Twenty-four copies of each paper published in the Jour- 
nal shall placed at the disposal of the Author. 
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24. The Council shall have power to sanction the publication, 
in a separate form, of papers or documents laid before the Society, 
if in their opinion ‘practicable and expedient. 

VIt.—Popular Lectures. 

25. Occasional Popular Lectures upon literary or scientific 
subjects may be delivered, under the sanction of the Council, on 
evenings other than those appointed for General meetings of the 
Society. 

Vitl.—Amendments. 

26. Amendments to these rules must be proposed in writing 
to the Council, who shall, after notice given, lay them before a 
general meeting of the Society. A committee of resident mem- 
bers shall thereupon be appointed, in conjunction with the 
Council, to report on the proposed Amendments to the genera! 
meeting next ensuing, when a decision may be taken. 
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BY THE PRESIDENT, 

THE VENERABLE ARCHDEACON HOSE M. A. 

DELIVERED ON THE 28TH Fesruary, 1878 

1G I understand anght the duty which devolves upon me 
to-night in the position with which you have honoured me, 

I have two things to do. he first is to explain, at some greater 
length than has been done hitherto, the objects which the pro- 
moters have had in view in seeking to establish the Straits 
Asiatic Society ; and the second is to point out the means by 
which it is hoped these objects may be attained. 

The primary object of the Society, as defined m the Rules, is 
“to investigate subjects connected ah the Straits of Malacca 
and the neighbouring countries.” The expression “ neighbour- 
ing countries” was selected as being a wide and comprehensive 
term, in order that the Society might feel as little restricted as 
possible in accepting communications respecting any part of 
Southern and Eastern Asia. But no doubt the attention of the 
Society will be chiefly concentrated upon the Peninsula of 
Malacca, as far North as the Tenasserim Provinces, and the 
great Indian Archipelago, that wonderful chain of Equatorial 
Islands stretching from Sumatra on the West to New Guinea 
of the East. Science is greatly in want of some general term 
to describe this great portion of the earth’s surface, including 
both the continental and the insular divisions of it. For, though 
the different parts of 1t vary from one another in a great many 
particulars, yet they are in no slight degree homogeneous, and 
it would be a great convenience to be able to speak of them all 
under one common name. Several have been suggested, and of 
them all I prefer the name ‘ Malaya,’ as being at once the most 
simple, and the most intelligible. For throughout this whole 
wide-spread district, the language spoken is either Malay or 
some closely ailied form of speech ; and Malay itself is to a very 
great extent the lingua franca—the common medium of commu- 
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nication for business purposes between the inhabitants of dif- 
ferent races.* 

This § Malaya’ then (if I may, at least on this occasion, use the 
word) being our field, we have to consider what work has been 
already done in it, sani what remains to be done. 

And in speaking of work already accomplished, I must hasten 
to do honour to one great name, which such a Society as this 
must always hold in the greatest respect—it is almost needless 
to say | mean the name of, JR; Logan. No doubt there were 
great men who came before him here ; ; men who were possessed 
of scientific knowledge, and patient observation, and intellectual 
power, and who brought these great gifts to bear upon the 
manifold wonders which nature has accumulated in this part of 
the world ; and in their writings gave to their own time, and to 
posterity, the benefit of their labour and research. Mr. Logan 
had his predecessors, ‘‘ /7xére fortes ante Agamemnona multi? 
and we have not to lament with the poet, at least in the case of 
all of them, that they he overshadowed by the long night of ob- 
livion, unwept and unknown. Marsden, Leyden, Rafiles, New- 
bold, not to mention Portuguese and Dutch travellers who came 
before them, will ever be illustrious names in the history of 
these countries. But to Mr. Logan belongs the special honour 
of having not enly observed much, and thought much, and writ- 
ten much himself, but also of having associated together with 
himself other thinkers, and of havin contrived a plan by which 
the knowledge acquired by some of his contemporaries and 
fellow residents in this Colony, and in the neighbourmg Settle- 
ments, might be recorded and published. This was, as y ou 
know, by means of the “Journal of the Indian Archipelago.’ 
The town of Penang justly boasts of its handsome memorial of 
this remarkable man; but the most endurmg and the most 
worthy monument of him js his own Journal, of which for 15 
years, from 1847 to 1862, he was the Editor, and to the papers 
of which he was also the principal contributor. If there is any 
member of this Society who has not yet done so, I would recom- 
mend him to read the introductory article in the first number, 
from Mr. Logan’s own pen, upon “ The present condition of the 
Indian Archipelago.” I think he cannot fail to rise from the 
perusal of it full of admiration of the genius and culture of the 

* In connection with this ‘point the following passage from Mr. Logan’s 
writings may be of interest :— 

“Tf the word “ Malay” be confined to the Malays and their language ; and 
“the word “ Malayan” be exclusively used as a generic term for all the 
“races and languages of what the French call Malaisie, we may dispense 
‘“‘ with the indefinite word ‘“ Archipelago” (Journal I. A. vol: HI p. 229.) 
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author, and also impressed with a very deep sense of the impor- 
tance of those great problems which are presented here to the 
student, and the merchant, to the politician, and the philan- 
thropist. 

The establishment of such a journal in a young Colony, such 
as the Stra:ts Settlements was in the year 1547, was a bold en- 
terprise for a single individual to undertake. But Mr. Logan 
was very ably supported. It is surprismg, and most encoura- 
ging, to find how much of local talent and information came to 
light, as soon as he had provided the opportunity for it to do so. 
It was evidently a time of great scientific power, and of much 
literary activity in the Siraits. Contributors from all classes 
came forward. There was the Governor of the Straits for the 
time being, and other Government officers. There were Eccles- 
iastics, including Clergymen of the Church of England, Roman 
Catholic Priests, and Ministers of various Protestant commu- 
nions. There were Military men and Naval men. There were 
Lawyers and Doctors, Merchants and Planters. There were 
Frenchmen and Germans, Dutchmen and Swiss, and, I am 
pleased to add, as a promise for the future, one Chinaman. Of 
these only too many have passed away. Some are bringing 

‘their tives to aclose elsewhere. Some remain among us, and 
have given the prestige of their names to this new undertaking, 
and will, we may hope, contribute to the publications of our 
Society some of the stores of knowledge and experience which 
they have been gathering since the old days. Some are repre- 
sented by their descendants, as in the case of the leader and chief 
of them all, whose son, Mr. D. Logan, you have elected to be 
the Vice-President of the Society in Penang. 

And before bringing this reference to Mr. Logan’s coadjutors 
to an end, I cannot help remarking with great pleasure, that in 
the list of them are to be found, not only the names of those 
whose connection with these countries was more or less tempo- 
rary, but also of some, who, for generations, have made their 
family home here. When I come across such names as Baum- 
garten, and Neubronner, and Westerhout in connection with the 
advancement of science in the Straits, I cannot help hoping that 
some of those who bear those names, and other like names, in 
the present generation, may be stirred up by the example of 
those who have gone before them, to use the great advantages 
they have, such as their familiarity with the language of the 
place, and their inherited power of enduring its climate, in seek- 
ing knowledge for its own sake, not merely for the purpose of 
applying it to their own personal and material benefit, but in 
order to contribute something to the common stock. 
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The work done by Mr..Logan and the gentlemen who were 
associated with him covers a great deal of ground. There are 
some very valuable papers upon the Geography both of Malaya 
as a whole, and of various portions of it; as well as most inter- 
esting accounts of tours undertaken by individuals, in which 
Geographical notes are interspersed among other facts which the 
tourist observed and recorded. There is some (Geological infor- 
mation—and some account of the W/neral treasures of the dis- 
trict, both those that are known and those that are supposed to 
exist. There are useful notices of the Natural Products, and of 
the Iodes of Agriculture, especially of the methods of treating 
the most important articles of commerce. The science of Ethno- 
logy is largely dealt with by Mr. Logan himself, and his pa- 
pers upon the various aboriginal races will probably continue to 
be the most rehable authority upon the subject of these races, 
which are, as usual, fast disappearing as civilization spreads 
inland. A great deal of information is supplied concerning the 
Languages and Dialects of the numerous nations living within 
the district ; with copious vocabularies, forming a very substantial 
contribution to the science of Cumparative Philology. Then 
there are chapters of History both of the European Colonies, and _ 
of the Native States. There are examples and translations of 
Native Literature, amongst which I must mention a most in- 
teresting abstract of the “ Sejara Malayu, ” or Malay Annals, by 
the present Attorney-General, the Hon’ble Thomas Braddell, 
which puts that curious piece of Malayan antiquities and his- 
tory within the reach of the English reader. There are “papers 
upon questions affecting Health, such as Dr. Little’s discussions 
of the effects of opium, and of the causes of the local forms of 
fever. And, lastly, there is a large collection of statistical in- 
formation upon the subjects of Population, Trade, Weather, and 
Temperature. 

I have not touched upon a great many of subjects that are 
discussed in this Journal, such for instance as Natural SLHistory, 
upon every department ot which attention was bestowed by some 
one or other of the writers; but I think I have said enough to 
shew that, even during Mr. "“Logan’s time, a great deal of know- 
ledge was acquired and preserv ved. Much, too, has been done 
subsequently by Government Officers, by private individuals, 
and by distinguished travellers such as Wallace and others. In 
fact what is known of South-Eastern Asia only appears small, 
when it is compared with what remains yet unknown. That 
residuum is indeed vast, and it is for the purpose of endeavour- 
ing to diminish it, that the Straits Asiatic Society has come mto 
existence. 
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It will be impossible for me to do more than just glance at 
some few of the subjects upon which additional knowledge is 
urgently required, and may be reasonably hoped for. Let us 
begin with Geography. Now, I need say nothing to this meet- 
ing about the almost total ignorance in which we live of some 
of the more distant and inaccessible portions of the great extent 
of land about which this Society proposes to collect and publish 
information. I need not remind you how completely New 
Guinea is a “terra incognita ;” or even of how little is known 
of the interior of Borneo and Sumatra. Let us look nearer 
home. It would probably astonish some people to learn how ex- 
tremely little accurate knowledge we possess even of the Malay 
Peninsula itself. Fortunately we have before us what will 
give us a very clear understanding of the limits of our acquaint- 
ance with this region, which hes at our very doors. The un- 
completed map which is displayed on this wall, is one that is 
now being carefully prepared under the able direction of Mr. 
Skinner. I hope when these remarks of mine are concluded, 
that Mr. Skinner will himself correct me if, in the few words I 
have to say upon his important work, I unintentionally convey a 
wrong impression ; and that he will give us any additional in- 
Sr aon respecting 1t, which he may hale it desirable to com- 

municate now. And I may mention that he has promised the 
Council of the Society a paper upon the subject, in which he will 
no doubt state very much more clearly than I could do, what is 
the present condition of our knowledge of the Geography of the 
Peninsula. 

But I will ask you now to look at that map: observe the im- 
mense spaces which are entirely blank, or have merely the name 
of the. native Government to which they are supposed to be at- 
tached written across them, such as Kelantan, Patani, Tring- 
ganu ; and compare them with the few districts, almost entirely 
on the Western Coast, in which the mountains are sketched in, 
the course of the rivers traced, and the names of towns and vil- 
lages inserted. Does it not remind some of us of what the map 
of Africa used to look like in our school days, before the dis- 
coveries of Livingstone and _ his sneeessons 2” Yet it is not of a 
vast continent like Africa, upwards of 2,000 miles in breadth, 
that we are speaking, but of a narrow peninsula which, at its 
greatest breadth, only extends to about 200 miles, from the ‘Stra alts 
of Malacca to the China Sea. This Peninsula has been known 
to Europeans for just 370 years, and that map shews you all, or 
almost all, that Europeans have learned about its geography in 
that time. But the map is also a sign that a great effort 1s being 
made to bring this state of ignorance to anend. It is, as you see, 
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little more than a skeleton map at present, drawn to a large scale, 
but if is getting gradually filled up as information comes in. 

And information does come from many sources. The other 
day I saw a map which had been sent in by the Siamese Go- 
vernment, which I considered a great curiosity, so much so that 
I hope it may be exhibited in the Raffles Museum. This was 
to show an important piece of boundary line far up in the north. 
Then there is another map being made by the Maharaja of 
Johor in the south. Trained surveyors are clearing up old 
puzzles in various parts between these extremes. And every 
officer in the English Colonies, or in the Native States, who is 
called by duty or curiosity to travel beyond the limits of the 
well known and well surveyed districts, has an opportunity of 
adding something to the knowledge of the country which is 
already possessed. All new facts, thus acquired by officials or 
private individuals, are made known to the Government here, 
and, after being verified as far as possible by comparison with 
existing data, are recorded on the map. So that there is reason 
te expect that those great blank spaces will be filled up in time. 

And think of what we know those great blanks must mean. 
We know there are great mountain ranges, the back-bone of the 
Peninsula, clothed with all the diversities of vegetable lie, which 
the lowered temperature of elevated lands in the tropies makes 
possible. Then there must be a great water system, carrying 
off the moisture deposited on the high lands through the plains 
below. One of the latest discoveries is, that the great river 
Pahang, running up from the south, is but a branch of a much 
larger stream running from the north, and uniting itself with 
the Pahang at upwards of one hundred miles from its mouth. 

In the dense Equatorial forests, which cover the greater 
part of these hill-sides and plains, forests, which are now only 
entered here and there by a few individual natives, to eut down 
the gutta producing trees, or to collect the few other natural 
products, of which the commercial value is known to them, and 
perhaps by charcoal burners for the purpose of turning some 
small portion of those glorious forests into portable fuel, what 
a hoard of wealth there is for the Botanist and the Naturalist ; 
and what splendid possibilities for the Planter and the Merchant. 
Mr. Wallace tells us that, during the six years he was collecting 
in these latitudes, his Natural History specimens reached the 
enormous number of 125,660, of which a very large proportion 
were entirely new to Science. With such an example as that in 
view, itis not easy to over-estimate the gains to every branch 
of natural science, that might be expected from a thorough 
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exploration of those parts of this region, which, being far from 
the coast, have been seldom or never visited by any European. 
Aud if we look at the question from the utilitarian side, the 
strong opinion which has been recently arrived at by practical 
agriculturists, that the slopes of hills in this Peninsula are 
admirably adapted to the growth of both tea and coffee, added 
to the actual successes of the Dutch and other planters of to- 
bacco on the other side of the Straits, gives one a very high idea 
of what might be done by capital and enterprise in so vast an 
extent of country, which has hitherto been profitless, for want 
of human inhabitants possessed cf those resources by which 
alone the tyranny of nature can be overcome. 

And this brings us to another set of subjects upon which ac- 
curate knowledge is very much needed. I mean the present 
human inhabitants of Malaya, their history, their manners and 
customs, their religion, and their language and literature. I[ 
shall however treat the whole subject very generally. 

I think no one who has lived among them can be satisfied 
with what is generally said in books about the character and 
habits of the Malays. For instance, they are constantly spoken 
of as if, throughout the length and breadth of the countries 
where they are to be found, they were, in character and dis- 

position, and in their ways of living and thinking, one and the 
same. But we know that this is very far from being the case. 
The Malay of the coast, who is best known to travellers, is quite 
a different being, in a hundred respects, from the Malay of the 
interior. And again, the inhabitants of one island, both the 
dwellers on the sea board, and the peasants inland, differ from 
those in another island, or in a distant part of the same island. 
Take as an example a case in which most of us can make 
the comparison from our own ‘experience, and appreciate the 
points of difference. Contrast a peasant of Malacea or Johor 
with one of the Boyans, who enter our service in various capa- 
cities in Singapore; they are both Malays, but they are almost 
as unlike one another as a Hindoo and a Chinaman. The one is 
lively, courteous, and communicative ; the other is dull, boorish, 
and shy. ‘The one is idle and fond of sport, tho other is plod- 
ding and methodical; the one is very fond of talking. and little 
given to reading; the other has not much to say even to his 
own people, but keeps his master awake at night by reading or 
reciting, in aloud monotonous voice, long poems or stories, or 
chanting chapters of the Koran, which as a child he learned to 
read, but of which he does not understand a word. If it is said 
that we only see the Boyan out of his natural sphere, as an 
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emigrant, and a servant to a foreign master, I should reply 
that that is another strange mark of difference between him 
and the peasant of the Peninsula, whom it is very difficult to 
persuade either to leave his house, or to become a servant. I 
think it is important that these differences between the several 
Malayan races should be more clearly noted than they have 
been hitherto. 

Then again in the matter of Religion there is the same want 
of accurate observation. Nearly all Malays are Mohamedans, 
and people seem to consider that when they have said that, they 
have said all that need be said on the subject, and that they 
have told you all there is -to be told. But there are Mohame- 
dans and Mohamedans; and I expect there is as much differ-. 
ence in the ideas. of Religion held by a Mussulman of the 
West and an average Malay, as between those held by Mr. - 
Spurgeon and the Pope of Rome. There could hardly be 
a more interesting study, than that of the special developments 
of Islam that are to be met with among the Malay race, both 
as to religious belief and moral practice. [I remember that 
some years ago at Malacca, I was much interested in listening 
to a Malay relating to me the traditions of the Patriarchs, which 
had come down through many generations of Malays, having, 
doubtless, originated from Arab sources. It was quite evident, 
in many cases, that the narrative had in course of time assumed 
a distinctly local form and colouring. J imtended to have made 
a collection of such traditions, but my removal to Singapore 
interrupted the study, and I have never had leisure or opportu- 
nity to return to it. 

A careful study of the religious opinions and practices of the 
people would be not interesting only, but directly useful. Use- 
ful of course to the Missionary, as shewing him what ground 
he has in common with the man whose spiritual life he hopes 
to benefit, what are the real errors to be eradicated, and the 
real defects in faith and morals that have to be supplied. And 
useful to the governing class too, as discovering the true char- 
acter and nature of the people to be governed, for as Carlyle 
says, “A man’s religion is the chief fact with regard to him; 
“a man’s or a nation of men’s.” And he goes on to explain: 
“ By religion Ido not mean the Church-creed which he pro- 
“ fesses, the articles of faith which he will sign, and, in words 
“ or otherwise, assert ; not this wholly ; in many cases not this 
“at all, * * * * * But the thing a man does practically be- 
“lieve; the thing a man does practically lay to heart concern- 
“ing his vital relations to this mysterious universe, and his 
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“duty and destiny there, that is in all cases the primary thing 
“for him, and creatively, determines all the rest. That is, 
“his religion; and I say, if you tell me what that is, you tell 
* me toa very great extent what the man.is, what the kind - 
“ of things he will do is.” eas 

Then there isa great want ofa good account of Malayan. 
Literature.- And-in order that that may be given, it willbe 
necessary to make a good collection of Malay writings. Grcat 
help may be rendered in this matter by persons possessing 
Malay manuscripts sending them in to the Library which this 
Society proposes to form, either as gifts, or as loans to be copied. 
I suppose there is no really good collection of Malay books in 
existence. We all know how the large one which Sir Stamford 
Raffles made was unfortunately burnt at sea on the way home. 
I know of none out here. I thought it likely that there might 
be such a thing in the British Museum; and when I was in 
England the year before last I went to see. They told me that 
there were Malay books but they were undescribed, and their 
eontents and value were unknown. However the Librarain 
kindly gave me every facility for examining them myself. I 
found that the whole collection amounted so some thirty 
volumes most of them purchased from Mr. Crawford in 1842. 
I hope that the Museum did not pay a very large price for them. 
The manuscripts were chiefly Stair and Hisayat, poems and 
romances, many of them incomplete, some bearing evident 
marks of having been copied for European reading, and more or 
less adapted to European ideas. There were several exam- 
ples of the Sual Jawad, or Religious Catechism, and some printed . 
books in the inferior style of typography, which may be seen 
any day by the curious in the book-shops in Kampong Glam. 
One cannot eall this a good collection, but I rather doubt if 
there is a much better one to be found. If one is ever to be 
made it should be done at once. For Malay manuscripts are 
becoming more and more difficult to obtain. The introduction 
of printed books has not at present tended to preserve the 
older literature. The Educational works which have been pub- 
lished for the use of schools, and the weekly newspapers, will 
probably, for some time to come satisfy a not too keen appetite 
for reading ; and the manuscripts (never very numerous) are 
likely to be less prized, and more rarely copied; and many will 
no doubt be lost for ever, unless an effort 1s made to discover 
and preserve them. 

About the non-Malayan aboriginal races I will only say that, 
though much has been written about them, there remains much 
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to be written. Probably they are not all known. Those unex- 
plored regions of which we have been speaking are the very 
places in which one might expect to find them, driven back into 
the jungle by the advance of even the Malay notion of civiliza- 
tion. And the fortunate man who diseovers anything about 
them should learn all he can at once, and put it down in 
writing at once, before an irruption of the “ orange putih,” * or, 
as I have heard M. Maclay call them, the “semut putih,” + 
coming into their retired haunts has the usual effect of causing 
them to dwindle more and more, and get more and more absorbed 
among the most sympathetic of their native neighbours, till in 
a little time, they and all their peculiarities of speech, of manners 
and customs, and ways of thought, disappear from off the face of © 
the earth. 

[I have only mentioned a very few of those paths along which 
the Society hopes to goin pursuit of knowledge. There is no 
doubt about the fact that there is plenty of work to be done. 
It remains for me just to indicate the means by which we hope 
that some of it may get done. 

The first. is by Association. The weak point in Mr. Logan’s 
brave attempt was that he was alone responsible for the manage- 
ment of the Journal. He seems to have been most heartily 
supported at first, and he had a brilliant success; but any one 
may see from the table of contents that, as time went on, the 
burden began to fall on him with a weight wnich no man out 
here would be likely to sustain long. [ do not know what it was 
that made him give up the undertaking in 1862, but I should 
think, from the look of the thing, that the want of sufficient 
co-operation had something to do with it. And, as must happen 
to an undertaking which depends, in the main, upon the energy 
and enthusiasm of a single individual, when he gave up the 
work it came utterly to an end. It is to be hoped that this 
danger will be averted by our uniting ourselves in a Society. A 
Society, if it starts with a good stock of vital power, and has a 
definite end to accomplish, may expect to be long-lived. In- 
dividuals are removed, and some lose the little interest they ever 
had in the matter and drop away. This is to be Jooked for. 
But others remain; and new members are constantly enlisted 
to fill up the ranks. I think we have every reason to consider 
that we do make our start with a considerable amount of vitality. 
The number of members, as we have just heard, is now 
nearly a hundred ; and considering how short a time has elapsed 
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* « White men.” + * White ants. ”’ 
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since the matter was first mooted, I think that fact alone shews 
that a great deal of interest is felt in the objects which those 
who first moved in it had at heart. 

And the time is a propitious one for many reasons. I will 
only wention one. The opening of the Native States has placed 
a small band of Englishmen within reach of some of the least 
known parts of the Peninsula. [am happy to say that every 
one of the Residents has joined us, and several of the other 
officers who are stationed with them. Some of these gentlemen 
are already well known for their extensive research in some of 
the questions that are most interesting to us. And every one 
of them has a grand opportunity of acquiring large stores of 
information, and of facilitating the acquisition of it by others. 
I should think it must be an encouragement and a solace to men 
living in the isolated positions in which they are placed, to feel 
that the results of their labour and observation need not be con- 
signed to the respectable oblivion of blue-books, but may be 
communicated at once to asympathizing and appreciative public 

Another means by which the Society is to work is by the 
monthly General Meetings, of which this is the first. At these 
meetings some of the papers communicated to the Society will 
be read, and the subjects of them discussed. Gatherings of this 
kind, for purely intellectual purposes, are rather a new feature 
in our Colonial life, and I think a most desirable one; and we 
may hope that the conversations we shall have here will tend 
to keep up an interest in the proceedings, and perhaps set some 
of us upon studying subjects which we have neglected before. 

The Journal is of course the chief instrument by the help of 
which the work we have in hand is to be attempted. 1t is pro- 
posed, for the present, to publish a number every six months, 
beginning in July next. The number of contributions already 
promised shews that we are not for the present, at all events, 
likely to be short of matter; and if the supply should continue 
as abundant asit promises to be the Commitee may think it 
right to try a more frequent issue. But that of course must 
depend very much upon the reception which the first number 

meets with. For however learned, and however enthusiastic the 
Society may be, it will not be able to express its learning, or 
give vent to its ardour in paper and printer’s ink without funds. 

The last feature of the scheme is the Library. It is proposed 
‘to make a small and very special collection of the books which 
are the best authorities upon these countries, and which will be 
guides to students, and helps to collectors. It may perhaps be 
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asked whether the Rafties Library is not sufficient. It is in 
fact a great deal more than sufficient in one way, but insufficient 
in others. JI need not say that avery large number of the at- 
tractive looking volumes on those shelves would not be of much 
use to such a Society as this. And, on the other hand, a great 
many books, &c., required for the purposes of the Society, 
would not be necessary in a general collection. As I 
have said before, I hope that one important feature of the 
Library will be as complete a collection as possible of the books 
that have been written in the Malay and kindred languages 
In the Library, too, will be found, I hope, many M. S. commu- 
nications to the Society, such as notices of short Journeys, which 
though not of sufficient importance to be printed, yet deserve. 
to be carefully preserved for reference. 

This then is the Society, its work and its modus operandi. 
I cannot but regret that your choice of a President for this year 
has not fallen upon some one who would have done better jus- 
tice to a great subject. But the objects we are aiming at speak 
for themselves, and I think we have every reason to be sanguine 
in our expectation that the Society may take a worthy and ho- 
noured place among those institutions which are conferring be- 
nefits upon mankind, by removing a part of the ignorance and 
misconception, which hide from our view some of the most 
wonderful works of God. 



NOTES ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
USEFUL MINERALS IN SARAWAK 

BY 

A. HART EVERETT, 

RestipENT OF BrintuLt, SARAWAK. 

Aone the numerous works that have appeared during the 
last forty years having reference to that narrow strip of the 
N. W. Coast of Borneo now known as the Sarawak Territory, 
there occur suggestions that this portion of the island will be 
found wealthy in mineral resources at some future day, when the 
progress of exploration and a larger influx of European enter- 
prise, shall have indicated their extent and led to their full 
development. 

In point of fact these ideas are not of recent birth. From 
the day when the companions of the hopeless Magelhiaens, cast 
anchor off Brunie, now some three hundred years ago, up to the 
early part of the present century, when Hunt presented his re- 
port on the island of Kalamantan to Sir S. Raffles, the “ great 
and rich island of Borneo” has been encircled with a fictitious 
halo of reputed wealth in precious mineral deposits. 

It has been the office of time, remarks Temminck, to dissipate 
these golden fancies, and whether they will ever be realised, or 
even seriously revived, is problematical; but, nevertheless, there 
does exist a certain amount of solid foundation for the idea, that 
Borneo is well furnished with the useful metals and minerals, 
although for the most part these are not such as would have 
attracted the attention of the early voyagers in the East. And 
it is in connection with this wider field—the mineral resources 
of Borneo as a whole—that the following notes on the minerals 
of Sarawak are offered. 

Before proceeding to enumerate the various minerals of eco- 
nomic value heretofore observed in Sarawak, and to note their 
modes of occurrence, distribution &c., it will be advisable to 
glance at the goelogical features of the district of Upper Sa- 
rawak.( Proper), both as being the only locality in which work- 
able deposits of . mineral ores have been discovered, and. because 
it furnishes us in a greater or ‘less degree with an epitome. of 
the geological structure of the major part of the Territory. 
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Briefly described then, this district consists of an ancient 
compact blue Limestone (Paleozoic?) on which is superimposed 
unconformably a thick series of sandstones, conglomerates, and 
clay-shales, constituting the most extensive series of beds in 
this part of Borneo ; and on these last lie strata of clay-shales, 
alluvial clay, river gravels, &c., of very recent origin. Piercing 
the limestone and sandstone, we find granite and a variety of 
igneous and trappean rocks—basalt, porphyrite, greenstones, 
&c., these latter being developed in great abundance in the 
Antimony districts, where they are in immediate contact with 
the limestone.. The latter formation, in which the lodes of 
Antimony are seen in s7tu, is locally rich in fossil organic re- 
mains, but I am unable to say whether they have been examined 
by a competent paleontologist with a view to approximate the 
age of the rock ; the planes of stratification can seldom be made 
out with any approach to certainty, but where they are evident, 
they show that the originally horizontal beds have been up-tilted 
almost on end and much denuded ; and there is abundant proof 
that a very considerable interval in time elapsed between the 
close of the limestone formation, and the commencement of the 
succeeding sandstone series. 

The sandstone shales have also undergone much disturbance 
all over this portion of Borneo, although, like the limestone, 
sometimes retaining their horizontality. They are generally 
impregnated with per-oxide of iron, and as is so often the case 
with such rocks, seem quite barren of fossils, except in the 
coal-measures. It is in this formation that the cinnabar de- 
posits of the country occur. 

Both hmestone and sandstone have been enormously denuded, 
the latter rising in» isolated tabular mountains, or short peaky 
trends, with an altitude above the sea varying from 1,500 feet 
and separated by undulating valleys, in which the limestone 
appears, sometimes in low hilly traets varying from 200 to 1,200 
feet in elevation, sometimes in solitary crags, but invariably 
with long lines of old sea-cliffs and bald scarps. When accident 
removes the veil of dark green jungle from their faces, they 
present to view surfaces fretted by a thousand deep rifts, and 
fissured and jointed i im every imaginable direction. 

Io the intervening lowlands we have uniformly a deposit of 
dark yellow felspathic clay, apparently unstratified, and varying 
in depth from a few feet to 80 feet or more, which is derived 
from the degradation, and, [ think, decomposition 77 sitw, of the 
clayey sandstones, clay shales, and, especially, the felspathic 
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intrusive rocks of igneous origin, so abundant in the district. 
Associated with this clay, and mostly of more recent date are 
superficial deposits of puddingstone, river-gravels, &c. 

The intrusive igneous rocks appear indiscriminately all over 
Upper Sarawak as mountains and hills, and very commonly 
in the form of dykes, which, with some few reefs of siliceous 
veinstone, seam the country in great numbers between the more 
elevated masses. They consist for the most part of varieties of 
porphyrite, very decomposable, and more seldom of basalt. The 
voleanie action which caused their eruption would seem to have 
been in operation at a period subsequent to the formation of all 
the stratified sedimentary rocks of the district, and antecedent 
to only the most recent of superficial deposits. It is in im- 
mediate connection with these rocks that we find the deposits 
of antimony, arsenic, and cinnabar; and as there is reason to 
believe that they occupy fissures caused by the eruption of the 
voleanic rocks, and that their deposition took place after the 
cessation of voleanic action, we arrive at a remarkably recent 
date for the formation of the mineral lodes at Upper Sarawak. 

Such in outline are the geological features of Upper Sarawak. 
Other formations and many other varieties of rocks, are to be 
met with in the Territory, but it is not necessary to particularise 
these, as they are. not connected with the mineral deposits ot 
the country, so far as we know, and are therefore foreign to the 
subject of these notes. 

The minerals and mineral ores of Sarawak, in relation to their 
local distribution, may be summarized as follows, the names of 
those which have only been observed in traces being italicized. 

District of Sarawak Proper (including Lundu and Samara- 
han),—Gold, Antinony, Arsenic, Argentiferous-Arsenic, Cinna- 
bar, Cobalt, ‘Ni ickel, Manganese, Copper, Iron Diamond, Aqua- 
marine, Co a ’ 

District of Sadong.—Gold, Coal, Diamond, Iron, Cinnabar. 
District of Batang Lupar Cok, Coal, Tron, ah timony. 
District of Rejang.—Coal, Iron, Loerie. Antimony, Nickel, Coli. 
District of Mukah and Bintulu. —Coal, Antimony. 

In the districts of Saribas, Kalakah and Oyah, I have no re- 
hable information of the occurrence of useful minerals. A num- 
ber of the above mentioned species are known to have been 
detected in other parts of N. W.and W. Borneo beyond the 
limits of the Sarawak territory, viz., Gold, Antimony, Arsenic, 
Copper, Cinnabar, Iron, Diamond, and Coal, some in work- 
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able quantitics and some in traces; and in addition platinum 
molybdenum, petroleum, catseyes, and spinelle ruby have been 
observed. In Sir J. Brooke’s “Private Letters” mention is 
made of alarge stone called the “ Brooke diamond” which on 
examination proved to be a white topaz, but the precise locality 
whence it was obtained is not specified, although we may sur- 
mise that it was a genuine Sarawak ‘stone. — 

_ I, find also in a work on China entitled “The Middle King- 
fone (1848) mention of Corundum being imported from Borneo 
for the use of Chinese lapidaries; no authority, however, is 
cited for the occurrence of this mineral in Borneo: the note’ 
probably refers not to Corundum, properly so called, but to dia- 
monds, brought from Landak and Sarawak. 

In the above enumeration it is noteworthy that Sarawak Pro- 
per exhibitsall the minerals of which traces have been detected 
in the other districts, and several others besides. When we con- 
sider that it is the only portion of the Territory in which a 
systematic search has been attempted (generally by amateurs) and 
that there isa close general similarity in geological constitution 
over the whole of the N. W. coast of Borneo, there is fair 
ground for conjecture that available deposits of one or more of 
the above mentioned minerals, will be discovered in some other 
localities in which traces only have been detected as yet. 

Gold occurs in the form of fine sand, or minute flattened plates 
in alluvial deposits over a great part of Sarawak. Washings 
are carried on in Upper Sarawak at Bau, Paku, Gumbang, &c., 
in Samarahan at Sirin, in Sadong at Malikin, andin the Batang 
Lupar at Marup. The operations are wholly superficial, al- 
though at Marup and Bau, the principal Chinese washings in 
the country, the stratified clays belonging to the Sandstone for- 
mation, and containing at the latter locality decomposed por- 
phyritic dykes have been cut into to some extent. ‘The precious 
metal has never tomy knowledge been regularly mined for in 
Sarawak, nor indeed has it been discovered 7 s/¢u it its original 
matrix, except in the case of the gold contained in the vein- 
stones and quartz-reefs of the Antimony district, and that asso- 
ciated with a lode of argentiferous arsenic at Bidi. The 
alluvium of the limestone caverns and fissures, and especially the 
sands in the beds of streams have yielded sufficient to induce 
the natives to work in such spots. The washing is carried on 
partly by Malays, who are usually gamblers and work only at in- 
tervals, but chiefly by country-born Sambas Chinese. Their 
mode of operation has been fully described by Crawfurd, Hors- 
field, St. John, and others, and it will therefore be unnecessary 
to enter into any details here. 
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Nuggets are of extremely rare occurrence and I have never 
seen one of any size, but if the Chinese are to be credited, some 
of very considerable weight have been met with in the ad Jacent 
Sambas District. St. John mentions having seen one of 7 oz., 
taken from the auriferous clay at Krian near Bau, and this is 
the largest which I have heard reported on credible authority 
to have been found in Sarawak. The gold dust is usually in a 
state of the finest comminution, but I “have seen samples from 
Kumpang, near Marup, composed of fine dust intermixed abun- 
dantiy with thin flat plates of the metal of from} to ,4, inch dia- 
meter—a form which has been ascribed to some original Jaminated 
structure in the present matrix. Iam informed that similar plates 
have been detected in the siliceous veinstones of the antimony 
lodes ; but where ‘I have had the opportunity of seeing the gold 
in these veinstones it appeared in very minute sparsely scattered 
specks without a sign of running into plates or veins. The 
veinstones are now and again found to contain avery profitable 

‘ percentage, according to the estimate of the Chinese, who quarry 
the stone in asuperficial way, and pounds it in wooden mortars 
with iron rammers. One block of siliceous manrix (about 15Ibs.) 
at Paku containing some 2() per cent of grey antimony, wheu 
thus crushed yielded about $12 worth of gold, but this result was 
quite exceptional. At Jibong both the white quartz and the 
black amorphous siliceons veinstones are crushed, and of these 
two the latter is considered to yield the higher percentage of 
metal. Bothin crushing the stone and in washing the alluvial 
clays and gravels the find is very uncertain, and good “ hauls” 
seem few and far between. Marup, Bau,and Paku have afford- 
ed remunerative washings, and Sirin in a less degree. The suc- 
cession of the superficial deposits in the last locality are as 
follows :— 

1. Vegetable mould. 
2. Unstratified Felspathie clay. 
3. Clayey Gravel. 
4. Uptilted indurated clay-shales. 

The whole section to the basement-rock of clay is only 5 or 6 
feet in thickness, and it is in the stratum of gravel that the gold 
is found, associated with small rolled fragments of cinnabar and 
the clay-ironstone which abounds all over the gold and antimony 
districts of Sarawak. The components of the auriferous gravel 
are granite, quartz, sandstone, impure-agate, porphyrite, &c. 
The surrounding country is made up of steep low hills of indu- 
rated clay-shales and clayey sandstone with yellow felspathic 
clay overlying, and is seamed with dykes of hornblendic trap- 
rocks ; and.a short distance to the S. and W. limestone hills 
appear. 
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The quality of Sarawak gold varies with the locality in which 
it is found. Thus Marup gold at $32 to $34 per bongkal 
according to the supply, Sadong gold at $26, whilst Paku cold 
is quoted at $28 per bongkal, the difference being estimate by 
the whiteness of the metal which is dependent on the amount 
of silver existing in natural alloy withit. No scientific analysis 
bas been made of Sarawak gold so far as I am aware, but it 
would doubtless be very similar in. result to the analysis of Bor- 
nean gold given by Crawfurd, which’ I have taken the liberty of 
transcribing below, as bis valuable work has long been out of 
print. 

Name of gold taken Countey ie 100 parts. | | 
of gold dust. Silver 

fromthe distnieb which | where ___ Gold. Silver. copper and 
' | copper 

produces it. situated. Dross. Metal. | 

Gold of Ombak ... Borneo. 3.75 | 96.25 ' 88.19 | 8.51) 3.30. 11.81 
,» Sanga ... ditto. | 4.96 | 95.04 90.97 | 3.65 3.38 9.03 
5, Lara ... ditto. { 3.83 | 96.17 86.11| 5.90 | 7.99 13.89 

. Banjar Laut ...' ditto. | 2.66/97.34 90.45) 4.34 5.21 9.55 
Pontianak .... ditto. | 14.05 | 85.95 82.99 16.14 0.87 17.01 

» Jambi _ Sumatra 0.47 | 94.53 91.84 | | 8.16 
» Sambas . Borneo.) 9.00 91.00 83.68 | 16.32 
., Palembang _ Sumatra 2.11 | 97.89 98.75 6.25 
» Montradok | - Borneo. | he: 02" 87.98 84.09 | 15.91 

The dust brought to market in Kuching 1s generally unadulterat- 
ed, as the mysteries of galvanic vilding are as yet unknown 
there. There is little risk in purchasing if Cus Eet eare be 
exercised. 

With regard to the annual produce of gold in the Territory, 
there are no reliable data for even approximating the total 
amount produced. Mr. Low of Labuan—whose work, in spite of 
its being somewhat out of date, 1s the most trustworthy yet writ- 
ten on Sarawak—places the yearly export of gold trom the 
Territory at 7009 ounces. Although nominally all gold carried 
out of the country must be declared, it is heyond ‘doubt that 
quite as much leaves Sarawak in a private way as is declared to» 
the Export Office in Kuching, while a still more considerable 
portion of the annual out port is bought up and remains in the 
country, without in any way showing in the trade returns. The 
same remark will apply to the produce of diamonds ; and in the 
‘“ Summary of Exports” given below it must be borne in mind 
that the figures are purely nominal, and represent amounts cer- 
tainly far below the minimum value of even the annual export 
of these two minerals—much more so of the net annual produce. 
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In connection with the consumption of gold in the Territory, 
it may be remarked that none of the savage tribes of this part 
of Borneo seem ever to have made use of this metal notwith- 
standing their intercourse with Malays, and in a less degree with 
the Chinese, during at least several centuries past. I have never 
known an instance of a Sea-Dyak or Land-Dyak, a Kyan or 
Bakatan seeking gold on his own account, and manufacturing it 
into any description of ornament, however rude. 

When we endeavour to trace out the origin of the gold in Sa- 
rawak, we find the immediate source of the metal, in the gravels 
and alluvial clays and in some of the clay-shales, which so thickly 
mask the older formationsin N. W. Borneo, and out of these 
beds it is being swept continually by running water. It is evi- 
dent however, that so far we have traced the source but a single 
step back ; and the conclusion at which I have arrived, from ob- 
servation of a considerable number of sections in different parts of 
the country, is that the auriferous strata of Sarawak Proper 
are derived immediately from the waste of siliceous and porphy- 
tic dykes, associated with the system of antimony and arsenic 
lodes developed in that locality. Similar strata however in other 
localities (the Batang Lupar washings for instance) appear 
rather to have been rearranged more than once; so much so, tn 
fact, that the original home of the gold they bear can no longer 
be guessed with any approach to certainty : and the only clue to 
the problem is to be found in the circumstance that invariably 
in these latter districts there is evidence of considerable meta- 
morphic action among the const.tuent rocks of the several !ocali- 
ties. It is highly probable that much of this gold originally lay 
in quartz rock, as is the case in many places in Sumatra and in the 
Malay Peninsula, and may be the case to a limited extent in the less 
known parts of Sarawak; but even if auriferous reefs are dis- 

covered at a future day in accessible situations, it is more than 
doubtfui whether they will afford a field for the European specula- 
tion, especially since an analysis of a quantity of the auriferous 
veinstone at Bau, by a competent European metallurgist, has 
failed to give such a result as to tempt further operations. 

SILVER AND “ARSENIC:—Some years ago a lode of native 
arsenic was worked at Bidi in conjunction with the antimony at 
the same spot, but the mine was subsequently abandoned as the 
ore scarcely repaid the cost of export. Realgar and Orpiment 
were observed, but not in quantity ; the former is found iu traces 
in the Upper Rejang, a district wholly unexplored by Europeans, 
and in the Baram. Argentiferous arsenical ore also occurred at 
Bidi, and an attempt was made to extract the Silver and gold 
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contained in it; but this project was also abandoned as unpro- 
fitable, the precentage of the precious metals in a ton of the 
residuce left bp smelting out the Arsenic being too small to repay 
the cost of their extraction. 

Silver is unknown in the Territory, except in the connection 
here stated, or naturally alloyed with the gold. It is not im- 
probable that the argentiferous arsenic at Bidi may be found 
richer in silver than has yet appeared, but the analyses made 
heretofure have discouraged this hope. A ton of the ore being 
calcined, yielded the following result :— 

OZ dwt. or 
Silver... 0... Det al) ve cael Se Oi. Wl ar eae 8 

Golds eh et Lk eae... Seeing Lil. ey Ce ee 4, 

This was considered an average sample, although sightly 
higher precentages were obtained by another trial. 

MancGanese, Copatt anp Nickei:—The first of these mine- 
rals is found in small quantities in the Bidi mines, but is not, I 
believe, sufficiently abundant to be of any practical value. Cobalt 
and Nackel I have not met wiuh myself, but Mr. Low has the 
following passage in his “ Sarawak” on their occurrence :— 
“Nickel in found over the whole Territory of Sarawak, particularly 
in the gold and tin (s/c) districts; in the former it is very 
abundant, combined with iron and Cobalt :it has not yet been 
worked.” 7 

Tron is disseminated throughout the whcle Territory, and all 
the clay-shales and sandstones are more or less ferruginous ; 
those in the gold districts being often impregnated with the 
peroxide. No dedosits of iron-ores are known in this country of 
any commercial importance. The richest specimens come from 
the Upper Rejang. Tne Kayan tribes inhabiing this district 
smelt their own iron, using charcoal only, in their own rude 
furnaces, and the steel they manufacture is preferred to that 
of European make. The ores I have seen brought down from 
Balui, the right-hand branch of the Rejang, are (1) a very pure 
oxide with metallic fracture and strongly magnetic, and (2) a 
botroidal argillaceous ironstone, not magnetic, with dull purple 
clayey fracture, very hard, and much worn and rolled. ‘This 
latter ore is said to be dug out of alluvial clays. 

A clay-ironstone having a peculiar seoriaceous appearance is 
scattered though the alluvial clay of Upper Sarawak and is 
especially abundant in the gold and antimony districts—indeed 
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one meets this ore all over the country. It is frequently rich 
enough to show a metallic fracture and bears a close resemblance 
to the ironstones described by Horsfield es appearing in such 
profusion in the tin-mining districts of Banka. I have never 
observed this ore, however, in Sarawak in the extensive veins 
and reticulations mentioned by him; but, if one may be allowed 
to form and opinion from the written descriptions only of Hors- 
field and Logan, these iron ores belong to the same class as the 
Ironstone of the former writer, and the Lateritic iron-ores of 
Logan’s writings on the Malay Peninsula. 

Correr Leap anv Tin.—The first of these minerals has been 
detected in very unimportant traces in Upper Sarawak on the 
Dutch border; the two latter, though often reported, have not 
been discovered even in traces. Galena is said to have been 
obtamed in the vicinity of Bidi, but Tam notin a position to 
vouch for the accuracy of the report. Copper occurs in minute 

quantities in the form of green and blue carbonate in con- 
nection with the antimony lodges at Busan, but there is no 
evidence at present to lead us to suppose that any workable 
deposit of Copper ores will be discovered im Sarawak. As to 
Tin, on the contrary, there is reasonable ground for expecting 
that it will be found to exist; having regard to the close simi- 
larity in geological constitutions between certain parts of the 
Territory, and the richly-stanniferous localities of Banka and 
Malacca. 

Antimony has long been known as the staple mineral export 
of Sarawak. It ores are distributed over the whole of the 
Territory as well as being found beyond the frontiers in Brunei 
and in Dutch Borneo; but they have not been ascertained to be 
in workable quantity in any part of the island except in the 
district of Upper Sarawak (Proper), where, however, all the 
more accessible deposits are exhausted. 

The most productive localities worked have been the Busan 
veins, the Jambusan, Busan, and Piat surface ore and the Bidi 
lodes and surface ore. At ‘all these places, with perhaps the 
exception of Bidi, the out-put has either ceased altogether, or 
has greatly decreased during the past three years, but a great 
deal of inferior ore is still turned out. Bearing in mind the 
history of the mining operations as Jambusan, a new find may 
yet be heard of even in the abandoned working—so easy is it in 
a, country densely covered with jungle, lke Borneo, to go on 
working for months and years within a few yards of a valuable 
deposit which is revealed at length by mere accident. In addi- 
tion to the above-mentioned localities, antimony has been marked 
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at Grogo and Sikunyit; and. it has been observed in traces 
between Ahup and Gumbang, at Sirin in the Samarahan, in the 
Sadong district, at Marup in the Batang Lupar, and in the 
taba and Poi tributaries of the Rejang river, and one good 
specimen of sulphide has come under my notice from’ the Kagan 
districts of the Upper Rejang: 

‘These wide-spread traces cannot be referred to a Single centre 
of dispersion such as it might be supposed the Upper Sarawak 
field would present. They point to the presence of one or more 
undiscovered accumulations of antimony ore tothe east of 
Sarawak Proper, though whether within the boundaries or at a 
short distance beyond, cannot now be said. In Kanowit the 
traces are tolerably abundant, but their great distance island 
renders it vain to hope they. will be followed up for mauy years 
to come, if at all. 

The ores commonly worked are native antimony ; gray sul- 
phide, and the “oxide” or “red ore” (oxy-sulphide). Native 
antimony occurs in the form of worn rounded pebbles in alluvial 
flats in the immediate vicinity of the vein-bearing limestone, 
and especially in the gullies and crevices so characteristic of this 
rock which are always more or less filled with a debris of clay 
and fragments of veinstone and ore. My brother—to whom I 
was indebted for many of these notes—informed me that he 
once observed native antimony forming part of a vein, and in 
this sigle instance it was scattered throughout a small horizon. 
tal lode of the sulphide. The ore in this form is not found in 
large quantities, but as it contains a minimum of impurities, ap- 
proaching more nearly to regulut of antimony than any of the 
other varieties, and therefore requiring no preparation before 
being exported, it is always secured where met with. The 
Busan hills have proved the richest depository of this ore. 

The oxide, like the foregomg ore, is generally obtained in 
rolled fragments and pebbles which are often seen to be only 
blocks of sulphide, partially oxidized, and preserving their origi- 
nal lamellar stracture. It is found im the same situations as the 
native antimony, but in much larger quantities. It has been 
hitherto exported in its rough state, and is the least valuable of 
the ores of antimony owing to the difficulties 1t presents in re- 
duction. The largest boulder of which I have heard weighed 
some 8 ewt., Pat | the fragmeuts are almost invariably canal 
weighing from a pound to thirty or forty pounds. The chief 
supply has been obtained from Boan, Piat, and Paku localities 
around the base of the Busan hills. 
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By far the principal part of the antimony, however, is afforded 
by the sulphide or common gray antimony, which occurs both in 
the form of lodes in the limestone rock, and in deposits of rolled 
boulders in the valleys contiguous to the hills bearing these lodes. 
These latter sources of the oreare now worked out, and the sup- 
ply is dependent almost wholly on the vein-mining. The per- 
centage inores werked, runs from 18 to 80 per cent. The Ahup 
ore, of which only a few boulders hav ebeen met with is the richest 
known, giving a percentage of 80 per cent of pure sulphide. 
But this is exceptional; in practice the ores if ner, rich or very. 
poor are mixed with stuff of average quality (No. 2.) preparatory 
to smelting. The bulk of the ore has a distinctly lamellar struc- 
ture, and commonly has a shining steél-gray lustre when freshly 
fractured ; sometimes it is iridescent, presenting a rich play of 
blue, violet and crimson hues like variegated copper-ore. The 
poorer varieties exhibit a starry pattern of needless radiating 
through the white veinstone; or the antimony will traverse the 
matrix in long slender spikes, or be disseminated in specks in 
the poorer sorts. More rarely one finnds masses of tangled 
acicular crystals which are now and then endomorphous in hexa- 
gonal prisms of quartz crystal. The gangue is generally 
its, sometimes amorphous, enone ovystalline, or, less 
commonly cale-spar (rhombic) ; and when a vein of white silice- 
ous gangueis followed into the rock, in invariably runs into a— 
dark gray amorphous siliceous veinstone, of extreme hardness 
and with little ornooer in it. This dark-coloured veinstone 
appears with the antimony in all situations and the oer 1s always 
intimately mixed with it, the stone itself when magnified being 
seen to be thoroughly impregnated with the sulphide in the form 
of minute needles. As ageneral rule vein-ore is rich, but runs 
poorer asthe lodeis workedin, the block spar gradually pre- 
ponderatine and ultimately replacing the antimony altogether. 
Lodes in which the matrix is cale-spar are rarer those in 
which the gangue is siliceous. 

The arrangement of the contents of a vein often differs entire- 
ly in portions only a few feet apart: calc-spar, black-spar, 
crystalline white quartz, and antimony being intermingled con- 
fusedly one with another—each one running forafew feet or 
inches ina_ narrow ill-defined band and then being lost in some 
other; but mother lodes uniform bands of cale-spar or quartz 
will be found coating the walls of the fissures, with a single rib 
of orerunning between. Instances have occurred of large 
masses of sulphide rich on the surface being found, when work- 
ed down to the limestone, to terminate in an insignificant vein of 
very poor ore; exactly as if there had been a continued overflow- 
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ing and accumulation of ore from a kind of top-hole, which is 
represented by the small vein. 

The veins are natural fissures in the limestone, having their 
walls usually clear and well defined, and the adjacent rock j is 
seldom metamorphosed to any noticeable degree. In the Busan 
hills the lodes havea general N. W and N. 8. and strike and dip at ‘ 
angles varyiug from 20° to 50°, the amount of dip not being a 
constant in the same lode; but in the Jambusan valley, about a 
mile distant, a lode was found striking almost due E. and W. and 
this was at aconsiderably lower level than the Busan veins, of 
which a series of four or perhaps five distinct lodes is to be 
observed cropping out in one spot, each above the other, with 
short intervals. The lodes at Bidi are said to dip at a very 
high inchnation, but I have had no opportunity of examining 
this locality. The working face ranges from six feet to a few 
inches indepth, and the ‘yield of any single vein is very in- 
termittent. 

The adventitious minerals, found associated 1p the vein with the 
sulphide, are gold and copperin the gangue, and gold, silver, native 
arsenic and realear in the ore. The last-mentioned sometimes 
spots the sulphide of antimony with small pockets of orange-red 
crystals, and the ore at Bidi is not unfrequently stained red from 
the same source. The existence of quicksilver also in some form 
or other is attested by the presence of globules of metallic mer- 
cury in the flues of the reverberatory furnaces, where it has con- 
densed after sublimation in the smelting chamber, and bas been 
deposited together with the white oxide of antimony. 

In seeking to decipher the geological sequence of events which 
resulted in the produce of the system of antimony veins in upper 
Sarawak, the observer is at once brought face to face with rival 
theories of the production of mineral veims as awhole. There is: 
no evidence to indicate that the antimony lodes derive their me- 
tallie contents by any process of segregation from the rock in 
which they lie, although portion of the gangues may have been 
locally so derived ; and the true interpretation of the phenomena 
they present is therefore limited to the inquiry, whether the va- 
rious minerals were injected in molten stateinto the including 
fissures, or were deposited gradually and from solution, by the 
passage of hot spings through the limestone rock. I do not 
feel competent to give an opinion on a theoretical matter of this 
kind, which, to be at all reliable, must be founded ona wide 
knowledge of strictly chemical geology; but I may here state- 
that M. Gréger,a geologist and mining engineer employed by 
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the Borneo Company to report on the antimony mines, is deci- 
dedly in favour of the aqueous, as against the igneous theory of 
the origin of the antimony. 

QuicKsILVER. The mineral was discovered 27 si¢u about seven 
years ago, by the indefatigable exertions of Messrs. Helms and 
Walters of the Borneo Company Limited, who prospected over 
the whole of Sarawak Proper, and ultimately succeeded in track- 
ing the small fragments of cinnabar that are scattered over the 
district, to a hill on the right bank of the Staat river, and be- 
tween it and the Sibugoh mountains. 

During the progress of the exploration, a rough but service- 
able sketch- -map was executed, embracing Sarawak Proper and 
the Upper Samaraham, on which the positions of the principal 
deposits of antimony and cinnabar will be found accnrately 
marked. 

The Hill containing the cinnabar—for it is in this form as 
usual that the quicksilver occurs—is known by the name of Ta- 
gora, aud is, or rather was, a steep twin-peaked mass of semi- 
metamorphic rock, rising to an elevation of about 800 ft. above 
the sea-level, in the upper parts of which the ore is found depo- 
sited capriciously in strains, pockets and strings, with now and 
again a little metallic mercury. 

The component rocks are argillaceous shales, with sandstones 
interbedded ; these have been very extensively disturbed and 
contorted, and the former are as I have said, partially metamor- 
phosed into an impure state, glittering with cubical iron pyrites, 
and, in the higher portion of the hiil, full of cutters of carbonate 
of lime. Nodules of black shale occur here and there in the state 
which is, in appearance, amygdaloidal, through being often 
thickly spotted with cale-spar, baryta, and pyrites. Some layers 
of sandstone which I observed cropping out at a very high angle 
on one of the peaks, did not seem to have been affected in the 
same degree with softer shales by the metamorphic action, and 
still Peeanedl their normal structure, though hardened to such a 
degree as to be most refractory in working. 

The ore is found in the slate, rarely in the sandstone, and, as 
is the case with all known deposits of Cinnabar, is distributed 
with great irregularity in the matrix. Hence the yield has 
proved extremely variable, and at times the ore has seemed to be 
lost altogether. No such thine asa lode can be said to exist, 
though short strings are met with. One of these attained a face 
of six inches, and was traced down to a depth of many fathoms. 
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The most considerable quantity of ore has been gained, not by 
vein-mining, but by washing in the felspathic clays flanking the 
western aspect of the hill. These clays afforded pure stream 
Cinnabar in great abundance, as well as hundreds of rich boulders 
of ore- bearing rock that had been denuded from the upper. parts 
of the hill. ‘This source of wealth, however, was limited, and 
may be regarded as exhausted. 

A search for fresh deposits has been instituted from time to 
time. ‘I'races of Cinnabar have been detected behind the 
Sibugoh mountain and in the Samaraham and Sadong districts ; 
and traces of metallic mercury have been reported on good 
authority at Marup in the Batang Lupar; and at Gunong 
Gading, a few miles to the west of Tagora, ore has been dis- 
covered (uz sifu, and is being worked. The Gading deposits 
are altogether smaller and much poorer than those at Tagora. 
The general geological features of the two hills are similar, but 
the matrix at Gading is more siliceous and more highly 
metamorphosed, though at the same time decomposing rapidly 
on exposure to atmospheric influences, as is also the case with 
the Tagorarock. ~The character of the Cinnabar differs from that 
of the 'lagora deposits, being soft and crystalline, and the ore-in 
the stream-washing is small and very friab!e, and so abundantly 
mixed with iron- -pyrites as to make it impossible to separate the 
two minerals by simple hand-washing. 

As with the antimony there is evidence of the association of 
minute quantities of quicksilver, so too, antimony (sulphide) has 
been observed im juxtaposition with the Cinnabar in the same 
fragment of veinstone at Gading. 

With regard to the origin of these deposits of Cinnabar, it is 
almost certain that they were produced by the passage of heated 
vapours bearing quicksilver and sulphur in a state of sublimation, 
which were deposited by the cooling of the vapours as they 
approached the surface of the earth. The peculiar and irregular 
mode of deposition of the Cinnabar, and the facts that the lower 
the miner goes the less abundant the ore becomes, and that no 
definite “run,” or fissure vein, is observable, all point in this direc- 
tion. It is confirmatory of this view, that the surrounding shales 
and sandstones are all more or less highly impregnated with per- 
oxide of iron, whilst in the metamorphic ore-bearing rock, iron is 
scarcely visible except in the form of pyrites, i.e. in combina- 
tion with sulphur, which can only have risen from below in a 
state of sublimation, and has seized on the iron and collected 1t 
in this form. Assuming a large proportion of sulphur in the 
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local subterranean exhalations containing quicksilver, the forma- 
tions of both pyrites and cinnabar may be readily explainod. 

Coat is found in many localities on the N. W. Coast of 
Borneo and crops up in the Sarawak Territory at Simunjan, at 
Lingga and other spots in the Batang Lupar district, in the 
Rejang, and in the Mukah and Bintulu rivers. It was formerly 
worked at Sadong, and the mine has recently been re-opened by 
the Government, and now supplies regularly a small quantity 
of fair steam coal. For the past two years an exploration of the 
Lingza seams has been in progress, and it is hoped that this 
field will be shortly worked on a large scale. The other outerops 
of coal of importance are those of Mukah and Rejang: both in 
such inaccessible situations as to be for the present quite useless, 
although, so far as is known, of good quality and considerable 
extent. The varieties of the mineral found are anthracite and 
cannel coal, both of which appear to be remarkably free from 
pyrites and sulphur. The Cannel coal has been found to give a 
very small percentage of ash (1.20 according to an analysis by 
Dr. Stenhouse) but this advantage is counterbalanced by the 
presence in it of considerably more Nitrogen than is geuerally 
exhibited by such coals. The ordinary ~Lingga coal is very 
nearly identical in composition, as regards the proportion of 
carbon and hydrogen, with the Hartley- ~Neweastle coals, as Dr. 
Stenhouse has lately shown by the following analyses conducted 
in duplicate. . 

Carbon Hydrogen Sulphur Oxygen & Nitrogen Ash 
Sarawak Coal 81.41 5.4) 0.68 447 8.04 
S’wak Cannel Coal 72.21 5.43 0.85 20.31 1.20 
W. Hartley Main = 81.85 5.29 a. oes 
Newcastle Hartley 81.81 5.00 

It would be premature to take these analyses of small samples, 
however exact, as affording reliable data on which to base an 
Opinion as to the value of the bulk of the Sarawak Coal. 
Nevertheless the trial of the Lingga coal lately conducted on 
board S. S. “ Delhi” and Baroda” (Peninsula and Oriental 
Company), go rather to confirm, than to throw discredit on the 
laboratory analyses. ‘Two 40-ton samples were burned under 
ordinary conditions of wind and speed, on board these vessels, 
and the coal was found with no more than the usual care from 
the stokers, to burn clearly with little smoke, and leave a 
residuum of only some 16 per cent in the furnaces, consisting 
of light and easily broken clinker. It would seem, however, 
that under severer test-conditions the coal would be found to 
burn a good deal faster than the best North Country Coals, 
unless mixed with good ordinary steam-coal. I should add that 
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these samples being procured under difficulties as to working 
apphances and carriage, did not fairly represent the condition 
in which the mineral would by put into the market after mining 
operations had been regularly opened, and therefore the results 
obtained are all the more encouraging. 

Diamond: AQUAMARINE.—There is some reason for believing 
that the diamondiferous deposits of Sarawak are more valuable 
than has yet appeared to be the case. No systematic operations 
in the search for these precious stones have ever been carried on 
in the country. The only people who pursue diamond-washing 
as a means of livelihood are the poorer Malays, who are mostly 
gamblers, and carry on their work in a way very desultory and. 
imperfect. Mr. Gray, who arrived in Sarawak last year with 
all necessary appliances for this kind of mining, and who had 
three years previous experience at the Cape fields, commenced 
operations in the Sentah river, but relinquished the attempt as 
unprofitable after an essay of ten days’ or a fortnight’s duration. 
I have been informed that in.the opinion of the native diamond- 
washers, this gentleman never reached the true gem-bearing 
stratum ; which may or may not have been the case. However 
this may be, a two weeks’ exporation cannot be considered very 
satisfactory. One frequently hears of stones of good size and 
water being disposed of in Singapore as coming from Sarawak, 
and some are to be seen in Kuching now. They not seldom ex- 
hibit a pure lemon-yellow tinge, which i is different from the straw 
colour of the Cape, and more valued. The large dimond (763 
carats), brought over from M’rau in the Sikaiam dirtrict of 
Dutch Borneo a year or two ago, is proof that stones of very 
considerable size are to be found i in the island. 

The Sentah is a tributary of the Penrissen branch of the 
Sarawak river. It is from this branch that Aquamarines are 
brought to Kuching. They seem to be very rare, and the only 
one aren has come under my own notice was a mass of flaws, 
and useless as a gem. 

To sum up the preceding notes. Of the known minerals of 
Sarawak, Antimony and Cinnabar are the only ores that have 
been explored on a large scale; of these, the difficulty of obtain- 
ing the first in remunerative quantity is daily increasing, while 
the yield of the second, at no time extraordinary, is capricious 
in the extreme. Arsenic, Gold, and Diamond have either proved 
failures, or do not tempt European carital. Coal has been tried 
and found wanting; but later discoveries with respect to its 
extent and quality,  sustify a some what confident belief that the 
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indubitably large deposits of this mineral in Sarawak, will short- 
ly be re-opened on a scale not heretofore attempted in connexion 
with mining operations in this part of the East. 

As the evidence stands, therefore, Sarawak cannot be looked’ 
upon asa mineral-producing country. What discoveries may be 
made in the future it is of course impossible to foretell; but it 
is not unreasonable to anticipate fresh discoveries of Antimony 
and Cinnabar; and, judging from the geological analogies 
existing between the N. W. Coast of Borneo, Banka, and the 
Malay Peninsula, of ores of tin and lead also. Such discoveries 
would be of much importance to the material welfare of Sarawak, 
and if made in any of the Sea-Dyak districts would be doubly 
Seneficial. It is a regrettable circumstance that the Borneo 
Company—who hold a monopoly of all minerals in Sarawak, 
with the exceptions I believe, of coal, gold, and precious stones— 
have never instituted any system of prospecting the country 
beyond the lhmits of Sarawak Proper. It is true that their 
officers have now and again been despatched to look up traces of 
minerals, and have spent a few days in so doing, when weeks 
would have been insufficient for the fulfilment of the object in 
view. A superficial examination of a district in which strong 
traces of a mineral have been observed is, if unsucessful, worse 
than no examination at all, for it operates as a preventive against 
more thorough search being undertaken ata future day. The 
exploration for minerals in an open country is a sufficiently 
protracted and laborious affair—how much more so in a land 
like Borneo, densely clothed with a luxuriant vegetation. 

In conclusion, whatever minerals may be awaiting discovery in 
the Territory, their importance can only be relative in comparison 
with that of the coal fields of N. W. Borneo. If these coal 
seams are available as a source of good average steaming fuel— 
and the partial statement of evidence which I have given above 
is most favourable to the idea that they are so available,-—the 
probability is that they will be worked in Sarawak; and in that 
case their proximity to the great commercial emporium, and 
perhaps future naval arsenal of Singapore, will invest with a new 
interest this country, which, although playing a useful part in 
the gradual civilization of Borneo, and in the protection of 
trade on its coasts, has not otherwise any strong claims at pre- 
sent on the attention of the outside world. 
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BREEDING PEARLS 

BY 

NB DENNY See D 

head before the Society on the 28th February, 1878. 

Many residents in Singapore, and more especially Members 
ot this Society, have heard of “Breeding Pearls,” or Pearls which, 
as alleged, have under certain conditions the power of repro- 
dueing fresh specimens. My attention having been drawn to 
the subject shortly after my arrival im the Colony, I made 
enquiries in all likely quarters, and propose to lay the results 
before this meeting. When I commenced these enquiries I had 
no particular theory to support either in favour of, or opposed to, 
this apparently mcomprehensible matter. And what I now 
intend to do is to shortly state (1) What is known of the origin 
of these objects by their possessors, and the process by which 
they are held to reproduce themselves; (2) The evidence I have 
been able to collect respecting their existence and a description 
of what I have myself seen; (3) The objections raised against 
the possibility of such an alleged reproduction and, (4) Some 
concluding remarks regarding: certain other natural occurrences 
which may be held to confirm the possibility of an event as yet 
inexplicable by even advanced scientists. 

The Pearls in question are reputed to come clefly from 
Borneo and Java, although found in nearly all islands of the 
Archipelago, and even in Singapore; there does not appear 
to be any specific native name for them as distinguished 
from ordinary pearls. As regards appearance, those shewn me 
resemble the ordinary jeweller’s pearl in look, though shghtly 
more irregular in shape. ‘The largest of regular shape I have yet 
seen is something over three sixteenths of an inch in diameter, 
though an irregularly formed one is over ¢ inch in length, by 
;3ths. in width, while the smallest is a mere pin-point of mi- 
eroscopic dimensions. As regards substance, they are alleged to 
present exactly the same laminated section as the ordinary pear! 
when cut, and a lady, resident in this Colony, informs me that 
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Professor Huxley examined one at her request, and subjected it 
to numerous tests, of which he reported the result to be that it 
was absolutely indistinguishable from the ordinary pearl used 
for jewelry. 

The process by which reproduction takes place involves only 
very simple preparations. Four or five large sized pearls (miost 
people have begun with three) are placed in a small chip or other 
box with as many grains of uncooked white rice as the experi- 
menter chooses—from 15 to 30 are usually used. Absolute free- 
dom from disturbance is, by some, alleged to be necessary for the 
formation of the new pearls, while others deny that this makes 
any difference if they are not unduly handled or shaken. If 
xamined at the end of a certain period (about a year) objects- 

resembling small seed pearls will be found strewn about the 
bottom of the box, while in many eases the original pearls them- 
selves will be found to have imereased in size. If again left 
untouched for a further period of six months or a year, and then 
examined, some of the seeds will be found to have become larger, 
while fresh seeds will have formed. Each grain of rice now 
presents a curious appearance. A small circular bite seems to 
have been taken from the end of each, the number of seed pearls 
agreeing with the number of grains thus affected. 

The lady resident above referred to having kindly offered to 
shew me her collection, I saw it at the end of December last. It 
consisted of about five lanae or medium sized pearls and, as nearly 
as could be estimated, about 120 small sized pearls, varying 
from the most minute speck to a size large enough for use in 
certain descriptions of jewelry. Every grain of rice was, so far 
as I could see, marked as before deseribed—looking in fact as if 
some beetle had gnawed away a portion of its end. She in- 
formed me that the larger pearls she shewed me had been in 
their present box for about 20 years; that she had only put four 
or five into the box when it was just closed; that, except to 
shew to persons interested, the box had always been kept shut ; 
that any tampering with it had been impossible —to say nothing 
of the fact that no one was hkely to have strewn seed pearls in 
it for the purpose of playing a practical joke which might not 
even attract attention for a lengthened period. 

Shortly after seeing the pearls above mentioned, good fortune 
led me to enquire of Dr. Rowell, the principal Medical Officer of 
Singapore, what he knew about the matter. It so happened that 
I could. not have applied to better authority, Mrs.——having 
for some years possessed and bred the pearls in question. I give 
her experience in her own words, her kindness in furnishing: the 
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account being most generously supplemented by her sending the 
box containing the pearls for my inspection. Mrs.——writes as 
follows :—“I had three ‘ Breeding Pearls’ given me in June or 
July 1874. On the 17th J uly I shut these three up with a 
“layer of cotton wool a»vove and below them and some few 
“ orains of a very fine rice, (called here “ Pulot” rice?) On the 
«14th of July 1875, we opened the box in the company of.two. 
“or three friends and we discovered ¢welve of sizes—the three 
“original ones standing out distinctly by their greater size ; 
He though some of the newly bred ones were by no means insig- 
“nificant to look at. One or two were about the size of a pin’s 
“head and perfectly round. The rice looked crumbly and worm- 
** eaten. | 

«The size of the three breeding pearls both my husband and I 
“thought considerably larger. I had made a rough drawing 

of their appearance and size, and you can see the boxes for 
yourself. 

“T have started afresh again with five big ones lately given 

‘me, three of the old originals, and [ ee the fifth is one of 
“those bred in my box. But this I could not vouch for. 

“J send the two boxes and shall be glad to have them back 
“when you have done with them.” 

I may add that the rice in the boxes sent was all “ bitten 
away” as in the other case. I feel certain that the “ bite” has 
been produced by some living agency, and that it could not have 
been produced in any other way. 

Having been informed that, Mrs.——of the local Girls’ school, 
could give me some information on the matter I called on that 
lady and she kindly told me all she knew. This was ex- 
actly to the same effect as above described, with the further 
item that ‘breeding pearls” were in all cases originally taken 
from pearl oysters, and that when about to “ breed” a small black 
speck made its appearance on some portion of the pearl, which 
speck continued to be visible so long as the breeding process 
continued. I then wrote to a gentleman who I was informed 
had himself bred a considerable number—Mr. H. B. Woodford— 
who very kindly furnished me with a series of notes which I 
transcribe in almost his own words :— 

Breeding pearls are found in several of the oyster and clam 
species, including those known as Tridacne with a fan shaped 
shell. The shells yielding them abound chiefly on the coast of 
Borneo, but they are also found throughout the Malayan Archi- 
pelago and even in Singapore. I found one at Tanah Merah 
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Kechil beach. Many people believe that they come to better 
perfection if kept in sea water. I have reared mine in closed 
boxes, with Pulot rice strewn losely around them and the whole 
covered with a layer of cotton silk, though Mr. L. J. Scheerder 
has successfully reared some in fresh water. Iam not able to 
say what is the average percentage of these pearl-producing 
shells, but out of 15 or 20 I picked up at Tanah Merah I only 
came-across one. Mr. P. Marcus tells me he has extracted them 
from all deseriptions of bivalve shells, the larger the shells the 
larger beme the pearls. In one case he took a very large one 
from the Vridacua gigas, or giant clam, (of which a specimen 
may be seen at the foot of the stairs leading to the Raffles Li- 
brany., 

The pearls when discovered are usually found embedded close 
to the valves of the shell, though in some cases found adhering 
to the fish. ‘There appears to be no certainty as to size, the breed- 
ing pearls varying like the ordinary ones, though the rule as to 
the largest being contained 1 in the lisdaredh shells does not in the 
latter case hold “good. * They are almost invariably spherical 
when found, but, when commencing to breed, change their shape 
to a more or less irregular oval, with layers of scales on them 
visible to the naked eye. In some cases the scales are them- 
selves spherical. 

As regards the time occupied in “ breeding,” Mr. Woodford 
names a very much longer period than that specified by the 
other correspondents who have so kindly answered my enquiries. 
He states that it usually takes eight years for a seed pearl to in- 
crease to four times its original diameter, 1. e. about 4th of an 
inch, though he has seen one over } inch in measurement pro- 
duced in that period. 

After a eertain time (which appears to be wncertaim) “ breed- 
ing pearls” die and change their lustrous colour to a dirty flake 
white, the outer scales appearing to have peeled off. Mr. Wood- 
ford attributes their formation to insects, though this etherwise 
feasible theory is at variance with all received beliefs as to the 
formation of the pearl within the oyster. 

Several other residents have informed me that they have seen 
breeding’ pearls and their young (if the term be admissible) un- 
der circumstances which left no doubt as to the dona fides of 
their exhibitors. I have however doubtless given names enough 
to help us to a dispassionate discussion of this curious freak “of 
nature. 
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The evidence against the existence of “‘ Breeding Pearls” may 
be classed under two heads, viz; the results of positive experi- 
ment; and a scientific demonstration of the absolute impos- 
sibility of Pearls breeding Pearls. As regards the former, Dr. 
Robertson, well known to all members of this Society, allows me 
to use his name in stating the following facts. Having been 
informed that not only would pearls breed, but that a resident 
in Singapore had actually added to her income by selling the 
pearls thus produced, he obtained four or five specimens which 
were carefully sealed up at the Singapore Dispensary in a box, 
with grains of ri¢e, as directed by the donor. This operation 
was performed by Dr. Robertson in the presence of Dr. R. Little 
and Mr. Jamie and the box was then put away. At the expi- 
ration of the period directed, the box was opened in presence of 
those gentlemen (the seal being intact) and the result was—nil. 
No trace appeared either of pearls, or of anything which could 
form a nucleus around which a pearly growth might in time 
take place. So far as it went, that experiment was conclusive 
and others have related to me asimilar experience. Mr.C. K. E. 
Woods, Solicitor to whom I had written for a book supposed to 
contain a notice of these pearls answered as follows :— 

“1 have not found the book you want, but I have heard from 
“several natives and also from a few Europeans that pearls do 
“breed when packed in a box or bottle. I tried the experiment 
* once but did not succeed in increasing the stock.” 

So far as we have yet got then we have the positive testimo- 
ny of residents, whose words are beyond cavil, that these pearls 
t~o breed. I have seen with my own eyes a collection of pearls 
which either “grew,” or were put where they are by human 
jands. To say nothing of the fact that none of my witnesses 
would invent a gratuitous falsehood, I am able to cite six cases, in 
three of which the parties, without any previous communication 
on the subject, certify to the same occurrence. Against this we 
have the equally reliable testimony of others that in their own 
cases attempts to “ breed” such pearls have been downright fai- 
lures. Negative evidence is, however, always weaker than posi- 
tive. Some year or two ago, for instance, I and some other 
friends imported a selection of English flower seeds. Not one of 
32 varieties in my own case (and in the majority of others) came 
up, but one recipient was more fortunate. Now all our negative 
evidence that the seeds would ot grow was of course set aside by 
the simple fact that in one case they did grow. Flower seeds 
are of course supposed to grow, and it may be urged that flower 
seeds and pearls can hardly be classed together as regards re- 
productive qualities. But the incident may serve as an illustra- 
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tion of the ditference between negative and positive evidence. I 
must confess that twenty failures to breed pearls would, to me, 
be quite set aside by one successful experiment—and so, I sup- 
pose, they would to the other members of this Society. 

The scientific objections to the possibility of pearls “ breeding” 
cannot however be overlooked. The oyster or mussel pear! is, 
as everybody knows, usually the result of a mucus secretion de- 
posited by the animal on some (it may be microscopic) foreign 
substance, though I believe this foreign substance is not always 
to be detected by analysis. Now under no conceivable cireum- 
stances can mucus dreed mucus when it has once hardened into 
the lustrous nacre of a pearly surface. Without, as I have said, 
wishing to support any specific theory, I should be inclined to - 
suspect that the pearls produced result from the labours of some 
insect which existed in the original oyster, and as a foreign 
irritant body caused the deposition of a pearly secretion ; and 
it may be that this insect exists and breeds in rice under cer- 
tain circumstances: and that the original pearls have very 
little, or perhaps nothing, to do with the production of new ones. 

Finally it may be worth while to cite another instance of an 
apparently incomprehensible freak of nature in a somewhat si- 
milar way. Mr. Frank Buckland, the well known naturalist, in 
the 2nd Volume of his “ Curiosities of Natural History,” relates 
(p. 128), that his attention was excited by an advertisement 
setting forth that an old China dinner-plate, which had been in 
the possession of its owner’s family for nearly 300 years, had 
broken out in an eruption of crystals, the forms of which resem- 
bled shrubs, flowers, &e. It was put on exhibition at one shilling 
a head, and Mr. Buckland went to see it. “On examination with 
“a magnifying glass,” he says, “I observed numerous excres- 
‘“cenees of a whitish opaque substance, apparently growing or 
*‘ extending themselves out of the centre and rim of the plate, 
‘“‘ each supporting upon its surface a portion of the actual enamel 
‘of the plate. The largest eruption (if it may be so called) is 
“about the size and shape of a fourpenny bit, and it has raised 
“up a portion of the enamel above the surface of the plate to 
“about the height represented by the thickness of a new penny 
“piece” Mr. Buckland then gives further particulars of this sin- 
gular growth, concluding with the remark “Ihave not the sligh- 
“test doubt that this is a natural production ; that the material 
“is of a mineral parisitic growth resulting from some ehemical 
“decomposition of the clay of which the plate was originally 
‘‘ formed.” -Now, it will, I think, be allowed on all hands that 
the idea of a China plate 300 years old producing a ‘*‘ growth” 
of any sort is as unexpected and unexplainable a phenomenon as 
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can well be imagined. I have cited it simply as a parallel to 
the subject under notice—the apparently spontaneous produc- 
tion of pearls. Further information on this latter subject will 
doubtless be acceptable to the Society. Granting the truth 
of all that is alleged respecting Breeding Pearls, we have not 
at present got beyond Topsy’s “’Spect they growed.” 

I may add that I have been informed that both Sir J. Brooke 
and Admiral Keppel have made mention of Breeding Pearls 
in their published works. I can only say that a tolerably 
thorough search through the Raffles Library has not enabled me 
to find the notices in question, and the present Raja Brooke of” 
Sarawak told me he did not know of them. It is of course pos- 

' sible that, amidst the hurry of more important avocations, I have 
missed them. - If so I shall be greatly indebted to any one who 
will point them out. 

N. B. DENNYS. 



DIALECTS OF THE MELANESIAN TRIBES IN THE 
MALAY PENINSULA. 

(Being Extracts from two Letters to H. E. Otto. Béohthingsh: | 

Member of the “Imperial Academy of Sciences at 

| St. Petersburg.” ) 

BY 

Mixiucuo-Mactay. 

[ TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN. | 

Read ata Meeting of the Society, held on the 6th May, 1878. 

| Extract from Letter I. | 

“My desire to know something about the inhabitants of the 
interior of the Malay Peninsula, and to ascertain their position 
in relation to Anthropology, induced me to undertake this 
journey into the Peninsula. It also appeared to me of impor- 
tauce not to delay it, for I know from my own experience that 
the solution of this problem will become more difficult as time 
elapses, and we shall only reach what is likely to prove less and 
less reliable as a point @Wappur for satisfactory conclusions. 
For example, the original language of the Orang Utau (1) of 
Johor, is constantly becoming more and more displaced by 
Malay. Not only is it disappearing year by year, but the death 
of every old man (acquainted to some extent with the language of 
bis forefathers) creates a fresh gap never to be filled up. 

This decline of the tongue, which precedes the gradual mo- 
dification of the anatomical type, induced me to collect what 
does remain very carefully, in order to secure it before its com- 
plete destruction. 

During my excursion in the Peninsula whenever I came across 
a number of men I gathered them round me, and listening at- 
tentively to them I took down as many words as possible that 
were uot Malay. In order to collect the following scanty voca- 
bulary I always held quite a “Council,” for only a few old 

1 Orang Utan is the usual expression among the Malays in speaking of 
the wandering tribes in the interior of the Malay Peninsula. 
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men remembered any af the words of their fast-disappearing 
language. (2) 

_ These I have shewn to several Malays who know their own 
language well. All declare that they ave not Malay words ; 
I, myself, am incompetent to decide this question, and, I should 
like therefore, to hear your opinion, as this may be of great im- 
portance in its bearing upon the question of the origin of these 
vanishing’ tribes. 

Purely anthropological observations and considerations Jead 
me to accept the supposition of a Melanesian element (a rem- 
nant of the original race) which, through intermixture with the 
Malays, is being more and more supplanted. 

Three words in this Vocabulary (3) I find similar to three in my 
notices of the Papuan dialects, Das (Sea), Koz (Head), Tal (Hut). 

This similarity struck me as curious but I must point 
out clearly that from this circumstance no further positive con- 
clusion can be drawn. 

If the old language be not quite forgotten or lost, we 
have to thank a superstition which has favored its reten- 
tion. A belief prevails that people who visit the camphor 
trees in the jungle in on the search for camphor, must always 
use the old tongue if they are to be successful in their 
search. If they speak Malay, the tree will either disappear 
before their eyes, or their eyes, will become incapable of seeing the 
it. For this reason the dialect is also called the “ Bhasa 
Kapor” or the “ Cumphor language !’ Some of the Malays who 
live in the jungle, endeavour on account of this superstition to 
learn the “ Camphor language.* 

It it not difficult to explain how this superstition arose. lt 
is certain that the old stock of the race, who lived a roving lite 
in the jungle, were peculiarly qualified to appropriate the jungle 
produce. Later on, when the primitive race mingled with the 

2 Thus for example, the numerals of the langage of the Orang Ray yet of 
Palong (tributary of the River Moar) were only known by one very old 
man, and by him only up to 4; none of his tribe companions knew 
even these. The old man further explained that in earlier days he knew 
the other Numera!s also, but he had now forgotten. them. Most of the 
young people satisfied themselves with the declaration that “ the elders 
knew the old tongues, but they only spoke Malay.” 

3 Dak, used to express “ Sea” by the Papuans of Mt. Limai in the island 
of Liigon which I visited in 1873. 

Koi and Ooi meaning“ head,’ also in use among the Papuansof Mt. 
Limai. 
Tal —“ House,” used by the Papuans of the Maclay-Coast in New-Guinea. 
* [Mr. Logan also refers to the ‘“‘ Camphor Language” in his description 

of these Tribes (1.A. Journal vol. 1. p. 263), but his account of the mat- 
ter is a little different, and suggests a comparison with the “ Krama, ” 
or ceremonial language of Java. He says: 
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Malays, and, in consequence of this, more or less modified their 
habits of life, it was, again, these same people who attached them- 
selves to the manners and occupations of their fore fathers, and 
became in their turn the best qualified to trace out the various 
products of their own home-jungles. Wandering isolated in the 
fo.ests, they had but few opportunities to hold any dealings with 
the Malays; and naturally kept more exclusively to their own lan- 
guage than those who trafficked with the Malays more frequent- 
ly, aud lived in their neighbourhood. Thus it happened that in 
preserving the old language (going as it did hand in hand with 
primitive habits of life) they found a secret means of bringing 
to their homes a rich booty from the jungle. This superstition 
is believed in various parts of Johor, and will, for along time, 
protect the ancient language from total extinction ; and even if 
the signification of many words is wholly forgotten, yet will they 
still remain as the true rudiments of the language, and serve as 
a monument of the original race of the “ Orang Utan.” 

I found it impossible to ascertain sufficiently the number and 
limitation of the different dialects. That more have existed 
is probable. I have arranged, somewhat arbitrarily, the following 
words in two dialects. I have only noted down (as said before) 
those words which appeared to me not Malay. (4) 

“While searching for Camphor, they abstain from certain kinds of food, 
“eat a little earth, and use a kind of artificial language called the Bhasa 
«“Kapor (Camphor language). This I found to be the same on the Sidili. 
«the Indau and Batu Pahat. From the subjoined specimens it will be seen 
«that most of the words are formed on the Malayan, and in many cases 
«by merely substituting for the common name one derived from some 
“ quality of the object, as “ grass-fruit” for rice, “far sounding” for gun, 
«« Short-legged”’ for hog, “‘ leaves” for hair e. 

(Here follow 80 words of which 33 are Malay, and of the rest none re- 
senible in the least those given by M. de Maclay.) ‘“ Itis believed that if 
«care be not taken to use the Bhasa Kapor great difficulty will be experienc- 
“ed in finding Camphor trees, and that when found the Camphor will not 
« yield itself to the collector. Whoever may have been the originator of this 
“ superstition, it is evidently based on the fact that although Camphor trees 
« are abundant, it very frequently happens that no Camphor can be obtain- 
« ed from them; “ were it otherwise,” said an old Benua, who was singularly 
“free from superstitions of any kind, Camphor is so valuable that nota 
“ single full-grown tree would be left in the forest. Camphor is not col- 
«lected by the Bermun (Negri Sembilan) tribes, at least on the Western 
« Side of the Peninsula, and they are unacquainted with the Bhasa 
«« Kapor.”’ | 



Sun 
Earth 
Sea 
Mountain 
Forest 
Stone 
Fire 
Smoke 
Water 
Hut 
Road 
Plantation 
Tree 
Banana 
Ratan 
Dog 
Tiger 
Pig 
Fowl 
Man 
Woman 
Father 
Mother 
Wife 
Child 
Son 
Daughter 
Brother 
Head 
Hair 
Eyes 
Nose 
Mouth 
Tongue 
Ear 
Arw 
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DIALECTS OF THE Oranc-Utan or JoHor. 

|, cs a 
Matbri 

re es 

Atei 
Dak 
Benum 

Bri 
Gmu 
Us’, UP 
Dilok -ul’ 
Dak, diao 
Dol 
Swag 
Glokul’ 
Delokn 
Kei-kei 
Drein 
Tiau, Tchiau 
Diagign 
Kumo 
Kampokn 
Limo 
Kodol’ 
Ita, Mbai 
Gado 
Kompotn 
Knon 

Limon’ 
Kodo-kanit 
Piatn 
Koi 
Suk 
Mot 
Mu 
Bibir 
Lipes 
Ntokn 
Tein 

Tunkat 
Atel’ (+) 
Dak 

Benum 

ee ees esce ore ve oeee eos oe e 

eoeeceecreecreoereeoere tee cree 

esececccereor scores eee ee tS Oe oe 

CCC eC 

Tiasma 

eee reer eer eee tesco gene eee 

Mba 

se eee eee ere ees oven -eeson 

ee ere re een eer oeoseee eo sece 

eee vere eco sess eo ee ote tse 

ee eee eee oe ooeeoer ove eevee 

eeee ere eeceecerecsee ee oeec eos e & 

eoereceece oreo esc ecre eee ose 

eee er ee oetee perros taeceees 

eeere cee e eee esr eoesee ore eee 

eeceee er eeese vee eve ese ere 

(4) As the Orang.Utan are Nomads it appears to me quite immaterial fo- 
specify the place in which I have taken down the words. 

ea. ce *Shows that the end of the word must be pronounced soft. 
tT ...... Shows that the word of the original language is supplanted by 
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Finger Tu Raan 
Neck Marokna era oo ot eee 
Breast Gno:Rampotn |e 
Stomach bopot: eo ake 
Back ~ Bahoi* Deak. 
Leg Ano-kompo, betit, lutat 
Foot Diokn 7 kt. a 
Toe Tschere-Diokn (24) ... 4... 3) 
‘Cold Tkat gw EY. . ores 
Hot Kbob Gohom 

Dead Kobs’) + autegt cs... aug 
To Eat Intia, ntia Ndia 
To Drink Diao ee 
To Sleep Tetek + = ee ee 
To Go SWae 
To Run Palo. oo ee 
To Cut Nake. <0. < fg oro er 
Sumpitan Blaban gy oc oso er 
Arrow Dawa (eco hecin Sse 

Ie Moi Moi 
ap Npotn Dua 

Poe Npe Npe 
4. Prui Npun 
gn eats “Sy, al iene aia uellhy fics. Massokn 
een Omen Pr: t oat neers Maem ons: ee,” Pru 

(Pmmtrrsene hin Cow veer eaten es SF. Tempo 

According to the statements of the Malays, the Orang-Utan 
of Pahang, where 1 am now going to travel, speak their own 
language, which is quite unintelligible to the Malays, and so 
these poor wild men are cruelly treated ; and on this account be- 
come more isolated than those who live herein Johor. I hope to 
make further and fuller contributions towards the knowledge of 
the language of this people.” 

The Istana, Johor, 28th May, 1875. 

[Extract from Letter II. | 

“ Before receiving your answer to my last letter, which I 
await with much interest, I find myselfin a position to anti- 
cipate it in consequence of my second Journey into the Malay 
Peninsula. In the Mountains of Pahang and Kelantan as far 
as Singora and Ligor, I have discovered a Melanesian population. 
This people, which is probably the primitive race of these parts 
undoubtedly belongs to judge from its physical “habitus ” to the 
Melanesian stock. Leading a nomadic life, these people retire 
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before the influx of Malaydom into the mountains and forests of 
the Peninsula, and have thus kept themselves free from intermix- 
ture, still retaining their own language. 

I had the good fortune to find these people in many other 
places, and I have not failed during my Anthropological studies to 
collect as many words as possible of their dialects, although a 
naturalist can do little with the materials of language. I un- 
dertook this small task (which nevertheless required no small 
amount of patience and attention) for the reason named in my 
first letter; viz, that these languages are disappearing, 
partly because the tribes intermingle with other races and partly 
because they die out. AlthoughI can draw no conclusions as to the 
various relations of these dialects to other Papuan tongues, this. 
small collection has nevertheless given me some interesting and 
not unimportant facts. 

Firstly as to the connection between the various tribes of the 
Orang Sakai, living quite cut off from one another, in Pahang, 
Kelantan and Singora. 

Secondly, and what astonished me still more, as to the relation 
in point of language between the very mixed and distant-dwelling- 
Orang-Utan of Johor, with the Orang-Sakai in the north of 
the Peninsula. 

It is undoubtedly an interesting result to have ascertained 
that these tribes, isclated and ignorant ol each other, are through- 
out the whole peninsula, from Johor to Ligor (South of Siam) 
thus closely connected in speech. This circumstance gives me 
a fresh conviction that my opinion expressed in the beginning of 
this year* and before my second journey, is correct, viz: that 
the Orang-Utan of Johor, notwithstanding their great inter- 
mixture, undoubtedly show traces of a Melanesian blood. I send 
you herewith a small Comparative Vocabulary of the dialects 
collected. I hope the result I have arrived at will coincide with 
your opinion upon the origin of the language of the Orang-Utan 
of Johor. 

* N. Miklucho-Maclay. Ethnologische Excursion in Johor. Natuur- 
kundig Tijdschrift, 1875 
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Sun 
Moon 
Heaven 
Earth 
Water 
Sea 
Stone 
Fire 

Smoke 
Mountain 
Forest 
Hut 
Road 
Boot 
Man 
Woman 
Father 
Mother 
Brother 
Sister 
Husband 
Wife 
Child 
Daughter 
Head 
Hair 
Brow 
Nose 
Eyes 
Nostril 
Mouth 
Teeth 
Tongue 
Ear 

arene 

Dialects of the Unmized Dialects of the Mized Tribes 
| Tribes of the Orang—Sakai | of the Orang—Utan 

of the Interior. of the Interior. 

Ulu | . Palon | Ulu 
Kalantan, | Ul Patanis. § (Rumpen.) | _Indau 

Kirkto Merkets, Kirkto Matbri Tunkat 
iT ee * Kitchi | etter, caeeeene Bulatnah 
Kte Karé tA. Sateen sett | asap be eae beabeeemms 
Kliet Tei Atei ‘Atel Ate’ 
‘Tom Bateu Tom Dak Diau, Dak 
Tambii cb emia Ria taeda tis ‘Dak Dak 
‘Tmu Kula, Balu Gmu Gmu 
Oos Oos Us’ Us 40: 
Assin—oos Ayei, Eieioos  .............ceeee Dilok—Us’ 
Benum Butjak Tul’ Bnum Benun 
Kib, ghi Dagib, Daven _—s Bri Bri 
Digos Dign Tol,’ Dol Tscheudeya dol 
Harbau Tib Swag Prokn 
‘Kupon Dia °°" Fo EC SS se eee sate 
Timkal (+) Timkal’ Limo ‘Limo, Simo 
Jalu Badonn, Kogn Amai Kodél Kodo, 
ith ih ‘Mba Ita: M’bai 
Nah Nau, bii 1 oa caee yee ae Gado 
Tuh Tuh pah Bee eek ..../Piatn 
Tuh-jalu Nau lace b Menten cigaaeeees wise cide ten) omer 
Gai Keéssij ‘Linio Simo | Limon’ 
Knie Kne Iriel ot aera cee Kompotn 
Auva kanit (Wogn, Tanganet.................. Knen, Knotsch 
vos ocaistebeieocuice erase asmeBonneeen sateen oem ema ae eeaeee Ko o-Kanit 
Kui RQ URI eae ete ene oan Kei 
Sok Sogk [bets egies Suk 
‘Pi [Woos’ pti = OE ee 
Mo [Mio bic\ysct ts, cred a heeds seenane a3 Mu 
Med IMEGGI siege ISebe Sua eases Mot 
|Hajan=—molt |... ci. qlee ca aces: coe meee Annmanmno 
‘Tiuim Han’ nis Bi sasineltei sere 
‘Han’ INTIS) o( - Layali Limon’ 
‘Lentek hentele; sitvses - sulectur toa. doce Lipes 
Anten WANTON eo nag 2 2 banc. aan Ntokn 

(*) * Shows that the word is supplanted by Malay. 
(+) *® Shows that the end of the word is pronounced soft. 



MALAY AND ENGLISH 

SPELLING. 

(A recent Circular Despatch of Lord Carnarvon directed at- 
tention to the want of uniformity in the spelling of Native 
names. A Committee was appointed to consider the subject, 
and the report they presented discussed very fully the difficulties 
surrounding the question, and proposed a complete system of 
spelling Malay words in English. It is most desirable that in 
all information contributed to our Society, the names should be 
spelt on some uniform system, and as that recommended by the 
Committee is now adopted by the Government in the Gazette, 
the Council Papers, the Government Maps S:c., it is reprinted in 
the first number of our Journal for easy reference. 

Hitherto the practise in the Straits has resembled that ces- 
eribed by the famous traveller Dampier 200 years ago, who ex- 
plained in his Preface “I have not been curious as to the 
“spelling of the names of Places, Plants, Fruits, Animals &c. 
“which in any of these remoter parts are given at the pleasure 
“of Travellers, and vary according to their different Humours.” | 

4 

REPORT OF THE “SPELLING” COMMITTEE. 

1. The Committee appointed to consider the subject of the 
correct spelling of Native Proper Names are of opinion that they 
eanhot deal with the subject completely or satisfactorily, unless 
they take into consideration the whole question of writing the 
languages spoken in these Settlements in the Roman characters. 
These languages are practically two, viz., Chinese and Malay. 
Of these, Malay is the most important ; first, because it 1s the 
eommon medium of communication between all the different 
races; secondly, because the names of places throughout the 
Settlements are Malay; aud thirdly, because in the course of 
political events, Malay names of persons are likely to occur in 
public documents in far larger numbers than Chinese names. 

2. The task of correctly rendering Chinese names, and other 
words, in the Roman character is an impossible one. Chinese, 
as it is well known, is not an alphabetical language, and conse- 
quently there is no question of finding equivalents in the Koman 
alphabet for Chinese letters. All that can be done, therefore, ts 
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to endeavour to represent Chinese sounds in Roman letters. 
The great difficulty in doing this arises from the fact that in 
every dialect of Chinese there are sounds which no combinations 
or modifications of Roman letters are able to express adequate- 
ly; so that the best system must be imperfect, and can only ap- 
proximately represent Chinese words. Those members of the 
Committee who are most conversant with the Chinese language, 
are, however, of opinion, that the system suggested below is sa- 
tisfactory as far as it goes; and further, that no additional mo- 
dification of the Roman letters would be of any substantial ad- 
vantage. But they strongly recommend that to secure identi- 
fication in all important documents, Chinese names should be 
wiitten in the Chinese as well_as in the Roman character. 

3. The difficulties in the way of writing Malay in Roman 
letters are not sc great: still there are difficulties which every- 
body who has attempted to deal with the subject has felt. The 
chief of these is to be found in the circumstance that in Malay, 
more frequently than otherwise, the vowels are not expressed ; 
so that here also as in Chinese, it is sounds and not letters that 
have to be represented. It should, however, be observed that 
the Malay writing is so far phonetic that the Roman characters, 
according to the system recommended by the Committee, will in 
the main give the spelling as well as the sound. Again, in or- 
der to help persons unacquainted with, or possessing but little 
knowledge of the language, it has been found absolutely neces- 
sary to mark the difference between short and long vowel sounds 
by accents of some kind, and great care is required to make 
these as intelligible as possible: and for simplicity’s sake, as few 
as may be. Moreover, some of the consonants in Malay have 
no single equivalent, and others in certain situations have a 
special and peculiar use. 

4. Hitherto no one system of spelling has been generally re- 
coguized and adopted, which has led to several absurd mistakes, 
such as Seldugor being spelt as Salengore, Larut as Laroote, 
Krian as Carreean; but the various authorities in Malay, how- 
ever they may differ on other points, have with one consent 
adopted the Continental or Italian system of vowels as best 
suited to the requirements of Malay; and the Committee have 
no hesitation in following them so far. 

The following system they believe to be sufficiently accurate, 
and as simple as the circumstances of the case permit. 
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I. Tur VowEts. 

5. The five vowels when used in writing Malay and Chinese 
words have the Continental, or, more strictly, the Jéa/ian, sound. 

They sometimes have a long sound, and are then written with 
a circumflex accent over them, thus a, é &c.; and sometimes they 
have a short sound, when they are written a,e &c., without any 
accent. This is more fully explained in the subjoined table. The 
Committee consider that the labour of writing the accent over 
the long vowels will be far more than compensated for by the 
accuracy in pronunciation that will be secured, as the accent 
will point out the accentuated syllables. If “ Sardwak” and 
“ Sembilan” had always been so written, Englishmen would have 
been saved the absurd mistake of pronouncing them Sarahwhack 
and Samdilan, as if the accent were on the first syllable in each 
case instead of the second. 

6. But in addition to those vowel sounds which may be fair- 
ly represented by the five vowels marked as long and short, there 
is another of exceedingly frequent occurrence in Malay which is 
so vague and indefinite that no natural representative at once 
suggests itself, and Malay scholars have given different render- 
ings of it. After long and careful deliberation the Committee 
have come to the conclusion that there will be the least danger 
of misunderstanding if this sound be uniformly expressed by the 
letter e so written. ‘The mark of shortness (&) 1s very important 
to distinguish it from the common short e as sounded in the 
Engush words “pen,” met,” to which it bears little resemblance. 
The sound which we wish to express by this character (&) is that 
of e in such words as “ lateral’? “ considerable.” 

The Arabic letter & (ain), which is found in a few Malay 

words, takes the sound of all the vowels, long and short, im turn 
And its presence will be indicated by a dot written underneath 
thus 4 é &e., ora e &e. 

8. There are two dipthongal sounds which will be written aw 
and e7, pronounced as in the table below. 
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SPELLING. 

ELS. 

The Vowels. 

ped od > 

©> 

@) 

=> 

Uu 

j 
| 

| 
{ 

| 

a.| 

|As the e in 

Their sound in English. | 

Soprano 
Diploma 

Fete 
'Ten 

Pique 
Tin 

Those 
Proportion 

| Truth 
| Full 

“ lateral” 

‘ considerable” 
Faust (as in German ) 

Examples in Malay. 
| 

| 

lama, kepala 
‘The second ¢ in makan 

| Pérak, kréta 
-sendok, preksa 

tidor, pisau 
pintu, bintang 
| 

-korek, tolak 
tongkat, sarong 

baka, gart 
itumbok, tunjuk 

_kébuan, pérampian, péng- 
| lima, bétul 
bakau, kérbau 

with the sound of xzow 
“Height 

The 
presence of ‘é (ain.) 

dot indicates the 

‘Stugei, big ei 
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Il. Tue Consonants. 

10. A table of Consonants is given below with their respec- 
tive sounds, and their Malay equivalents. It will be observed 
that “c,”“g” soft, and“q” are omitted, and they should 
never be employed in writing Oriental languages in Roman 
characters, as their sound is better represented by “s,” “j,” ‘k,” 
respectively, and the use of them has led to strange mistakes. 
An instance of this is the name of Kedah, which having been 
spelt ‘“‘ Quedah, ” has come to be pronounced “ Kwidah.” 

11. It is important to remember that whenever the letters 
“ng” occur together they represent one letter only, and that 
letter has uniformly the sound of “ xg” in “ singing,” not that 
of “ng” either in “ single” or in “ singed.” Whenever it is in- 
tended that the ‘ g” should be sounded) hard, as in “ single,” the 
word must be ae with a second fly ” as “Stanggoh” 
“Trengganu.” The letters “w” and “y” are only used as 
Consonants. 

12. The final “ 4” in Malay words is usually silent 1a the 
Straits Settlements and the Malay Peninsula; or rather it is only 
partially sounded, being begun and then stopped suddenly. 

13. The apostrophe (’) represents the Malay mark “ hamza” 
(’). When it occurs in the middle of a word, as in “sa’orang,”’ 
it serves as a mark of separation between syllables; at the end of 
a word it has the same effect as the final “ 4.” 

14. Some of the Consonants are written, like the vowels re- 
presenting = (ain), with a dot beneath. This is the case where 

two or more letters in the Malay Alphabet are represented by 
one Roman character. Almost all the characters bearing this 
mark are confined to words of Arabic origin, such as a certain 
number of proper names, and words connected with Religion. 
Their use therefore will be limited, the great bulk of words in 
the Malay language being written in the simpler characters. 

15. Wecan now give the table of Consonants which will 
actually be used. Whenever nothing is said respecting pronun- 
ciation the letter has the ordinary English sound. 
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TABLE OF CONSONANTS. 

Consonants. 

Ropro btg ee a So 
poe ~ 

ou eo oct 

5 Bq g 
N 

| Pronunciation. 

as in “church ” 
as in “day” 
often sounded like “ p 
always hard as in “ gain” 

PP) 

as In joy” 
H 

Like “ ch” in “loch” 
1 Kh” dione 

l 
| 
as 1 in “ Singing” 

| 

j soft, tip of tongue against teeth 
as in “ thick” 

as ‘ni’ in “ Spaniard” 

effect as final &. 

'In the middle of a word it marks the’ 
division of syllables as in sa’orang: 
at the end of a word it has the ane 

} 

Malay name. 

Ba 
Cha 
Dal 
Fa 
Ga 
Ha 
Jim 
Kaf 
Kha 
Ghain 
Lam 
Mim 
Nan 
Nga 
Pa 
Ra 

Sim 
Shim 
Ta 
Tha 
Wau 
Ya 
Nya 
La 

Hamza. 
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16. The following Arabic consonants marked with a dot 
beneath, occur occasionally aud must also be borne in mind :— 
ce . 

Consonants. Pronunciation. (Malay name. 

d Hard Da 

h in back of throat Ha 

Hard K. When used at the end of a 
k word it is only partially sounded Kof 
: being begun and then suddenly | 
| stopped. 
1 Like Welsh Ll. La 
S Hard like ss. Sod. 

t Hard against roof of mouth fee La 

th as in “ this’ | Tha 
Z Za 

17. * A list of proper names is attached, carefully spelt ac- 
eording to the system here recommended. 

H. A. K. WHampoa. G. F. Hose. 
W. A. PIcKERING. A. M. SKINNER. 

D. F. A. Hervey. 

[* This list is too lengthy to be published in this Journal, but copies of it 
ean be obtained at the Colonial Secretary’s Office. ] ; 
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OF THE MALAY PENINSULA. 

By Mr. A. M. Sxryner. 

PART I—cARTOGRAPHY. 

fiead at a Meeting of the Socrety held on the 8th July (see also p.5) 

Some of the most interesting and valuable contributions to the 
Journal of the Indian Archipelago, more especially during the 
earlier numbers were upon the Geography of the Peninsula. Mr. 
Logan himself frequently returned to the subject during the years 
1846-53. Those papers contain a fund of minute topographieal 
details, the itineraries of at least six important journeys in the 
interior, and, in short, much of the rough material for a Map of 
the districts which he nearest to our Settlements. To a fuller 
consideration of these records I will presently return; but first 
as to the Maps of the Peninsula. Unfortunately at that period 
of activity no such Map was compiled. Prior to Sir A. Clark’s 
time, as far as I can discover, but one official map was produeed— 
if a mere outline sketch can be so called. This was first pub- 
hshed in 1862, apparently for the use of the Political Depart- 
ment of the Indian Government in connection with the publi- 
cation of the “ Treaties and Sunnuds (1863.)” It is now better 
known as the map bound up with our first Colonial Blue-Book 
(C.—465,1872) on the Selangor bombardment. Mr. Moniot, at 
that time Surveyor General of the Straits, prepared it; but he 
made little or no use of the information obtained ten years 
before. I was puzzled at first to discover what guide he had fol- 
lowed on the subject, much of the detail in his sketch being in 
express contradiction not only to that collected by Logan, “but 
also to the notorious facts of the case. I think I have now 
discovered the original in an old Dutch Map of Sumatra, the 
Peninsula and the Straits of Rio, stowed away in the Survey 
Office, and bearing two dates, 1820 for the Straits of Rio, and 
1835 for Sumatra. There is nothing to show to what date 
the “ Peninsula” portion of it should be referred; but it may 

* It was my intention, to have dealt with the whole subject in a single 
paper, but so much fresh information is being collected in various quarters 
that I find it advisable to postpone dealing with the Geographical details 
till the next number.—A. M. S. 
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be gathered, from the boundaries assigned to Province Wellesley, 
that it was compiled by the Dutch authorities between 1800 and 
1828—probably during their brief re-oceupation of Malacca. 
This map is almost exactly reproduced, though on a smaller scale 
and with fewer particulars, by that to which Mr. Moniot’s name 
is attached ; a fact which will sufficiently indicate how inade- 
quate such a sketch must be at the present time. But it was 
not till after the Perak War (June 1876) that any better, or in- 
deed any other map of the whole Peninsula was to be obtamed ; 
and I have therefore had a copy made of it, as well as a copy 
reduced to the same scale from the large map now under prepar- 
ation. I had mtended to contrast them in one and the same 
sketch ; but on second thoughts it will be simpler to keep them 
separate; and the later, and certainly more correct map, though 
too small to give many names, may perhaps be useful for 
reference. It marks roughly the outlines of the Malay States, 
the mountain-chains, and the river systems, as known up to the 
present time (1878) ; and also the routes of the principal journeys 
in the interior of which we have any record. 

Having described at some length the only official map published 
during the ninety years our Government had been paramount 
the Straits, prior to Sir A Clarke’s intervention in the Native 
States of the Peninsula, I may here refer more briefly to what has 
been done since that time. Immediately after the Pangkor Treaty 
(January 1874) a party explored the route from Larut to Kwala 
Kangsa, and thence down the R. Perak to the sea. This may 
be considered the key to the geography of Perak in the Vort/, 
just as the common source of the R. Muar and the southern 
branch of the R. Pahang is the key to the geography of the 
South of the Peninsula, and the knowledge of the country be- 
tween the Northern branch of the R. Pahang and the R. 
Kelantan, is the key to the geography of the /uterior of the 
Peninsula. On both these latter districts much hght was thrown 
in 1875 by the journeys of Messrs. O’Brien and Daly and 
M. de Mikluho-Maclay respectively. Thus within 18 months 
of the Pangkor Treaty, our Government had obtained more 
important information than had been collected during the ninety 
years prior to that event. I will refer to these journeys at greater 
length presently ; I only mention them here in explanation of the 
two ofticial maps published in 1876, which mark a great advance 
in our knowledge of the country. The first in point of date, and, 
strange to say, the most accurate in every respect, is one which 
apparently owed its existence to the Perak war. It was publish- 
ed by the Home Authorities in Blue-Book C. 1512 (June 1876) 
and was “compiled from sketch surveys made by Capt. Innes, 
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n.u., Mr. J. W. Birch and Mr. Daly”—seale 15 miles to 1 inch; 
and it was “Tithd. at the Qr. Mr. Genl’s Dept. under the 
direction of Lt.-Col. R. Home c. 3. r.8.” It is much to be 
regretted that no separate copies of this excellent map were 
procured. The similar but less correct map published on the 
part of the local Government, and received out here towards the 
nd of 1876, met with a rapid sale, the whole issue having 

long since been disposed of. Many applications have been made 
in vain for further copies, especially during the present year ; 
and I feel ttle doubt that, apart from the erying want of a good 
map on a large scale for educational purposes, there will be nu- 
merous private purchasers to recoup any expenses of-publica- 
tion which may thus be incurred by Government, or by the 
Society 1f disposed to venture on such an undertaking. And 
even if copies could still be procured of either map of 1876 
T should recommend a re-publication; so many of the inaecuracies 
having now been corrected, and no small portion of the blank 
spaces having been filled in with fresh particulars. 

Before I turn to the explorations, extending over a period 
of half a century (1825-75), to which such knowledge of the Pe- 
ninsula as we possess is mainly due, I will briefly refer to the 
charts of the old Navigators, so far as I know them. But I 
must here state that our Raffles Library is extremely deficient in 
old “Travels,” andthat I cannot hope to give anything like a com- 
plete view of the growth of our knowledge. The earliest ac- 
counts of the Peninsula, as a whole and accompanied with Maps, 
are those of the French traveller de ia Loubére, and the English 
navigator Captain Dampier,* who appear to have been in these 
parts at the same time (1686), though without meeting or even 
hearing of each other. I have not succeeded in finding a copy 
of Loubére’s Map, but Major McNair, who saw a copy in Eng- 
land, thus refers to it 1n his book “ Sarong and Kris” (p.545) :— 
“In De La Loubére’s book is a quaint but very correct Map 
of the Malayan Peninsula, prepared by M. Cassim, the Director 
of the Observatory of Paris in 1688, from which is gathered 
the fact that Perak then continued to be looked upon as second 
only to Malacca on the Western coast. The River Perak is not 
very correct im its representation, beg made more to resemble 

* Our English Cosmographer Hakluyt, who, like Barros, never travelled 
himself but devoted his life to promoting the discovery of unknown lands, 
was probably the first Englishman to map out the Straits in his “ very rare 
Map” of 1599, a copy of which is in the British Museum. In the second 
volume of “ Navigations,” published the same year, he refers to “ the isles 
of Nicubar, Gomes Polo, and Pulo Pinaom “ (Pinang ?) to the maine land 
of Malacea, and to the kingdom of Junsalaon.” (Jurk Ceylcn ?) 
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a tidal creek. This is doubtless due to the information received 
that the rivers to the north joined the Perak, which, in the 
ease of the Juru Mas and the Bruas, is very nearly correct.” In 
Dampier’s Voyages (Ed. London, 1729) I find three sketches of 
the Peninsula. ‘Two of these (vols. I and III) are introduced in 
veneral maps. But the sketch in vol. II is on a larger scale 
and is confined to the Straits. It is curious that while both the 
former represent the Peninsula as widening towards Malacca 
and Johor, the latter, though ten years earlier in date than the | 
map in volume III, yet gives its true shape. But the names 
on this sketch are most perplexing, there being indeed but five 
that can be safely identified,—f. of Quedah, R. of Johore (the 
only Native States shewn) Malacca, R. Formosa und Straights 
of Singapore (round St. John’s). The R. Perak is marked, 
without being named, as a great estuary some 5 or 6 miles 
wide, running: for a distance of 30 miles N. E., with islands lying 
in it of a larger size than Penang and the Dindings. It may 
be conjectured that this is intended to represent the whole water- 
system, including R. Kinta and Batang Padang. There is also 
the same confusion with regard to a supposed connection between 
the R. Perak and the rivers to the North, that Major McNair 
noticed im Loubeére’s map; the river Sozgi-4acoas (Baroas 7) -is 
represented as jJomimg the Perak about 30 miles from the sea. 
The later Dutch map, already referred to, makes the same mistake, 
probably through copying these older maps. It is at the same 
time poscible that the Brvas was once connected, artificially or 
naturally, with the R. Perak; and this supposition is to some 
extent supported by the unusual quantity of mud silted at the 
“ Kwala” of that river, which is out of all proportion to tke size 
of the present stream ef the Bruas. It is more probable however 
that the supposed junction of the Perak and Bruas was intended 
to represent the old connection between Larut and Kwala Kangsa; 
as represented in the map I come to next, that of the R. Perak 
by Captain Forrest compiled from his own surveys 100 years 
later, in 1783, (voyage to the Mergui Archipelago, London 1792.) 
This tracing gives the lower part of the river very correctly. 
Col. Low who was sent to Perak on a political mission in 1826 
acknowledges that it was by the help of this chart alone that 
H.M.S. “ Antelope,” 20 guns, got into the river (I. A. Journal 
vol. IV. p. 499). Above the Dutch Factory, which Capt. Forrest 
refers to as being “ re-established” at Tanjong Putus, the plan of 
the river gets much confused. This portion of the journey was per- 
formed ‘in a country covered boat m which the writer went up 
“to pay his respects to the King of Perak ;” and from this point 
Capt. Forrest evidently found it more difficult to take correct ob- 
servations. He seems to have met the King at Sayong, unless he 
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has mistaken the situation of K. Kang'sa, which he writes “ Qualo 
Consow,” and marks as an extensive tributary having at two days’ 
distance a “Carrying Place one day by land to Larut River.” 
IT am inclined to think there has in fact been some confusion 
between this supposed tributary, and the bend to the North 
which the main stream takes near this point. If this surmise 
is correct the residence of ‘the King” was probably at Alahan, 
where Col. Low found the Court 43 years later. The only name 
given in its vicinity is Rantau Panjang, probably Pasir Pan- 
jang. But this tracing of Perak, before the Siamese invasion, 
is so interesting that I have had it copied, and readers can form 
their own Judgments on these points. It will be seen that the 
lower part of the river is given very correctly, and that most- 
of the names can be identified. All reference to the Bruas, as 
connected with Ulu Perak, has now disappeared ; and it is curious 
that the mistake, as it undoubtedly was then, should have re- 
appeared many years later in the Dutch Maps already referred 
to. Mr. Momot might have have been warned by this to 
distrust so unsafe a guide. Col. Low, it may be remarked, also 
overlooks the importance of this portion of Forrest’s sketch. 
The only reference he makes to the route from Kwala Kangsa to 
the sea is in the following passage from his account of Ulu Perak 
as “ described to me by Natives, and by the Chinese ;” 

“From Quallah Kangsan there is an elephant road to 
“Trong. ‘The first March is to Padang Assun. The second to 
“ Pondok, chiefly across rice grounds. Here the population 
“may be rated at 1,000.” 

It is possible that Col. Low. here speaks of the Kwala Kangsa, 
which he has referred to Just before as near Kendrong; and that 
there is some confusion between the Trong near Larut and the 
Trong to the north of Kedah. 

Between the date of Capt. Forrest’s engraving (published in 
1792) and Mr. Moniot’s (published in 1862), no map with which 
the Malay Geography is specially concerned was published. 
There are however two M. 8S. drawings to speak of, Low’s and 
Burney’s, which have also been preserved in the Survey Office, 
originally at Penang and of late years at Singapore. ‘The for- 
mer bears date 1824; the latter 1s undated, but was probably 
compiled at the time Captain Burney negotiated the Siamese 
Treaty of 1826. Col. (then Lt.) Low confined his sketch almost 
entirely to the northern provinces of Siam. Captain Burney’s 
tracing includes Kedah, Singora, and Patani; and the care with 
which he compiled it may be gathered from the “ memorandum” 
at the side, from which I quote the following passage :— 
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“The Coast and Islands between Pah Phra and Prince of 
““Wales’ Island are set down after comparing Horsburgh’s, 
“ Forrest’s, Blair’s, Heather’s, Inverarity’s, Martin Lindsay’s 
“and Dupres de Mennevillete’s Charts with maps and descrip- 
“tions obtained from several Malayan and Siamese Pilots, as 
“well as with what was observed by ourselves during our pas- 
“sage to and from Pungah. Of all the Europeau Chartss the two 
“oldest, Duprés de Mannevillite’s and Martin Lindsay’s, appear 
“}y far the most correct. Some information also respecting 
“the towns on the Gulf of Siam and the country round Pungah, 

“was received from Padre Juan, a Native Catholic Priest 
“residing near that town; and it is but ju-t to acknow- 
“ledge that very great assistance was derived during the pro- 
“ oress of the Mii ceaon, from the descriptive sketch of the Malayan 
< Peninsula compiled by Mr. John Anderson, Malay translator 
“to Government.” 

What Capt. Burney says about the superior correctness of th e 
older charts, now helds good about the older maps; for nothing 
has been produced since his date that can vie with his own 
sketch in practical usefulness or careful execution. Indeed the 
old Navigators, the Dampiers and Forrests of the 17th and [Sth 
centuries, appear to have been succeeded of late years by the 
Indian Officers, until recently stationed or employed in these 
parts,—Col. Low, Capts. Burney, Newbold, Begbie, &c.,—to 
whose eagerness for knowledge we owe so much of the little in- 
formation we possess about the Malay Peninsula. 

From the time when Logan’s Journals ceased to appear a long 
night settled down upon the Straits, lasting some twenty years. 
It is difficult for those who were not here before 1874 to realise 
how little was then known of the Peninsula. Kwala Kangsa 
and Selama were names unknown ; 8. Ujong and Sri Menanti 
were little better; Muar, Birnam, Perak, and Kurau could not 
then be named without an affectation of special, not to say pe- 
dantic knowledge. I do not believe that any person then knew 
of the true course of the R. Perak, or of the short route from 
Larut to Ulu Perak, which I have already called the key to the 
geography of that part; and as to which it has been seen that 
Captain Forrest ninety years before had possessed some informa- 
tion. But within two years of the Pangkor Treaty, thanks to 
Sir A. Clarke’s initiative and the development of events, this 
state of things was entirely changed. Information had been 
collected in many districts. The journey from Larut to Perak, 
and down the latter river, which was performed in 1874 
by Messrs. Dunlop, Swettenham and Pickering, effected for 
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that part of the Peninsula, what the Journey by Messrs. Daly 
and O’Brien, up the Muar and down the Pahang, effected 
for the true understanding of the relations, whether physieal or 
political, which exist between the States of Johor, Pahang, and 
the Negri Sembilan, in the South of the Peninsula. The journey 
of M. de Maclay in 1875 must also he mentioned, as throwing 
hght on the unknown Central regions. Of these three jour- 
neys, so important to our Cartography, some record should here 
be made; more especially as no account of them has ever been 
published in a permanent or generally accessible form. I have 
therefore selected the most striking feature of each account to 
conclude this paper. But it would be invidious not to refer 
also to certain earlier journeys, viz: that of Mr. Charles Gray 
(vid Malacca, Naning, Jumpol and Pahang in 1825, I. A. 
Journal vol. VI, p. 369) ; of Mr. Logan (vi4 Singapore, Indau, 
Semrong, Blumut, and Johor in 1547, I. A. Journal I, p. 616) ; 
and of the Rev. Le Favre (via Johor, Benut, and Batu Pahat in 
1846; and again via Malacca, Rambau, Sungei-Ujong and Jelebu 
in 1847, I. A. Journal robs. «1, & 11). I hope to avail myself 
largely of these accounts in Part IIT of this paper, when I treat of 
the geography of each State; but it is the less necessary to quote 
from them here, as they are alr eady preserved 1n an accessible form. 

IT will however take this opportunity of recommending their 
careful perusal to all those who are good enough*to assist 
in rendering our new map more complete. I find that a 
good deal of the information furnished from time to time obvi- 
ously lacks the advantage of having undergone comparison with 
the local details collected by parle Hes. and this is a grave 
loss when the writers are such as ’abbé Favre, and the he Mr. 
Logan. 

I. (Extract from the Journal of Messrs. Danlop, Swettenham 
and Pickering, during the crossing >is Larut to K. Kangsa 
February 12, 1874.) 

« We started at 1.30 p.m.and within half an hour, got into the 
finest jungle we have yet seen, crossed incessantly by a beauti- 
ful clear stream. This jungle was filled with the brightest 
scarlet and yellow tlowers ; there were numbers of érchade Af- 
ter continually ascending till we came to the source of the stream, 
we began to descend again, following the course of another 
stream ranning in the opposite direction. All this time we 
had been going through a narrow valley, Bukit Berapit formmg 
one side of it, and as we came out into the open, we stood in 
front of one of the most extraordinary rocks I have ever seen, 
called Gunone: Pondok. 
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“We had just come out of a narrow valley, filled with dense 
jungle and not very high hills on each side. ‘Coming out of this; 
the valley now lev el and comparatively clear, widened out abrupt- 
ly, so that it became an extensive plain. Close in front of us, 
rather on the left, rose as it were straight out of a plain as level 
as the sea, a large rock, some S00 feet “high, partly covered with 
trees, partly bare rock in sheer precipices.” 

<The rock itself is formed of hmestone, and it is that curious 
looking hill, commonly called Bukit Gantange which, when seen 
from the sea, forms the chief land mark for entering the Larut 
river. Tbe only mill I have seen at all like itis “ Elephant 
Mount” in Kedah, and we could see that Gunong Pondok  re- 
sembles the mount, in the fact of its beg full of caves. On our 
rigat was Bukit Berapit and this stretches aw ay to the right, 
in a range of gradually lessening hills. Right in front of us, 
a beautiful valley, some twenty miles long, almost all’cultivated 
or partly so, shut in the distance by the hills in the interior of 
Perak.” 

“ Pebruary l4th at 11.45 a.m. we arrived within 15) yards 
of our destination, only to find we were on the wrong side of 
a wide and deep river. It is no use attempting to argue a 
point like this, so we undressed and swam across. The others 
eame up and had to go through the same performance. The 
river we came across was the Kangsa, which here runs into 
the Perak river, a stream about 200 yards broad; and we are 
looking forward with considerable pleasure to a three days’ 
journey down it.” 

II. (Extract from Mr. Daly’s Journal during the crossing 
trom Ulu Muar and Jumpol to Pahang, 1875. 

“ T cannot get even ove man to accompany us, although we 
have offered very high wages,—so we are starting by ourselves. 
This is a drawback to me, as I always like to get some man 
who can give me the native names of rivers, hills, and kam- 
pongs, wherever I go.” 

“‘ They say, as one of the objections to our going to Pahang, 
that we cannot find our way through the lake (Tassek Bera) 
which we have to cross to strike again the stream that runs 
into the Pahang river. | apprehend more difficulty in getting: 
the boat over the shoais and snags of the “ Ilir Seréting.” 

“The Malays of this place won’t go with us, as they say that 
they are sure to be killed by the “ orang utaw” (wild men) of 
the jungle of Pahang.” 
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“Got the beat cleared out, freshly caulked, and got galas 
(poles), kajangs, and rudder, and floated her. She seems too 
large tor the work, but “beggars ete.” 

August, 16th.—Unable topersuadeany one even to help us in 
getting the boat under way, we started on our journey to 
Pahang. The party consists of O’Brien, the three police and 
myself viz: rice, tea, a few tins of 
sardines and powder and sbot—relying upon shooting a few 
pigeons now and then for fresh meat.” 

“ At starting from Kwala Jumpol had great difficulty in get- 
ting the praha over the sandy bars, and, though the distance 
from the Kwala up the River Jumpol to the “place where the 
boats are taken overland at Penarri is only about 1 mile, we took 
over three hours dragging the boat. It is a very narrow steam, 
choked with fallen timber and sand banks overhanging with 
the mach dreaded thorns, called “ unas” by the Malays, that 
resemble tigers’ claws and tear everything they lay hold of. 
Nearly all the time we were in the water dragging the boat 
along.” 

“Qn arriving at Penarri we took everything out of the boat 
and carried the “things across to the River Ilir Seréting, and in 
the evening we managed to get fourteen men at ten cents a 
head to pull the boat across the dividing land from River Jum- 
pol to River Ilir Seréting. I measured the distance from 
one river to the other,—it is 2 chains or a little more than a 
quarter of a mile; There is a rise of 25 feet from the river bed 
up the first bank, and we were a long time pulling the heavy 
boat up to the level land. Lone bamboos were lashed to the 
fore thwart of the boat and all hands hauled at the bamboos — 
the knots on the bamboo giving good holding power. It was 
a fine moonlight night and the excitable Malays worked with 
a will, making a great noise. 

“When we had got the boat across, after two hours’ work, and 
safely deposited in the other river, I sent up a couple of rockets 
to their great delight and paid them. Gave quinine to a great 
many who had remittent fever and ague. 

“It isa great relief to have got so far, and away from the 
Kwala Jumpol people who are foolish and suspicious from 
ignorance, and who were threatening mischief. 

Il. (From Ulu Pahang to Ulu Kelantan. A short Itinerary, 
compiled from the note book kept by M. de Maclay, 1875.) 
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I took about 69 to 70 hours to arrive at the river Tamileng 
ap stream from Kwala Sungei Pahang. The journey was made 
in a tolerably large flat-bottomed boat, which four Malays pushed 
forward with long poles, two and two by turns. This kind of 
transport, which I have met with here, in Johor, Kelantan 
and almost all over the Malay Peninsula, is used partly on ac- 
count of the slight depth, but chiefly because of the notable 
force of the current. In this respect it has a great advantage 
over the oar, for each new pusb with the pole, holding as it does 
to the evound, hinders, or at least reduces to a minimum, the back- 
ward flow of the current. If, under these circumstances, one 
reckons the rate of advance at 1 to 14 miles per hour (which 
reckoning in any case is not at all too high) then the distance 
of Kwala Sungei Tamileng from the estuary of the Sungei 
Pahang (all bendings of the stream included) is about 70 to 80 
Enghsh miles. Not far from the Kwala Tamilene I found the 
river Pahang, though somewhat narrower than in its lower stream, 
was about 40 fathoms wide, or about as broad as in its middle 
course. At the mouth of the Tamileng on the nght bank of 
that river, hes an important village called” Kampong Rok. Here 
I found it necessary to transfer my rather large covered boat (in 
which all my baggage, two servants and five Malays had found 
room) into two small open cances. 

The bed of the river Tamilene: is, it must be allowed, im many 
places rather narrow, and forms numerous rapids (Jeram) ; whilst 
in others, owing to the siltmg of the sand, the water is very 
shallow. Follows ing the course ‘of the river Dimuleney, we passed 
the sixth rapid, and I reckoned that at this spot we were 250 feet 
above the level of the sea. 

Near the sixth rapid, at the kampong of Pengulu Gendong, [ 
noticed at somé distance a remarkable mountain, which was 
pointed out to me as Gunone Te I believe that from here 
the mountain coull be reached in 2 or 3 days. The bank of the 
river Tamileng appeared to be AML: well—peopled, mostly by 
Malays, but I also remarked several Chinamen among them. 

* : * * * 

The unexpected visit of an “orang puteh,’ never seen 
here before, filled the people with such misgivings that 
they stood quite dumb, and to all questions that were put only 
answered “tra tau”? “baru datang” or “bulum tau.’ It was 
often difficult not to take people, who became thus suddenly 
dumb, for regular “mikro kephalen.” After I had followed 
the Tamileng up its course for 22 hours, I came to the 
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mouth of a still smaller stream, the River Saat or Sat. From 
here Kwala Sat there are two ways further up the river Tami- 
leng; eastward, a way to Tringgano (arrived at after a journey of 
3 or 4 days.) The stream Sat, flowing in a northerly direction, 
marks the way to Kelantan. From Ulu Sat it took me 6 hours 
more to reach the small Kampong Chiangut, consisting of two huts. 
Further, the water of the Sat proved too shallow even for the 
smallest canoe, such a one as is only fit to carry two men and 
some baggage. From Chiangut there is a footpath of only 8 or 9 
hours walking to Kwala Limau, which belongs to the water- 
system of the river Kelantan. From Chiangut following 
the course of the streamlet Prefen (a tributary of the Sat) and 
always keeping in a northerly direction, one reaches further up 
to Batu Atap. : 3 

This hill forms the political frontier of the territories Pahang 
and Kelantan, and at the same time the watershed of the two 
river systems (R. Pahang and R. Kelantan). A second hill must be 
crossed, of much the same height, about 400 feet above Chiangut. 
Irom here, still going northward, I reached the small river Limau 
at the point where it becomes navigable, and where the travelling 
further up the stream is usually done ina “raket” or “dug-out,” 
made of bamboo. Kwala Sungei Limau lies about 400 feet 
lower than Batu-Atap. From Kwala Limau it takes 5 hours to 
follow down the small river Trepal, to its mouth in the river 
Badokan, which like the first two is still very narrow and full of 
rapids. Aftereight hours more in the rivers Badokn, Ko, Retou 
one reaches the embouchure of this latter into the (edbe, from 
which pomt a convenient water-way 1s again reached. 

Not far from Awala Reton the R. Areng also empties itself 
into #&. Lebe, on the banks of which I met a considerable number 
of Orang Sakai. 

Upstream on the R. Lebe one comes to Kwala S/fo. The Siko, 
which at its mouth is wider than the Lebe, comes from W.S. W. 
and forms the water-way to Selangor, and also to Ulu Pahang; 
but 1t takes a greater round than the way I followed (UluTamileng 
to Ulu Lebe.) 

The stream thus formed by the Junction of the Lebe and Siko 
ts called the Suugec Kelantan. In nine hours one comes to the con- 
siderable settlement of Aota Bharu, the residence of the Raja of 
Kelantan ; and an hour and a ha’f further down, to Kwala Sungei 
Kelantan. 



CHINESE SECRET SOCIETIES AND THEIR 
ORIGIN. 

BY MR. W. A. PICKERING. 

Read at a Meeting of the Society, held on the 6th May, \S78. 

AtrHouGH the numerous branches of the great Chinese Secret 
Society Thien-Ti-Hui, have, since the foundation of the Colo- 
nies, by their riots and quarrels, forced themselves on the notice 
of the public of the Straits Settlements, very little seems to be 
generally known as to their origin, history, and objects. To 
Europeans, an almost complete knowledge of the working and 
ceremonies of the Society, has been to a certain extent at- 
tainable, by the publication in 1866, of M. Gustave Schlegel’s 
“Thian-Ti-Hui, or the “Hung League,’ which treats very 
exhaustively of the subject of this great Chinese brotherhood. 

Amongst the Chinese themselves, unless a man be a member 
of the Society, he seldom or never knows anything at all about 
the always suspected, and often dreaded “ Hui.” In China, to be 
found in possession of any of the books, seals, or insignia of the 
Triad Society, would render a person hable to decapitation, or 
subject him to a persecution to which even death would be pre- 
ferable. Schlegel, m his preface to the book above-mentioned, 
Says : 

‘We do not suppose that the present work contains al! possi- 
ble information. Notwithstanding all our endeavours, we could 
not induce a single Chinaman in this place, whom we supposed 
to be a member (ot the Thian-Ti- Hui) to confess this. 

‘“ But even if this had been the case, not much benefit would 
probably have been derived from it. The greater part of the 
members, consisting of the lower orders of the population, are 
not sufficiently versed in their own language and history, or 
initiated into the Secrets of the League, to be able to give any 
explanation as to the meaning of the symbols, &c.” 

“ A second difficulty is found in the unwillingness of Chinese 
literati to investigate any book treating of the subject. If 
they are members, and are initiated into the secrets, they are 
afraid to tell them, for both in China and the Colonies (Dutch 7?) 
the League is forbidden by severe laws. In the other case, they 
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are prejudiced against it by education and example, as the 
League is always represented in its blackest colours ; and a Chi- 
nese not belonging to the League, cannot be induced to take up 
a manual or book treating of its rites ; the looking on it being 
deemed already contaminating.” 

In the Straits Settlements, we do not experience these diffi- 
culties in gaining information; as the Society, with its nume- 
rous branches, 1s recognised by the Government, and the names 
of tens of thousands of office-bearers and members are register- 
ea, there is no difficulty in speaking with the initiated Chinese 
on the subject of their League; the outside Chinese population, 
(which includes the more respectable portion of the community) 
are, and will always remain, as the Society is now constituted, 
in tetal ignorance of its working and rules. 

In registering the various Lodges of the Hung-League, in 
Singapore, Penang, and Malacca, I have had many opportunities 
of gaining an acquaintance with the organisation of the Brother- 
hood, by conversation with the Sin-sengs or Masters of Lodges, 
and by perusal of the numerous manuals or catechisms which 
have passed through my hands, and of which I[ possess one or 
two ancient copies. It is, however, my opinion that any Huro- 
pean who will take the trouble to thoroughly digest M. Schlegel’s 
invaluable work on the subject, will know more of the origin, 
ceremonies and ostensible objects of the Thien-Ti-Hu1, than nine 
out of ten of the Masters of Lodges in the Straits Settlements. 
As the book in question 1s now very scarce, and not accessible to 
the general public, I considered that to the members of the 
Straits Asiatic Society an account of the establishment of the 
Society as stated in the introductions to the manuals used by all 
the Lodges in these Colonies, might not be uninteresting ; and if 
my surmise prove correct, I would in future Numbers of this 
journal continue a translation of the Manual itself; and endea- 
vour to trace the Society from its establishment as a political 
society in 1674, to its present existence as an association of, at 
the best, very questionable characters, the objects of which are, 
combination to earry out private quarrels, and to uphold the in-- 
terests of the members, either by means of the law, or in spite of 
the law, and lastly to raise money by subscription, or by levying 
fees on brothels and gambling houses, in the districts controlled 
by the different branches. 

The Society is called “Triad”? because of the Chinese name 
often given to it, Sam-hap or “ three united,’—Heaven, Earth, 
aod Man; when these three principles are in unison, there is 
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produced a complete circle, or globe, of peace and harmony. In 
the political stage of the Thien-Ti-lui, which, according to the 
history given m the various manuals, commenced during the 
latter part of the 17th century, under the reign of Kang-hi or 
Sun Cheng the 2nd and 3rd Emperors of the present dynasty 
“ Ching’’* or “ pure,” the happy results expected upon the union 
of Heaven, Earth, and Man, seem to be merely the restoration to 
Imperial powers of the Chinese Ming+ or “ Bright” dynasty, 
which in the person of Tsung-Cheng was cut off by the Manchus 
in about 1628. In these Colonies, it is difficult to imagine what 
are the aims of the numerous lodges, which having departed from 
even a political status, though nominally branches of the origi- 
nal Society, are to all intents and purposes rival Societies. 

However degraded the Society may have become in its pre- 
sent hands, there is great reason to believe that originally in 
the long past, it was a system of freemasonry, and that its ob- 
ject was to benefit mankind by spreading a spirit of brother- 
hood, and by teaching the duties of man to God, and to his neigh- 
bour. The motto of the Thien-Ti-Hui whether acted upon or 
not, is ‘‘ Obey Heaven and Work Righteousness,” and the asso- 
elation which could adopt this principle as its fundamental rule, 
must have been composed of individuals raised far above the 
ideas of mere political adventurers. 

Oppression which “maketh a wise man mad,’ may have 
forced the Society to become a political association, and the rites 
and ceremonies already in use were utilised as means to screen 
the operations of the Society from the government officials, and 
also to unite the members, from all parts of the vast Empire. 
In the Tai-ping rebellion, the League played a conspicuous 
part, and there is no doubt that, ‘‘ when Heaven shall have 
changed its intentions,’ ahd the present reigning family of 
China shall have accomplished its destiny, the Thien-Ti- Hui, will 
be at its post, and the members of the “ Hung” family will be 
ready to take advantage of the general upheaval which must take 
place, and at least will attempt to fulfil one of their avowed ob- 
jects, viz: the overturn of the “ Ching.” 

As before remarked the professed objects of the League have, 
been in the Straits to a certain extent lost sight of. But at the 
same time it must be recollected that some years ago the leader 
of the “Sio To” or “Small Knife” rebellion at Amoy, was a 
Straits-born Chinese, and that there are doubtless now in the 

- * Hokkien dialect, Chheng. 
¢ Hokkien, Beng. 
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Straits, several old Tai-ping rebels. The class of Chinese who 
flock to these Colonies, is certainly not composed of men, who, 
either by position or education, can be expected to cherish very 
deeply the higher principles inculeated by the teaching of the 
Society ; and as there are no patriotic aims to be attained under 
our gentle and liberal Government, the only objects for which 
they can strive, are those lower interests which are only too dear 
to the average Celestial mind, ‘such as intrigue, assistance in 
petty feuds, combination to extort money, and to interfere with 
the course of justice. 

It must be borne in mind, that amongst the Chinese, as with 
the Irish in times not very remote, law has been so lone asso-- 
ciated in their minds with injustice, that 1t has almost become a 
virtue in their eyes to hamper and obstruct the execution of the 
laws of their country as administered by the Mandarins. The 
Secret Societies as at present constituted, though declining in 
power and influence, and occasionally useful, are, take them all 
in all, a nuisance’to both the Chinese and the Government, and 
are continually interferimg to prevent justice being done, if 
it tells against any of their members. 

After the above remarks, no person will suspect me of partiality 
towards Chinese Secret Societies; it is nevertheless a ques- 
tion whether the Thien-Ti-Hui might not with some radieal re- 
formations, be made conducive to the order and tranquillity of a 
country inhabited by a large Chinese population. ‘The various 
Lodges, instead of beng in a constant state of feud and jealousy 
should be cordially united in one Grand Lodge, and, as while en- 
joying the protection and fostering care of a civilised Govern- 
ment, there can be no excuse for perpetuating the political ele- 
ment of the Society, this should be eliminated, leaving only what 
is really good and benevolent in the manual of instruction. 
If, as at present, the branches of the Thien-Ti-Hui, persistent- 
ly ignore and walk in opposition to their great motto, ‘‘ Obey 
Heaven and Work Righteousness,” they can neither expect that 
‘ Heaven will protect Hung,” nor that any firm and strong Go- 
vernment will endure their intrigues, or allow them to exist to 
the disgrace and inconvenience of a civilised community. 

The following narrative is a compilation from several manuals 
of instruction, used by different branches of the Secret Society in 
Singapore and Malacca. As, for reasons stated at the com- 
mencement of this introduction, the members of the ‘‘ Hung” 
League have never dared to put into print the rules and ceremo- 
nies of their association, the manuscripts have been subjected to 
much change and interpolation at the hands of transcribers, and 
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each manual is marked by colloquialisms, and a bias in favour of a 
peculiar Province or District according to the origin of the Lodge. 
Most of the books which have come under my notice seem of 
great age, and many are blackened with use, and much dogs- 
eared; none are exactly alike, but what is deficient in some, is 
supplied by others. 

I have chosen for my groundwork a copy which, although differ- 
ing considerably from that used by M. Schlegel, and less correct 
in point of dates, gives I think a more thoroughly Chinese ac- 
count of occurrences, which as far as our present knowledge goes, 
are but hypothetical. While endeavouring to put the whole into 
readabie English, I have preserved as much as possible the pecu- 
liar Chinese sty le of expression, which I trust will not diminish 
the interest of the story. For the benefit of readers not conversant 
with Chinese Chronology it may be necessary to state that the 
facts narrated in the story are supposed to have taken place du- 
ring the reign of Kang-Hi, the 2nd Emperor of the present 
Manchu, or “ Ching” Dynasty. 

In 1644 Tsung-Chene or Chuang-hieh-T1, the last monarch 
of the Chinese dynasty “ Ming’’ (which had held the Empire 
since A. D. 1361) was driven from his throne by Shun-Chi the 
father of Kang-hi. 

THE ORIGIN OF THE THIEN-TI-HU!. 

In the reign of the Emperor Kang-Hi, in the year Kabh- 
Yin (A.D. 1664) the Western Eleuth Tatars invaded the 
boundaries of the Flowery Land, bringing trouble and devasta- 
tion into the Middle Kingdom. 

To avenge these injuries, the Provincial Government sent se- 
veral large armies to subdue the Barbarians, bnt all was in vain, 
and, after losing several battles, the defeated General Koeh-Ting- 
Hui presented a memorial in person to the Emperor, humbly 
begging his Sacred Majesty to send an army to the relief of 
his people. 

The Emperor held a consultation with his nobles, but for some 
time could not arrive at any decision; whena high Minister 
suddenly came forward, and humbly bowing said: “ By the 
memorial of Koeh-Ting-Hui, the situation seems tru'y alarm- 
ing. I would earnestly recommend compliance with his memo- 
rial, and beg your Majesty to at once send an army to recover 
the territories of our Sovereign Lord, and to protect the people 
committed by Heaven to your charge.” 
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The Emperor acceded to this suggestion, and demanded of the 
assembled nobles, which of the Ministers they could recommend 
to take command of the army and lead it forth? The nobles 
thus replied: “ At the present time it will be impossible to find 
amongst the court officials, an able Minister who dare un- 
dertake this heavy responsibility. We would therefore recom- 
mend Your Majesty to issue an Edict, and order it to be eir- 
culated and posted in every province, country, and district of 
the Empire, to the effect that whoever will obey the proclama- 
tion and subdue the Eleuth Tatars, no matter whether they 
be officials, common people, women, children, Buddhist or 
Taoist priests, they shall receive 10,000 taels of gold, and be. 
appointed Earls over 10,000 families; this will certainly have 
the effect of bringing forward men of the highest talent to 
respond to the call of our Sovereign Lord.” 

The Emperor was exceedingly pleased with the proposal, and 
at once issued an Imperial Edict, which was speedily distributed 
throughout the whole Empire. There was no place under Heaven 
which the proclamation did not reach. Now, in a range of moun- 
tains called Kiu-Lien, in the district of Toan Leng in 
Hok-Kien, there was a monastery, named Siau Lim Si, con- 
taining 128 priests, who on hearing of the above edict, went 
to the “place where it was posted, and finding that it was genuine, 
they, after consuiting together, took down the copy of the pro-. 
clamation. Some person informing the Imperial Commissioner 
of this, he ealled all the priests, and they being assembled, 
he addressed them as follows: ‘“ Are talent and ability to be 
found amongst you priests, are there amongst you any who 
dare to comply with the Emperor’s edict, and come forward 
to conquer these Western barbarians’? All the priests respect- 
fully replied, “ Let there be no doubt in your Excelleney’s mind 
on this subject. The old saying is: ‘ Talents and ability dwell 
amongst the priesthood.’ Our brethren are in all 128 persons, — 
and without the assistance of an Imperial soldier, we will con- 
quer these Eleuths; even if their camp be 100 li * in extent, we 
will destroy it, and not leave as much as an inch of straw re- 
maining.” 

The official on hearing these words was exceedingly delighted, 
and ordered the priests to return to their monastery, and pack 
up their baggage, preparatory to a start on the morrow towards 
Peking, where they would be permitted to behold the sacred 
person of the Emperor. 

* About 80 miles. 
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Having received this order, they went back to their monaste- 
ry, and each of them having packed up his things, and buckled 
on his weapon, the whole body started next morning in the 
train of the Commissioner. 

In a short time, they arrived at the capital, and were accom- 
modated by the Commissioner, at the Hall of the Military Board, 
where he told them to stay till next morning, when they would 
have an Audience of his Sacred Majesty. 

In the 5th watch, about 3 4. uw. + the Emperor being seated on 
his throne, the Commissioner approached, and prostrating him- 
self, said, “ your servant having reverently received your Majes- 
ty’s command to summon together brave heroes from every place 
under heaven, he, in circulating the Edict, fortunately found, in 
the Kiu Lien Mountains, a monastery containing 128 Buddhist 
priests, all of whom are perfect in the Civil and Military arts and 
exercises, and they boast that without using the Imperial sol- 
diers, they will at sight exterminate the Eleuths, as easily as 
a person can wave his hand; your minister has brought them to 
the gate of the Palace, where they are now awaiting your Majes- 
ty’s decision.” 

The Emperor ordered the priests to be brought before him, 
and on seeing their manly and robust appearance, he was much 
pleased ; while they were yet in the Palace, His Majesty appointed 
them to the rank of generals, and presented them with a sword, 
on which were engraved the characters Jit, and San, { the 
inscription being of triangular form. 

His Majesty also appointed the minister Te™-Kun-Tat to 
act as Commissary General, and Commissioner to accompany the 
Army. 

On the day following, having sacrificed to the standards, the 
army was set in motion, having received the Imperial command 
to march forward. 

Now at this time, the barbarians were besieging the frontier 
town of Tung-Kuan, and when the army of relief arrived, 
the beleaguered generals Lau and ’Ng were on the walls; they 
suddenly saw a body of Imperial Soldiers approaching, which 
they knew must be a force sent to their assistance, so at once 

+ The official business of the Chinese Court and cabinet is usually con- 
ducted ata very early hour in the morning, the Emperor frequently taking 
his seat at 3 or 4 A. M. 
} Sun and mountain. 
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throwing open the gates, they went forth to meet and admit the 
army into the city. 

After being entertained by the generals, the abbot questioned 
them as to the position of the Eleuth Camp, and asked if any 
engagements had yet taken place. The generals replied ; “ The 
Eleuth soldiers are indeed fierce and brave, and their entrench- 
ments are strong; daily have they attacked this city, and itis 
only by our exceeding watchfulness, and owing to the strength 
of our walls and the depth of our moat, that we have been able 
to defend it; and our only hope was, that our Sovereign 
Lord would send troops to save us.. We trust that the abbot 
has discovered some excellent scheme,. and brought brave. 
soldiers with whom we may yet subdue these _ barbarians. 
Any movement on our part must be undertaken with the 
greatest wisdom and foresight, or it will be impossible to contend 
against the Hleuths.” The abbot said: “ You generals have 
been here some time, so of course you possess a knowledge as to 
the position of the enemy’s camp and the means of approach 
thereto.” General Lau-King replied “I have here, a map of 
the position, and if the master will look it over, he will see at a 
glance the whole situation in every particular.” Having ex- 
amined well the chart, the abbot said that he understood perfect- 
ly how he was placed ; “to-morrow we will lead out our men, 
and find out what these barbarians are made of. I have a scheme 
for attacking them.” 

The next morning the gates were opened, and the army marched 
forth. On this being reported to the Eleuth general Phe2 Leng 
Thien, be buckled on his shield, and mounted his horse; but 
on seeing nothing but a crowd of shaven priests, he laughed, and 
mockingly said: “I little thought during the years the EKm- 
peror of the Middle Kingdom has claimed my obedience, that he 
was supported by an army of priests. If you really intend to 
retire from the world, why do you not keep your vows ; how dare 
you measure yourselves against me?” The abbot in a loud voice 
replied ; “ Dog of a barbarian ! the Chinese have nothing in com- 
mon with you Eleuths, any more than with the lower animals ; 
why will you rush into strife, and run blindly to your own des- 
truction?” Phen Leng Thien, was greatly enraged at this, and 
shouted: ‘“ Will no one lay hands on this bald-headed priest”’ ’ 
One of the sarrounding chiefs responding to the call, and being 
armed with a long sword, galloped forward with a shout ; but 
from behind the abbot, Choa-Tek-Tiong appeared likea flash 
of lightning, and with a knife in each hand, closed with thehorse- 
man. After thirty cuts and thrusts on either side, the issue was 
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still undecided, but Tek-Tiong hitting upon a scheme, turned 
his horse and fled. 

The Chief not seeing that this was merely a feint, pursued 
hotly ; Tek-Tiong drawing forth a copper bar, turned round 
suddenly, and struck the Eleuth on the left arm, on which he fell 
from his saddle with a terrible yell. 

Png-Toa-Ang seeing that Tek-Tiong was victorious, waved 
the colours, and the whole army cheered lustily; this made 
Phen-Leng-Thien almost burst with rage, so spurring forward 
his horse, he rushed at Png-Toa-Ang; their horses met, anda 
terrible fight ensued between the two men. The Abbot per- 
ceiving that Phen-Leng-Thien was one of Heaven’s own 
heroes, and fearing that Toa-Ang would be overmatched, 
sounded the trumpets to recall the army. Now just at this 
time, Toa-Ang was anxious to exhibit his prowess to the ut- 
most, but on hearing the trumpet, he obeyed the signal, and 
retired with the rest; on seeing the Abbot, he said, “I was 
just going to put into effect a stratagem, why did you recall the 
troops? The abbot replied ;” I perceive this man is a phenome- 
non of bravery, and I feared lest you would not be able to with- 
stand him, for this reason I recalled you; this man must be at- 
tacked by strategy, it is hopeless to resist him by mere force. 
To-morrow I will carry out my schemes, and we shall certain- 
Jy be victorious.” | 

The next day the Abbot called together all the brethren, and 
instructed them as follows. 

“TI find that there is a ravine called the Hu-Tek valley, in 
which we can place an ambuscade, by which means we shall 
gain a complete victory. O-Tek-Te must take 30 of the bre- 
thren, and lie in wait on the left side of the valley; Ma-Thiau- 
Heng will take 20, and place them on the right side, of the 
same valley. Each man must be provided with plenty of dry wood, 
straw, sulphur, gunpowder and other combustibles, and mines 
consisting of shells and fireballs must be set in the pathway ; 
Chhoa-Tek-Tiong, and Chhoa-Seng-Tso, with Low-Keng, will 
with 3,000 of the troops, attack the enemy opposed to him ; 
Neg-Su-Tsuan, Png-Hui-Ho, and O-Sun-Hiang, will also take 
the same men, and attack the Eleuths, while Png-Toa-Ang 
will, by pretending to fly, allure the enemy into the Hu-Tek 
valley ; and when the signal guns shew that the Eleuths are en- 
trapped, O-Tek-Te, and Ma-Thiau-Heng, with their men will 
spring the mines, and our whole force will at once fall to kill and 
exterminate the barbarians. 
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At the time appointed, the abbot took the brethren of his 
monastery with their horses, and stationing them in front of the 
whole army, cried with a loud voice “ Phe2-Leng-Thien, I, 
the old priest, adjure you to respond to the command of Heaven, 
and to follow the advice of men; if you do this, you will be al- 
lowed to return home, and avoid calamity and disgrace. If you 
will not listen to my words, then truly I fear you will run to 
destruction, and I should be grieved that such a brave hero 
should perish miserably in this place.” 

Phen-Leng-Thien being enraged, cried; “ What is the ad- 
vantage of so many words? Bring on your men and horses; I 
will this day see which of us is to gain the victory, or perish.” 

The words were scarcely uttered, when he saw Chhoa-Tek- 
Tiong and Lau-Keng riding forward, flourishing their swords, 
aud shouting the war ery; Phen-Leng-Thien in great wrath 
spurred on his horse, and engased bota men. After several en- 
counters had taken place, Png-Toa-Ang galloped up, crying, 
“ Here Tam, I will take Phen-Leng-Thien.” On hearing this, 
Leng-Thien left Chhoa, and, Lau, and rushed on Toa-Ang, who 
after a few passes turned his horse, and fled towards the mouth 
of the Ha-tek ravine. Phen-Leng-Thien being deceived by this 
stratagem, gave chase, and waved his whip for his men to follow. 

When the abbot perceived that the Eleuths had entered the 
trap, he ordered the signal guns to be fired, and immediately, 
the two priests, O-Tek-Te, and Ma-Thiau-Heng, with their men, 
discharged incessantly their fire-arrows and sprung their mines ; 
Heaven and earth were obscured by the blaze and smoke, and at 
one blow, more than 30,000 soldiers and 1,000 officers of the 
Kleuth army were annihilated. 

Of the whole army, the General Phen-Leng-Thien alone 
escaped with his horse, and galloping into the mountain, he soon 
found the road so rugged and difficult, that he was obliged to 
dismount, abandon his horse, and walk like a common soldier, 
being only too happy to save his life, and comfort himself by ° 
thinking his time had not yet come. 

The Eleuth little knew that by the Abbot’s commands, the 
Generals Chhoa, Ma, Ng, and O were lying in ambush in the 
road; when these men saw Phen-Leng-Thien coming along, 
they could not help saying; “ this excellent scheme of the Ab- 
bot is truly worthy of a spiritual being’! they then rushed for- 
ward, and under a discharge of their fire-arrows, the brave and 
heroic Phen-Leng-Thien succumbed to his fate, and perished. 
miserably at their hands. The above event took place on the 
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12th day of the 7th moon of the 13th year of the Emperor 
Kang-hi. | 

_ Having divined by lot for a propitious day, the army celebrat- 
ed the victory, and marched back to the Capital, On the day 
of their return, the Civil and Military Officials went outside the- 
eity to receive and welcome the conquerors, and as the brethren 
passed the gate of the fifth Court, a man came forward, and in a 
loud voice addressed the 128 priests : 

“ Behold the invincible heroes of the highest rank. 
“ Their courage and valour have never beea equalled. 

At the proper time, the priests were presented at Court, and 
passed in review before their Sovereign Lord. The whole army 
received rewards, but the Emperor specially called before him 
the brethren, and wished to invest them with titles of nobility ; 
but on hearing of this intention, all the priests excused them- 
selves, and the Abbot on behalf of the brethren humbly addres- 
sed His Majesty as follows. 

“ Your servants having left their families, aud retired from the 
world, do not desire an illustrious worldly reputation; they only 
pray that they may be allowed to return to their monastery, and 
pass their lives in the cultivation of virtue by the performance 
of good works; this being granted, they can never be sufficiently 
grateful for your Majesty’s kindness and condescension.” 

The Emperor hearing this, could not but accede to their re- 
quest, but at the same time he presented them with 10,009 taels 
of gold, and having entertained them at a feast, gave permission 
for the priests to return to their monastery. Kang-Hi ap- 
pointed the Minister, Tet Kun Tat, (who as before narrated ac- 
companied the army as Commissioner), to the Military Command 
of the O-Kong Provinee, and ordered him to proceed to his 
new post on the same day as the priests were leaving the Capital. 

Having thanked the Emperor, the priests withdrew from the 
Palace, and the Civil and Military Officials returned to their 
respective Yamens. Tet-Kun-Tat entertained the priests, his late 
comrades, at a farewell feast, where they talked over the dangers 
lately undergone while subduing the Eleuths, and congratulated 
each other on the splendid results of their labours. In view of 
separation, they could scarcely find words to express their 
thoughts, so after taking a solemn oath of mutual brotherhood, 
they bade farewell, and each party went its way. 

Who would have imagined, that during the feast, two old ras- 
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cally Omioiaks who had not returned with rest to their Yamen, 
had introduced themselves amongst the company, and heard every- 
thing. The names of these Officers were Tiun-Kien-Chhiu, 
and Tan-Hiong, both were of the highest rank of Prefect, 
-and were on very bad terms with Kun-Tat, whom they had for 
a long time wished to ruin. Ten-Kun-Tat, was however a most 
honourable and much respected man, and as yet they had not 
been able to bring any charge against, him. The two Officials 
had now seen him pledge himself to the priests by a solemn oath 
of brotherhood, so full of the affair, they returned to their 
Yamens, and concerted a most treacherous scheme. 

The next morning they obtained an Audience of the Km-. 
peror, and petitioned His Majesty as follows. 

“In your servant’s opinion, the priests of the Siau-Lim mo- 
nastery, by thus subduing the Eleuths, as easily as one could put 
on a suit of armour, hee covered themselves with glory, and 
deserve to be handed down as heroes to thousands of generations. 
Truly these men are as fierce as wolves, and courageous as tigers; 
if their hearts only remain unchanged, then the Governmént will 
be safe and we may rest in peace ; but on the contrary, if their 
minds should change, then indeed the State will be endangered.” 

“ Besides this, Ten-Kun-Tat a man full of craft and intrigue, 
has cherished schemes ef ambition and rebellion, but not having 
resources or power, and being also without confederates, he has 
not as yet dared to shew openly disaffection.” 

“ Now, however, he has obtained an oath of life and death, from 
the priests, and your Majesty has given him command over, and 
the power of 10,000 soldiers ; truly he is- now as a tiger with 
the additional strength of wines, ‘and asa fierce fire inereased 
by oil;—he will immediately carry into practice his ambitious 
schemes, and the priests will respond to his: call without fail. 
With all these auxiliaries, who will be able to oppose a man of 
such wolf-and-tiger-like disposition ?” 

“Your ministers having pondered over this matter, are most 
anxious, and at the risk of their lives, must represent the state 
-of things to your Majesty ; they beg that you will carefully en- 
quire into the ease, and avoid the necessity of repenting when 
it shall be too late.” : Siero 

The Emperor being deceived by the specious words of these-two 
men, praised their zeal and fidelity in representing the affair, and 
immediately demanded: of the nobles if they had any good sclieme 
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to propose, by which the band of conspirators should b2 utterly 
exterminated. 

- Kien-Chhiu_ repressing te jot at the Emperor’s intentions, 
made his proposal as fo]lows 

“ Your Minister has a plat ; 1£ it be followed out, though they 
make themselves wing's, they will not.be able to escape. 

“ Wait till the feast of the new year, and then send an Official . 
with a proper escort of soldiers, to pretend that Your Majesty 
has sent an Imperial gift of wine with which the priests may 
keep the festival. At che same time, let the escort be pr ovided 
with sulphur, saltpetre, gunpowder, and all kinds of combusti- 
bles. Depend upon it, the priests will take in this scheme — 
At the same time, a Ginisten should be sent to Kun-Tat, with 
the red scarf.* as a punishment for his heinous crime of: -conspi- 
racy to rebel. By thus doing, at one cast of the net we shall 
secure the whole party.” ; 

Kang-hi joyfully expressed his approval, and ordered the 
scheme, to be carried out according to the suggestions of the two 
men. 

These two officials having received the sacred commands, on the 
morrow arranged their troops, and having put all things in or- 
der, each proceeded to his separate Province. Kien-Chhiu went 
straight to Hok-Kien, towards the Siau-lim monastery; on 
arriving at a place called the “ Yellow Spring,” he met on the 
road, a carter named Ma-ji-hok. Kien- Chhiu availing: himself 
of tife opportunity, employed the man’s carriage, and quietly ques- 

tioned him as to the most important road “to the monaster y- 
By gradual and careful enquiries, Kien- Jhhiu got the most com- 
plete information from Ji-Hok, who replied to his questions 
m a most straightforward manner, and kept nothing back ; 
and besides this, 1 he was quite glad to act as informer and guide, 
in order to avenge a blow he had received some time before, from 
an inmate of the monastery. 

Kien-Chhiu was extremely pleased to find this out, and he felt 
very happy at seeing everything progressing so favourably ; on 
approaching the monastery, the priests having received intelli- 
gence of his arrival, came forward to pay due respect to the 
Imperial Envoy, sad to reverently receive His Majesty’s Sacred 

Commands. The Abbot brought Kien-Chhiu into the Hall, and 
having invited him to take his seat in the most honourable 

* To strangle him. 
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place, they treated him every way in accordance with the rites 

-and ceremonies, offering him tea and tobacco. 

The priests addressed Kien-Chhiu as follows. ‘“ We were 
cuilty of some disrespect in not proceeding a sufficient distance 
to meet Your Excellency, but we humbly beg you will pardon 
our fault.” Kien-Chhiu rephed “ How dare I call you disrespect- 
ful! On the contrary your behaviour has gratified me very much. 
His Majesty fondly remembering your nobility of character, 
regrets his inability to visit you in person, but to shew clearly 
the benevolent intentions of his sacred mind, he has specially 
deputed me to present you with this gift of Imperial Wi ine, 
with which you may celebrate this fobs of the new year.” 

On hearing this, the priests were filled with gratitude for this 
act of condescension on the part of His Majesty. All took 
their proper seats in the large Hall, and taking the Imperial 
eift, were pouring out the wine, and about to drink, when a 
certain odour caused suspicion to all;—so the Abbot taking in 
his hand a magic sword bequeathed to the brethren by the founder 
of the monastery, and dipping it in the jar of wine, immediate- 
ly there arose a mephitic vapour which foreed itself on all 
present, and made them fall to the ground with terror. After 
recovering themselves, the priests broke the jar of poisoned 
wine in pieces, and cursing the treacherous minister, eried : 
“What ancient grudge have you against us, or what present 
injury have we ‘done, that you should deceive His M ajesty, 
and turn him against us to our destruction ? Truly it 1s without 
cause that you have done this thing, and there is nothing 
for us but to defend ourselves with the force we have at our 
disposal; why await further injury ?” After again cursing him, 
they seized Kien-Chhinu, and struck off his head, but at the same 
moment, they saw the mountain above, and the monastery 
within and without, illuminated by fire, which blazed up to 
heaven ; everywhere, they were surrounded by the flames, and 
there appeared no way of escape. The conflagration continued 
for two hours, and it is hard to say how many _ perished in the 
flames, but only eighteen priests were seen, and they carrying the 
seal and magic sword of the founder, ran into the inner-hall, 
where they cast themselves .before the Image of Buddha, and 
piteously, with tears, implored his protection to save them. 
Suddenly, the Celestial Spirit, Tai-lo, exercising his Buddhistie 
powers, ordered his assistants Chu-khai and Chu-kang to open 
out black and yellow roads, by which the eighteen brethren were 
enabled to make their escape from the burning monastery. 

At the break of day, these priests saw afar off, Ji-hok @mding 
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a troop of Imperial soldiers, and pointing to the Kast and West ; 
it immediately struck them that it was this man who had led 
the soldiers to the attack on the monastery, in revenge for the 
blow he had received some time before. The brethren deter- 
mined that whatever should befall, they would at once take 
the opportunity of revenging thémselves -on J i-hok, and this 
being done, they would consider what further steps to take. 

Having made this decision, the priests rushed into the midst 
of the Chheng* soldiers, dragged out Ji-hok, and eut him in pieces ; 
but the soldiers cried “kill these wicked priests,” and as they 
had no weapons, and most of the priests had been wounded 
or burnt, they could do nothing against a body of armed 
men, so had no resource but to escape if possible by flight. 
They fled, till they arrived at a place of safety called the Long- 
Sandy Beach, outside the district of the Yellow Spring, and 
here they nearly perished of hunger and cold. As they were all 
on the river bank, two men, Chia Pang Henge and Go-teng Kut, 
fortunately came up, and rescued the brethren in their boat, “where 
cwe will leave them for the present, and relate how Tan- ‘Hiong 
having: received the red scarf, proceeded on his Mission. 

Tan-Hiong having received the Imperial Command, left the 
Japital, and went direct to the Military District of O-Kong, where 
Kun-Tat came forward to meet him; and Tan-Hiong seizing the 
opportunity, while in the road, read the Emperor’s warrant, “and, 
upbraided Kun-tat for conspire to raise rebellion ; he told him 
that excuses could be of no avail, and throwing around his neck 
the red scarf, Kun-tat was strangled, and his body dragged to a 
place called E-Kang-Boe. After this, Tan-hiong recalled his 
troops, and they returned with him to the Capital, where he re- 
ported the success of his mission. 

The murder of Kun-tat caused great consternation to his fol- 
lowers, and deep was the grief of his relations when they saw 
their head taken from them by a violent death, for no cause 
whatever ; they returned home, and carried the sad news to Kun- 
tat’s father, wife, and children. 

The whole family were at first stunned with grief, heaven 
and earth seemed to have deserted them ; but after the first grief 
was over, the wife née Koeh-Siu-Eng, her son To-Tek, 
and her Sister-in-law Giok-Lien, with her son To-Hanag, 
went with all their household, and recovering Kun-Tat’s corpse 
from K-Kang-Boe, buried it peacefully in the family grave 

* The present dynasty i is called Chheng or pure. 
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at San-Kong. After this, they performed the funeral ceremonies, 
and went into the deepest mourning. 

We will now return to the five priests, Chhoa, Png, Ma, 
O, and In; after shewing their gratitude to their preservers 
Chia, and Go, they proceeded to the Black Dragon’ Mountain, 
where they arrived at dusk, but found no place of shelter; after 
consultation, the brethren determined to go to the Ko-Khe Tem- 
ple, and bee hospitality there. 

The keeper of the Temple, Ng-Chbang-Seng, and his wife née 
Chiong, being persons of compassionate and just dispositions, 
listened to the prayer of the priests, opened the gates of the 
Temple, received them reverently, and gladly admitted the bre- 
thren, treating them in a most hospitable manner. During the 
night, the host and his wife conversed with their guests, and of 
course the priests related the sad tale.of all the injuries they had 
received; the husband and wite beg moved with pity, mvited 
them to take up their abode at the temple, until they could 
devise means of avenging their wrongs. 

Who could have imagined, that in half a month’s time, the 
news of the priests’ escape, and place of refuge, would get to the 
ears of the Mandarins? it however did reach them, and they 
sent troops to the temple, to arrest the brethren; luckily 
the priests received early information of the intentions of 
the officials, so, having expressed their gratitude to Chhiang-seng 
and his wife, they left the Ko-Khe temple, and escaped to the 
Province of O-Kong, to a temple called that of the “Spiritual 
King,” where they entered a monastery, and dwelt there. 

For some time everything went quietly, and one day the five 
priests went fora stroll to E-Kang-boe; coming to the bank of 
the river, they suddenly espied a censer floating down the stream ; 
taking up the vase, they saw inseribed on it the characters, ‘‘ The 
precious white censer”’; it had two ears, its base was a tripod, 
and the whole was composed of green-stone. 

The brethren handed the incense-burner to each other, and in 
turning it about, they were exceedingly astonished at seeing on 
the bottom, the following characters engraved ; “Overturn the 
“ Chheng” and restore the “ Beng.”’* When they had thoroughly 
comprehended the meaning of the legend, the brethren knelt 
before the censer and prayed. © After this, they took up two bro- 
ken pieces of coloured pottery, which were lying near the spot, and 

* Hoan Chheng Hok Beng. 
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nsing these as divining: blocks, threw them in the air three times 
in succession, and each time the pieces fell to the ground uninjur- 
el; this made the brethren still more astonished, so they 
again bowed before the censer, and prayed as follows. . 

“ Tf ata future time we are to succeed in avenging our wrongs 
and oppression, e¢rant us again three favourable casts in succes- 
sion.’ 

‘They again threw the two pieces of pottery three times in the 
air, and thrice was a favourable answer given. The brethren 
at once prostrated themselves in gratitude, and taking stalks of 
grass, used them as incense sticks, and inserted them in the 
censer ; they then all imitated the ancients Lau-pi, Kwan-ti and 
Tiun-hui, and took a solemn oath of mutual fidelity. 

Suddenly there appeared in the censer, a magic book of fate ; 
all saw it clearly, and were extremely delighted. But as we 
know, “‘ Walls have ears,” and all this was peeeheanl by the Im- 
perl ial soldiers, who immediately surrounded the brethren, ery 
ing, “seize and bind these rebellious priests.” The priests ea 
king up the censer, with united strength cut away through the 
troops, and escaped. Now this affair took place near the spot 
where Koeh-siu-eng with her sister-in-law and their children 
were sacrificing at Kun-tat’s grave, and while employed in this 
duty, they heard a voice, and suddenly there appeared rising 
from the earth a sword, on’ the hilt of which were engraved the 
characters. “ Two Dragons disputing for a pearl” and on the 
blade, ‘ Overturn the Chheng and restore the Beng-Just as they 
had deciphered the characters, they heard a ery o of “ save life.” 
The sisters-in-law took up the sword, and rushing to the spot, 
saw the Imperial troops; so, making a trial of the sword, they 
rushed at the soldiers, and slaughtered a great number of ‘Henny 
thus rescuing the five priests. 

The sisters-in-law called the brethren to the mound of the 
grave, and questioned them as to the circumstances under which 
they had been attacked; the five priests related their sad story 
from begining to end, and told how much they had suffered 
from treachery.and deceit. 

After hearing their tale, the Lady Koeh knew that these were 
the men who ad taken the oath of brotherhood with her late 
husband, and that like him they were victims of the treacherous 
minister ; she was therefore moved with compassion towards the 
priests, and pointing to the grave, related in turn her story, 
from which the priests learned that they were before the tomb 
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of Kun-tat, and they immediately knelt down, and prayed for 
assistance, protesting with tears against the injustice they w were 
suffering. 

‘The Lady Koeh approached the kneeling priests, and exhort- 
ing them to calm their grief, said, “This is no place to linger. I 
invite you to come to my humble ‘dwelling , and abide there a day 
or two before returning to the monaster y; this will be safer, 
and will not delay you much.” 

It 1s unnecessary to say that the priests gladly accepted the 
invitation, and remained with the lady some days, meal they 
could with safety return to the Temple of the “ Spiritual King.” 

It is now necessary to bring to notice five men, named Go- thence 
seng, Png-tai-iu, Li-sek- tok Tho-pit-tat, and Lim-eng-Chiau. 
These men were originally employed as horse dealers in ‘the pro- 
vinces Che-Kiang and Shantune ; one day they were accidentally 
passing the temple of the “ Spiritual Temple,” where they met 
the five priests, Choah, Pung, Ma, Li, and Ho. The _horse- 
dealers entered the Temple, and held a conversation with the 
priests, after which they united with them as brothers, swearing 
to assist them to the death in avenging their wrongs. 

‘There was also a Taoist named Tan-Kin-lam, a hermit dwel- 
Ing in the cave of the “ White Heron.” One day as he was vi- 
siting the surrounding villages, (where he had gained a great 
reputation by reciting the Taoist Scriptures, and was much 
honoured for his good deeds) he met four men, Tho-hong, 
‘Toleng, Ho-Khai, and Tan-phiau, who communicating with 
him by secret signs and ambiguous sayings, made known 

to Kun-lam_ that they wished to go to the Temple to meet 
with the five priests, Choah, Pung, Ma, Ho, and Li. They all 
proceeded towards the Temple, but on arriving there, found that 
the priests had been harassed and pursued by the Mandarin 
troops, who had forced them to escape.—The brethren had for- 
tunately managed to get to a place called the Dragon and Tiger 
Mountain, where they met with the five Tiger Generals, Ce 
thien-seng, Pne-hui-sing, Tiut -keng-Chiau, Tun -bun-tso, and 
Jim-tai-kang, who brought the priests up to the mountain, re- 
ceived them “kindly, and hearing their story, pitied them exceed- 
ingly. 

The Tiger Generals asked the priests to stay with them twe 
or three months, and promised at the end of that period to go with 
them to the Flowery Pavilion of Hung,t where they would gather 

+ Ang-hoa-Teng. _ 
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together their soldiers and horses, and assemble brave heroes 
from every quarter, in order to exterminate the treacherous offi- 
eials, and wipe out the grievances and wrongs suffered by the 
brethren. How excellent were their intentions ! 

The pricsts agreed with joy to the plan, and when the time 
arrived, the mountain camp was broken up, and all proceeded 
in order to the Hung Pavilion, where Kin-lam and his compa- 
nions joined them. 

Without further delay, the whole party, being arranged with 
the proper ceremonies according to rank, sat down, and the 
priests questioned Kin-lam as follows ; 

“ What 1s the honourable surname and name of our honourable 
Taoist brother, who has this day favoured us with his prssence, 
and what instruction can be impart to us”? Kin-lan answered; 
«“ My unworthy surname is Tan, and my insignificant name is 
Kin- -lam ; formerly I was a high Minister at aie Court of this 

. Chheng” dynasty, and having gained high honours at the 
Han-lim: College, I was promoted £a'b seat at the.Board: of War. 
Seemg that the reins of Government were in the hands of a 
clique. of treacherous Ministers, and worthless favourites, [ re- 
tired from office, and entered the Taoist priesthood.” 

“ Hearing that you virtuous and patriotic gentlemen, are 

about to raise the banner of justice and nghteousness, I wish to 
join in your plans, and to assist in driving out the traitorous 
officials, and in avenging the foul injuries you have received.” 

All assembled were delighted, and cried with a loud voice ; 
“ Fortunate indeed is it, that the master is come to assist us; 
now certainly, the traitors must be exterminated, and our op- 
pressions avenged; we beg the master will at once divine for us 
a lucky day, on arch we may all renew out oath, and raise soldiers, 
for the great work.” 

Kin-lam acceded to the request, and before the whole com- 
pany assembled in the Hall, the 25th day of the 7th moon at 
the hour Thiu, was the date chosen for the renewal of the oath, 
by mixing: blood. 

The 15th of the Sth moon was selected, as the day on which 
to sacrifice to tke standards, and put in motion the army. 

aa a sign that these were auspicious dates, the Southern Sky 
suddenly. opened, and the characters Thien-yen-kok-sik: (“A 
pattern of the celestial Palace”) were displayed. Kin-lam having 
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accepted this new omen as favourable, the whole assembly adopted 
these four characters for the Flag, around which to rally their 
adherents. On the same day, they also recruited one hundred 
and seven men, and besides these, there appeared a youth who 
offered Inmself; on the priests enquiring his name, he replied : 
“Tam no other than Chu-hung-chok, the grandson of the late 
Emperor Chungcheng ; the son of the concubine Li-sien.” 

On hearing this, all bowed down before the youth, and ae- 
knowledged him as their sov ercign Lord.—Kin-lam was appoint- 
ed Commander in Chief and Sin- Seng, or Grand master ; Ho- 
Khai and Tan phiau were made Brigadiers, and 'Tho-hong with 
Tho-leng received commissions as Generals of the advanced 
guard and pioneers ;—Go, Ang, Li, To, and Lim, were appointed 
Clones of the left wing; ri Go, Pang, Tiun, Tun and Lim, 
Generals of the right. 

The five priests were appointed as Generals mm Chief of the 
rear guard. 

Having arranged the Pavilion, all the assembly mixed blood 
and took the oath of fidelity, when suddenly a man named So- 
Ang-Kone was announced. Kin-lam, seeing that the new-comer 
was a person of great ability, appointed him after casting: lots, 
as the Sien Hong or Vanguard, to clear the way for the army by 
bridging over the rivers. As Kin-lam was ‘making this ap- 
pointment, a red heht shone in the eastern Newent and Kin- 
Jam availing: himself “of the omen, and being filled with nghteous 
mtentions, changed the name of So-Kong to Thien-yu-hung or 
“ Heaven will protect the “ Hung.” The brotherhood assumed 
the surname of “ Hung” or “ universal,” and adopted the words 
‘Obey Heaven and walk righteously’ as their motto. 

On the appointed day, having sacrificed to the standards, the 
army was set in motion, and the first day they marched to the 
“ Ban-hun” Mountain in Chet-Kane. On this Mountain dwelt 
a man, Ban-hun-lung, whose native place was Hu-po, in the pre- 
fecture of Tai Chhang. 

This man’s original name was Tah-chung, but having retired 
from the world, and entered the priesthood, he had taken the 
name “ Ho-buan.” 

At home, he had left three sons, Heng, Seng, and Phiu, and 
the reason he had abandoned his family was, because about the 
middle of the year, he had killed a man. Ban-lung was nine 
feet high, his face was like a large hand-basin; his head was as 
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large as a peck measure, and his hair and whiskers were red.—In 
his hands, Ban-lung carried a pair of dragon maces, and his 
strength was equal to that of 10,000 ordinary men,—he was 
irresistible. On the day in question, he was sitting at leisure 
on the mountain, and beholding a body of men and _ horses 
passing, he discerned amongst them, the banner of the Buddhist 
priests; being at a loss to make out the meaning of the procession, 
he descended to ask the reason of such an assemblage. On ap- 
proaching the Army, Ban-lung became moved by a spirit of 
jastice and righteousness, and was forced to ery out; “Oh 
Princes, if you do not undertake the fulfilment of Heaven’s de- 
erees, and redress all the injustice that has been perpetrated 
against you, you are no true men. If you will not. reject your 
young brother, I would follow in your train, and with you, 
rectify all the injustice under which you have suffered so long ; 
I searcely dare hope that you will deign to accept my poor as- 
sistance.’ The brethren seeing Ban-lung to be a man of such 
powers, were rejoiced to enlist him, and at once agreed to ap- 
point him as Generalissimo, and obey him as their “ 'Toa-Ko,” 
or elder brother. Ban-lung accepted the post without hesita- 
tion, and conducted the Army to the ‘“ Phoenix Mountain,” 

. where they pitched theirecamp. Ban-lung then went forward, 
and led the brethren against the ‘‘ Chheng” army; the metallic 
drums of either army were beaten loudly, and the soldiers closed 
with each other; great was the slaughter on both sides, and 
after several engagements, the ‘ Chheng” army was utterly de- 
feated. Having gained the victory, our army returned joyfully 
to their camp, but the proverb says, “the planning of an affair 
is with men, but the carrying of it out is with Heaven.”+ The 
Toa-ko, Ban-lung, again took out the army to battle, and before 
three encounters were over, his borse stumbling on the rocky 
ground, he fell, and uttering a single groan, died. The whole 
army, on seeing that Ban-lung had perished, exerted their utmost 
strength, and cutting their way through the enemy, carried 
away his body, and arriving at their camp, buried their general 
in peace. ‘Truly this was a lamentable affair! 

The Grand Master, Kin-lam, alone was aware by his powers 
of divination, that Ban-lung must perish about the middle of 
the Sth moon, and that it 1s impossible for a human being to 
escape his destiny; so going in front of the army, he exhorted 
them saying ; 

“It is impossible to elude the great account, and Ban-lung 
was fated to perish in this manner ; our brethren must not give 
way to grief; it is next to impossible to restore the dead, the 
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best. thing we can do, is to transform the body of our deceased. 
General by cremation, and bury the ashes at the foot of this 
mountain. Let the place of burial be an octagonal plot of 
ground, facing the Jim and Sin points of the compass.”—This 
was done, and in front of the grave was erected a nine storied 
Pagoda, behind was atwelve peaked hill. The whole army as- 
sisted as one man, and in a day the burial was accomplished 
properly. 

The Sien-Seng, Kin Lam, erected a tomb-stone, and on this 
tablet were engraved six characters; to each character was added 
the character “ Sul,” or water. 

After the funeral ceremonies were concluded, the Sien-sepg 
Kin-Lam,addressed the army, saying; “Since Ban Lung’s death, 
I have consulted the fates, and by divination, I perceive that 
the destiny of the ‘ Chheng” dynasty is not yet fulfilled ; if we 
from day to day contend with the Imperialists, we shall only be 
wasting our strength. The best thing to be done, is that the 
whole of our brethren disperse, each man to his own dwelling, 
and bis own provinee, disguising his name and surname, ie 
enlisting as many brave heroes as “possible to join the good cause. 
We will remain quietly until the intentions of Heaven are 
changed, and then as easily as putting on a suit of armour, we 
will restore the “ Beng ” dynasty, and avenge our long standing 
grieviances. The whole army agreed to this with acclamation, 
and all followed Kin-lam’s advice; but before parting, they in 
public assembly, established the Thien-Te-Hui, and divided the 
Society into five banners or lodges, inventing verses, characters, 
and pass words, by which the members could be mutually recog- 
nised, until the day shall arrive when they will be able to over- 
turn the Chheng dynasty, and fully restore the Beng to their 
rightful Empire. 

* Sun Thien, heng To. 

ft Bo su, tsai Jin; Seng su, tsai Thien. 
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BY W. E. MAXWELL. 

Read at a Meeting of the Society held on the 3rd June, 1878. 

Some one has happily defined a proverb to be “the wisdom 
of many and the wit of one.” <As the embodiment, often in 
terse epigrammatic form, of certain shrewd bits of worldly 
wisdom, proverbs are generally popular with the peasantry 
of every nation; and to judge from the homely metaphors 
and iyctmdiond to be found in many proverbs, it is from the 
peasantry that they have usually originated. They are the 
stock-in-trade of rustic savaus, who, innocent of any book- 
knowledge, learn their wisdom from the sea, the sky and 
the heavenly bodies, from the habits of animals and the qua- 
lities of trees, fruits and flowers; or who gather lessons, it ma y 
be, of patience, thrift, or courage from incidents of their daily 
pursuits. To enable us to fully understand the national char- 
acter of an Eastern people, who have no literature worthy of 
the name and who are divided from us by race, language, and 
religion, a study of their proverbs is almost indispensable. An 
insight is then obtained into their modes of thought, and their 
motives of action, and, from the principles inculeated, it is pos~ 
sible to form some estimate of what vices they condemn, and 
what virtues they admire. 

In studying the manners and customs of a people, a know- 
ledge of their proverbs is of great assistance. The genius of 
the “Malay language is in favour of neat, pithy sentences, and it 
abounds, therefore, in these crystallisations, (if the expression can 
be permitted,) of primitive wisdom and humour, though in this 
respect it is said to be inferior to the Javanese. Some open up 
perfect pictures of certain phases of rural life, and mdeed are 
searcely intelligible except to those whose knowledge of the 
country and mode of life of the people enables them to appre- 
ciate the local colourmg. As a proof of their popularity, I may 
instance the frequent quotation of proverbs in the Malay news- 
papers which were started in the Colony of last year, and 
of which no less than three in the native character are now 
published weekly in Singapore. One can seldom take up the 

a 

* Only a small portion of the Proverbs are published in this Number 
of the Journal. The remainder will appear in January, 
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©¢ Jawt Perdnakan” without finding an argument clenched, 
or an adversary answered by some well known “ 7bdrat’’ (pro- 
verb), or “perupamaan” (similitude) , a dictum of some forgotten 
sage from which there is no appeal. 

To any one studying the language, Malay proverbs are ex- 
tremely useful, not only because they contaim. many homely. 
words and phrases not usually to be met with in books, but 
also as examples of the art of putting ideas into very few 
words, in which the Malays excel; but which the student, whose 
thoughts w// run ina European mould, finds it so difficult to 
acquire. Newbold, in his ** Political and Statistical account of 
the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca,” which though 
published as long ago as 1839, 1s still by far the most valuable 
authority on Malay subjects in the English language, gives 
(vol. ll, p. 8o5.) translations of a few Malay proverbs, but ‘with 
this exception I am not aware that any collection in our lan- 
guage has hitherto been printed. 

I began to collect Malay proverbs in 1874 while resi- 
ding in Province Wellesley, where there is a large Malay popu- 
lation. The Malay and French dictionary of ?Abbé Favre, which 
was published in 1875, fell into my hands early last year, and 
I then found that I had been anticipated in my researches, not 
only by the learned and reverend author, but also by M. 
Klinkert, a Dutch gentleman, who, as early as 1863, published 
a collection of 183 “Malay proverbs with a preface and notes in 
the Dutch language. M. Favre, in his preface, acknowledges 
his obhgations to M. Klinkert’s work in the followi ing passage : 
‘‘Cest ainsi M. Klinkert qui, dans un ouvrage spécial, nous 
a servi a compléter notre collection de proverbes Malais, ex- 
traits partiellement de divers auteurs: nous lui devons aussi 
les énigmes.” ‘The only copy of M. Klinkert’s book whieh 
T have seen, a thi pimphlet of 51 pages, does not con- 
tain the enigmas mentioned in the foregoing quotation. It - 
is probable therefore that later and more complete editions exist. 
In the very interesting and modest introduction which pre- 
cedes M. Klinkert’s collection of Malay proverbs, the author 
states that they are taken partly from the works of Abdullah bin 
Abdul Kadir Munshi, especially from his “ Hikayat Abdullah” 
and his “ Pelayaran,’ and partly, but more rarely, from other 
“ Hikayat,” from native “ pantun,” and from the lips of Malays 
themselves. For many proverbs in the collection he acknow- 
ledges his indebtedness to the late Mr. Keasberry of Singapore, 
‘aman who, from his youth until he became an old man, 
© studied the Malays and their language, and who had the ad- 
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“vantage of having the above-mentioned Abdullah as _ his 
“ teacher and assistant.” 

The author goes on to say that in publishing his small collec- 
tion of proverbs, got together from these sources, he has a par- 
ticular aim in view, namely, to encourage other students of the 
Malay language to complete the collection, by adding to it many 
proverbs which may exist unknown to him, “lest the study of 
“ Malay be neglected for the study of the Javanese languag, to 
“which the preference has been given rather too oxclusnyely ot 
“late years (in the Dutch colonies) .” 

As far as Malay authors are concerned, the labours of the 
Abbé Favre and M. Klinkert in collecting Malay proverbs and 
aphorisms have, I think, been exhaustive. But there is a wide 
field left for the student who cares to amuse and instruct him- 
self, and perhaps others, by picking up quaint sayings from the 
natives themselves. One difficulty, im making a collection of 
this sort, hes in deziding what to admit as a genuine proverb, 
and what to reject as a mere sententious remark or as a common 
metaphorical expression. M. Klinkert admits to a doubt as 
to whether ‘a mere phrase” may not here and there be found 
among the proverbs he publishes. M. Favre certainly gives 
several specimens 1n his dictionary which ean hardly be consider- 
ed proverbs, notably those quoted from a “livre de lectures”’ 
published in Singapore, which are in some instances mere. ino- 
ral maxims. I shall not pretend, however, in the collection now 
published, to confine myself to a more rigid rule than that adopt- 
ed by previous collectors. 

In this paper I propose only to supplement previous collec- 
tions of Malay proverbs, and I shall not, therefore, include any 
of those which are to be found in Favre’s dictionary, (except 
perhaps im cases where my version of a phrase differs from his) ; 
though I am aware that this rule deprives me of some of the 
best known and most characteristic specimens. Those now 
printed have been collected at various times and places. Listea- 
ing to the humble details of a rural law-suit, or the “ simple 
annals” of a Malay village, I have occasionally picked up some 
saying alleged to have descended from the “ orang tuah-tuah” (the 
ancestors of the speaker) or the “ orang dahulu kala” (the an- 
cients) deserving of a place here; others I have noted down in 
conversation with Malays of all grades, from the raja to the ryot, 

and have verified by subsequent enquiry ; for others again I am 
indebted to the kindness of friends, Malays and others. 

As it has been necessary, in order to avoid reprinting what 
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has already been published by others, to examine carefully the 
works of Favre and Klinkert, the compilation of the following 
pages has involved more labour than their number would suggest. 
That they have been put together during the very moderate 
leisure permitted by official occupations will perhaps be an excuse 
fer errors which may be discovered by later students. 

lL. Hnggang tatu, ranting patah. 

‘'Phe hornbill flies past, and the branch breaks. ” 

A saying often employed when circumstantial evidence seems 
to encourage suspicion against a person who is really innocent. 
The hornbul or rhinoceros-bird has a very peculiar flight, and 
the sound of its wings can be distinctly heard as it flies far over- 
head. 

‘here are several kinds of lhornbills in the Peninsula, and one 
variety with a very singular note is called by the Malay ¢tedang 
mentuak, a nickname in justification of which the following 
story is told. A Malay, in order to be revenged on his mother- 
in-law, shouldered his axe and made his way to the poor woman’s 
house and began to cut through the posts which anne 
it. After a few steady chops, the whole edifice came tumbling 
down, and he greeted its fall with a peal of laughter. To punish 
bim for his Pom ate! conduct, he was eae? into a bird and 
the tebang mentuah (feller of mother-in-law) may often be 
heard i the jungle uttering a series of sharp sounds lke the 
chops of an axe on timber, followed by Ha, Ha, Ha. 

2. Ada bras, taroh didalam padi. 

“Tf you have rice put it away under the un-husked grain.” 
‘An injunction to secrecy. An intention to injure any one should 
be kept secret, otherwise the person concerned may come to 
know of it and frustrate it. 

3. Ada hujan ada panas 

Ada hart buleh balas. 

“ Now it is wet and now it is fine, 

A day will come for retaliation.” 

A proverb for the consolation of the vanquished. As sun- 
shine and rain alteinate, so the loser of to-day may ‘be the 
conqueror of to-morrow. Quickness at resenting an injury has 
always been held to be a prevailing characteristic of the Malay 
nature. Newbold (vol. II, p. 156) says that he had seen Malay 
Jetters in which, in allusion to the desire of avenging an insult, 
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such expressions as the following occurred ; “I ardently long for 
his blood to clean my tace blackened with charcoal,” the ort- 
ginal Malay expression (a quotation from the Sijara Malayu) is 
“ membasoh-kan arang yang ter-chouting di-muka.? 

4. Apa guaa-nia merak mengigal di hutan ? 

« What is the use of the peacock strutting in the jungle?” 

The idea is that the beauty of the bird is thrown away when 
exhibited only in a lonely spot where there is no one to admire it. 
In Klinkert’s collection there is a a proverb conveying a some- 
what similar idea, “ dpa-hah guia bulan trang dalam hutan, 
«i halau dalam negri atangkah barkuia : 

Why does the moon shine in the forest? Were it not well 
that her light should be bestowed on inha-bited places ? 

5. Ada-hah buaya itu menolak-kan bangker ? 
5) « Will the crocodile reject the carcase + 

Is it likely that a good offer will be refused 7 

6. Ayam beruga itu kalau di bri makan di pinggan ias 
sukalipun ka-utan puga pergi-nia. 

«Though you may feed a jungle-fowl out of a gold plate it will 
make for the jungle nevertheless.” 

This is one of many proverbs illustrating the impossibility of 
eradicating natural habits. Another version is, wpama hijang di 
ranter dengan mas, jikatau tya lepas, lari juga iyu ka hutan 

makan rumput, “like a deer secured with a gold chain, which if 
set free runs off to the forest to eat grass.” (Favre). Compare 
the follow ing which is too elaborate, I fear, for a genuine pro- 

verb. It is more like a successful metaphorical ftioni by some 

Malay scribe ; 

7. Adapun buah pria ilu kalau ditanam diatas batas sagu 
dan baja dengan medi, lage di siram dengan manisan, serta 
di letak=kan diatas tebu, sakahi-puu apabila di masak pahit juga. 

“You may plant the bitter.cucumber on a bed of sago, and 
manure it with honey, and water it with treacle, and train it 
over sugar canes, but when it is cooked it will still be bitter.” 

8. Anak anjing itu bulih-kah jadi anak musang jebat 7 

“ Can the whelp of a dog become a civet cat ?” 

The translation, but not the original, is given in Newbold 
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(vol. If. p. 336.) He explains it to mean that no good is to be 
expected from persens naturally depraved. 

9. Iteh twsudu ayam ta patok. 

“The duck won’t have it and the hen won’t peck at it.”? A 
phrase for something that 1s utterly worthless, not worth “a 
brass farthing” or “a tinker’s curse ”’! 

10. /hut hati mati, tkut rasa binasa. 

Tis death to follow one’s own will, ’tis destruction to give 
way to desire.” A maxim shewing' the folly and immorality of ta- 
king one’s wishes and feelings as the sole guide of one’s actions, ir- 
respective of law and social obhgations. This is a good specimen 
of the jinglng effect caused by the juxta-position of words 
which rhyme, (an effect which is perhaps more common in 
Hindustani than in Malay) often met with im Eastern proverbs. 

Compare the followmg Hindustani proverbs. 

© Jishi deg uski teg 

“ Who has the pot has the sword,” (a saying which shews z 
proper appreciation of the value of an efficient Commissariat) , 
and. 

© Jiske hath doi, uske hath sab koi? 

“ He who has the spoon has all under his hand.” 

ll. Adapun than yang diam didalam tujoh lautan sakali- 
pun ter-masok didalam pikat juga. 

“Even the fish which inhabit the seventh depth of the sea 
come into the net sooner or later.” Hlustration of the inutility 
of attempting to evade fate. : 

“ Tujoh lautan,’ which I have translated “ the seventh depth 
otf the sea,’ probably refers to the popular Mohamedan idea that 
“the earth and sea were formed each of seven tiers’—see 
Newbold, (Vol. II, 360.) 

12. dda ayer adalah vkan. 

“Wherever there is water there are fish.” A second line is 
sometimes aded to complete the rhyme, but it does not add much 
to the sense; dda rezeki bulih makan, “if there is nourishment 

99 “fi : . A 2 
one can eat.” The idea mtended to be conveyed is one of faith 
in the bounty of God, who will provide for his creatures where- 
ever they may find themselves. 

13. Ada padang ada bilalang. 
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“ Wherever there is a field, there are grass-hoppers.” Wher-. 
ever there is a settlement there is of course population . 

14. Anping dibri makan nasi, bila akank iniang ? 

“ Will a dog ever be satisfied however much rice you may give 
him ?” Kindness is throwa away upon coarse, unmannerly people, 
who are never satisfied but are always expecting fresh favours. 

15. Ayer tawar svchawan di tuang-hanw kadilam laut ctu 

bulih-kah menjadi tawar ayer taut itu ? 

“Tf a cup of fresh water be poured into the sea, will the salt- 

water become fresh 7?” <A serious offence or a great sin cannot 
be condoned or wiped out by any trifling means. 

16. Ayam itam terbang malan, 

Hinggap di poko pond an ; 

Berkersah ada rupa-nia tidak. 

« A black fowl which flies at mght and settles in the pandair 
bush ; there 1s a rustling but nothing is to be seen.” 

Applied metaphorically to any mysterious case in a Malay 
court of justice, the details of waich are wrapped in obscurity. 
When it is impossible to get to the bottom of such a case a 
Malay will remark sententiously that it is “ a black fowl whose 
fight is by mght.” On the other hand a ease in which the 
facts are perfectly clear, and the guilt or innocence of the accused 
is proved to demonstration, is “ a white fowl which flies by day,” 
or, to give the phrase at full length, 

17. Ayam puteh terbang siyanyg, 

Hinggap di halaman ; 

Malah kapada mata orang yang banyak. 

- “A white fowl which flies in broad day-light and alights in 
the court-yard, full in the sight of all the people.” 

18. Apa lagi sawa tya berkahandak ayam tah. 

“Of course the boa-constrictor wants the fowl.” Applies to a 
certain class of persons who are coutented enough as long as 
they get everything they require. 

19. Bukan tanah menjadi padi. 

« Earth does not become grain.” Another proverb illustrative 
of the hopelessness of attempting to elevate the worthless. 

“ You cannot make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear.’ 
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20. Bongkoktharu betul, buta bharu chelik. 

“'The hunchback has become straight, and the blind has recover- 
ed his sight.” A very common proverb, used ironically of a man 
who has risen from obseurity to a good position, and in his pros- 
perity turns his back on his old friends. 

21. Begimana bunyi gendang, begitulah tari-nya. 

“As is the cadence of the tabor, so must the measure of the 
dance be.” The idea intended to be conveyed is, I believe, that a 
man has to regulate his conduct according to the orders he gets 
from his superiors. As the step has to be adapted to the music, 
so the influence of those m power necessarily aifects the pate 
of their subordinates. Among the Malays, as among other - 
Eastern nations, a small drum beaten by the hands is a prominent 
feature in all musical entertainments. ‘Two kinds n common 
ae a ee _ called gendang and rabdua. Sometimes the time (im 
lancing) is marked by clapping the hands (fepuw/) or striking two 
aot es of bamboo togther (herchup). 

A common version of this proverb is “ Bee ae tepuk bugitu 
Lage ag 

22. Bunga dipetek, perdu ditendang. 

“Phe flower is plucked, the stalk ae a foot.” Tp 
take the sweet and leave the sour. Said of a man who ill-treats 
his mother-in-law. 

23. Brine imdua yang tiada kena hujan, 

“ Were is the spot on the earth that does not get moistened by 
rain 7” 

There is no mortal who does not commit sin at some time or 
other. A common repartee of Malay wives scolded for some 
short-coming ; 1t amounts to “ ’m no worse than anybody else, 
“every che must do wrong sometimes.” 

24. Burong terbang dipipis lada. 

“To grind pepper fora bird on the wing.” One of the first 
processes of Malay cookery is to grind up the spices, ete. with 
which the dish is to be seasoned. The proverb ridicules making 
preparations for the disposal of something not yet in one’s power. 
It is strongly suggestive of the old injunetion “ first catch your 
hare.” 

25. Bergantong tiada bertali. 

“To hang without a rope.” To be without visible means of 
support; e.g. a Malay woman, deserted but not divorced by her 
husband, who cannot remarry and has no one to support her. 
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26. Berklahi didalam mimpi. 

“To fight ina dream.” ‘To take trouble for nothiug. 

27. Bunga pun gugor, puteh pun gugor, tuah pun gugor, 
masak pun gugor. 

“The flowers fall and so must all things fair, the old drop off 
and the fully ripe.” Death is the common lot of everything. 

| Buat baik ber-pdda-pada, buat jahat jangan sakali. 

“ Do good in moderation, do not do evil at all.’ Excessive 
voodness is apt to exasperate the rest of mankind. It is enough 
to be tolerably good, and to avoid doing anything actually 
wicked. ‘Thus the Malay moralist. 

29. Bertitah lalu sembah ber laku. 

“The roval command is waived and the petition is allowed 
to prevail.” 

A common expression at the Court of a Malay raja, when the 
sovereign, allowing himself to be influenced by representations 
humbly made to him, recalls his words, and graciously suffers 
the suggestions of his chiefs, or the prayers of a supphant, to 
prevail. 

30. Ber-tangga nak ber-jenjing turun. 

“To ascend by climbing a ladder and to come down with the 
rands full.” The trouble and difficulty of climbing up to the 
notice of people in high places are repaid by the substantial fa- 
vours to. be got from them. 

31. Bapa-nya burik anak-nya tentu-lah ber-rintek. 

“Tf the father 1s spotted the son will certainly be speckled,” 
‘hke father like son.” 

32. Ber-kilat than didalam ayer aku sutah trhu jantan 
betina-nya. 

“ As the hghtning flashes on the fish in the water, I can tell 
the males foe the females.” Means ‘ what is the use of attemp- 
“ting concealment ? I can read your secret with the greatest 
ease.” 

33. Berhakim kepada brok. 

“To make the monkey judge,” or, to go to the monkey for Jus- 
tice.” A fable is told by the Malays of two men one of whom 
planted bananas on the land of the other. When the fruit was ripe 
each claimed it, but not being able to come to any settlement they 
referred the matter to the arbitration of a monkey (of the large 

3 
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kind called drok.) The Judge decided that the fruit must be di- 
vided, but no sooner was this done than one of the suitors com- 
plained that the other’s share was too large. To satisfy him the 
monkey reduced the share of the other by the requisite amount 
which he ate himself. Then the second suitor cried out that the 
share of the first was now too large. It had to be reduced to 
satisfy him, the subtracted portion going to the monkey as be- 
fore. Thus they went on wrangling until the whole of the fruit 
was gone and there was nothing left to wrangle about. Malay 
judges, if they are not calumniated, have been known to pro- 
tract proceedings until both sides have exhausted their means 
in bribes. In such cases the unfortunate suitors are said to 
Lerhakim kapada brok. 

B34. Lanam tebu di bibir mulut. 

“To plant sugar cane on the lips.” ‘To cultivate a plausible 
manner concealing under it a false heart. 

39. Tidda akan pisang berbuah dua kati. 

“The plantain does not bear fruit twice.” A hint to umportu- 
nate people, who, not satisfied with what has been given to 
them, ask for more. 

36. Uiddakah gajah yang begitu besar diam didalam hutan 
rimba itu dapat ka-tangan manusia 2 

“ Does not the elephant, whose size is so great and which in- 
habits the recesses of the forest, fall into the hands of mankind ?” 
A sententious reflection on the superiority of mind to matter, 
intellect to brute force. 

37. Lunam tatang tw@kan tumboh padi. 

“Tf you plant dalang grass you will not get a crop of rice.” A 
man must expect to reap as he sows. 

38. Langan menetak bahu memikul. 

“The hand is chopping (wood) while the shoulder is bearing 
a load.” Said of a man who makes money im several ways or 
who has various employments. 

39. Lu-kau harimau makan anak-nya. 

“ The tiger will not eat its own cubs.” 

The Raja will not order the death of one of his own children. 

I do not know how to reconcile this proverb with a state- 
ment in Major MeNair’s book, “ Sarong and Kris,” (p. 124) 
that “the male tiger devours his own offspring whenever he 
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has an opportunity,” except by presuming that the Malay au- 

thor of the proverb alludes to tiiel female tiger ! 

10. Tidak hujan lagi bichak in? kan pula hujan. 
¢ e . e . . « 49 

ai Muddy enough when there is no rain, but now it 1s ramming: 

Said of a thine difficult to perform at any time without fle 

addition of an aggravating’ cireumstance. 

41. Ta’? tumboh ta’ melata 

Ta@ sunggoh orang ta’ kata. 

“A plant must sprout before it climbs; if it were not. true 

people would not say it.” “ No smoke without fire.” 

42. Tiada baban batu di gatas. 

“ For want of a load astone is carried on the back.” 'To give 
one’s self needless trouble. 

43, Tolak tangga ber-dyun kaki, 

“ Kick away the ladder and the legs are left swinging.” ‘To 
be in an unpleasant position in consequence of a ‘blunder of 
one’s own. 

Sometimes another line is added. 

Pelok tuboh mengdjar diri. 

“Then you fold your arms and think what a foo] you’re 

been” (/7t, to hug the body and lecture one’s self ). 

This phrase is common in Malay pantun, e. g. the followmg 
allusion to the bad management of a Malay lover who abandoned 
a dark beauty for a fair one and got neither ; 

“ [tam lepas puteh ta’ dapat. 

Tolak tangga ber-dyun kaki.’ 

Khnkert has this proverb in his collection but gives it as 
“ Tolak-kan tangga kaki berayun.? 

44. Ta sunggoh saluwang me-laut balik iya ka tepi juga. 

“The saluwang fish does not really go out to sea, it always re- 
turns to the bank.” 

A hit at stay-at-home people who never leave their own 
villages. 

The saluwang 1s a small fresh-water fish, very common in the 
Perak river. 
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45. Ta ampang peluru di lalang. 

A bullet 1s not stopped by the éalang grass. The weak can 
oppose but the feeblest barriers to the attacks of the powerful. 

46. Liada ter-kajang batu di pulau. 

“'The rocks on an island are not to be covered over with 
hajang awnings.” There must be a limit to benevolence ; one man 
annot feed a province. Aajang, a kind of mat or screen made 
of palm-leaves sewn together, often used as an awning or 
tarpaulin. 

47, Twhansrek luka makan ditajak, esok ka biudang juga kita. 

A cut with a ¢ajahk is not so serious but that we are able to go- 
to the fields again next day. The ¢ajaé is an instrument with 
which the first process in padi cultivation, namely clearing the 
ground of the long grass and reeds which have grown up since 
the last crop was taken off, is po-Formed. It consists of a heay y 
iron blade attached, at right angles nearly, to a wooden handle. 
WwW eight is necessary, as the grass is thick and strong and its 
roots are under water. A certain amount of dexterity is re- 
quired, or the operator may cut his own feet. The proverb, 
which is common among Malay peasants in Perak, means some- 
thing of this kind: “ What is the use of being sulky because 
“our Chief or Punghulu has punished or injured us? We 
“ have to till his fields for him all the same whether we like it 
“OF NOte,, 

Ter-hlébat-klebat seperti lintah lapar. 
“ Waving about like a hungry leech.” A simile apphed to Ma- 

lay damsels who shew a w: ant of maidenly propriety. 

45. TLamaa hitang malu haloba dapat kabinasa-an. 

“ Covetousness begets loss of shame, avarice results in de- 
struction.” 

Favre, quoting MHikayat Abdullah gives loba, not haloba, as 
the Malay word for covetousness, (Dict. vol. 2. p. 537.) I give 
the word as I have been accustomed to hear it pronounced, after 
having consulted several Malays of Ee 

Another Malay word, signifying ‘ miserly, avaricious” is 
chikel. Ihave not fond fan in any dictionary, though Favre 
(quoting Klinkert) gives Av/e/. 

49. Tiada bulth telinga, tandok di putas-kan. 

‘As he can’t twist the ear he pulls at the horn.” “ By book 
or by crook.” 
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To illustrate the way im which this proverb is used 1 may 
mention that I once heard it quoted, in a country police court in 
Province Wellesley, by an old Malay who was asked for his de- 
fence to a certain charge. He declared it to be a second at- 
tempt on the part of his adversary to injure him, a former one 
having failed; and he wound up his speech with “¢e/iuga ta’ dapat. 
pulas dia handak pulas tandok’, (if he can’t wring me by the 
ear he is determined to have me by the horn). 

50. Ter-lepas deri-pada mulut budy4 masok mutut hariman. 

“Freed from the mouth of the crocodile only to fall into 
the jaws of the tiger.”’ | 

This proverb and the next suggest at once the familar Eng- 
lish one “ Out of the frying pan into the fire.” 

51. Takut-han hautu pelok-kan bangkes. 

“ From fear of the ghost, to clasp the corpse.” 

52. Sangan sangat pilih-nya takut tuan kena buku bulu. 

“ Do not pick and choose too nicely or you may chance. to get a 
bamboo knot.” The knot or jomt of the bamboo, or of the sugar- 
cane, is asymbol among the Malays of anything that is quite 
worthless and can be turned to no good account. The proverb 
means that a man who is very hard to please may have to put 
wp with an inferior article in the end. 

53. JSdras katania raga jarang. 

“The creel says that the basket is coarsely plaited.” “ Yet,’ 
as I have heard a Malay say, “ haluia jaras pun jarang juga,” 
“ the ereel, too, has wide interstices, ” a commentary which fully 
explains the proverb. It corresponds closely with the familiar 
English proverb about the pot which called the kettle black. 

54. Jangan kamu sangkakan hapal api besi itu pun masoh 
gure juga. 

“ Do not imagine otherwise, even an ion steamer has to go 
into dock.” A warning not to suppose that anything 1s so 
strong and solid as to be beyond the reach of injury or decay. 

55. JSangantah tuan-tuan pikir kalau tebu itu bengkok ma- 
nisan itu pun bengkok juga. 

“ Do not suppose, my masters, that because a sugat cane is 
crooked its sweet juice is equally crooked!” A good thing is 
none the worse for having come from a bad person ; or, a repuls- 
ive exterior does not prove that there is nothing good within. 
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56. Jong pechah yu sarat. 

“ When the junk 1s wrecked the shark has his fill.” It is an 
ill wind that blows no one any good. 

57. Chikil berhabis lapuk bertedoh. 

“The last degree of stinginess 1s to leave the mould (mildew) 
undisturbed.” 

58. Diam ubi lagi kintal 

Diam besi lagi sentil. 

“The yam remains still and increases in bulk; 1ron hes quiet 
and wastes away the more.” Another version of the same pro- 
verb is “* Diam ubi beris?, diam bes: ber-harat-karat.” 

‘The meaning is easily gathered from the following passage 
from. the Hikayat Abdullah (p. 245): “ Maka diam-lah sya 
(Tuan Raffles) bahwa bukan-nia diam penggali berkarat, mela- 
inkan diam ubi adania berisi.” “ My. Raffles remained silent, but 
his silence was not that of the spade which hes rusting, but that 
of the yam which is adding: to its contents.” Favre in his diction- 
ary (tit. gad/) seems 10. have somewhat misunderstood this 
passage. 

59. Di chobit paha kanan kiri pun sakit juga. 

“ Tf the nght thigh is pinched pain will also be felt in the lett.” 
A man may “be made to suffer by something done to a near 
relation. In Malay countriesit 1s common to influence a man 
by threats of myjury to his family; absconding criminals and 
slaves are sometimes induced to return and surrender them- 
selves by the knowledge that their wives and children or other 
near relations have been seized and are undergoing ill treatment. 

60. Di tepuk tangan hanan tiada akan membuny:. 

“To clap hands with the right hand only will not produce any - 
sound.” The combined action of both parties to an agreement 
is necessary, if itis to be carried out properly. If one is 
willing, and tae other unwilling, no result will be produced. 



ON THE OCCURRENCE OF 

OPHIOPHAGUS ELAPS, THE SNAKE-EATING 

HAMADRYAD, IN SINGAPOE. » 

Swortty after my arrival in Singapore in May last I had. 
the good fortune to make the acquaintance of Mr. Wm. 
Davidson, Curator of the “ A. O. Hume” Museum at Simla and 
a naturalist of extensive information, who was here on a 
visit. He was greatly interested in the prospects of our 
infant Museum and in the course of several conversa- 
tions with him, I mentioned my intention, when time per- 
mitted, of studying the Ophioloey of the island and penin- 
sula,—offering as it does a tempting field to naturalists, 
inasmuch as as it appears to be es yet almost unworked. 
Amongst the encouraging remarks which he made was a careful 
injunction tokeep a good look-out forany specimens of Giuther’s. 
celebrated Hamadryad, the Ophiophagus Hlaps, which had the re- 
putation, not only of eating the formidable Codra di Capello, but 
of being the fiercest Asiatic reptile known to exist; inasmuch as 
eases are on record of its having chased men for a distance of 
a mile or more, moderate-sized rivers even forming no impedi- 
ment to its revengeful pursuit. I was therefore naturally led 
to make extensive enquiries both amongst the natives and those 
friends whom a similar interest in Natural History had led to 
study the occurrence and habits of our httle known Ophidia, 
and these enquiries have been rewarded by a gratifying success. 
That I am not “ telling a _ twice-told tale’ in bring- 
ing this reptile to your notice may be shewn bya quo- 
tation from Dr. Oxley who compiled the best existing sketch 
of the Zoology of the island, and who says “ Snakes are not nu- 
“merous in Singapore, the most common isadark cobra. I 
“beheve this, with a trigonocephalus, are the only well authen- 
**ticated venomous species in the Island.” Meanwhile a shght 
sketch of all that can be learned on the spot concerning the for- 
midable reptile under notice may be of interest. 

The Raffles Library, though fairly provided with popular 
works on Natural History does not of course pretend to furnish 
specialists with works bearing on the particular study in which 
they may be engaged; and I was fortunate in finding on its. 
shelves even three works which gave me some information on 
the subject I had chosen for enquiry. Two of these—Figuier’s. 
“ Reptiles and Birds” and Woods’ “ Reptiles” contain only 
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passing notices of the snake in question; but Dr. Fayrer’s mag-_ 
nificent work on the Yhanatophidia or poisonous snakes of the 
Indian peninsula furnishes the fullest information respecting 
the appearance, habits and powers of its Indian congener. 
Without this latter work, indeed, positive identification would 
have been almost impossible, so necessary are accurate engrav- 
ings to all who would endeavour to satisfactorily determine the 
species or family of animals hitherto undescribed, as our ‘‘ Fellow 
Colonists” in Singapore. Let me therefore summarize the ac- 
counts given in these books of the formidable serpent I am 
about to deseribe :— 

° 
Louis Figuier’s works will be familiar to many hearers. Cover- 

ing a vast extent of ground they are essentially ‘* popular” and 
as such of value, though it 1s seldom that the specialist can, in 
these lively vollanes find much that will serve his purposes in 
the way of scientific accuracy. Iwas however glad to find ( 
a beginning.) that M. Figuier’s English Editor (Mr. Gill ey 
had ad en to the orignal volume an interestine paragraph res- 
pectinge the Hamadryad under notice. He describes it as hav ing 
a less developed hood than the true cobra, and having a single 
amall tooth placed at some distance behind the fang. The only 
species he says, “attains to thirteen feet in length and is _pro- 
portionably formidable being much less timid and retiring in 
its habits than the Cobras of the genus Aajza. It preys habitu- 
ally on other snakes and seems to be more plentiful eastward of 
the Bay of Bengal than it is in Tndia.” Mr. Gillmore then cites 
instances of itscapture in Burmah &e., mentioning a case in which 
an elephant succumbed to its poison in three hours, and he com- 
eludes bis brief notice by stating that “it appears not to be 
“uncommon in the Andaman islands, while its range of distri- 
“bution extends though the Malay countries to the Philippines 
“and to New Guinea.” his is in fact all that is said of the 
most deadly reptile inhabiting the Asiatic continent. ‘The 
statement that it extended “through the Malay countries, 
however, justified me in believing that I should eventual- 
ly comeupon a more detailed description. Mr. David-on informed 
me that museum specimens were rare from two causes ; one, that 
few natives acquainted with its terrible powers cared to attempt 
its capture ; the other that when a specimen was observed, such 
strenuous efforts were made to destroy the reptile, that its after 
preservation as a specimen was impossible. A headless or 
crushed snake presents but a sorry object, and the outward re- 
semblance of the /famadryad to innocuous species has, I doubt 
not, led before this to its rejection by these unacquainted with 
ats (Museum) rarity. 
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‘The next authority I consulted was Mr. Woods’ volume on 
Reptiles. This fascinating writer leaves few subjects wholly 
untouched, through he of course also sazrifices detail to suit the 
popular nature of his works. Taking his volume as we find it, 
however, I was glad to come across the following notice of 
our friend. 

“The serpent-eating Hamadryad or Hamadryas elaps, 1s nota- 
ble for the peculiarity from which it derives its name. It feeds 
almost wholly on reptiles, devouring the lizards that inhabit the 
same country, and also living largely on snakes. Dr. Cantor 
says of this Serpent that it cannot bear starvation nearly so 
well as most reptiles, requiring to be fed at least once a month. 
‘Two specimens in my possession were regularly fed by giving 
them a serpent, no matter whether venomous or not, every fore: 
night. As soon as this food is brought near, the serpent begins 
to hiss loudly, and expanding its hood, rises two or three feet, 
and retaining this attitude as if to take a sure aim, watching the 
movements of the prey, darts upon it in the same manner as the 
Naga Tripudians (7. e. the cobra) does. When the victim is 
killed by poison, and by degrees swallowed, the act is followed 
by a lethargic state, lasting for about twelve hours.” 

“The Hamadryad is fond of water, will drink, and likes to pass 
the tongue rapidly through water as if to moisten that member. 
Itis a fierce and dangerous rai, not only resisting when at- 
tacked, but even pursuing the foe should he retreat, a proceeding 
contrary to the general rule among serpents. The poison of this 
creature is virulent in action, a fowl dyiag in fourteen minutes, 
and a dog in less than three hours after receiving the fatal bite, 
although the experiments were made in the cold season, when 
the poison of venomous snakes is always rather inactive. ‘The 
poisonous secretion reddens /i/mus paper ey slightly, and, as 
is the case with most serpent poisons, loses its efficacy by bein 
exposed to the air. The native Indian name of the Hamadry: 
is Sunkr Choar.” 

Oo 
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“ The colour of this snake is generally of an olive hue, anburn 
and pale below, but thereis a variety marked with cross-bands 
of white. It 1s large species, varying from four to six feet in 
length, while some specimens are said to reach ten feet.” 

As might have been expected Dr. Fayrer’s work gives far 
more particular details, which I proceed to quote. They embody 
all that is known of the Indian species :—* This is probably the 
largest and most formidable venomous snake known. It grows 
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to the length of twelve or fourteen feet, and is not only very 
powerful, but also active and aggressive. It is hooded like the 
Cobra, and resembles it in its general configuration and charac- 
ters. 

Ginther’s definition of it is as follows :—‘ Body rather elon- 
gate ; tail of proportionate length ; head rather short, depressed, 
scarcely distinct from neck, which is dilatable. Occipitals sur- 
rounded by three pairs of large shields, the two anterior of which 
are temporals. Nostril between two nasals. lLareal none ; one 
or two pre-three post-oculars. Scales smooth, much imbricae- 
ed, in transverse rows, in fifteen series round the body, but it 
many more round the neck ; those of the vertebral series ran - 
rather larger than the others.” 

“ Ventrals more than 200, anal entire; anterior sub-candals 
simple, posterior two rowed, sometimes all bifid. Maxillary 
with a large fang in front, which j is perforated at the end, show- 
ing a longitudinal grove in front ; a second, small, simple tooth 
at some distance behind the fang. The colour of this snake 
varies according to age and locality . The adult is some shade 
of olive green or brown. According to Gunther it is :— 

“ Olive green above ; the shields of the head, the scales of the 
neck, hinder part of the body and of the tail edged with black; 
trunk with numerous oblique, alternate black and white bands 
converging towards tbe head; lower parts marbled with blackish, 
or uniform pale greenish.” ‘This variety is found in Bengal, 
Assam, the Malayan Peninsula, and Southern India. 

“ Brownish olive, uniform anteriorly, with the scales black 
edged posteriorly ; each scale of the tail with a very distinct 
white, black-edged ocelles ; as in Plyas mucosus.” s 

“This variety is not found in Bengal; Gunther says it is 
found in the Philippine Islands, and perhaps in Burmah.” 

“ Uniform browuish black, scales of the ‘hinder part of the 
body and of the tail somewhat hghter in the centre; all the 
lower parts black, except the chin and throat, which are yellow.” 
This variety is found in Borneo. 

“ Young specimens have a much more varied coloration ; they 
are black, with numerous white, equidistant, narrow cross bands 
descending obliquely backwards; head witn four white cross- 
bands ; one occupies the extremity of the throat, the second 
across the posterior frontals, third across the crown of the head, 
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behind the obit ; the fourth across the occiput to the angle of 
the mouth ; the two latter bands are composed of oval spots. 

“Tn a specimen from the Anamallay Mountains the belly is 
black, and the white bands extend across, being wider than on 
the back ; in a second specimen, of which the locality i is unknown, 
the belly i is white, each ventral having a blackish margin, The 
young Ophiophagus might well be mistaken for a snake of 
another genus. 

“Major Beddome says the young Ophiophagus is very 
hke the Dipsas Dendrophila, an innocent snake. The shields 
surrounding the occipitals are large, and give a distinctive char- 
acter to the snake. There is one pre-orbital, seven upper labials, 
the third and fourth entering into the orbit, the third the larg- 
est, the seventh and jenent very low; temporals large, 2 by 2; 
ventrals 215-262 ; sub-caudals 80-100; the number of entire 
anterior sub-caudals varies much.” 

“The Ophiophagus is probably the largest and most deadly 
of the thanatophidia; fortunately, though widely distributed it 
is not very common. According to Gtinther it is found in al- 
most every part of the Indian continent; in the Andaman and 
Philippine Islands, in Java, Sumatra, Borneo, and according to 
Dumeéril in New Guinea. Major Beddome of Madras says he 
has killed one nearly fourteen feet in length near Cutta xck in 
Bengal, where it is common. I had a living specimen of the 
dusky variety from Rangoon, nearly twelve feet in length.” 

“The Hamadryas, says Dr. Cantor, is very fierce, and is 
always ready not only to attack, but to pursue, when opposed ; 
this too is a conspicuous trait in the Tenasserim serpent.” 

“ Asits name implies, it feeds upon other snakes, though 
probably when its usual food is not forthcoming, it is contented 
with birds, mammals, fish, frogs, &e. 

“Tt resembles the Cobra, exept that it is longer in proportion 
to its size, and its hood is relatively smaller; it is, however 
more graceful in its movements, and turns more rapidly. It is 
occasionally seen with the snake-charmers who prize it highly 
as a show; but they say it is exceedingly dangerous to catch, 
and difficult to handle before its fangs are removed.” 

It will be noted in the foregoing description that the “ brown- 
ish olive vanity, uniform anteriorly with the scales black-edged 
posteriorly” is referred only to the Phillippine Islands and Burmah. 
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The specimen before us, however, is undoubtedly that variety 
and as such is of considerable interest, though the black marks 
between the scales are less defined than in Dr. Fayrers admirable 
drawing. 

Such being all the available information I was able to collect 
on the subject of the Hamadryad you will easily understand 
that I was pleased to make the acquaintance of two gentlemen 
of this place, who had for some years devoted themselves to col- 
lecting and preserving such objects of Natural History as the 
extensive grounds surrounding their house in Sirangoon Road 
allowed them to capture. I mentioned to them my desire to 
come across a veritable specimen of O. H/aps and in a very few 
days was informed that they had as they believed one of these ~ 
snakes in their collection. I was invited to inspect it and at 
first sight we had no doubt of the correctness of the identifica- 
tion. A detailed comparison of their specimen with Dr. Fayrer’s 
plate in his “Thanatophidia of India” convinced me that the 
sought-for reptile was before us. I subjoin the narrative of its 
capture verbatim as furnished. 

‘“My mandore “ Manis” remembers the capture of the snake 
very well, as he had a very narrow escape of being bitten. The 
attack was quite unprovoked ; in fact the first sign of the snake’s 
presence was a loud hiss, and the sight of the snake’s head 
raised in the air on a level with his (the mandore’s) breast. 
By jumping smartly back he evaded the spring of the hama- 
dryad and succeeded by means of bamboos close at hand, and 
with the aid of the other gardeners close by, in getting the 
snake hell down to the ground until a noose was slipped round 
his head, in which state he was placed alive in a large bottle. 

‘“ T saw the snake alive in the bottle and it was only just dead 
from suffocation when I poured in the spirit to preserve it. 

The mandore did not see the snake before, as it was coiled in 
a recess amongst the roots of a large soontal tree about 15 
yards from our house, and he was approaching the house from 
the other side of the tree ; the snake made his spring just as the 
man passed by. The man had been thirty years in Singapore at 
least (he is a Bawian,) but had never seen this sort of snake be- 
fore. He knew however at once from descriptions given him by 
old Malays, and by men who lived in the jungle that it was a 
Tudong-koré kaning. He had often heard of this snake and 
knew it to be very deadly in its bite. He had heard that it was 
also called “ Ular-muri” but does not think this last the cor- 
rect name, as he says it is evidently allied to the Cobra; 
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he called it “ Ular tudong-itam-kechil.” The mandore states 
that he remembers seeing a snake something like this about 
six feet long, also hooded but black in color, shot by my father 
about twenty years age; but thinks that was only a very large 
and old cobra: He says he has heard that formerly these 
ees were not so rare as they are now, but they were 
always hard to get a sight of, as when men came across them 
they always smashed them up with their sticks, or whatever 
weapons they might have with them. He had also heard of 
deaths resulting from their bites. As I said before, I saw, in 
company with my mother and father, this snake alive, and my 
mother hearing the noise made by the natives, ran out of the 
house about 2 p. m. and saw the snake being noosed prior to 
being put in the bottle. Whilst in the bottle its ferocity re-. 
mained unabated, and the sight of a finger or stick was enough 
to make it bite viciously at the object.” 

The reference to the similar snake, black in colour, may point 
to the existence of what is known as the dusky variety of the 
hamadryad in Singapore. I can only say that in such a case 
it will be extremely interesting to meet witha specimen, though 
its greater resemblance to the ordinary cobra’ deprives it of the 
claim to attention made by the variety under notice, which 
might be mistaken by the uninitiated for a harmless serpent—a 
proof of whicl: is afforded by the fact that our best known local 
sportsman has himself twice seen the reptile without being aware 
of its deadly qualities. 

N. B. DENNYS. 



NOTES ON GUTTA AND CAOUTCHOUC 

IN THE MALAY PENINSULA. 

BY Mr. H. J. MURTON, 

Supt. Botanical Gardens Singapore. 

Having so recently as last December given the results of my 
investigations into the origin of Malay Gutéas and Ludbéers in a 
Report to the local Government, I may perhaps be accused of 
iteration in returning to the subject so soon; but as the matter 
is one of increasing importance, and as oreater pubheity will be 
ensured, and thereby discussion invited, through the pages of the 
Society’s Journal, I have been induced to give the following re- 
sumé of what T have hitherto been able to learn about them. 

First of all it is necessary to distinguish here between Gutta 
Percha and Caoutchoue—producing orders. 

The trees producing Gutta Percha are all members of the 
order Sapotacee, a family which includes many species useful to 
man, the best known in the Straits being perhaps the Chiko 
(Sapota Acras.) 

The Gutta-producing trees are confined to the genus Isonandra, 
which is limited to 6 species by the authors of the “ Genera Pian- 
tarum.”’ ITsonandra-Gutta is the oldest known species and yields 
what is known in commerce as Gutta Pereha in local parlance 
Gutta Taban. 

This tree is occasionally met with mm Singapore and in Johor 
in the Pulai bills. and I have met with it in Perak on Gunong 
Meru, Gunong Sayong, Gunong Panjang, Gunong Babo, Gu- 
nong Hijau and Bujang Malacca, where large trees of 80 to 120 
feet are met with, but owing to the reckless way in which the 
Gutta is collected, it is fast disappearing, and every succeeding’ 
year the collectors are obliged to go fa vlier anda their kampongs - 
in search of it. 

The mode of collecting: the milk is as follows. A tree not less 
than 3 feet in circumference at three feet from the ground is se- 
lected, the larger the tree the greater the quantity of Gutta ob- 
fainable, it is hen eut down ae 5 or 6 feet from the ground, and 
as soon as it Is felled the top is taken off where the principal stem 
is about 3 or 4 inches in diameter; this the natives say causes the 
trunk to yield a larger quantity of milk; it is then ringed at in- 
tervals of 5 te 15 inches with golo’s, and the milk collected in co- 
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coanut shells, palm leaves or any thing available, and then boiled 
for an hour, otherwise it becomes brittle and useless. Its average 
price per pikul (133 Ibs) is from $45 to $50, according to quality. 

The only other Gutta Percha that I have seen is Gutta Puteh 
the product of I. macrophylla; the tre? differs from [. Gutta in the 
shape and colour of its leaves, and is readily recognized at a dis- 
tance by the Perak collectors. 

This Gutta is obtained in the same way as the former, but 
is worth only about $15 per pikul. It differs in appearance from 
G. taban in being white, more spongy and less plastic; but it 
is often found adulterated with G. jelutong, which causes it to 
be brittle and almost useless. The trees of each species yield 
about 23 catties of Gutta each. They appear to be very slow- 
growing trees, and one 3 ft. in cireumference at 3 ft. from the 
ground would doubtless prove on minute examination to be 30 
years old.- Sides of hills, on granite formations, in well drained 
spots, appear best suited to their requirements; and if their cul- 
tivation is attempted the best plan to adopt is certainly to 
procure ripe seeds and sow them singly in pots, made of a joint 
and one internode of a bamboo, and when ready for planting in 
permanent plantations, the bamboo should be split down on two 
sides and planted also; thus preventing any injury to the tap- 
root, of which they are very impatient. Large quantities of 
small plants are met with in the jungle, but they require very 
careful litting on account of their long tap-root; any injury to 
which, even if they survive, they take a long time to recover. 
Of the Indiar Rubbers, or Caoutchoues, I have met with two 
varieties in the Straits, v7z, Gutta Rambong and Gutta S inggarip. 

In my report to the local Government, [ mentioned my belief 
that G. Rambong was procured from /rews elastica and since then 
Mr. Low has written to me that I was correct in the supposition, 
as he had seen branches and young trees of the species in question ; 
so that notbing more need be said here about G. Rambong, but 
the origin of Gutta-Singgarip is still uncertain. A large “plant 
has been found in the jungle bordering the Botanical Gardens 
which yields Gutta exactly alike G. Singgarip, but both Dr. 
Beccari and myself failed to find a perfect flower as they had 
all been punctured by a minute insect, which in its attempts 
to get at the nectar destroyed the reproductive organs. Mr. 
Strettell of the Forest Dept. of British Burmah has discovered a 
new Caoutchoue producing tree in Pegu, which yields a product 
equal to the best Borneo Rubber and which Mr. Kurz determined 
to be Chavanessia (Urceola) esculenta. 

G. Jelutong, which is often used to adulterate Gutta Taban 
and G. Puteh, is obtained from a species of Alyxia. 
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THE WILD TRIBES OF THE MALAY PENINSULA AND ARCHIPELAGO. 

The Council of the Royal lee Society of the Straits 
Branch have resolved to invite the assistance of persous residing 
or travelling in the Peninsula, in Sumatra, or in the adjacent 
countries, with a view to the collection of fuller and more varied 
information than has been hitherto obtained in regard to the 
wild tribes of these regions. 

The interest such investigations possess for Ethnology, 
Philology &¢., and the importance of prosecuting them without 
delay, are sufficiently obvious. The following pasaage from Mr. 
Logan’ s writings (I. A. Journal 1850 vol. IV p. 264-5) will 
instruct those to whom the subject is new as to the precise ob- 
jects to be aimed at, and the best methods of enquiry to-be fol- 
vowel “ For the Ethnology, of any given region the first require- 
‘ment is a full and accurate description of each tribe 1m 1t, and 
“in the adjacent and Connected regions, as it exists at present 
“and has existed in recent or historical times. ‘This embraces 
“the geographical limits and the numbers of the tribe, the 
“ Physical Geography of. its locations, and its relations E all 
“kinds to intermixed, surrounding, and more distant tribes. 
“'Phe environments of the race fins ascertained, the individual 
“man must be described in-his Physiological and Mental Cha- 
“ racteristics and in his language. The Family im all its pecu- 
‘“ harities of formation and preservation, the relative position 6f 
‘its members, its labours and its amusements, must next be 
“studied. The agglomeration of families into communities, 
“united socially but not peltiacanyes is also’ to ‘be considered. 
“ Lastly, the Clan, Society, Tribe or Nation as a political unity, 
“either isolated, confederate, or subordinate, must be investiga- 
“ ted in all its institutions, customs and relations } 
“ When we attempt -to enquire into the cause or origin of any 
‘of the facts presented by our ethnic Monograph of the kind 
‘““we have indicated, we find: that very little hght 1s to be ob- 
“ tained “m the history of the particular: a It suggests 
“numerous enquiries, but can answer only a few. If we confine 
“ our attention to it, the great mass of its characteristics are 
“soon lost in a dark and “seemingly impenetrable antiquity.. 
“ But although each race, when thus taken by itself, vanishes 
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“along its separate path, it assumes an entirely new aspect 
“ when we compare it with other races.’ 

5 

'To assist in the collection of dialects the followmg Vocabulary, 
consisting of one hundred words and fifteen numerals, has been 
compiled ; and printed by the Society ; and will it is hoped prove 
of use, particularly in regard to the various Semang, Sakei and 
Jakun dialects in the interior of the Peninsula. 

In collecting Vocabularies the following points should be 
borne in mind, in order to facilitate the comparison of one dialect 
with another. 

1. In all cases to ascertain the exact name and locality (or 
nomadic district) of the tribe, as deseribed by itself. ee 

2. In taking down such generic words as “ tree ” and “ bird”’ 
to distinguish carefully the general name (if there is one) from 
the names of particular kinds of tree and birds. This rule has a 
very wide application amoug uncivilized Tribes, which commonly 
possess but one word for arm, hand and for leg, foot &e., &e. — 

3. ‘To give all the synonymous or nearly synonymous words 
in use in each case, with easy distinction of their meaning’-as 
far as possible. Undeveloped dialects usually possess a very 
redundant Vocabulary in respect of objects 

4, To observe carefully whether or nota word be of one 
syllable ; and if of more than one syllable whether or not it:be 
a compound word. This is particularly important where the 
words begin or end, as they frequently do in such Galea ts, 
with a aeuule consonant hke “ Kn,” or “ Np.” 

5. ‘To observe and represent the sound of each word as on 
and exactly as possible, and for this purpose to adhere. .to the 
system of spelling recommended in the report published at page 
45 of this Journal. The followmg is a List of words, the 
equivalents for which it is desired, for the purpose of comparison, 
to obtain in as many of the Wild-Tribe Dialects as possible. 
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List oF WorDS FOR FORMING COMPARATIVE VOCABULARIES, 

Man 
Woman 

Sumpitan 
Waitat-Cloth 

Jungle 
Mountain 
River 
Sea 
Earth 
Sky 
Sun 
Moon 
Star 
Thunder 
Lightning 
Wind 
Rain 
Fire 
Water 
Diy 
Night 
To-day 
‘To-morrow 
Yesterday 

Tongue | 
Tooth 

Bird 

Egg 
Feather 

Female | 
Male 

Aligator | 
Ant 
Deer 
Dog 
Elephant 
Fish 
Fowl 
Mosquito 
Pig 
Rat 
Rhinoceros 
Snake 

Tree 

Flower 
Fruit 
Leaf 
Root 
Seed 
Wood 

Banana 
Cocoa-nut 
Rice 

ee 

Silver 

Tin 
Pe ct .—— ee oD 

Arrow 
Boat 
Mat 
Paddle 

Oce 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Six 
Seven 
Hight 
Nine 
Ten 
Eleven 
Twelve 
Twenty 
Thirty 
One hundred 
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Tar Semanc anp Saker Tribes oF THE Districrs or KeEepat 

AND PERAK BORDERING ON PROVINCE WELLESLEY. 

The following interesting particulars relating to the Semang 
and Sakei Tribes of the little known region lying behind Pro- 
vince Wellesley were recently published in the Medd Newspaper 
(April the 23rd 1878.) It is not difficult to indentify the sig- 
nature as that of a gentleman lately in charge of the Province 
Police, who spent some time in the neighbouring jungle. 

“The Semaneg and Sakei, as they are termed by themselves, 
“claim by tradition to be the aborigines of the Malay Penin- 
“sula, and to have settled down in their present locality after 
“years of travel in an endeavour to reach the end of the land. 
“Phe inroads of the Malays have driven them from the borders 
‘near the sea to the centre of the country, where still exist the 
‘““primeceval forests in which they can remain unmolested by 
‘their fellow men, whom they fear more than the wild beasts 
‘with whom they live. 

“The features of the Sakei, or “plains” men, are those of the 
Negro, and it is a matter for students of the dispersion of races 
to decide how and from whence come the dark skin, wooly hair, 
flat noses, and thick lips so prevalent amongst the Sakei of the 
Malay Peninsula. 

“The true Semang, on the other hand, has a complexion of a 
hght copper colour, brown straight hair, and a clear skin. 

‘The two tribes speak different laneuages, but follow the same 
mode of life, and are on amicable terms. The Semangs keep 
almost entirely to their mountain jungle, while the Sakei oc- 
easionally issue from their plain retreats to hold communication 
with the Malays. 

The first occasion in which I had a view of these interesting 
specimens of humanity was in the year 1864 while on a tour 
of inspection at the head of the Selama river, a branch of the 
Krian, which latter was the boundary, prior to the Perak war, 
Meera that country and the British possessions near its magna. 
On arriving at a Malay kampong close to Gunong Inas, a high 
peak of the centre mountain range I learnt that flere were a 
number of Sakei in the neighbourhood, and of course at once 
expressed a wish to see them, and accordingly sent a mutual 
Malay friend to ask the Chief if he would come to see the 
prang puteh or white man. 
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“The chief, who gloried in the name of Tuboo, or sugar-cane, 
was about 5 ft. 3 in. high, of a dark brown complexion, with 
very flat features, and grizzly hair which would vie with a ne- 
ero’s in twist. 

‘“‘ His frame was spare toa degree, but hard ; his muscles knot- 
ted and visible in every portion of his light figure, which still 
retained the the eiastieity of manhood, “notwithstanding ‘his 
age, which must have been about fifty-five or sixty. te eyes 
small and piercing, moved about in a restless, suspicious man- 
ner, which nothing could prevent, and in this feature the Ma- 
lays are wont to recognise a wild man. 

“YT was told that when a man wanted to marry he first of all 
spoke to the girl; if she agreed, he then went to the father and 
mother, taking some jungle produce as a gift. The terms of 
purchase were then arranged—usually a piece of iron, some roots 
and flowers; and when these were forthcoming a day was fixed 
for the ceremony, which consisted simply of a feast j in the neigh- 
bourhood of an ant-hill (where the Malays suppose that spirits 
reside), after which the couple leave and proceed to some favou- 
rable spot for their honey moon, returning at leisure to the tribe. 
It is a most peculiar feature with these people that the marriage 
law exists at all; and further, the stringency which attacues to it 
is astounding. Polygamy is allowed, but is seldom practised ; 
while the punishment for adultery is death—usually carried out 
by a relative, who invites his victim to a hunting excursion, and, 
after tiring him out, beats his brains out with a club while he is 

asleep, oid leaves haan to rot on the earth denying to his re- 
mains the rough sepulture given to those who die in an honour- 
able way, whose remains are laid on a log of wood, in a sitting 
posture, ‘and buried a foot or two under the round." “a 
I made strict enquiries as to their belief, naturally concluding 
there would exist some idea of, a Supreme Being ; but, to my 
surprise these people had no idea of a God; they had no repre- 
sentative caves or sacred spots; nothing was looked upen as 
supernatural ; they did not bother themselves to imagine a cause 
for thunder or lightning, or sun or moon, or any of the pheno- 
mena which one and all give rise in other savages to poetical 
ideas of dragons, combats, and destroying spirits. The Sakei 
were born, lived as best they could, died, rotted, and there 
ended. They build no houses, seldom stop more than two days 
in one spot, and pursue a thoroughly nomadic life, having no 
flocks or herds, existing from hand to month, but free and 
this they prize toa wonderful degree. Nothing will induce a 
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Sakei to become civilized, even so much as the Malay of the 
interior ; he is never happy except while roaming in his native 
forest, and, although he will eat rice and smoke tobacco, which 
he can only get from the Malays, he rushes off after satisfying 
his craving for the weed (of which he is inordinately fond ) 
and does not appear again for months. 

«The second occasion of meeting these people was at the 
head of the Baling river, a branch of the Muda, uear Pa- 
tani, where I had the good fortune to come across a tribe 
under the protection of the Raja of Kedah, by whose orders 
they roamed unmolested through his country. I received a 
visit from the chief and a party of his people, men, women, 
and children numbering in all a dozen, and for a week had 
daily intercourse with them. The members of this tribe differ- 
ed greatly from those near the Selama river, for they were 

of the Semang race for the most part. The chief himself, 
who had received the title of “datu” or chief from the raja 
was a man of no common intelligence; besides his own lan- 
guage, which is different from any I have ever read of, he 
spoke Malay and Siamese. Dressed in the sarong of the Ma- 
lays, at a distance it was impossible to detect that he was 
not > of that race; but on close inspection be bore all the 
evidences of his extraction, and especially that restlessness of 
the eye which, as I said before, is so sure a sign of the de- 
nizon of the forest. Amongst his followers were two Bro- 
thers, named Gading (or Joory) and Buloo (Bamboo) whose ay- 
pearance struck me very much. About twenty-three and twenty- 
five years of age respectively, these men were perfect specimens 
of manhood. Five feet ten or eleven in height, their limbs were 
symmetrical to a degree; their features, finely cut and intelli- 
gent, were positively good ; their bodies, perfectly formed, ren- 
dered their movements particularly graceful, and I must admit 
to being envious of their fine proportions and “ general air of 
“ robust health. They were a kind of body guard of their Datu, 
“and he was evidently proud of them, and justly so.” 

Some interesting particulars, though with fewer details, have 
also been published in the Official Reports of Mr. Swettenham 
(April 1875), who encountered some tribes of the Sakei in Ulu 
Slim; Mr. Daly who came across them in the upper part of the 
Ulu Perak (June 1875) ; and Captain Speedy who encountered 
other tribes shortly afterwards in the Bidor district, nearly 100 
miles off. 
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ANTIQUITIES OF Province WELLESLEY. 

Col. James Low, who was for many years Superintendent 
in charge of Province Wellesley, makes the following reference 
to this subject in his “ Dissertation on the soil and agriculture 
of Penang and Province Wellesley,” published in Singapore in 
1836. 

“While employed several years ago in exploring the ruins of 
“an ancient Boudhist temple in Province Wellesley,—an account 
“of which I have promised to the Asiatic Society of Caleutta—I 
“obtamed a small coffee-pot which had been carefully built up 
“with bricks at the depth of four or five feet. The lid was firm- 
“ly baked, but on being handled, the vessel crumbled, nearly to 
““ pieces—within it was found the figure of a fowl constructed of 
“thin silver wire, which also fell to pieces on being handled. 
“But the bill and feet were perfect, bring made of an alloyed 
“metal, chiefly gold.” 

The writer gives no clue as to the whereabouts of this ancient 
Buddhist temple, but I imagine it to have been one of those sin- 
gular mounds of shells which are to be met with in the north of 
Province Wellesley not far from the Muda river. They are com- 
posed of sea-shells of the kind called 4epah and karang (cockles) 
by the Malays, though they are situated at some distance from 
the sea. No otber shells of the kind are to be found near the 
place, I believe. I have been told by Malays in Province Wel- 
lesley that one of these mounds was opened and explored by Col. 
Low. If the others, left perfect by him, have escaped destrue- 
tion at the hands of Chinese limeburners, they will probably be 
worth examination and description. ‘“ Goa kepah” ( shell- 
cave), a place in the neighbourhood, no doubt takes its name 
from these mounds. I do not know if Col. Low carried out his 
intention of describing the results of his exploration. I have 
searched through the only volumes of the proceedings of the 
Asiatic Society of Calcutta to which I have access (vols. I, Il 
and IT].), but I have found no paper on the subject. 

At the foot of Bukit Mertajam, on the South side. there is a 
block of granite on which some rude characters have’ been traced. 
The Malays eall it datu surat, the rock of the writing. I believe 
that the inscription has never been deciphered and that the cha- 
racter has not been .identified. When I saw it last (in 1874), 
it was difficult in places to detect the ancient mscription on the 
rugged face of the rock, its faint lines contrasting strangely 
with the deeply-cut- initials of Col. Low on the same boulder. 

W. HE. M. 
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ToBa,—SUMATRA. 

From a detailed description of High Toba, in the Batak 
Country, appearing in the Sumatra Courant of the 4th April, 
the following particulars were recently translated in the Straits 
Times. Since the Military operations of the Dutch from Sing- 
kel, some accurate information has, for the first time, been ob-. 
tained regarding these interesting districts, hitherto a feria in- 
cognita even to the Dutch themselves. 

“ High Toba, which is at present so much talked of on the 
coasts, is a table land, situated between the 2nd and 5rd degrees 
of North Latitude and between the 98th and 99th degrees of 
East Longitude from Greenwich. It is generally an extensive 
steppe country covered almost every where with thickly grow- 
ing lallang and intersected by clefts from 200 to 300 rhine-land 
feet deep. Inthe plain the Tobanese cultivates dry rice and 
ubi. In tilling, he makes use of an efficient plough drawn by 
one or two buffaloes. In the clefts which usually abound in 
water, many promising Sawah fields are met with. Excepting 
maize, gambier, pisang, and some other fruits, no produce is, 
however, found, even fire wood is very scarce. Notwithstanding 
this scarcity the soil cannot be termed unfertile, it being almost 
every where covered with a thick layer of 4umus. But mutual 
divisions among the people and mutual hatred prevent joint 
efforts to irrigate the land by canals from the Batang Taro river 
which rises there. High Toba being about 3000 feet above the 
sea level, the temperature is very moderate and may sometimes 
be even termed cold. In the shade the thermometer barely 
rises to 20° Reaumur, and early in the morning it falls to 12° 
R. The populations of High Toba, who in manners, customs, 
several of their general laws, and certain pecularities of character 
form a whole, may be divided amongst inbabited places lying 
1 to 2 hours from each other ; or if preferable, amongst districts 
eontaining 20, 30, or 40 villages close together. On the other 

_ hand, on the iss of the Toba lake, 1,000 villages containing 
300, 000 souls at least can be seen at a glance. A traveller com- 
ing from the south can see the lake lying 1,500 to 2,000 feet 
below him, the panorama being an impressive one, assuredly too 
grand for cannibals like the Bataks. Even Switzerland with its- 
abundance of lakes need not be ashamed to include that blue mir- 
ror in its landscapes. The Toba lake is fed by a great number of 
streams which flow into it from all sides, chiefly from the north. 
It has a considerable outlet on the east. It lies from east to north 
west, being about 10 hours long and 4 broad, with a breath of 6 
hours to the north west. In the middle there is, however, a 
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large and thickly peopled island. The prahw’s of the natives are 
made of long hollowed-out tree stems, provided on both sides 
with outriggers to keep the equilibrium. With there very heavy 
and unwieldy prahus manned by 200 to 300 men naval battles 
are sometimes fought. On the shores of the lake, which are as 
it were covered with villages, there are splendid terraces laid out 
into rice fields lying one above another. The villages are mostly 
well fortified and impregnable to a Batak enemy, but in con- 
structing them, cartouche, shot and shells have naturally not 
been thought of several are surrounded by walls 10 to 20 feet 
high which are often protected by ditches 20, 30, and even 40 
feet deep. These ditches are flushed by the help of conduits, 
and, when the village is besieged, can again be filled with water. 
One village, so fortified, once held out against an enemy 10,000 
strong. For greater security bastions are also built, surrounded 
by concealed pitfalls, razju’s, and such hike. Notwithstanding 
the great scarcity of wood, the houses and /anu’s (assembly 
houses ) are very strongly and elegantly built, the honour and 
riches of the natives consisting in them. We have already often 
mentioned that Toba is thickly peopled. Almost all the Batak- 
tribes hold that Toba is the cradle of their race. In the charac- 
ter of the people there is, however, something savage, something 
unbridled ; yes, something of the animal. ‘To those however, 
who can deal with them they are accessible, and suffer themselves 
to beled by them. Yet, in consequence of other circumstances, 
missionary work will be somewhat difficult there. In no case 
however will it be hopeless labour. Besides great riches and 
deep poverty, the most intense cunning, and credible narrow 
mindedness, we find there also the most disgusting deformities 
by the side of many slim muscular and well built forms. These 
contrasts are caused by the complete freedom of the one and the 
complete dependence and slavery of the other. 

“Let us look upon a genuine Tobanese. There he stands be- 
fore you with regular, large and well built figure, usually with 
significant and defiant looks. His clothing gives one at once a 
high opinion of his prosperity and princely descent. A durable 
garment, either black and white, or black and red, of the value 
of 4 to 6 Spanish dollars, is bound round the trips by a white 
girdie, and hangs down to his feet. Another garment as _ costly 
hangs over the shoulder. Both his ears are adorned with gold 
rings, and on his head he wears a white or red turoan. At feasts 
the latter is of silk, or he wears an ornamental string of pearls 
through his hair, which he allows to hang down in long plaits 
in war time; besides a copper pipe, worth 30 Spanish dollars. 
Tn Toba a tael of gold is worth 8 Spanish dollars. 
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“Tn terrible contrast with the dress of the;well-to-do, is the deep 
misery of the slaves. When these unfortunates become enslaved 
by usury and deceit, every measure is, generally speaking, taken 
to keep them in the lowest stage of poverty and want. In the 
possession of a great number of slaves consist, properly speak- 
ing, the wealth and the pride of a prosperous Tobanese. It is 
no rarity to find notables or headmen each possessing from 
100 to 200 slaves, there being even families who possess as 
many as ten villages, all inhabited by slaves, who till the 
fields, build the villages, and serve as soldiers in the wars of 
their masters. We have still to name one pitiable class of men, 
namely the eunuchs who, however, save in Toba, are no lone- 
er found in the Batak country. Luckily they are few; they 
are used to accompany and attend upon women. For free 
people and headmen wives are very dear in Toba. In Silin- 
dong and Pangaloan, people pay 10 and more buffaloes for a 
young woman. In Toba the figure rises to 20 and 30, be- 
sides horses, gold, slaves, &c. In Toba alone the custom still 

_ prevails of keeping the skulls of deceased fathers aud grand- 
fathers. The dead man remains several years in a sopo, in a 
coffin closed with rosin, until the skull can at length be taken 
away without difficulty. On a suitable day the eldest son takes 
the skull of his father to the market place, shews it to the 
headmen present, while he gives away a cow for public use 
saying “Our tather wished once more to visit the market.” 
After this there follows a series of festivities in honour of 
the deceased, for which the whole family bring together 20 
to 30 buffaloes to be slaughtered. During the festivities the 
skull is adorned with a silk turban and gold rings. The 
skull at length finds a resting place in the grave. On do- 
mestic occurrences, and in war time, the skull plays an important 
part, together with the spirit of the deceased. Should a skull be 
made away with, it is considered as foreboding ill-luck, and as 
being the greatest disgrace that can befall a family.” 

SIAMESE TITLEs. 

Tbe tollowing note is appended to Capt. Burney’s map of 
the Siamese Provinces (referred to at p. 57) and is no doubt in 
Capt. Burney’s handwriting. It was probably written in 1826, 
when the first Treaty with Siam was framed. 

It is of course as difficult to define the exact meaning: of 
Siamese Titles, as that of many English Titles and degrees of 

- rank, 

“ Chow is Lord and Master, and Chow Mooung Lord or Gover- 
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nor of a country. The Governor General of India is styled 
Chow Mooung Bengala; Khun is love and gratitude, and a Chief 
in conversation is styled, “ Chow Khun.” Thaw is just, so Chow 

| Than is atitle generally given to a chief. Pya, when added to 
the name of a country or town, signifies Governor, thus the Go- 
vernor of Penang is styled Pya Ko Mak, or the King of Kedah 
Pya Mooung Serai. The Siamese name of Kedah, Mooung Serav, 
is taken from Kedah Peak, which they call “ Khas Serai,”’ and 
the Malays “ Gunong Jerai” or “ Cherai.” “ Chow Pya” may be 
translated into Governor General, but it is a title also annexed 
to high offices near the sovereign, and particularly to chiefs 
nearly related to the Royal Family; thus the “‘ Kalahom” or 
commander in chief, and the “ Chakri,’ or Prime Minister are 
called “Chow Pya.” The former superintends the affairs of all 
Provinces to the South of Bangkok, and the latter, of all to the 
North of that city ; and to their affairs respectively the most 
minute reports are transmitted from every Province, from Sin- 
gora to Cheung Mai or Zemce. The present Minister for 
Foreign Affairs is a Pya, “ Pya Klang,” and being related to the 
Royal Family is often styled “Chow Pya.” He is said to be 
very friendly to the English: Prak, when annexed to a form or 
country, may be translated into Lieutenant Governor ; “ Luang” 
or “Chrom” to a Resident, and “ Mom” or “ Khom” to an 
officer in charge; much lower in rank “ Pya,” “ Prak,” &c., are 
also conferred as honorary titles on other public officers, and 
when annexed to a man’s name appear to correspond to Baronets, 
Knights &e. The late Mr. Light is said to have been made a 
« Prak” by the King of Siam. 

‘‘ Punahua,” Loubere translates into “ Hua” (the head) of 
‘‘Phan” (Thousands) ; but Iam told the title 1s derived from 
“‘ Phoh,” father, “ No” on, “ Hua” head, meaning “ I bear you 
as my father on my head” denoting the highese respect according 
to the custom of oriental nations. The Siamese generally affix 
the wood “ Phoh,” father, to the names of their chefs. The 
three sons of the Chow Pya of Ligor styled “ Phoh Kloom,” 
“ Phoh-Pho” and “ Phoh-Sing,” the last of which resembled so 
nearly the Malayan wood “ Poosing” deceitful, that the father 
on establishing that son at Kedah directed him to be always 
called by the Malayan title “ Baginda Muda,” or young Prince. 
The Siamese name for Singapore is “ Ko-mav” new Island.” 
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* Total Annual registered rainfall, 
Singapore, Ist January, 1878. 

IRVINE ROWELL, M.D. 
Principal Civil Medical Officer 3. 8. 
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CORRIGENDA. 

In the second paper in this number (Malay Proverbs) the 

following corrections have to be made. 

| yee 
No. 88 for peniajap read penjajab. 

», 134 ., bebulang » belulang. 

aie coat! I aaa 

. 

ie 

1 

» 182 4, meriap-riap 5 Meria-Tida. 

| », 182 ,, Convolonlus ruptans .,, convolvulus repens. 

} , 190 ,, ber-jangkei-jangket ,, ber-jengkik-jengkik. 

i ees. chichaip aah CHiClale. 

In the sixth paper (Perak Manuscripts) the following cor- 

rections have to be made :— 

| 
\ No. 183 note 3 for Grawfurd read Crawfurd. 

\'. 5, 189 hne27 ,, truthful pe sy OuRu lh ue. 

| Se ON 28, form >> poem. 

| meno 30 5 kamhar-allak » kahar-allak. 

ere BO x it Bis Gs 

Pelton. Lo =, bis 3. how: 

Peele... of ,,. Shad 5, shah. 

Peto 2 od: ., whom: , when. 

pee wos) A. crowd >» craved. 

» 193 ,, 95 after invasion EO: 

Meo Ls, 4, . bese » Manuscripts. 
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PROCEEDINGS 

ANNUAL MEETING, 137m JANUARY. 

MINUTES. 

The Annual General Meeting of the Straits Branch of 
the Roval Asiatic Society was held at the Raftles Library 
at 8.30 p.m, on Monday the 13th January, 1879. 

Present. 

Ven. Arch. G. F. Hose, mu. a.—President. 
| A. M. Skinner, Esq., Hon Secy. 

The Hon. C. J. Irving, Hon. Treasurer. 
EK. Bieber, Hsq., L. L. D. : 

N. B. Dennys, Hsq., Ph. D. 
J. Miller, Esq. 

D. F. A. Hervey, Esq. 
EK. Koek, Esq. 

and numerous members and visitors. 

Mr. Geo. Mansfield is elected a member as proposed by 
the Couucil. 

The Honorary Secretary reads the Council’s Annual Report, 

It is agreed by the Meeting that the Report be adopted 
and published. 

The Honorary Treasurer reads the Council’s Financial 
Report. | 

It is agreed by the Meeting that the Report be adopted 
and published. 

The President then addresses the Meeting and concludes 
by resignine, on behalf of himself and the other members 
of the Council, the offices which they have discharged during 
the past year. 

The Vouncil then proceeds to ballot for the Officers and 
Council during 1879, Messrs. Dennys and Koek acting as 
scrutineers of the ballot. 
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The following Officers and Councillors are elected :— 

President, Ven. Arch. G. F. Hose, m. a. 
abet Penang, Hon. C. J. Irving. 

VieesE resident i Singapore, Major 8. Dunlop. 
Honorary Secretary, A. M. Skinner, Esq. 
Honorary Treasurer, J, Miller Esq. 

COUNCILLORS, 

HK. Bieber, Esq., i. L. D. 
N. B. Dennys, Esq., Ph D, 
H. Koek, Esq. 
D. F. A, Hervey, Esq. 
R, W, Hullett, Hsq., mu. a. 

A vote of thanks to the Honorary Secretary for his services 
during the year having been put and carried, the Meeting 
separates, 

‘ae Councit’s AnnuaL Report ror 1878. 

Read at the Annual Meeting held on the 13th January, 1879. 

_ In presenting to the Straits Asiatic Society their first 
Annual Report, the Council are glad of the opportunity to 
review briefly the steps which have been made _ to consolidate 
and extend the work of the Society, since the first General 
Meeting of January 21st. 

It is satisfactory to record that the accession of new mem- 
bers has steadily continued, and at the present time the 
Society may congratulate itself upon numbering in all 158 
Members, viz :— 

The Patron (an office H. EH. the Governor was pleased to 
accept last August.) 

4 Honorary Members (the Raja of Sarawak, Messrs. 
Maclay, Favre and J. Perham.) 

153 Ordinary Members (including the Officers and Coun- 
cillors.) 

In March, the Royal Asiatic Society, the parent of many 
branches, communicated its willingness to allow the Society 

to be affiliated to it in the usual manner. 
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Thanks to the permission accorded by the Committee of 
Raffles’ Library and Museum to make use of the Library 
reading-room, no difficulty has been experienced with regard 
tothe place of meeting. Nine “General Meetings” have taken 
place, and 22 Papers have been read; comprising, amongst 
others, original accounts of :— 

“Breeding Pearls,’ ‘The Chinese in Singapore, their 
Triad Societies, and their Immigration to the Straits,” ‘‘ The 
Wild Tribes in the Peninsula and their Dialects,’ ‘The 
Proverbs of the Malays,” “The Snake-eating Serpent,” “The 
Dyak Mengap,” “A Malay Nautch at Pahang,” ‘“‘Agriculture 
in the Straits,” “The Metalliferous Formation of the Penin- 
sula,” “ Rambau,” “ Pidgin English,” and “ Suggestions re- 
garding a new Malay Dictionary.” 

The first number of the Journal (nominally for July) was 
actually published in September, owing to delay in the 
printing ; and the 500 bound copies delivered have been dealt 
with as follows :— 

Distributed to Members Uy Use sae LR 
Do. to Councillors (extra) fs. crite lee 
Do. to Contributors ... fy ee Alte 
Do. to the Press aie ae a 8 
Do. to Learned Societies . fey lie 

On sale at Singapore, Bangkok, Hongkong,and Penang 95 
About 200 copies remain on hand, as well as about 

100 copies of each paper unbound. 

The numbers actually sold are not accurately known yet. 
It is believed they are not large. In the meantime, the 
Society has escaped from any difficulty with regard to funds 
through the cordial support it has met with from all classes 
of the community. 

As yet only shght progress has been made towards the 
formation of a library, and none whatever towards the collec- 
tion of Malay Books and MS8S.; but there is at any rate 
some prospect of a steady growth in the number of journals 
and records exchanged for our own journal with kindred 
Societies elsewhere. For example, a complete set of the 
Records of the Indian Geographical Survey has been fur- 
nished to us from India (12 vols.) and a communication has 
been received from the President of the HMcole des Langues 
Vwantes, accompanied with three rare publications regarding 
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the Malay and Javanese languages. The Batavian Society 
of Arts and Sciences has also Offered. its hearty support; and 
in all these cases our correspondents have volunteered their 
assistance. It is our Society which has been sought; and 
this may be regarded as a recognition of the useful position 
it is calculated to fill in relation to other Scientific Associa- 
tions. 

The Council would here more particularly acknowledge 
the co-operation they have met with from the Foreign Con- 
suls in Singapore, through whose aid they look to obtain a 
wider basis for their proceedings, and the great advantage 
of exchanging publications with Foreign as well as with 
Hnensh “learned Societies.” 

In addition to the General Meetings, the publication of 
the Society’s Journals, and the formation of the Society” 8 
Library, the Council has addressed itself to certain questions 
of a more practical character, such as the preparation of a 
new map of the Peninsula, the recommendation to Govern- 
ment to purchase the late Mr. Logan’s Philological Library, the 
indexing of the 12 vols. of that distinguished man’s Journals 
of the Archipelago, the publication of a new Dictionary, and 
the preparation and distribution of a serviceable Vocabulary 
to assist in collecting the Dialects of Wild Tribes. 

With regard to the new Map, and to the purchase of Mr. 
Logan’s Philolog nical Collection, though neither of these 
matters has yet ‘been definitely settled, the Council wishes 
here to acknowledge the powerful support afforded by Go- 
vernment to the obj jects which this Society has been formed 
to promote; and it may be mentioned that one of the difficul- 
ties in the way of ipalolisiivaels an improved map—the want of 
fund emoved by the Govern- 
ment’s rie lee tel Stn to distribute among the Native States 
200 copies at the price of $2 each. 

As to the still more serious difficulty, the want of exact 
information regarding the countries that form the Peninsula 
—most of which is still unexplored—something has already 
has done by the Society. The River Triang, connecting 
Jélébti with the main stream of the River Pahang, was des. 
cended by a traveller from S. Ujong last June, thus clear- 
ing up a large portion of the water-system of the Pahang, 
and incidentally explaining the hitherto mysterious connec- 
tion between Jélei and the Négri Sémbilan, The prosccliaiam 
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of this journey was, it is believed, entirely due to the §S POcleNy. 
Other explorations of equal consequence have been made in 
the interior of the Kinta District (Pérak) by Mr. Leech, 
and across the watershed that separates Pahang and Kélan- 
tan by Mr. M. Maclay. These journeys, though executed 
under other influences, have been made more generally use- 
ful, and have been brought to serve our purpose, by obtaining 
compass bearings and itineraries of the newly explored dis 
tricts for publication and record. 

With regard to the question of publishing either a new or 
et supplementary Dictionary, a paper has recently been read 
before the Society, which will be found in the ensuing num- 
ber of the Journal. Other communications on the subject 
have also been under the Council’s consideration from two 
independent sources. 

As to the forthcoming number of the Society’s Journal 
(December 1878), the material is already in the printer’s hands, 
and the printing of it is well advanced, and should be com- 
pleted in a few weeks. 

Tt only remains for the Council to take this opportunity 
of thanking the numerous contributors who have responded 
to their invitation; and to express their acknowledgements 
to the local and other journals for their ready co- operation 
in bringing the Society’s proceedings to the notice of the 
public. 

Tur Hon. TREeEASURER’s REPoRT. 

THE list of Members of the Society, handed to me for the 
collection of the subscriptions, included 155 names, exclusive 
of those of four Honorary Members ; but of these, two were 
subsequently withdrawn as having been entered through 
some misapprehension, the number of the subscribing mem- 
bers being thus reduced to 153. 
On the Bist December, the whole of the subscriptions had 

been paid with the exception of 16, of which four have since 
been paid; eight are likely to be paid shortly ; and four may 
be considered as withdrawn. 

Annexed is an abstract of the cash account of the year, 
from which it will be seen that the Receipts amounted to 
$327.50 and the payments to $517.98, the transactions re- 
sulting in a balance to the credit of the society of $309.52. 
The subscriptions for 1878, to be received in 1879, amounte a 
to $72 ; but on the other hand one subscription, $6, was paid 
in 1878 j in advance for 1879; and there were bills for 1878 
outstanding at the end of the year to the amount of $41.60. 
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The general result is shewn by the annexed statement of 
Assets and Liabilities, from which it will be seen that the 
net balance to the credit of the Society at the close of the 
year was $333.92. 

This appears to be as satisfactory a position as could have 
been anticipated, but it must be borne in mind that it results 
from the fact that the Society, while it has received the 
subscriptions for the entire year, has only issued one number 
of the Journal, instead of the two numbers, which it is pro- 
posed to issue yearly in future. 

The cost of the publication of the number of the Journal 
for July did not much fall short of $400; and though the 
cost of the subsequent numbers is lik ely to be less consider- 
able, the publication of the two numbers must be expected 
to absorb a very considerable proportion of the income of 
the Society, which does not appear likely much to exceed 
S900 a year. 

Straits Asiatic Sociery. 
Cash account 1878. 

Ee Oe ak OD 
Sub’tions for 1878 ... $17 50 | Publication of Journal ... 356 

CON ce lome es 6 Photographs .. 12 50 
Sale of Journal fo 4 Lithographs us ke Gre 

Printing Notices &e. ... 26, 
| Advertisements ... agi UME D 
| Allowance to Clerk ee 
| Gas Bs oh ts 5 
Postage... sh £5 MeO! 
Stationery ie ae 6 62 
Miscellaneous... ‘eé 6 75 

517 98 

Balance .. oe capo aa: 

827 50) 827 50 

Assets AnpD LIABILITIES. 
Ist ae IkeiGh 

C.; sua. 
Balance Chartered Mer Nee | Bills outstanding Pub. of 

Bank oe os Ol sae Journal (final)... 25 
Balance ~~) Cash) <2. 12 00} 
Subscriptions 1878 | Sundries for December 16 60 

outstanding ae 72 | Subscription for 1879: 
in advance . na 6 

: 47.60 
Balance to credit Ale 330-92 

$381.52 $381.52 



THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS. 

Gentlemen, if it had not been announced to you, both in 
the notices convening this meeting and in the public prints, 
that the President would address the Society this evening, 
TI should only too gladly remain silent; being satisfied that 
in the two Re ports to ese! h you have qust listened all that 
nee be said ai the past year has been said. For the sul 
ject, as it seems to me, of an address from the President of 
such a Society as this, at the end of his year of ottice, should 
be a review of the history of the Society during that year. 
But when I saw the exhaustive Report which the Hou. Se- 
eretary had drawn up for the @ouncil, and which has just 
been presented to this meeting, I felt, like “the needy 
knifegrinder,” that I had no story to tell. Very little re- 
mains for me to say ZOD to congratulate the Society upon 
its present position. It is about a year old. Iam not ae 
sure whether the day of the first preliminary meeting, th 
Ath of November 1877, or January 21st in 1878, the ured 
at which Rules were made and Officers appointed, should be 
called the birthday of the Society : probably the latter ; and 
in that case it hase not yet quite re eached its first anniversat Ys 
But the baby is alive and well. It has survived some of the 
dangers of infancy; it has not been smothered by kindness, 
nor left to perish from neglect; 1t has not been starved, as the 
Treasurer’s report shews and it has shewn itself capable of 
performing most of the functions which were expected of it. 

We must all feel that the Report of the Council gives 
sufficient ground for the opinion that the Society is vigorous. 
Nine meetings held in the year: —twenty-two papers read :— 
‘one number of the Journal published, and a second almost 
ready for publication :—a library commenced :—160 mem- 
bers enrolled :—and last, though not least, a balance at the 
Bank: all these are healthy — signs, and give us reason to 
hope that the Society is well ‘establis! hed, and has a long and 
useful career before it. ) 

Some of the papers that have been read are of very great 
value. I may mention asan instance Mr. Maclay’s account 
of his long wanderings amony the wild tribes of the Penin- 
sula. He has fixed with a precision which only personal in- 
vestigation on the spot could secure, both the habitat of each 
division of these scattered tribes, and the relation in which 
they stand to one another, and to other races. Hvery one 
who reads his most interesting paper must, I think, come to 
the same conclusions as Mr. Maclay himself, that, though 
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called by different names in different localities, these tribes 
are all of one race, of Melanesian type; and that the differ- 
ence, both in phy sical characteristics and manners and cus- 
toms, between those who seem most unlike one another, such 
as the Orang Sakei Liar and the Orang Mantra of ae 
Salah, is only the effect of intermarriage with some of th 
more ees races of the coast and the adoption of Be 
of their usages. We may esteem ourselves fortunate to 
have been entrusted with the publication in Hinelish of this 
most important contribution to ethnological science, the 
fruit of Mr. 1 Maclay ’s labours and privations, which have un- 
happily resulted in very serious loss of health to that distin- 
euished traveller himself. 

Another of last year’s papers that requires some special 
notice is the Revd. J. Perham’s account of the Meneap, or 
Song of the Dyak Head Feast. It appeared first in the 
columns of the Sarawak Gazette, but the Council has been 
glad to give it a more permanent place in literature by 
printing it again in the forthcoming number of the Journal. 
ft isa kind of contribution to our “knowledge of such races 
as the Dyaks of Borneo which ought to be easily obtained. 
Missionaries, who are engaged im Ie aL Christianity, 
should have the desire, as they have the opportunity, of in- 
ie rorming themselves accurately respecting the nature of those 
religious ideas and beliefs which they are trying to super- 
sede. And as the Mission in Sarawak “has been diligent and 
successful in making converts to Christianity, so L trust it 
will be careful to preserve a record of that which will rapid- 
ly pass away under its influence,—the imperfect and childish 
efforts of an untaught people to “feel after God if haply 
they may find Him.” Communications on this subject will, 
i foal sure, be always most gladly received by this Society, 
whoever may be for the Grime conducting its affairs. 

Another paper to which I will venture to draw special 
attention is Mr. W. H. Maxwell’s collection of Malay Pro- 
verbs, of which the first portion was printed in the first num- 

ber of the Journal, and a second portion will appear in the 
next. Certainly, some of these Proverbs shew a depth of 
worldly wisdom and a pungency of wit with which many of 
us, who have only a superficial knowledge of the Malay, 
would not have credited him. And they also give us an in- 
sight into his character, and his ways oe looking upon the 
world about him, which could hardly be afforded us so well 
by any other means. 
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The last paper that I will mention is the translation Mr, 
Pickering has given us of the Chinese legendary account of 
the origin of their Secret Societies. This is to be followed 
LT hope by some further information concerning the condi- 
tion of these Societies, their manner of working, and their 
influence for good or evil in Singapore from the same high 
authority. It is probable that an exposure of their practices 
will relieve Huropeans from some ill-grounded fears as to 
the objects and action of these associations, and that, by 
haying them deprived of their character oF Beer the 
Chinese themselves may be induced to use them, as they 
well may, for mutual benefit only, giving ap what ideas of 
avoression on the rights of others may still be involved i 
them. 

The General meetings, at which these and the other pa- 
pers have been read, have not perhaps been go well attended 
as we might have wished; but | think those who have been 
cenerally or frequently pre esent at them have found them a 
a most agreeable break in the monotony of Colonial life. 
The truth of the old saying, magne civitas magna solitudo, 
is very keenly felt in Sing: apore 5 for our city , thoug! h it is 
not great in numbers, is great in area, and men who may 
have much to ooumrmmmntiennse to, or to learn from one another, 
are likely to meet very rarely, unless there are fixed times 
and places of meeting. 

But I doubt whether our meetings will be as frequent in 
the future as they have been in the past year. I mention 
this now because I think, if it turns out to be the case, we 
must look upon it, not as a sign of retrogression, but as a 

thing that must in the nature of thines happen. No doubt 
one thing that encouraged some of the original promoters 
of the Society to endeavour to get it established was the 
consciousness that they had a certain accumulation of in- 
formation and even of M.S. which was sufficient to give the 
Society a start. But we have drawn eo largely upon that 
stock during the year, and may expect to find that papers 
for meetings are not quite so abundant as they were. New 
matter will of course be coming in; but all the members 
without exception who are at all likely to be contributors 
are busy men, who have but few hours of leisure to devote 
to science and literature outside their own particular calling. 
And though I hope we may be able to keep up our two 
numbers of the Journal in the year, I do very much doubt 
whether we shall be able to get a meeting more than once 
in two months instead of once a month as hitherto. 
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There is one part of the scheme of work we planned for 
ourselves last year which has not begun to be accomplished. 
T mean the formation of a collection of 2 Malay literature. 
When [ think of the dangers which so many of the few Ma- 
lay MSS. and books that exist are now running, I feel that 
there is no time to be lost in setting about this business in 
earnest. Think of these precious volumes in the keeping 
of native owners who have no idea of their value. Think 
of them also even when they are in the hands of apprecia- 
tive European collectors; of one precious, unique MS. in a 
bachelor-residence somewhere in the interior of Perak: 
another perhaps in a Singapore hotel: another here, another 
there, scattered everywhere, in danger of white ants, of fire, 
of careless servants, encountering daily one or all of these 
risks, When [I think of it I tremble for them, and most 
heartily wish they were safe under lock and key, in the pos- 
session of our Society. 

There are three ways in which possession of them’ may be 
acquired ; by gift, by loan for copying, or by purchase. Sure- 
ly we ought to be able either to beg, borrow, or buy them. 
T think while we have money it would be a most useful way 
of spending some of it, if we were either to purchase such 
Malay books as are to be bought, or pay for having copies 
made of such as may be entr usted to us for that purpose.— 
But of course it would be better still to receive them as 
oifts; and as example is more forcible than precept, I here 
and now offer for the acceptance of the Society my own 
much valued copy of the Hikayat Abdullah. 

We may thankfully record the fact that the Society has 
had no losses by death, and few by departure during the 
year. One serious loss was that of the Hon. John Douglas, 
the late Colonial Secretary of this Colony. He was a most 
valuable member of the Council, and was much interested 
in the welfare and progress of the Society. But as the loss 
to us was a gain to him we perhaps ought not to regret it. 
The timely return of Mr. Hervey to Sine geapore gave the 
Council an opportunity of filing up the vacancy in their 
body by appointing another of the original promoters of the 
Society to succeed Mr. Douglas. 

And now, gentlemen, it only remains for me and the 
other members of the Council to lay down the charge with 
which you have entrusted us, and ask you to proceed to the 
election of our successors, 



MENGAP, THE SONG OF THE DYAK 

HEAD FEAST, 

BY THE REV. J. PERHAM. 

Read at a Meeting of the Society held on the 8th of July 1878. 

THe principal ceremonial teasts of Sea Dyaks are con- 
nected with three subjects; farming, head-taking, and the 
dead; and are called by them respectively, Gawé Batu or 
Gaweée Benih, Gawé Pala or Burong, and Gawe Antu; the 
Stone or Seed feast, the Head or Bird feast, and the Spirit 
feast. The first mentioned are two distinct feasts and not 
two names of one; but both refer to the farm. It is with 
the Gawe Pala or Burong that this paper is concerned. 

When a house has obtained a human head a grand feast 
must be made sooner or later to celebrate the acquisition ; 
and this is by no means a mere matter of eating and drink- 
ing, although there is an excess of the latter, but is a mat- 
ter of much ceremony, of offerings and of song. The sone 
which is then recited is well-known to differ considerably in 
form from the ordinary language, and the European who 
may be able to understand and to speak colloquial Dyak may 
yet find the ““Mengap” (as it is called in Saribus dialect) 
mostly unintelligible. But I believe the difference is only 
that between a poetical and prose language. Certain require- 
ments of alliteration and of rythm and rhyme have to be 
fulfilled, which, together with native metaphor and most 
excessive verbosity, are quite sufficient to mystify an unin- 
structed hearer. Another reason for the difference lies in 
the fact that the language of the Mengap remains station- 
ery, whilst the ordinary spoken language is continually 
changing and developing new forms. But the object of this 
paper is not to discourse akout Dyak poetical language, | 
only attempt to give a sketch of the Mengap of the Head- 
feast, so that the reader ma y have some idea of the meaning 
of ee has perhaps sour,ded to some a mere senseless rig- 
marole, 
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In Dyak life the sense of the invisible is constantly pre- 
sent and active. Spirits and goblins are to them as real as 
themselves. And this is specially true of these ceremonial 
feasts. In the feasts for the dead the spirits of Hades are 
invoked; in those connected with farming Pulane Gana, 
who is supposed to reside somewhere under the ground, is 
called upon; and in the Head-feast it is Singalange Burong 
who is invoked to be present. He may be described as the 
Mars of Sea Dyak mythology, and is put far away above the 
skies. But the invocation is not made by the human per- 
former in the manner of a prayer direct to this great be- 
ing; it takes the form of a story setting forth “how the 
mythical hero Kling or Klieng made a Head-feast and 
fetched Singalang Burone to it. This Kling about whom there 
are many fables is a spirit, and is supposed to live somewhere 
or other not far from mankind, and to be able to confer 
benefits upon them. The Dyak perfor mer or performers then, 
as they walk up and down the long verandah of the house sing- 
ing the Mengap, in reality describe Kling’s Gawe Pala, and 
how Singalane Burong was invited and came. In thought 
the Dyaks identify themselves with Kling, and the resultant 
signification is that the recitation of this story is an invoca- 
tion to Singalane Burong, who is supposed to come not to 
Kling’s house only, but to the actual Dyak house where the 
feast is celebrated ; ;and he is received by a particular cere- 
mony, and is offered food or sacyifice. 

The performer begins by describing how the people in 
Kling’s house contemplate the heavens in their various cha- 
racters :— 

“They see to the end of heaven like a well-joined box.” 

“They see the speckled evening clouds like a menaga jar 
‘in fullness of beauty.” 

““They see the sun already descending to the twinkling 
‘expanse of ocean.” 

They see “the threatening clouds like an expanse of black 
cloth ;” “the brightly shining moon”; “the stars and 
milky way;” and then the house with its inmates, the 
“crowned young men”; and “hiding women” in high glee, 
and grave old men sitting on the ver epa”ing 
for high festival. The women are described decorating the 
house with native cloths; one is compared to a dove, another 
to an argus pheasant, another to a minah bird—all laugh- 
ing with pleasure. All the ancient Dyak chiefs and Malay 
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chiefs are called upon in the song to attend, and even the 
spizits in Hades; and last of all Singalang Burong. To him 
henceforward the song is almost entirely confined. 

We must suppose the scene to be laid in Kling’s house. 
Kumang, Kling’s wife, the ideal of Dyak feminine beauty, 
comes out of the room and sits down on the verandah beside 
her husband, and complains that the festival preparations 
make slow progress. She declares she has no comfort either 
in standing, sitting or lying down on account of this slack- 
ness; and by way of rousing her spouse to activity, says the 
festival preparations had better be put a stop to altogether. 
But Kling will never have it said that he began but could 
not finish. 

Indah keba aku nunggu, 
Nda kala aku pulai lebu, 
Makau benong tajau bujang. 

Indah keba aku ngaiyau, 
Nda kala aku pulai sabau, _ 
Makau slabit ladong penyariang. 

Indah keba aku meti, 
Nda kala aku nda mai. 
Bulih kalimpai babi blang. 

Indah keba aku manjok, 
Nda kala aku pulai luchok, 
Bulih sa-langgai ruai lalang. 

Kite bisi tegar nda besampiar untak tulang. 
Kite bisi laju ari peluru leka bangkong, 
Kité bisi lasit ari sumpit betibong punggang 
Sampure nya kité asoh betuboh ngambi ng cahang. 

“When I have gone to fine people, 
“ Never did I return empty handed 
“ Bringing jars with me. 

‘When I have gone on the war-path, 
“ Never did I return unsuccessful 
Bringing a basketful of heads. 

“When I have ¢ gone to lay pig- Ltaps, 

« Never did I return without 
* Obtaining a bear’s tusk. 

"When I have set hird snares. 

“ Never did I retwm unfruitful 

“ Getting an argus pheasant. 
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‘We have a strong one, the marrow of whose bones 
never wastes. 

‘“ We have one swifter than a bullet of molten lead. 
‘We have one more piercing than the sumpitan with 

ringed endings. 
““Sampure we will orderto gather companions and 

fetch the guests to the feast,” 

So Sampure is ordered to fetch Singalang Burong who 
lives on the top of a hill called “‘Sandong Tenyalange.” But 
Sampure begs to be excused on ace ount of illness; upon 
which Kasulai (the moth) and Lazang (the swallow) offer them- 
selves for the work, with much boasting of their activity and 
swiftness. With one bound they can clear the space be- 
tween the earth and the “clouds crossing the skies.” So 
they speed on their way. Midway to the skies they come to 
the house of ‘“‘Ini Manang,” (Grandmother Doctor) who asks 
the meaning of their hurried arrival covered with dirt and 
perspiration. ‘‘ Whois sick of the fever? Whois at the 
point of death ? I have no time to go down to doctor them.” 

Agi lelak aku uchu 
Baru pulai ari tuchong langgong Sanyandang 
Di-injau Umang 
Betebang batang pisang raia. 

“Tam still weary, O grandchild, 
** Am just come back from plain- topped Sanyandang ; 
* Having been borrowed by Umang 
“To cut down the grand plantain tree,”* 

They answer that they are not come to ask her to exercise 
her medical skill, but simply to inquire how far it is to the 
country of Salulut Antu Ribut, (the spirit of the winds.) 
Ini Manang joking gives them this mystifying direction. “If 
you start early in the dark morning you will be a night on 
the way. If you start this evening you will get there at 
once.” Whether this reply helped them or not ‘they get to 
their destination at last; and the Wind Spirit accosts them. 

Nama siduai agi bepetang, agi malam ? 
Bangat bepagi belam-lam ? 
Dini bala bisi ngunja menoa ? 
Dini antu ti besueu nda jena baka ? 

“ Why come you while it is still dark, still night ? 
“So very early in the dawn of morning ? 
“ Where iis there a hostile army invading the counti'y ¥ 
* Where are there| thundering spirits in countless 

numbers ?” 

*'This refers ¢o a particular performance of the Dyak Manangs, 1 e, 
Medicine men, 
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They assure her they bring no evil tidings; and they tell 
her they have been sent to fetch Singalang Burong, and 
desire her assistance in the matter. Here I may give a 
specimen of the verbosity of these recitations. Kasulai and 
Laiang wish to borrow Antu Ribut to, 

Nyingkau Lang Tabunau 
Ka Turau baroh remang. 
Nempalong Singalang Burong 
Di tuchong Sandong Tenyalane. 
Nyeru aki Menaul Jugu 
Ka munggu Nempurong Balang 
Nanya ka Aki Lang Rimba 
Ka Lembaba langit Lemengang, 
Mesan ka aki Lang Buban 
Di dan Kara Kiang. 

“ Reach up to Lang Tabunau 
* At Turau below the clouds. 
“ Strike out to Singalang Burong. 
“On the top of Sandong Tenyalang, 
** Call to grandfather Menaul Jugu 
‘“On Nempurong Balang hill. 
** Ask for grandfather Lang Rimba 
«« At Lembaba in the mysterious heavens. 
“Send for grandfather Lang Buban 
“On the branch of the Kara Kijang.” 

These, five beings described as living at five different places 
all refer to Singalang Burong, who is thus called by many 
names in order to magnify his greatness, to lengthen the 
story and fill up time. This is a general feature of all 
“‘Mengap.” Butto goon with the story: Kasulai and La- 
iang desire Antu Ribut to take the message on because they 
would not be able to get through “pintu langit” (the door 
of heaven), whereas she, being wind, would have no difficulty. 
She could get through the smallest of cracks. At first she ob- 
jects on the plea of being busy. “She is busy blowing 
through the steep valleys cut out like boats, blowing the leaves 
and scattering the dust.” However at length they prevail 
upon her, they return and she goes forward: but first she goes 
up a high tree where she changes her form, drops her per- 
sonality as a spirit, and becomes natural wind. Upon this 
everywhere throughout the jungle there arises the sound of 
mighty rushing wind ‘like the thunder of a moon-mad water- 
fall.” Hverywhere is the sound of driving wind and of fall- 
ing leaves, She blows in all quarters, 

Muput ka langit neilah bulan 
Muput ka ili ngilah Santan. 
Muput ka dalam ai ngilah karangan, 
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Muput ka tanah neilah sabaian, 
Muput ka langit ntilang remang, 
Nyelipak remang rarat, 
Baka singkap krang kapaiyang, 
Nyelepak pintu remang burak, 
Baka pantak peti bejuang, 
Menseht pintu langit, 
Baka tambit peti tetukang. 
Nelan lobang ujan 
Teman gren laja pematange. 
Mampul lobang guntor , 
Ti mupur inggar betinggang. 
Nyelapat lobang kilat 
Jampat nyelambai petang. 

The above describes how Antu Ribut blew everywhere, 
‘She blows to heavenward beyond the moon. 
** She blows to seaward beyond the Cocoanut isle. 
‘“« She blows in the waters beyond the pebbly bottom. 
** She blows to earthward beyond Hades. 
* She blows to the skies below the clouds. 
*« She creeps between the drifting clouds, 
‘* Which are like pieces of sliced kapalyang.y 
** She pushes through the door of the white flocked clouds, 
‘* Marked as with nails of a cross-beamed box. 
** She edges her passage through the door of heaven, 
‘* Closed up like a box with opening cover. 
‘*« She slips through the rain holes, 
“ No bigger than the size of a sumpitan arrow. 
«“ She enters the openings of the thunders, 
** With roarings loud rushing one upon another. 
‘** She shoots through the way of the lightning 
* Which swiftly darts at night.” 

And moreover she blows upon all the fruit trees in succes- 
sion making them to bear unwonted fruit. And so with 
sounds of thunder and tempest she speeds on her errand to 
the farthest heaven. 

Now amongst Sinealange Buroneg’s slaves is a certain 
Bujang Pedang (Young Sword) who happens to be clearing 
and weeding the ‘“ sebang”’ bushes as Antu Ribut passes, and 
he is utterly astounded at the noise. He looks heavenward 
and earthward and seaward but can see nothing to account 
for it. On comes the tempest; he is confounded, loses 
heart and runs away, leaving half his things belund him. 
He falls against the stumps and the buttresses of the trees 
and against the logs in the way, and comes tumbling, trem- 
bling, and bruised to the house of his mistress. 

Sudan Berinjan Bungkong 
Dara Tiong Menyelong, 

OE 

+ A kind of fruit. 
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which is the poetical name of Singalane Burong’s wite. 
He falls down exhausted on the verandah and faints away. 
His mistress laments over her faithful slave; but after a 
time he revives, and they ask him what frightened him so 
dreadfully, suggesting it may have been the rush of the 
flood tide, or the waves of the sea. No, he says, he has 
fought with enemies at sea, and striven with waves, but never 
heard anything so awesome before. Singalang Burong him- 
self now appears on the scene, and beimg at a loss to account 
for the fright simply calls Bujang Pedang a har, and a prating 
coward. Whilst they are engaged in discussion Antu Ri- 
but arrives, and striking violently agaist the house shakes 
it- to its foundations. Bujange Pedang recognizes the sound 
and tells them it was that he heard under the “ sebang” 
bushes. The trees of the jungle bend to the tempest, cocoa- 
nut and sago trees are broken in two, pinang trees fall, and 
various fruit trees die by the stroke of the wind; but it makes 
other fruit trees suddenly put forth abundant fruit. 

Muput Antu Ribut unggai badu badu. 
Mangka ka buah unggai leju leju. 

“ The Wind Spirit blows and will not cease, cease, 
“ Strikes against the fruit trees and will not weary, weary.” 

Everybody becomes suddenly cold and great consternation 
prevails. Singalange Burong himself is roused, and demands 
in loud and angry tones who has broken any “pemali” 
(taboo), and so brought a plague of wind and rain upon the 
country. He declares he will sell them, or fight them, or 
punish them whoever they may be. He then resorts to cer- 
tain charms to charm away the evil, such as burning some 
tuba root and other things. In the meantime Antu Ribut 
herself goes up to the house, but at the top of the ladder she 
stops short. She is afraid of Sinealange Burong whom she 
sees in full war-costume, with arms complete and his war- 
charms tied round his waist; and going down the ladder 
again she goes round to the back of the house, and slips 
through the window in the roof into the room where Singa- 
lang Burong’s wife sits at her weaving. Suddenly all her 
weaving materials are seen flying in all directions, she her- 
self is frightened and takes refuge behind a post ; “but when 
she has recovered her presence ‘of mind and collected her 
scattered articles, it dawns upon her (how does not appear) 
that this Wind is a messenger from the lower world, bringing 
an announcement that ‘‘men are killing the white spotted 
pig.” Now she entertains Antu Ribut in the style of a great 
chief, and calls to her husband; but he heeds not, 
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Nda nyaut sa-leka mukut, 
Nda nimbas sa-leka bras. 

“ Does not answer a grain of bran, 
“ Does not reply a grain of rice,’ 

(that is to the extent of a grain, &c.) The lady is displeased 
and declares she would rather be divorced from him than be 
treated in that way. This brings Singalang Burong into 
the room which is described as 

Bilik baik baka tasik ledong lelinang, 

‘*A room rich like the wide expanse of glistenine sea,” 

It appears that Antu Ribut does not speak and tell the 
purport of her message, for they still have to find it out for 
themselves, which they do by taking a “tropong,”’* (teles- 
cope) to see what is going on in the lower regions. They 
see the festival preparations there, the drums and gongs, 
and thus they understand that they are invited to the feast. 

Before Singalane Burong can start he must call from the 
jungle his sons-in-law, who are the sacred birds which the 
Dyaks use as omens. These are considered both as spirits 
and as actual birds, for they speak like men and fly like 
birds. Here will be observed the reason why the festival is 
called Gawe Burong (Bird feast). Singalang Burong the 
war-spirit is also the mike: of the omen birds, The hawk 
with brown body and white head and breast, very common in 
this country, is supposed to be a kind of outward personifica- 
tion of him, and probably the king of birds in Dyak estima- 
tion. The story of the feast centres in him and the inferior 
birds who all come to it; hence the title Gawé Burone. ‘To 
call these feathered sons-in-law of Singalang Burong to- 
gether the big old gone of the ancients is beaten, at the 
sound of which all the birds immediately repair to the house 
of their father-in-law, where they are told that Antu Ribut 
has brought an invitation to a feast in the lower world. So 
they all cet ready and are about to start, when it comes out 
that Dara Inchin Temaga, one of Sing alane Burongs’ 
daughters and the wife of the bird Katupong, refuses to 20 
with them. On being questioned why she refuses, she 
declares that unless she obtains a certain precious ornament 
she will remain at home. She is afraid that at the feast she 
will appear less splendidly attired than the ladies Kumang, 
and Lulong, and Indai Abane. 

* This must be a later addition to the story. 
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Aku ungegai alah bandong laban Lulong siduai Kumang. 
Aku unggai alah telah Jaban Kalinah ti disebut Indai Abang. 

“T wont be beaten compared with Lulong and Kumang. 
“ T wont be less spoken of than Kalinah who is called Indai Abang.” 

This precious ornament is variously described as a “ lump 
of gold,” a “lump of silver” and compared in the way of 
praise to various jungle fruits, A great consultation is held 
and inquiries made as to where this may be found. The old 
men are asked and they know not. The King of the Sea 
oives a like answer, neither do the birds above mentioned 
know where it is to be obtained. At leneth the grandfather 
of the bird Katupong recollects that he has seen it “afar 
off” in Nisine’s house. Nising is the grandfather of the 
Burong Malam* (night bird,) All the sons-in-law set out 
at once for Nising’s house. Arriving there they approach 
warily and listen clandestinely to what is going on inside; and 
they hear Nising’s wife trying to sing a childto sleep. She 
carries it up and down the house, points out the fowls and 
pigs, &c. yet the child refuses to stop crying much to the 
mother’s anger. “How can I but cry,” the child says, “I 
have had a bad dream, wherein I[ thought I was bitten by a 
snake which struck me in the side, and i was cut through 
below the heart.” “If so,” answers the mother, ‘it signi- 
fies your life will not be a long one.” 

“‘ Soon will your neck be stuck in the mud bank. 

“Soon will your head be inclosed in rotan-sega. 

“<Soon will your mouth eat the cotton threads. + 

“For this shadows forth that you are to be the spouse of 
Beragarst{ spear;” and much more in the same strain, but 1 
will return to this again. After hearing this singing they go 
up into the house and make their request. Nisine refuses to 
give them any of the ornaments, upon which they resort to 
stratagem. ‘They get him to drink “tuak” until he be- 
comes insensible when they snatch this precious jewel from 
his turban. Soon after Nising recovers, and finding out 
what has been done he blusters and strikes about wishing to 
kill right and left; but at length they pacify him telling him 
the precious ornament is wanted to take to a Gawé in the 
lower world, upon which he assents to their taking it away, 

* This is not a bird at all, but an insect which is often heard at night, and 
being used as an omen comes under the designation “ Burong”’ as do also 
the deer and other creatures besides birds. 

_ + This refers to cotton which in the feast is tied round the head. 

~ The name of a bird. 
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saying that he has many more where that came from. They 
start off homewards and come to their waiting father-in-law 
and deliver the “precious jewel” into the hands of his daugh- 
ter, Dara Inchin Temaga. 

Now this ornament, on account of which so much trouble 
and delay is undergone, is nothing else than a human head, 
either a mass of putr rifyi ing flesh, or a blackened charred skull. 
The high price and value of this ghastly trophy in Dyak 
estimation is marked by the many epithets which describe 
it, the trouble of obtaining it, and the being for whom it was 
sought, no less a person that the daughter of the great Sin- 
galang Burong. It shows how a Dyak woman of quality 
esteems the possession of it. This is that which shall make 
Dara Inchin more splendidly attired than her compeers Lulong 
and Kumang, themselves the ideal of Dyak feminine beauty. 
And moreover the story is a distinct assertion of that which 
has been often said, viz, that the women are at the bottom, 
the prime movers of head- taking in many instances; and how 
should they not be with the example of this story before 
them ? 

The meaning and application of the woman singing 
a child to sleep in Nisine’s house is the imprecation of afear- 
ful curse on their enemies. The child which is carried up 
and down the house is simply metaphorical for a human head, 
which in the Gaweé is carried about the house, and throug h 
it the curse of death is invoked upon its surviving associates. 
In the words I have quoted above their life is prayed to be 
short, their necks to rot in the mud, their mouths to be tri- 
umphed over and mocked, and their heads to be hung up in the 
conquerors’ houses as trophies of victory. And this is but 
avery small part of the whole curse. It is this part of the 
sone which is listened to with the greatest keenness and en- 
joyment, especially by the young who crowd round the per- 
former at this part. 

With this “ornament” in possession Singalang Burong 
and his followers set out for the lower world. On the way 
they pass through several mythical countries the names of 
which are given, and come to “pintu langit”, of which 
“Grandmother Doctor” is the guardian, and see no way of 
setting through, it is so tight and firmly shut. The young 
men try their strength and the edge of their weapons to 
force a passage through, but to no purpose. In the midst of 
the noise the old “ grandmother” herself appears and chides 
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her grandchildren for their unseemly conduct. She then 
with aturn of a porcupine quill opens the door and they 
pass through. Downward they go until they come to a cer- 
tain projecting rock somewhere in the lower skies where 
they rest a while. Dara Inchin Temaga in wandering about 
sees the human world, the land and sea and the islands; 
upon which she describes the mouths of the various rivers of 
Sarawak. 

The following may be given as specimens :— 

Ute ti ludas Iudas, 
Nya nonga Tebas ; 
Ndor kité rari ka bias, 

glombang nyad.. 

Ute ti renjong oe 
Nya pulau Burong 
Massin di tigong 

“kapal apl. 

Ute ti ganjar ganjar, 
Nya nonga Laiar, 
Di pandang pyar, 

mata ari mati. 

Ute ti linga linga. 
Nya nonga Kalaka, 
Menoa Malana 

ti maio bini. 

Which may be rendered as follows: 

“That which is like a widening expanse 
“Ts the mouth of Tebas ; (Moratebas ) 
* Whither we run to escape the pattering waves. 

“That which 1s high peaked, 
“Is the island of Burong ; 
** Ever being passed by the fire ships. 

That which glistens white, 
“Ts the mouth of the Laiar, (Saribus) 
Tat up by the setting sun. a a 

“That which heaves and rolls 

“Is the mouth of Kalaka; 
“The country of Malana with many wives. 
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mooon after this they come to the path which leads them 
to the house of Kling. As the whole of the performance is 
directed to the fetching and coming of Singalang Burone, 
naturally great effects follow upon his arrival, and such are 
described. As soon as he enters the house the paddy chests 
suddenly become filled, and any holes in wall or roof close 
themselves up, for he brings with him no lack of medicines 
and charms. His power over the sick and old is miraculous. 
“Old men having spoken with grandfather Lang become 
young again: ve dumb begin to stammer oun speech. 
The blind see, the lame walk limping ly. Women with child 
are delivered of children as big as frogs.” At a certain 
point the performer goes to the doorway of the house, and 
pretends to receive him with great honour, waving the 
sacrificial fowl over him. Singalang Burong is said to have 
the white hair of old age, but the face of a youth. 

Now follows the closing scene of the ceremony called 
““ bedenjang.’ The perfomer goes along the house beginning 
with the head man, touches each person in it, and pronounces 
an invocation upon him. In this he 1s supposed to personate 
Singalang Burong and his sons-in-law, who are believed to 
be the real actors. Singalang Burone himself “nenjangs ” 
the headmen, and his sons-in-law the birds bless the rest. 
The touch of the human performer and the accompanying 
invocation are thought to effect a communication between 
these bird spirits from the skies, and each individual being. 
The great bird-chief and his dependents come from above to 
give men their charms and their blessings. Upon the men 
the performer invokes physical strength and bravery in war ; 
and upon the women luck with paddy, cleverness in Dyak 
feminine accomplhsments, and beauty in form and complexion. 

This ceremony being over, the women go to Singalang 
Burong (in the house “of Kling according to the Meng eap) 
with “vas” and make him drunk. When in a state of 
insensibility his turban drops off, and out of it falls the head 
which was procured as above related. Its appearance creates 
a great stir in the house, and Lulong and Kumang come out 
of the room and take it. After leaving charms and medi- 
cines behind him and asking for things 7 in return, Sing alange 
Burong and his company go y bac k to the skies. 

At the feast they make certain erections at regular inter- 
vals along the verandah of the house called “ pandong’ ? On. 
which are hung their war-charms, and swords and spears, we. 
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In smging the performer goes round these and along the 
“rua.” The recitation takes a whole night to complete ; it 
begins about 6 p.m. in the evening and ends about 9 or 10 
a.m.in the morning. The killing of a pig and examining 
the liver is the last act of the ceremony. 

In Balau Dyak the word ‘‘Mengap” is equivalent to 
“Singing ” or reciting in any distinctive tone, and is apphed 
to Dyak song or Christian worship: but in Saribus dialect it 
is apphed to certain kinds of ceremonial song's only. 



MALAY PROVERBS. 

BY W. E. MAXWELL. 

Continued from page 98. 

61. Di ludah natk ka langit, timpa ka muka sendire juga. 

To xpit in the air and get it back in one’s own face. 

To speak evil of his own family or relations is an injury 
which recoils upon the speaker himself. ‘*'To wash one’s dirty 
linen in public.” 

62. Dimana semut mati kalau tidak dalam qula ? 

Where is it that ants die if not in sugar ? 

— Ruin is commonly the result when everything is abau- 
doned for the sake of pleasure. 

The justness of the illustration will be apparent to every 
one who has lived in the Hast. How to keep sugar free from 
ants is one of the problems that puzzles every Anglo-Indian. 

63. Derr jauh orang angkat telunjuk, kalau dekat dia ang-— 
hat mata. 

From afar men point the finger at him; if he is close by 
they make grimaces (lit. ft the eyes). 

A man who has disgraced himself, and whois an object of 
contempt to his neighbours. 

G4. ae ae yey add, 

yes pada yang ian 

Ask from one who has something to bestow, 

Make vows at a shrine, 
ef a5 = Sra Be | ne = | Le q = | €. tig ie 

Sulk with some one who 1s fond of you. 
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There is a refined cynicism about this piece of wisdom, 
hardly to be expected from Perak Malays, from whom never- 
theless I got it. The third hne which recommends a display 
of temper being reserved for those who love us best is espe- 
cially admirable. The idea of the whole is ‘apply where you 
are most likely to succeed.” 

65. Retak menanti pechah. 

The cracked will break. 

Ready to part company at any moment, and waiting only 
for a decent excuse. Said of two companions, or of a chief 
and adherent, one of whom wants to break with the other, 
and only awaits an opportunity. 

66. Ringan tulang, brat prut. 

Tight bones, full stomach. 

The active man will always have enough to eat. 

Ringan tulang signifies energy, activity. 

67. Ringan sama menjinjing, brat sama memikul. 

Alike to earry (in the hand) heht burdens: alike to shoul- 
der heavy loads. 

To share together whatever befalls, whether good or evil 
fortune. To stand or fall together. Used in allucion to the 
treatment of children of one family , who ought to be treated 
with impartiality by their parents. One ‘should not have 
all the ieht loads, and another all the heavy ones. 

68. Rumah sudah, pahat berbunyi. 

The sound of the chisel is heard after fhe house is com- 

pleted. 

Means: the re-opening of a matter which ought to be 
considered finally settled. To start an objection too late. 

69. Seperti ayam patok anaknia. 

As a hen pecks her chickens. 

A rule to decide the degree of punishment allowable in Ma- 
lay nurseries. Maternal ‘correction should not be too severe. 
The hen does not kill her chickens outright, but merely 
gives an occasional peck to those which misbehave. 
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70. Seperti kain didalam lipat. 

Like a “sarong” not yet unfolded. 

Bright and fresh in its even folds, with its clean, new 
smell, attractive colours, etc. A simile applied to a young 
oirl, a bride, ete. 

71.) Seperti ambun di hujong rumput. 

Like the dew on a blade of grass. 

When the sun is up the dew-drop falls from the leaf to 
the ground (kwmbang panas qugor ka bien) the Malays use 
the illustration familiarly in speaking of that kind of love 
which comes from the mouth, but not from the heart, and 
which melts away on the appearance of adversity. 

72. Seperti ponggok merindw bulan. 

“As the owl sighs longingly to the moon.” 

A figure often used by Malays in describing the loneing of 
a lover for his mistress. It recalls a line in Gre ay’s Bleoy: : 

“The mopine owl doth to the moon complain.” 

73. Seperti kwang mekik dipuchuk gunong. . 

“ Like the areus-pheasant calling on the mountain-peak.” 

Another poetical simile for a complaining lover. Here he 
is compared to a lonely bird sounding its note far from all 
companions. 

74, Seperti api makan sekam. 

smouldering like burning chaff. 

Nursing resentment, though shewine no outward signs of 
heat or passion. 

Paddy chaff when burned does not blaze, but a large 
heap, if ignited, will smoulder away slowly till the whole is 
reduced to ashes. 

75. Seperti kaduk kena ayer taht. 

Like the Aaduk plant when manured. 

The plant alluded to grows like a weed and requires no 
cultivation. ‘The meaning intended to be conveyed is exactly 
that of the English pr overb, “TI weeds erow apace.” 
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76. Seperti talam dua muka. 

Like a tray which has two faces. 

A simile applied to a false friend. 

77. Seperti tulis diatas ayer. 

Like writing on water. 

An act by which no impression is made. 

78. Seperti kira kena belachan. 

like a monkey smeared with belachan. 

Belachan is a favourite condiment among Malays, of which 
it is enough to say that shrimps and small fish dried in the sun 
and pounded in a mortar are the principal ingredient. Mon- 
keys have a peculiar horror of its very strong smell. The 
Malay phrase here given is applied to any wild or extravagant 
conduct, which seems as absurd as the antics of a monkey 
frantically endeavouring to get the belachan off his paws. 

79. Sepertiburong gagak pulang ka benua. 

As the crow returns to his country. 

To go back as one came, no richer no poorer. When the 
crows imigrate, as the Malays say they do, they fly back as 
they came (itam pergi ttam balik), taking nothing from the 
country where they have sojourned so long. 

80. Seperti ainjing hapala busok. 

Like a dog with a sore head. 

A contemptuous expression applied to an outeast without 
friends, shelter, food or money 

Sl. Seperti gergajyi dua mata, 

Tike a saw with a double edge. 

Which cuts both ways (tarik makan sorong makan,) as it is 
drawn up or down. See No. 76. 

82. Seperti yu kiya-kiya. 

ike the shark (of the kind called kiya-hiya. 

A person with a character for sponging shamelessly on 
his neighbours, 
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83. Sepertr ular kena palu. 

Like a snake which has received a blow. 

Used in speaking of a lazy, dilatory person. The Malays 
compare the slow, listless motions of a man who unwillingly 
gets up to perform some duty on which he is sent, to the 
contortions of a wounded snake. The verb meng ggliat signifies 
to writhe as a wounded reptile, or to turn and et as @ 
man yawning and stretching. 

The Perak version of the proverb is ’“Nggliong bagei ular 
di pukul.” 

’Naglrong=menggliong=menggliat. 

84. Seperti tabuan di dalam tukil. 

Like a swarm of bees. 

The mumbling or muttering of a person who speaks in- 
coherently is here compared with the buzzing of bees in a 
cluster. 

85. Siapa makan chabre cyalah berasa pedas. 

He who eats chilies will burn his mouth. 

Everyone must be ready to bear the consequences of his 
own act. 

86. Sebab mulut badan binasa. 

It is by the mouth that the body is ruined. 

A single word at a critical time may make or mar a man’s 
fortune. 

» 

Sa patah chakap terhutang, sa’patah chakap me-lepas-kan 
hutang. 

87. Sudah ludah lalu di jilat. 

Licked up after having been ejected from the mouth. 

Said of a donor, who repents of his generosity and asks for 
his gift back again; or of a Mohamedan husband who after 
divorcing his wife would like to take her back. 
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88.  Seperti peniajap berpaling handal; ilir,”” 

Like a boat starting down-stream and turning (as it leaves 
the bank.) 

A Malay beauty dressed and decked out on the occasion of 
a festival is compared tu a boat equipped for a voyage, at the 
moment when she heads round to the current. 

89. Seperti isi dengan kuku. 

Like the quick and the nail. 

A figure to express the closest degree of friendship. As 
inseparable as the nail (of a man’s finger) and the flesh 
underneath it. 

90. Sa’manis-manis qula ada pasir didalamnia, dan sa’- 
pahit pahit mambu ada klatnia menjadi ubat. 

However sweet sugar may be, there is always some sand in 
it, and however bitter the mambu may be, its astringent 
qualities are useful in medicine. 

Nothing is altogether good or bad. The leaves of the 
mambu are a native remedy in cases of small-pox. A bunch 
of them is tied over the door of the house where the sick 
person lies. When the disease is in its last stage, the leaves 
are bruised on a stone with rice, and the paste so procured is 
applied to the surface of the skin to allay irritation. 

91. Seperti belut pulang ka lumpur. 

Like the eel which goes back to the mud. 

The return of a person to his own country or house after 
having been abroad to seek his fortune. The next proverb 
has a similar meaning. 

92. Seperti ikan pulang ka lubok. 

Like the fish which returns to the pool. 

93, Seperti teteqok di rumah tinggal. 

Like the night-jar at a deserted house. 

The tegok or tetegok is a bird, common in the Malay Penin- 
sula, whose habits are nocturnal and solitary. It has a 
peculiar, liquid, monotonous call. The phrase is used to 
signify the solitude and loneliness of a stranger (orang dagangq) 
in a Malay kampong. 
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94. Semaut di pijak twmati, gajah harung berkalapangan. 

Without killing the ants on which he treads, the elephant 
passes by making a wide passage through the jungle. 

Said of a person who is particular in his conduct regarding 
certain observances, ignoring the fact that his open beeen 
of others is patent to everyone. 

95. Seperti anak ayam hahilangan ibunia. 
“ Like a chicken which has lost its mother.” 

Description of a state of mental confusion and anxiety. 

96. Sedap dahulu sakit hemdian. 

“‘ Pleasant at first but followed by pain.” 

Indulgence in vicious pleasure results in grief and sorrow 
in the end, “a, sugarcane is sweet,” say the Malays, “as 
long as the stem lasts, but wen you get to the top (puchuls) 
you will find it insipid! ” 

97. Seperti rusa kena tambat. 

Like a deer tethered to a post. 

Stupid and helpless. A domestic animal under the same 
circumstances would be quite at home, but the deer tied up 
is out of its element. 

98. Seperti anjing beruleh bangkei. 

Like a dog which has found a dead animal. 

Applied to persons who want to keep for themselves some- 
thing which has fallen in their way, and who grudge others a 
share, (as dogs growl and snap at each other over a carease.) 

99 Sepertc gajah masok kampong. 

Like an elephant’s incursion into a village. 

Refers to the damage done to the crops and gardens of 
o 

villagers by the arrival of a troop of persons, e. ¢. the fol- 
lowers of some raja on his travels. Everything eatable is 
carried off, and the peasant compares the raid to the havoc 
caused by wild elephants. 

100. Seperti penyapu di ikat benang sutra. 

Like a broom bound with silk thread. 
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A contemptuous expression for a common person dressed 
more finely than becomes his position. The broom is the 
most base of all domestic utensils among Malays, and this 
adds bitterness to the comparison. 

101. Seperti lemukut di tepr gantang. 

Like the rice-dust (broken grains of rice) on the sides of 
the measure. 

Something of which the presence or absence is equally 
inappreciable, masok pun ta’penoh, terbit pun twluah. The 
fifth wheel to the coach. 

102. Seperti sayur dengan rambut. 

Like vegetables (compared) with hair. 

The difference between an undertaking which promises 
a reasonable prospect of support and one which does not. 

103. Sayangkan kain buangkan baju. 

Out of concern for the Sarong, to throw away the jacket. 

A second line, which is sometimes added, 

Sayangkan lain buangkan aku. 

Gf you are fond of another, cast me off,) explains the 
appheation. 

The proverb refers to the dilemma in which a Malay hus- 
band is placed, when he proposes to take a second wife, and 
finds that each lady wishes to be the sole object of his attec- 
tions. 

104, Sapuloh jong masok pun anjing ber-chawat ekor juga. 

Ten junks may come in, but the dogs still tuck their tails 
between their legs. 

Ruler may succeed ruler, or other important changes in 
the government of a country may take place, but the con- 
dition of the lower classes will remain the same. 

This proverb is to be found in Klinkert’s collection and in 
Favre’s dictionary, but the former gives no explanation and 
that given by Favre is hardly satistacte ory. Itis best exem- 

plified by another Malay saying, “ Siapa jadi raja pun tan- 
gan aku ka daht juga.” 
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“ Whoever may be raja my hand goes up to1 my frehead 
all the same (in allusion to the mode ‘of saluting),’ o), 

“The arrwal of ten junks even,” here used metaphorically 
for any important or tonne event, is rather a charac- 
teristic figure ; in Malay villages on the ‘coasts of the Penin- 
sula there are few events in the quiet lives of the people 
so important as the arrival of the periodical trading boats, 

105. Sudah ter-lalw hilir atin apa handak dikatakan 
1G. 

(‘The prahw) has gone too far down-stream in the night ; 
what more is to be said ? 

To have overshot the mark or to have done more than was 

intended and to repent when too late. 

In travelling in boats on the rapid rivers of the Peninsula, 
if the polers, on the way upstream, ¢o past their destination 
in the darkness, it matters very little, because the boat can 
come down again with the stream; but it is otherwise if the 
mistake is made when descending a river, and to go back 
involves a laborious journey against the current. 

106. Sesat di hujung jalan balik kapangkal jalan. 

If you miss your way go back to the beginning of the road. 
If a thing is not lkely to sueceed it is best to commence 

de novo. 

107. Sirth nak gurjong patah. 

As the sirih vine is growing up the prop breaks. 

Said of the ruin or misfortune which befalls a family. 
when its support is suddenly removed by death or otherwise. 

108. Seperti janda bulum berlaki. 

Like a widow who has not been married. 

109. Seperti gadis sudah berlaka. 

Like a maiden who has been married. 

Compare the following lines from a Malay poem, of which 
it is enough to explain that earrings swhang are among the 
Malays the token of virginity :— 

Sungguh bersubang tidak berdarah 

Bager mumbang di tebuk tuper, 
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110. Sudah ter-kachak-kan benang arang hitamlah tapak. 

After having trodden on a charcoal line, the soles of the 
feet are of course black. 

Said of a person who wilfully breaks a well known regu- 
lation and whose guilt is therefore clear. 

The charcoal thread mentioned is the black lne used by 
carpenters in marking timber for sawing. 

111. Sesak ber-undor-undor lari tamalu menghambat ta - 
lugu. 

To retreat when hard-pressed, not ashamed to fly and not 
satisfied when pursuing. 

A maxim illustrating Malay tactics in war or piracy. 
Malay warfare is oenerally a series of desultory attacks and 
retreats. Confronted by a superior force the attacking party 
does not disdain a retrogade movement, and when it is his 
turn to pursue he does not follow up his advantage. 

112. Seperti humbang putus tal. 

Like a cockchafer whose string has broken. 

Said of a person who has recovered his freedom. 

Kumbang is the carpenter-bee, which Malay children spin, 
by means of a tread (tied to one of the insect’s legs), to 
amuse themselves with the buzzing sound which it makes. 

115. Seperti bujuk lepas deri bubu. 

Like a fish (of the kind called Buyu/:) which has escaped 
from the trap. 

This proverb has much the same meaning as the last. 

Bujuk, 1s a fresh water fish found in muddy places. Bubu, 
is a fish-trap made of split bamboo tied with rattan. It 
has a circular opening which narrows as the end of the pas- 
sage 1s reached, and is constructed on the same principle as 
the eel- -pot or lobster-pot. One of the highest mountains 
in Perak is called Bubu. It is supposed to “be the fish- -trap 
of a mythological personage named Sang Kalembat, and the 
rocks in the bed of the Perak river at Pachat are pointed out 
as his Sawa, (stakes which are ni down to obstruct a stream 
and thus to tree the fish to take the opening which leads 
to the trap.) 
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114. Seperti ayam kuwis pagt makan pagi kuwis petang 
makan petang. 

Take a hen, what it scratches up in the morning it eats 
in the morning, and what it scratches up in the evening it 
eats in the evening. 

A Malay peasant will use this phrase in speaking of his own 
means of lvehhood, if he wants to explain that he makes 
just enough by his daily labour to support himself from day 
to day. 

“To live from hand to mouth.’ 

115. Pagar makan padi, telunjuk merusuk mata. 

The fence eats the corn, the forefinger pierces the eye: 

Klinkert’s version gives “menyuchuk ” instead of merusuls 
but this latter word is in use in Perak and seems to mean 
the same as sigz, (to poke with the finger,) and to be less 
strone than merunjang which means “to thrust upwards,” 
as with a spear. 

The saying is sometimes quoted in a rhythmical form, 

Takar minyak sape 

Di buboh dibawah geta 

Pagar makan padi 

Telunjuk merusuk mata. 

A measure of ghi put underneath the sleeping platform ; 
the fence devours the rice; the finger thrusts at the eye. 

The meaning is, to suffer injury at the hands of a person 
from whom protection was naturally to be expected. It the 
measure of ghi disappears, the owner of the house must 
blame the members of his own family, whose conduct in 
taking it is as unnatural as that of the hedge in the proverb, 
which eats up what it was put to protect, or of a man’s finger, 
which injures instead of guarding his eye. Fayre quotes 
Hang Tuah as the work from which he took fs proverb. 

116. Pelabor habis Palembang twaiah. 

The supplies were exhausted but Palembang did not fall. 

This refers ‘te an ancient siege of the town of Palembang 
in Sumatra by the Dutch. Accord:ng to Malay ti -adition 
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the troops of the Hollanders raised the siege after great 
expense had been incurred in the expedition. The failure 
of this particular enterprise has ever since been quoted in 
the above form to signify failures in general. 

117. Pelakat api diatas bumbung. 

To light a fire on the roof. 

To destroy a thing on purpose, pretending all the time to 
be of use. 

It is a common thing to light a fire on the ground in front 
of a Malay house to keep away mosquitoes. The proverb 
supposes the case of a man professing to light such a fire, but 
really setting fire to the house. 

118. Petr yang berisi) mas perak itu tiada di-lilih-kan 
orang. 

People do not pour out the contents of the box in which 
they keep their gold and silver. 

Men do not give away their best for nothing, whether, 
literally, their most valuable possessions, or figuratively, 
their wisdom, experience, discoveries, ete. 

119. Putus benang dapat di ubong, 

Patah arang sudah sakal. 

The thread severed may be joined again ; 

If a piece of charcoal be broken, it is all over. 

Near relations or intimate friends do not quarrel irrecon- 
cileably, but between strangers or mere acquaintances a col- 
lision may end fatally. 

120. Prpit tult makan ber -hwyan, 

Ta halau padi habis 

Handak halauw kain basah. 

The deaf pipit is feeding in the rain, 

If it is not driven away the padi will all be finished, 

To drive it away one must wet one’s clothes. 

Said of a person in a dilemma; each course open to him 
presents difficulties, ' 
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There are two kinds of pipit, small birds which infest the 
padi fields when the grain is ripening. The pipit tulr will 
not move when shouted at, though it will take to flight if 
an arm is waved or other oesticulations made, The other 
kind pipit uban, or cheah uban, so called from its white head, 
is more easily frightened away. 

121. Pepat di lwar ranchong didalam. 

Flat outside and sharp within. 

Said of a person whose professions are fair but whose feel- 
ings are hostile. 

122. Pachat handak menjadi ular. 

The leech wants to become a snake. 

Said in ridicule of unreasonable aspirations. 

123. Puchuk di chita wlam akan datang. — 

To be wishing for young shoots just as the fruit arrives. 

To receive something much better than what one is wish- 
ing for or expecting. Ulam is the word applied by Malays 
to the various kinds of fruit. which they eat with sambal ; 
e.g. ulam puteh machang, wlam petai, ulam jering, ete. When 
no fruit is to be obtained, puchuk, the young shoots of various 
trees, are used instead. 

124, Padang prahw di lautan, 

Padang hati di fikiran. 

The field for a ship is the ocean, 

The field of the heart is reflection. 

125. Kalau telan mah mati kalaw ludah bapa mati, 

“Swallow it and your mother dies reject it and your 
father dies.” 

An awkward alternative quoted proverbially in any case 
where choice has to be made between two courses each open 
to objection. Another version is, 

Handak di telan termangkalan, handak diludah tiada kaluar. 

“Would you swallow it, it sticks in your throat; would 
you spit it out, it will not go forth.” 
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126. NKachang lupakan kulit. 

“The bean forgets its pod.” 

Ingratitude. The successful adventurer declines to re- 
member his humble origin. - 

127. Kechil-kechil-lah anak, halaw sudah besar menjudi 
wnak, - 

“While small, children; grown big, thorns.” 

Youth is the time for education; it is too late to com- 
mence tuition when the pupil is capable of resistance. 

(It is impossible to reproduce in a translation the play on 
the words anak and wnak.) 

128. Kalau tiada hulit berchereilah tulang. 

“Tf it were not for the skin the bones would separate.” 

If there were not some important functionary to keep a 
Government or Society together it would fall to pieces; if 
the father or mother dies the family is likely to be broken 
up. 

129. Kamana handak pergi layang-layang itu tali ada di 
tangan kita. 

“How can the kite get away while the cord is in our 
hands ? ” 

The sense is, there is no fear of a debtor absconding when 
his debt is secured by some substantial pledge or deposit in 
the hands of the creditor. The kite without a string is a 
very common figure among Malays when describing an un- 

certain condition. See Crawfurd, History Indian Archipelago, 
Vol. II. p. 14. 

130. Kechil tangan nyiru sahya tadahkan. 

“Tf my hands are too small I will hold out a tray.” 

Expression of the willingness of a poor man to take all 
that he can get from the rich or great. 

131. Kechil-kechil anak havimau. 

“Though small, a tiger-cub all the same.” 
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Even the young of a dangerous animal are not to be trifled 
with. The Malay ryot must not imagine that he can take a 
liberty with a raja’s son because he happens to be a child. 

132. Kalauw sudah wntong sachupah trada bulih jadi sw’- 
gantang. 

“Tf a chupah is gained, there is no chance of its becoming 
a gantang.” 

Said of one who is just able to support himself, whose 
daily earnings enable him to live but not to save. The 
chupah and the gantang are measures corresponding roughly 
with the quart and gallon. 

133. Kena pukul di pantat gigi habis tanggal. 

‘Struck on the back all its teeth drop out.” 

An expression used of a fruit-tree laden with fruit which 
falls off when the stem is shaken ? 

134. Kikw pari bebulang kring 

Rendam tujuh hari ta basah. 

“A skate-skin grater, a dry hide, 

Soaked for seven days is not moistened.” 

A phrase ‘used in speaking of any instance of excessive 
avarice or parsimony; kikir means literally “a file” but also 
signifies ‘‘avarice.’ The proverb illustrates the grasping, 
hoarding qualities of a miser and the difficulty of getting 
anything out of him. 

135. Kilat didalam kilau, guruh mengandong hwyan. ) 

“Lightning lurks within brightness, thunder is big with 
rain.” 

Some hidden purpose may be concealed under a man’s 
ordinary conduct or demeanour, just as a dangerous flash may 
be unsuspected amid the general brilliancy of a summer's 
day, and the first growl of thunder gives notice of an ap- 
proaching storm though no rain has fallen. 

136. Kundur tiada melata pergi, labu tiada melata mari. 

“Tf the gourd-plant does not creep forward, the pumpkin- 
yine will not creep to meet it.” 
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Advances must be made by both sides if two parties 
are to meet each other half-way. Mutual concessions are 
likely to brig about an understanding. 

137. Kandur berleting-leting tegang ber-jala-jala. 

“The loose vibrates with a twang, the tight hangs loose 
like a fringe.” 

(“ Black is white and white is black.’’) 

An ironical expression, common in Perak, illustrative of 
the habitual falsehood and untrustworthy character of the 
Malays of that state. There is another saying of the same 
kind, with much the same meaning. 

“Ampat gasal lima genap.” ‘Four is odd and five is 
evew-: 

“ Ber-leting-leting” signifies to make a twanging sound 
like that produced by the vibration of a taut string. I have 
not succeeded in finding the word in any dictionary. 

138. Kirus kring sepert bayang 

Siapa pun tiada menaroh sayang. 

“Thin and dry as a shadow, 

There is no one to care about him.” 

A rhyme used by children making fun of a companion 
who has the misfortune to be thin. 

139. Kulai-balai bagei sendok di dukong. 

“ Swinging about carelessly, like a ladle carried in a bun- 
dle.” 

“Said in ridicule of the gait affected by “fast” Malays, 
male and female, a swaying movement of the body from the 
hips while walking. 

Kulai-balai like a common word halai balac (neglectful, 
careless, Crawfurd), is one of those untranslatable compound 
words the sound of which is intended to assist the meaning, 
like the similar English word *hurly-burly,”’ or the Hindus- 

tani word ulta-pulta (topsy-turvy, higgledy-pigeledy.) 

Dukong, according to Marsden, means to carry on the back 
or under the arm, Crawfurd translates it “to carry on the 
hip;” Favre, “on the back or hip.” In this proverb di- 
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dukong, no doubt, means “ carried in a bundle on the back.” 
Malays moving from one place to another usually carry their 
cooking utensils and a few days provisions on their backs. 
The load is bundled up ina sarong or other cloth, one end 
of which is brought over one shoulder, and the other end 
under the other arm, both ends being tied together across the 
chest. A native spoon for culinary purposes, (a wooden 
handle lashed with rattan to a cocoanut shell), is an awk- 
ward article to carry in such a bundle. It sticks out incon- 
veniently and sways about with the motion of the bearer. 

140. HKalis bagei ayer di daun klado. 

“ Rolling off, hke water on a Caladium leaf.” 

A simile used in speaking of one who will pay no attention 
to advice. Good counsel has as little effect on him as water 

on a kladi leaf, ‘“‘runs off like water off a duck’s back.” 

Klinkert (and Favre following him) gives kalis (peeled, 
pared,) the secondary meaning to be ‘unwilling to listen to 
remonstrance.” They do not seem to have known this 
proverb, though it seems to explain satisfactorily the secon- 
dary meaning of the word. 

141. Kamudi deri haluwan. 

“‘Steered from the bow.” 

An expression used of a home in which the wife rules 
and where the husband is ‘** henpecked.” 

142. Kail sebuntoh umpannia sv ehor. 

Sahari putus swhare berhanyut. 

« A single hook and one piece of bait. 

Once broken off you may drift for a day.” 

Don’t run the risk of having your business stopped by 
failing to provide the apparatus in sufficient quantity. 

143. Kata tidak dipegangnia gan tidak ditepatnia. 

“He neither holds to his word nor carries out his pro- 
niises. 

A general description of an untrustivorthy person. 

144, Fergie raja uu junjgong, kreja kita di kilih. 

“The raja’s business is borne on the head, our own may 
(at the same time) be carried under the arm,” 
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A common phrase in Malay States where the ryots are 
liable to forced labour at We order of the raja. It means 
“while obeying the royal commands let us also keep an eye 
on our own affairs.” 

145. Kasih-kan anal: tangis-tangis-kan 

Kasih-kan bini tinggal-tinggal-kan. 

“To love one’s children one must weep for them some- 

times; to love one’s wife one must leave her now and then.” 

The second proposition in this sentence recalls the fact 
that with the Malays, who are Mohamedans, polygamy is 
an institution. 

146, Karam dilaut bulih ditimba karam dihati sudah sa- 
kali. 

— “The boat which is swamped at sea may be baled out, but 
a shipwreck of the affections is final.” 

147. Kain sa lei peminggang habis. 

“One cloth round the waist is all.” 

A figurative mode of expressing that a person is extremely 
poor. 

148. Aurbau sw@kawan lalu di kandang, manusia sw orang 
tiada terkawal. 

“A whole herd of buffaloes may be shut up in a pen, but 
there is one being who is not to be guarded.” 

A woman, of course, is meant. I think that the Abbe 
Fayre has missed the point in translating this proverb, of 
which he gives a slightly different version :— 

Kalaw kurbau swkawan dapat di-kawal-kaw manusia sa’- 
orang tiada dapat di-malum-han. 

The French translation runs, ‘it est plus facile de garder 
une etable pleine de buffles que de ramener wn seul homme 
a la raison,’ but I should preter to render it. ‘Though a 
herd of baffaloes may be guarded, a single human being 
“ woman) is not to be understood.” 

149, Gigi dengan lidah ada kala bergigit juga. 

he teeth sometimes bite the tongue.” 
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The best of friends fall out sometimes. 

150. Getik-kan purw di bibir. 

To be impatient with a sore on one’s lip.” 

To hate one’s own child because it is deformed or ugly. 

151. Gerniut-gerniut bager kambing ber-ulat. 

*‘ As thick as maggots in a (dead) goat.” 

A simile to express the number and movement of a crowd 
of persons e. g. an assemblage of persons in a Malay house, 

Gerniut is not be to be found in the dictionaries, but I 
believe it to signify the creeping motion of worms, etc. 

152. Gaya salja rasania Wallah. 

“A project only; the result God knoweth.” 

“LT” homme propose mais Dieu dispose.” 

““ Man proposes, God disposes” is one of the proverbs men- 
tioned by Archbishop Trench (Proverbs and their lessons, 
p. 63) as probably common to every nation in Kurope. It 
has probably found its way into Malay through the Arabs. 
Wallah means literally “By God” though I have translated 
it as if Wallahu alam had been written. 

153. Gelagah borah rambutan jantan. 

Orang berbunga dia berbunga. 

Orang berbuah dia tidak. 

‘“‘Like a barren tree; others flower, be too puts forth 
flowers; others bear fruit, he does not.” 

Said of a pretentious or ostentatious person, who wishes 
to imitate every one who has or does anything that he 
admires. He takes in hand many projects but none of them 
reach completion. I have been unable to identify the plant 
here called “gelagah borah.” In Favre’s dictionary gelegah 
is explained to mean “a kind of reed (saccharwm spontaneum).” 

154. Gajah lalu de beli kwasa tidak terbeli. 

“He could buy the elephant, but not the goad.” 

A taunt directed against a person who does not take any 
trouble about minor details when the main thing is secured, 
e.g. who, having a large house, neglects to provide a carpet 
or lamp. 
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155. Luka itu sumboh parutiia tinggal juga. 

“The wound is healed, but the scar of it remains.” 

A feud may seem to be forgotten but the sense of injury 
remains and may take an active form at any time. 

156. Lembu tandok panjang, tiada menandok pun dikata 
orang juga wya menandok. 

“Cows have lone horns and so, though they injure no one, 
people say they are vicious.” 

A man of a family, tribe or race which bears a bad charac- 
ter may be an excellent person, but he will be distrusted all 
the same. 

‘Give a dog a bad name and hang him.” 

157. Lepas deripada mulot buaya, masok ka mulot hari- 
mar. 

“To fall into the jaws of the tiger after escaping from the 
mouth of the alligator.” 

“Out of the frying pan into the fire.” 

158. Lagi tongkat lagi senjata. 

“Weapons to boot, besides staves.” 

To have every advantage e.g. to be good and wise and 
fortunate besides being vich. 

- 

159. Lampaw seret masok gulei tentu maung. 

“Tf there is too much lemon-grass in the curry, it is cer- 
tain to be nasty.” 

Said of an unsuitable match, e. g. the marriage of an old 
man with a young girl. Here one element, age preponderates 
in the transaction, and the result is not likely to be satis- 
factory. 

160. Lagi lawk lagi nasi. 

‘The more meat the more rice.”’ 

The more rajas the greater the number of followers. 
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Lauk, is anything substantial eaten with rice, such as meat, 
fish, vegetables, whether curried or not. 

161. Lenggok-lenggang baget chupah hanyut. 

* Rocking to and fro, like a floating cocoanut shell.’ ae 

A simile used of a woman of openly wanton conduct. 

Tenggang is the Malay equivalent for “swagger.” See 
No. 139. 

162. Lagi trang lagi bersuloh. 

‘Though it is.already light be carries a torch.” 

Said of an upright judge, or other virtuous person, whose 
conduct will bear the closest scrutiny. 

163. Langit runtoh bumi chayer. 

“If the sky falls the earth melts.” 

The downfall of an important personage involves the 
destruction of those immediately beneath and dependent on 
him. 

164. Lang punggok lang ber-ikan 

Tidor siang berjaga malam. 

“The tail-less kite that preys on fish sleeps all day and is 
astir at night.” 

Said of a noted thief or other bad character. 

Lang punggok is probably some kind of owl, but I have not 
identified the species. 

165. Muka berpandang budi kadapatan. 

“To look on the face after having found out the cha- 
racter.’ 

Good manners do not permit Malays to betray open dis- 
trust of one another and, while the rules of courtesy are 
observed, it is difficult to discover from a man’s demeanour 
what his professions may be worth. But ‘“ fore-warned is 
fore-armed” and a Malay, who meets in a bargain or in 
any domestic negotiation some-one regarding whose wn- 
friendly disposition he has received private information, 20eS 
to the interview prepared “to lool: on the face with a know- 
ledge of the character.” 
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166. Minyak dengan ayer adakah berchampur ? 

«Will oil mix with water” ? 

Distinctions in rank should be observed and upheld. 

167. Mati-mati berminyak biar léchuk. 

If you use oil let the hair be thoroughly greased.” 

Do a thing thoroughly whether it be a good or bad action. 

Similar proverbs are given by Klinkert in his collection ; 

Mati-mati mandi biar basah; mati-mati berdawat biarlah hitam. 

The idea seems to be similar to. that expressed by the 
familiar saying “One may as well be hanged for a sheep as 
for a lamb.” The Perak Malays say ‘“Pala-pala aku 
handak mati biarlah aku mati ber-kapan chindei.” ** Suppos- 
ing that I must suffer death let it, at all events, be for a silk 
robe.” In other words, let me have the satisfaction of 
attaining notoriety by having killed some important person- 
age and let me not be slain as a punishment for a vulgar or 
common offence. 

168. Malu berdayong prahu hanyut. 

“*( He is) ashamed to row, (so) the boat drifts.” 

The man who is ashamed to put his own hand to his work 
will make nothing of it. 

169. Mati seqgan hidup tamahu. 

“ Disinclined to die but get not willing to live.” 

Said of a person who is a burden on his family and is tco 
lazy to do anything for his own support. 

Sometimes the phrase is inverted, Hidup segan mati : See 
twmau; but the meaning is much the same. 

170. Mahukah orang menghijankan garamnya. 

“Will a man put his salt out in the rain ?” 

Will a man publish his own dishonour, or put himself to 
open shame and discredit by exposing the faults of his 
own household ? 
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171. Matahari ctu bulihkah ditutop dengan nyvru? 

“Can the sun be covered up with a winnowing sieve 2” 

It is impossible to conceal what is patent to all. A ereat 
crime will almost certainly be discovered. 

Another version (given by Klinkert) has bangkei gajah, 
the carcase of an elephant, instead of mata hart, the sun. 

172. Melepaskan anjing tersepit. 

“To extricate a dog caught (in a hedge.)” 

To meet with an ill return for doing an act of kindness, 
the chances bring, that the dog will bite its rescuer. 

173. Merdjuk ayer di ruwang. 

“To be out of temper with water in the hold.” To sulk 
and do nothing when the boat has sprung a leak. 

The ryot cannot afford to shew temper with his chief, on 
whom he depends for support. His means of livelihood 
disappear if he does. 

174. Minum ayer sw rasa duri, 

Makan swrasa lilin, 

Tidor twlena, mandi twbasah. 

“To taste thorns in water, 

To taste wax in food, 

To take rest without sleep and to bathe without being 

wetted.” 

Describes the restless and uneasy condition of a man 
whose mind is preoccupied with some plan or project which 
he does not see how to put into execution. The first line 
will be found in Klinkert’s collection and in Favre’s dic- 
tionary, sub voce “minum,” but the meaning there given is 
hardly satisfactory. : | 

175. Musang terjun lanter terjonghket. 

“When the wild cat jumps down the flooring laths (split 
bamboo) stick up.” 

The evil reputation of a criminal will cling about the 
scene of his misdeeds long after he has disappeared, 
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176. Mengwak-mengwak bagei hidong gajah. 

“‘ Bellowing as if he had the snout of an elephant.” 

An uncomplimentary simile used regarding a person who 
breathes loud. 

177. Menguap bager orang ombak. 

“‘Gasping like a man at the point of death.” 

A Perak phrase used of a person to whom every movement 
seems to be an exertion. 

178. Masam baget nkah ta’suhka. 

‘“‘ As cross as an unwilling bride.” 

179. Melabuh-labuh bager buntal di-tiup. 

“Swelling and swelling, like the buntal fish blown out.” 

180. Menchonga rupa kerbau jantan kemdian. 

“Staring right and left lke a buffalo bull which walks 
last of the herd.” 

Said of aman im attendance upon Mohamedan women 
when they walk abroad. 

181. Mengleting-leting bager chaching kapanasan, 

Turning round and round, like a worm in the heat ( of 
the sun).” 

Said of aperson wandering about ian undefined and 
purposeless manner. Favre has (sub voce ‘*chaching”) “Sepertr 
chaching kena ayer panas,” like a worm touched by hot water, 
which he explains to mean a person writting under misfor- 
tune. Mengleting (Perak) me-lenting, wriggling about. 

182. Meriap-riap seperti hanghoug di olak yamban. 

“ Flourishing like the hanghong beside a cess-pool.” 

Said disparagingly of a person who seems to be doing well 
in the world. “Ill weeds grow apace.” 

Kanghkong, (nom @une plante potagere, convoloulus raptans ; 
Fayre,) 1s a very common and rather despised vegetable 
which grows freely without cultivation. 
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Riap, joyous, mirthful, means also luxuriant as applied to 
vegetation. 

183. Minum chuka pagi hari. 

‘To drink vinegar in the morning.” 

Something that “ goes against the grain” e. g. polygamy, 
from the point of view of the wives. Malay women are 
extremely jealous, and one of several wives of one husband 
(pe ampuan bermadu) will describe her lot by this phrase, 
‘minum chuka, ete.” 

184. Mengalis kain payah juga ka-cherok : 

Mengalis chakap dimata-mata sahja. 

“To change a garment there is the trouble of going into 
a corner, but to change words (break promises) is the sim- 
plest thing in the world.” 3 

185. Meniaga buluh kasap. 

Hujung hilang pangkal lesap. 

“Tf you trade in the rough bamboo, you lose the top and 
the bottom disappears.’ 

To lose one’s capital besides forfeiting all the anticipated 
profit, by a foolish investment. 

Buluh kasap is a kind of bamboo, (also called buluh telor 
and buluh telang), which is of no use for building purposes, 
the wood beimg extremely thin and the bore large. The 
Rawah Malays boil pulut vice in lengths of it to give to their 
friends on feast days, and the custom prevails also in some 
parts of Perak. 

Goldsmith’s * gross of green spectacles” is just the feat 
of transaction to which this proverb would apply. 

186. Menahan jerat ditempat genting. 

“To set a snare in a narrow place.” 

To take advantage of another’s difficulties, e. g. to pur- 
chase (property for a quarter of its value) from a man in 
distressed circumstances, (by tempting him with ready 
money.) 

187. Menulong kerbau ditangkap harimau. 

To go to the rescue of a butfalo which has been seized 
by a tiger.” 
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To make professions of assistance, but really to take ad- 
ventage of the misfortunes of the person in want of it. 

Malays who follow up a tiger which has carried off a 
buffalo, cut the throat of the latter, if it is still alive, in 
order to be able to eat the meat. 

188. Manis mulutnia berchakap, 

Seperti santan manisan, didalamniya pahit baqet ham- 
t — Y - ec 

pedu. 

“The mouth speaks sweet things, like sweetmeats made 

with cocoanut, but inside there is bitterness as of gall.” 

Hypocrisy. ‘* Lingua susurronis est pejor felle draconis.” 

189. Membuat bark tiada dipuji, 

Membuat jahat tiada dike/i. 

“Tf he does well no one praises him, 

If he does wrong no one despises him.” 

Said of the condition of a slave in the household of a 
Malay raja or chief. 

190. Menyaladang bagei panas dipadang. 

“ Stretching away like a plain lit up by the sun.” 

An illustration of the even justice which should be the 
measure of a man’s dealines with his neighbour. To run 
over your neighbour’s rice field and to pick your way over 
your own (say the Perak Malays) is like the unequal light in 
aw thicket, not like the broad blaze of sunlight in the plain, 

(Ladang orang berlari-lari, ladang kita ber-jangkei-jangket.) 

Not a bad illustration of the Christian maxim “Do as you 

would be done by.” 

191. Nafsu-nafsi Raja dimata Sultan dihati. 

“The desires are a raja in the eyes and a Sultan in the 
heart.” 

Compare No. 10, “ Ihut hati mati, ikut vasa binassa.” 

192. Handak masak lanqsong hangus. 

“Intending to cook food, to go and burn it.” 

To spoil any undertaking by excessive zeal, 
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193. Hwan jatoh kapasir. 

‘¢ Rain that falls on the sand.’’ 

Clean thrown away, like favours bestowed on a man who 
shews no appreciation of them. 

194, Harap hati handak memeluk qunong, apa daya ? Bee 
tw samper. 

The desire of the heart may be to grasp a mountain, but 
what is the use? the arm will not reach round it.” 

Said of a person desirous of marrying above his or her 
station. 

195. Hangus tiada berapi, karam tiada berayer. 

“Burnt without fire, foundered without water.” 

A catastrophe, the cause of which is not apparent and for 
which it is dificult to impute blame to any one. 

196. Handak sombong berbini baniak, handak megah ber la- 
wan lebih. 

“To shew arrogance marry a number of wives, to attain 
celebrity be forward in fighting.” 

A maxim of Malay chiefs. y 

197. Hati gajah sama dilapah. 

Hatt kuman sama dichechap. 

“Together we have sliced the heart of the elephant, 

Together we have dipped the heart of the mite.” 

To share good and eyil fortune, plenty and want, together 

Said of tried friends and comrades. 

Chichap or chechap is to dip e. g. food into gravy or sauce, 
bread into sugar, Hulam into sambal, ete. ete. 

Another common proverb conveying a similar idea, namely 
the readiness of sworn comrades to face toeether eee 
may. bet ‘al them, is “ Changhkat sama didakt, lurah sama ditu- 
run. “Together we climb the hill, together we descend 
into the valley. 



RANE AMA AN ACO TC Et. 

BY 

Frank A, SwWETTENHAM. 

Read at a Meeting of the Society held on the 5th August 1878 

It was in the early part of 1875 that, being sent on a Mis 
sion to the Bandahara of Pahang, I witnessed, what I have 
never seen elsewhere in the Malay Peninsula or the Straits 
Settlements, a Malay Nautch. 

T have of course, like most other people here I suppose, 
repeatedly witnessed Malays dancing and singing during the 
Muharam, especially in Penang ; i have several times alsc 
been pre esent at a Malay * Mayune, * a kind of theatrical per- 
formance, with some dancing and ‘much so-called singing :— 
the performers, as arule, being a travelling company of three 
or four men and perhaps one woman, who make their living 
by their performances, and play either at the invitation of 
a Raja in his own house, or before the public on a stage 
erected in the middle of the Street. 

Had the performance I now describe nearly resembled any 
of those commonly seen here, or in the Peninsula, there 
could be little interest in this description, but in the belief 
that the sight as I saw it is a rare one, seldom witnessed by 
Huropeans, ‘and so far undescribed, I have ventured to offer 
it, as it may, to some, be interesting. 

The journey to Pahane and what occurred there I shall 
not speak of, for they have no bearing on the nautch. It 
will be sufficient to say that this was not my first visit to 
that state, that the Bandahara Ahmed and his chiefs were 
well known to me, and that whilst awaiting the Bandahara’s 
decision in an important matter, for which I had already 
been delayed several days, we (for I had a companion) were 
invited to attend a Nautch at the Bandahara’s Balei. 
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The invitation came at 2 a. m., and we at once responded 
to it. 

Our temporary lodging had been the upper story of the 
Captain China’s house, a not-too clean loft, gained by means 
of an almost perpendicular ladder, and furnished for the most 
part with the accessories of Chinese Processions, and a plen- 
tiful supply of musquitoes. 

It was not therefore matter of regret to leave this, even 
at 2-a.m., for the Bandahara’s Balei, @ Spacious Hall, the 
Entrance side of which was open and approached by steps, 
whilst the opposite side led through one small door into the 
‘penetralia’ of the Bandahara’s private dwelling, 

The nautch had been going on since 10 p.m. There were 
assembled about 200 spectators, all or nearly all of them 
men,—squattine on the floor, on a higher or lower level ae- 
cordine to their rank. We were accommodated with chairs 
and there was one also placed for the Bandahara. 

When we entered, we saw seated on a large carpet in the 
middle of the Hall, four girls, two of them about 18 and 
two about 11 years old, all beautifully dressed in silk and 
cloth of gold. 

On their heads they each wore a larg2 and carious but very 
pretty ornament, made principally of oold—a sort of square 
flower garden where all the flowers were gold, but of delicate 
workmanship, trembling and elttering with every movement 
of the wearer. ' 

Their hair, cut in a perfect oval round their foreheads, was 

very becomingly dressed behind, the heal dress beine tied 
on with silver and eolden cords. 

The bodies of their dresses were made ot tight fitting silk, 
the neck, bosom and arms bare, whilst a white band x ATR. the 
neck came down in front in the form of a V joining the body 
of the dress in the centre, and there fastened by a golden 
tlower. 

Round their waists they had belts, fastened with very large 
and curiously worked * pinding”’ or buckles, so large that 
they reached quite across the waist. The dress was a skirt 
of cloth of gold, (not at all like the Sarong) rede to the 
ancles, and the dancers wore also a searf of the same ma- 
terial fastened in its centre to the waist buckle, and hanging 
down on each side to the hem of the skirts. 
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All four dancers were dressed alike, except that in the 
elder girls, the body of the dress, tight fitting and shewing 
the figure to the greatest advantage, was white, with a cloth 
ot gold handkerchief tied round it under the arms and fas- 
tened in front, whilst in the case of the two younger, the 
body was of the same stuff as the rest of the dress. Their 
feet of course were bare. 

We had ampie time to minutely observe these particulars 
before the dance commenced, for when we came into the Hall 
the four girls were sitting down in the usual Eastern fashion. 
on the carpet, bending forward, their elbows resting on 
their thighs, and hiding the sides of their faces which were 
towards the audience with fans, made I think of crimson 
and gilt paper which sparkled in the light. 

On their arms they wore numbers of gold bangles and 
their fingers were covered with diamond rings. In their 
ears also. they had fastened the small but pretty diamond 
buttons so much affected by Malays, and indeed now, by 
Western ladies. 

On our entrance the Band struck up, and our especial 
attention was called to the orchestra as the imstruments 
were Javanese and seldom seen in the Malay Peninsula. 

There were two chief pertormers, one playing on a sort of 

wooden piano—the wooden keys being the only resemblance, 
for with them the machinery of the instrument began and 
ended—knocking the notes with pieces of stick w hich he held 
in each hand—The other, with similar pieces of wood, played 
on inverted bowls of inetal. 

Both these performers seemed to have sufticiently hard 
work, but they played with the greatest spirit from 10 p. m. 
till 5 a. m. 

The other members ot the Band consisted of, a very sinall 
boy who played, with a very large and thick stick, ou a gigan- 
tic gong—a very old women who beat a drum with two sticks. 
and several other boys who played on instruments like trian- 
gles. 

All Bee performers, we were told with much solemnity, 
were artists of the first order, masters and a mistress in their 
craft, a) I think they proved the justice of the praise. 
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I said the Band stuck up as we entered and I have tried 
to deseribe the principal figures in the scene which greeted 
us, and which inpressed ine, with much interest as a sight 
to which L was unaccustomed. 

The Orchestra was on the left of the entrance, that is 
rather to the side and rather m the back ground, and I was 
olad of it. The position had evidently been chosen with due 
regard to the feelings of the audience. 

From the elaborate and vehement execution of the players. 
and the want of regular time in the music, I judged, dl 
rightly, that we had entered as the ouverture began. During 
it’s performance, the dancers sat leaning for rast and hiding 
their faces as I have deseribed, but lhe it concluded, and 
without any break, the music changed into the regular time 
for dancing, the four girls dropped their fans, raneeal their 

hands in the act of ‘ << Sambah » or homage, and then began 
the nautch by swaying their bodies and slowly Waving theit 
arms and hands in thie most graceful movements, making 
much and effective use all the while of the scarf hanging 
from their belts. 

Gradually raising themoclres from a sitting to a kneeling 
posture, acting in perfect accord in every monn then rising 

to their feet, they began a series of figures hardly to be 
exceeded in erace and difficulty F considering that the move- 

‘ments are essentially slow, the arms hana body being 
the real performers whilst the feet are scarcely noticed and 
for half the time net visible. 

They danced 5 or 6 dances, each lasting quite half an hour, 
with materially different fioures and ne in the music. 

All these dances I was told were symbolical, one, of agricul- 
ture, with the tillne of the soil, the sewing of the seed, the 
reaping and winnowing of the grain, might easily have been 
guessed from the dancers move ements. But those of the 
audience whom I was near enough to question were, Malay 
like, unable to give me much information. Attendants stood 
or sat near the dancers and from time to time, as the girls 
tossed one thing on the floor, handed them another... Some- 
times it was a fan ora glass they held, sometimes a flower 
or small vessel, but oftener their hands were empty, as it is 
in the movement of the fingers that the chief art of Malay 
nautches consists. 

The last dance, symbolical of war, was perhaps the best, 
the music being much faster almost inspiriting and the moye- 
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ments of the dancers more free and even abandoned. For 
the latter half of the dance they each had a wand, to repre- 
sent a sword, bound with three rimgs of burnished gold 
which giltered in the light like precious stones. 

This nautch, which began soberly, like the others, erew to 

a Bacchante revel until the dancers were, or pretended to 
be, possessed by the Spirit of Dancing * hantu menari’ 
as they called it, and leaving the Hall for a moment to 
smear their fingers and faces with a fragrant oil, they re- 
turned, and the tase eldest, striking at each. other with their 
wands seemed inclined to turn the symbolical into a real 
battle. They were however, after some trouble, caught by 
four or five women, who felt what the mavie wands could be 
made to do, and carried forcibly out of the Hall. The two 
younger girls, who looked as if they too would like to be 
possessed ‘Dut did not know how to do it, were easily caught 
and removed. 

The Band, whose strains had been mcereasing in wildness 

and in time, ceased playing on the removal of the dancers 
and the nautch was over. This was atter 5 a. m. 

The Bandahara who had appeared about 4 a. m. told me 
that one of the girls, when she became “properly” possessed, 
ate nothing for months. but flowers, a pretty and poetic 
conceit. 

In saying good bye we asked if we might, as [ understood 
was customar > leave a present for the performers, who I 
should have mentioned were part of the Bandahara’s own 
household. 

He consented seemingly with pleasure, and we left him 
for our boat just as the day was begining to break. 

By the time we had got our traps together the sun had 
risen and was driving the night fog from the numbers 

of lov ely islands hich stud the river near the town. 

We got into our boat, shoved off, and thoroughly tired la y 

down on the thwarts and in 10 minutes were fast asleep ; 
on) y waking when we reached the ** Pluto” at 7.15 a. m. 

& 



“PLDG EN” JaNGdE TSE 

By iN> 5. Dannws abe aD: 

Read at a Meeting of the Society held on the 9th Dec. 1878. 

Most visitors to the Far Kast have heard of Pidgin Enelish, 
though its use is principally confined to Hongkong and 
the “Treaty” or open ports of China. How and when it 
took its origin is an unsolved mystery. The oldest living 
foreign resident in China recollects it as the standard means 
of communication, not merely between foreign masters and 
their domestic servants, but between the once ‘fabulously rich 
members of the Cougsee or ** Thirteen Hones,” who, upto 
1859, were alone permitted to transact business at Canton 
with ** outside barbarians.” But we fail to find ane uthentic 
record as to when it first assumed the dignity of a language or 
when arte ney in its phraseology was an object of ambition 
to dapper young Chinese clerks to enable them to fill the 
posts of interpreters and squeeze-collectors. It appears to 
have been in common use when Dr. Morrison was achieving 
the herculean task of compiling the first Anglo-Chinese dic- 
tionary, some sixty or more years ago, and was probably cur- 
rent shortly after the East India Company’s factory was first 
established at the City of Rams. I propose to occupy a 
few minutes of your time in briefly describing this latest 
addition to the philolog ical family, and, it may be, to vindicate 
its claims to passing attention as illustrating under our own 
eyes a process which many tongues now ranking as linport- 
ant must have undergone in their earlier stages. There 
is a strong flavour of « Pidgin” in a good deal of the Law 
Latin and French of the 11th and 12th centuries. Pidgin 
Enelish therefore, uncouth as it is, aids us in recalling how 
lancuistic changes were brought about in our own and kindred 
languages. 

Speculation, however, as | have said, is woefully adrift in 
tracing its origin, and even its name has puzzled the brains 
of clever etymolosi ists. The most popular and probably the 
most correct derivation is from the word “ business” whieh 
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on the lips of a ‘Chinaman utterly ignorant of HNnelish 
does sound something like “ pidgin.” “But I must confess 
that this seems to me a rather far fetched origin though 
I cannot suggest anything better: nor, so far as Lam aware, 
can any one else. 

As regards the formation of this queer dialect we find less 
difficulty in arriving at a conclusion. 

Of the natural tendency of language to assimilate words 
from sources foreign to its own origin we have numerous 
examples in everyday life. Hindostanee words have become 
@ part and parcel of the Enelsh spoken in Great Britain, 
while numerous Spanish expressions are current in the United 
States. Spanish itself, aeain, has in Uruguay and Paraguay 
admitteda large admixture of Guarani, and the conservative 
Chinese have with equal facility adopted many words from 
Manchu and Mongolian. In all these cases the intruding 
vocables have at first passed as “slang” until custom has 
stamped them with the mint-mark of respe ectability. No 
visible effect is produced upon the languages in question by 
the presence of these strangers. Yet dialects are to be found 
which, beginning under similar circumstances, have so lost 
their original indentity in the paoebss: 28 to have become 
veritable philoloe ‘ical ** bastards.” Such are the lingua franca 
of the Mediterranean, and the gitano or gypsey language of 
that vast tribe, of Hindoo origin, which still exists in ever y u- 
ropean country, its members, ‘like Ishmael of old, having “their 
hand against every man, and every man’s hand against 
them.” The most recent of these bastard dialects, and 
necessarily less perfect im its individuality than those above- 
mentioned, 1s the Pidgin English under notice. which at 
the present day is spoken by some hundreds of thousands of 
Chinese upon the seaboard of their empire, and even threat- 
ens to extend to the coasts of Japan. 

There was ae singularly enough, a native Chinese dialect 
in process of formation, which was to the colloquial of the 
district in which it existed what “pide¢in” is to pure English. 
One effect of the Taiping rebellion, which caused an influx 
of natives from the districts of Central China to Shanghai, 
was to cause the formation of a fused dialect, consisting of 
words indiiferently taken from those spoken at Shanghai, 

Canton, and Nanking. No great growth of this speech 
has been noticeable since the rebellion was crushed ; but it 
bade fair at one time to contribute another to the already 
numerous varieties spoken in different parts of the empire. 

. 
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It is not impossible that events will some day bring about 
this result, in which case it will probably attract considerable 
attention on the part of sinologues, as the tonal rules hither- 
to in force will be subjected to new and curious violations. 

Still, with all this granted, none of the dialects or langua- 
ves I have mentioned are. precisely analogous to ‘ pidgi in 
Enelish’ > which, broadly speaking, chiefly consists of the 
words of one laneuage more or less mutilated, put together 
according to the idiom of another. Moreover there is, [ ‘fancy. 
no record of any dialect however tncouth having sprung 
up in somushroom-like yet complete a manner. A member of 
our Council who very “kindly took the trouble to send me 
some notes for this paper writes: ‘* A great difficulty pre- 
“sents itself to my mind at once. How could a system of 
‘speech have got itself established so soon as pidgin Hnelsh 
‘must have done, under the common view of its orivin 2 
‘Internal evidence appears to me to point to another source 
“than the first Enelish factory at Canton and a necessity 
“not explained by the difficulties found by Enelish in 
‘“ speaking Chinese or by Chinese in speaking English’ > and 
he points out that there is no pidgin Portuguese at Macao 
where the same difficulties should have led to the same re- 
sults. I do not however quite agree with him. I should be 
inchned to say that the immense difficulty experienced by 
average Europeans in becoming fluent in Chinese is quite 
sufficient to account for any alternative being gladly adopted : 
while as regards Portuguese, though that ‘spoken at Macao 
is not exactly ee Pidgin” it is much deteriorated in Chinese 
mouths ; moreover it is far easier for a Chinaman to learn 
than English, which is | imagine the most difficult of all Euro- 

pean languages for the Chinese to master. 

Let us turn to the principal rules which govern “ pidgin 
English,” and if possible, arrive at some conclusion as to its 
probable future. Altough only dating back to the early 
days of the Hast India Company. a sufficient time has 
elapsed since its origin to fix its formation within reeular 
limits. Take, for instance, to begin with, the pronoun 
This oecurs only in the forms my, he, and you, which do duty 
both as personals and possessives “he” doing duty for “* she”’ 
and it. ‘* We” and ‘they’ are rendered by thisee man, that 
man, the context implying when they are used in a personal 
rather than a demonstrative sense. The sentence I saw 
him” thus becomes **my have see he; while “we went 
out”? would be rendered **Allo thisee man go out.” There 
is not here any analogy between the Chinese font (resem- 
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bling our own) and the rude substitutes adopted. fl native 
dialects have I. he, we, you, and they, the possessives (in Man- 
darin) being regularly formed by the addition of i, of : thus, 
wo, 1; wo ti, mine. ‘Che article and conjunction are entirely 
1 oe wilt pidgin’ ’ as they are colloquially in Chi- 
nese, the word “tog ether” being oe as w copulative only in 
extreme cases. Verbs are in “pie doin Emelish ” conjugated 
by the use of such words as hab, by inve-by &e. ne “PF saw him” 
becomes “my hab Jooksee he”; “I shall getit? is “ my by me- 
by catchee he.” The infinitives of most ae are made to 
end in ee: flikee, wantsee, walikee. The word belong or b’lony 
also does duty as an auxiliary “bt am a Chinaman” being 
my b’long Chinee.”” The subjunctive also is formed by ad- 
ding this word Clan “you should go” etme expressed as 
Pomp ions co. “If | oo” is “soosee my go; and be- 
youd this there ave no means of og essing the other tenses 
except by clumsy combinations. * ff 1 had gone” is * sposee 
my have go.” Blony, of course, stands for “it belongs to 
your business to.” 

The comparison OL adjectives is eirected by prefixine the 
words ‘‘ ivoire” and *‘too muchee,” though the ordinary com- 
parative form is often used in conjunction with the first- 
named: thus, good, more better (pronounced bettah), too 
muchee good; largee (also pronounced lahgee), more lareee, 
too muchee bie. The Chinese form is simple enough : “am 
better than he is” being “*I, than he, good;” or, in the 
saperlative, “that is the best,” “that, than all, ex cceeding 
good.” Pidgin Hnelish uses our own handy * yes y valves iO; 
in place of the awkward ‘if is,” ‘it is not,” of Chinese. 
These examples show that, asregards grammatical structure, 
“pidoin” is in the main an imperte ct aday ptation of our own 
rules. But the general construction of evade ss is essenti- 

ally Uhinese. ‘Go to the post-office and bring me a letter’ 
would be rendered just as it would be translated in a native 
dialect: **You savee that post-officee ; go looksee have cot one 
chit b’long my; sposee have got you malkee bling. ate 
absence of a relative form necessitates the cutting up of all 
long phrases into short sentences both in Chinese and pidgin 
Enelish. 

much bere, im short, some of the most impertast eram- 
matical peculiarities of this dialect, let as turn to its pro- 
nuneiation. There are certain sounds which the Chinaman 
has from custom an inherent helen! Ifyin pronouncing. Lhus, 
he cannot sound the final ge of “laree”? except as ua separate 
syllable, sche addsan e and makes it lareee. A similar dis- 
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ability exists to pronounce under certain circumstances, 
depender t on the initial sound following them, words ending 
in f, t, k, th, m, n, 8s, and.v, which in like manner have ee or 
90 added to then ; t and k frequently take see, “want” be- 
coming “wantsee.” ‘There is no apparent reason for this 
latter peculiarity, unlessit may be referred to: habit, arising 

from the constant recur ee of the ts sound im all "Chimeee 
al ee to many words endime in eee Custom gives the fine 

and 1, but they present no diihculty to the native speaker 
as pure finals. The letter r is pen) unpronounceable 
either as initial or medial to the Southern Chinaman, and is 1 
avoided as a final when possible—in strikine con tradistine- 
tion to the mandarin-speaking -portion of the empire. In 
Peking, almost every word is capable of taking a final 
sound by adding to or eliding ie primitive terminal ; thus, 
jen becomes jerh; na, narh, etc. When prononneed. in the 
south the r closely resembles the Hindoo letter r, which is 

oa between an 7 and a d. 

The results of these ee Es they can be so called—are 
somewhat odd, the more so as, in addition to disguising the 
words, the apes comy pilers of picgin vocabularies often 
make up th quaintest combinations to express very simple 
wo ords. As specim nens of merely Enecee English I a 
mention allo for all, chilo for child, facey for face or character, 
Ink-e-lee for English, cumpct-o tor Compradore, and so on. 
But one becomes puzzled at such renderings at piut-lit-ta for 
brother ha-sst-man for husband or sha-man for servant. 
Of compound words I may quote bull-chilo and cow-chilo for 
boy and girl: Allo plopa for quite right Joss pidgin man or 
Heaven pidgin man Lor missionary, and looksee pidgin for 
ostentation or ees sy; while anybody reputed to be 
cracked is described as one who hab got water top side! 

en readily understood that, thus “ transmoeriied,” 
lish as spoken by natives at the China ports. becomes a 

d only from contempt by the fixed rules under 
it is constructed, and the illustration it-.affords of 

Chinese idioms. Many words in common use are of Portu- 
guese or Malay origin, while a certain number of pure Chi- 
n o its Sallch character. Some words, 

1th er eee Chinese, nor anything else but 
eir ud iF 

sig 

gc bee 

a 

again, are nel 
‘“‘pidein,”’ and their 
are maskee, ae 
“how do you do,” or “ eood bye,” “to compliment, ” ete, 
This latter phrase is not, as commonly supposed, Chinese. 
There is a phrase, Using Tsing, meaning “if you pleaes;” 

tion cannot be ascertained. Such 
ve “never mind,’ chin-chin, *0r; 

erit 
sort Bal ER 

2.2) 
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but itis never used in the sense of the modern Chin-Chin, 
and the natives believe the latter to be pure Hnelish. One 
of the most curious “pidgin” words is an excrescence DFO 
nounced ga-lah. it has no si¢ gnification, and is simply added 
to a word or sentence to round it off, A Chinaman will thus 
say, ““my wantsee vo topside ga-lah” for “I shall be going 
upstairs’ or “up town.” ‘The origin of this queer word is 
found in Chinese colloquial. Hach dialect has certain “‘ empty 
sounds,” as the syllables are appropriately named, which are 
aifixed to the ends of sentences to satisty certain laws of 
rhythm, and the commonest of poe se is ko-lo or ko-la, which 
has easily changed into ga-lah. im ust not omit to mention 
a word which is of constant use au a which a Ch Hee 
man quite breaks down in the simples phrases—the wor 
precey. ‘This represents what is tern a the. & deeculs? 
which in Chinese goed ial precedes m “nee! ae tantives and 
to which a close analogy is shewn *y such words as erang, 
ee byt &c. in Malay. As Chinese however us ssesses some 
5 of these useful words there is no need to look beyond it 

fon the derivation of their pidgin equivalent. 

Although pidgin English seems, when first heard by an 
unaccustomed stranger, to be as difficult 20S ritable for- 
eion language, its inverted See ae and curlous mispro- 
nunciation are very easily acquired, a nee efore continues 
in extensive use. A colloquy comm ‘ieted to writing looks 
curious. Suppose, for instance, a foreigner to have ; called 
about some business on a native merchant: 

Chinaman. Ai yah! chin-chin;-how you do? 

Foreigner. Chin-chin; any piecee news have got? 

Ch. No got news; thisee day b’long too muchee hot? 

For. Yes; too muchee hot; you pidgin numba one ? 

Ch. Pidgin no b’long good jus’ now; you got any pidgin 
for my ? 

For. My got littee smallo piecee; my wantsee buytee one y Pp y 
lole (roll) sillik (silk.) 

Ch. Ah! my got plenty. What fashion coloh you wantsee ? 
Allo fashion have got. That Guynoah mississee. (Governor’s 
wife) any time come thisee shop makee buytee Soha ays deals 
at this shop); etc., ete. 

Tt does not appear that pidgin English will die out. 
Numbers of Chinese, indeed, thanks to emigration to the Uni- 
ted States, and the increased facilities available i in the British 
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Government schools at Hongkong, now learn to talk English 
with fluency and correc Hee We the number of foreigners 
who acquire one or other of-the Chinese dialects is increasing, 
the latest estimate, counting all nationalities, being some- 
what over five hundred. But there is always a laree 
fluctuating population of Hoe soldiers, sailors, and vis tors, 
to whom the acquisition of Chinese would involve a tou quite 
disproportioned to its use. To these a means of communica- 
tion with the natives, bi ised on a a vocabulary, 18 too 
serviceable to be dispeused with, and for them pidgin Ene- 
lish will hold ius y estinil So far from dying out, it seems 
rather probable that in the course of years it will take rank 
as a dialect beside the lingua franca of the Mediteranean Sea. 
Those who are curious to see how pidgin Hnelish looks when 
printed may be reterred to Mr. Leland’s little book of 
Pidgin f English Sing-Bone j in the Raitles Library. Although 
some of its phrases are rather far fetched it will give any one 
a tolerably fair idea of this singular dialect. 



HE FOUNDING OF SINGAPORE. 

(THis INTERESTING LETTER OF siz I. S, RAPFLES HAS BEEN KINDLY 

PLACED AT THE DISPOSAL OF THE Sreairs Asratic Socrery BY THE CUAIRMAN 

or THE RAFFLES LreraRy AND Musrum CoMMITTSE, WITH TAE FOLLIWING 

EXPLANATION. 

Singapore, 3rd December. 1878. 

ar UE, 

Twas requested when leaving Hugland, by my friend Mr. 7, 
Dunman, formerly Commissioner of Police, Straits Settlements, 
io take charge of the enclosed most interesting letter from Sir 
Stamford Rufiles to Colonel Addenbrooke, dated Singapore the 
10th June 1879, and to offer it to the Raffles Museum here in the 
name of T. H. Scholefield Hsq. of Bournemouth, Devonshire, to 
whom it belongs. 

T have no doubt You will consider the letter. COV tainiig ars it 

does the views of ‘the Founder of the Settlement at the time of " his 

taking Possession, On sufficie nt value and interest to prov ide for 

its safe-keeping in the Ragiles Museum. 

T haue &e.. 

(Signed) W. W. WILLANS. 
The Chair He Tl of 

The Committee of Management 

of the Raffles Museum. 

Singapore, 10th June, 1819. 

My dear Colonel, 

You will probably have to consult the Map in order 
to ascertain from what part of the world this letter is dated. 
Refer to the aoe ot the Malay Peninsula where you 
will observe several small Islands forming the Straits of 
Singapore. On one of these are the ruins of the ancient 
Capital of “‘ Singapura,” or “ City of the Lion” as it is called 
by the Malays. Here I have just planted the British Flag, 
and a more commanding and promising Station for the pro- 
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tection and improvement of all our interests in this quarter 
cannot well he conceived. Since my return to this Country 

my public attention has been chieily directed to the proceed- 
ines of the Hollanders, who, not satisfied with recetvine, from 
us the fertile and im) portant Tslands of Java and the Moluceas, 
have attempted to exercise a supremacy over the whole of Bor- 
neo and Sumatra, and to exclude our nation from all inter- 
course with the other States of the Ar Sins lago. They have 
been very particular in the means, and they seem to have consi- 
dered the degradation of the Hnelish character as necessary to 
their own etek ene You may easily conceive how much 

annoyance this has given to me, and prepared as I was to 
remain a quiet spectator of ali their actions, I have not 
found it possible to continue entirely neutral. While they 
confined their proceedings to the Countries in which 
ee authority was established, we had no right to 
nterfere; these we had by ay acreed to transfer to them, 
ee they were of course at lib erty to act in them as they 
thought proper without reference to our interests ; but they 
no. sooner found themselves possessed of these than they 
conceived the idea of driving us from the Archipelago alto- 
geether, and when I made my re-appearance in these Seas 
they had actually hardly left us an inch of ground to stand 
upon. Hven our right to an spot on which I write this, 
though yesterday a wilderness and without inhabitant, is 
disputed; and, in return for our anparalleiled generosity, we 
are left almost without a res ting place in the Archipelago. 

Sais 

But it is not owr interests alone that have suffered by this 
unexpected return; those of humanity and civilization suffer 
more deeply. To comprehend the question justly you 
must consider that it has always been an object of the first 
importance to our Indian interests to preserve a free and 
uninterrupted commerce with these Islands as well on 
account of this commerce itself, as the safety of our more 
extensive commerce with China, which lies beyond them; and 
that for the last century, owing to the defects and tea 
weakness of the Dutch, we have been able to effect this with- 
out serious molestation from them. The consequence of this 
constant and friendly intercourse has been the establishment 
of numerous independent States throughout the Archi- 
pelago. These have advanced consider ably in civilization ; 
and as their knowledge increased so did their wants ; and 
their advancement in civilization might be estimated im the 
ratio of their commerce. The latter is suddeniy arrested by 
the withering grasp of the Hollander; the first article he 
insists upon is the exclusion of the Hneglish and the mono- 
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poly on account of his own Government of whatever may be 
the principal produce of the place; the private merchant is 
thrust out altogether; or condemned to put up with 
vexations and impositions but above all the unhealthy 
climate of Batavia; at which Port alone the Dutch seem 
determined that all the trade of these Islands shall centre. 
Surely after the millions that have been sacrificed to this 
hateful and destructive policy, they ought to have had some 
common feeling for humanity, some objest in view beyond 
the cold calculations of profit and loss. Let them do what 
they please with Java and the Moluccas, and these contain 
a population of at least five millions; but with the population 

of Borneo, Sumatra and the other Islands, which is at least 
equal in amount, they can have no right to imterfere by 
restrictive reeulation. Let them turn their own lawful sub- 
jects to what account they please, but let them not involve 
our allies, and the British character, in the general vortex 
of the ruin they are working for themselves. 

I must beg your pardon for troubling you with politics, 
but 1% is necessary I should give you some account of them 
to explain the cause of my movements, which have been 
various and rapid. I had not been six weeks in Bencoolen 
before it was necessary to penetrate into the interior of the 
Pouthern Districts of Sumatra. I had hardly accomplished 
this when my attention was directed to the Central districts 
and the original seat of Malayan Empire*; on my return 
trom there I had to send a party across the Island from 
Bencoolen ; being the first attempt of the kind ever made by 
Huropeans, and finally I had to proceed to Bengal to report 
my proceedings and to confer with the Governor General 
as to what was best to be done to check the further progress 
of the Dutch. Here I fortunately met with every attention ; 
the subject was fairly and deliberately considered, and to 
use the emphatic words of Lord Hastings “there was but one 
opinion as to the moral turpitude of the means employed 
by our rivals and their determination to degrade and injure 
the British. In this crisis it remained to be considered what 
was best to be done in this country without exciting actual 
hostilities; and what should be recommended to the authorities 
in Hurope. It was clear that the object of the Dutch was 
not only to command for themselves all the trade of the 
Hastern Islands, but to possess the power in the event of 
future war of preventing our reeular intercourse, with China. 

* Menangkabaw ; an interesting account of this visit ist» be found in 

Crawfurd’s Descriptive Dictionary p. 273. 
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By possessing the only passes to this Hmpire, namely thé 
Straits of Sunda and Malacca, they had it in their power at 
all times to impede that trade; and of their disposition;to 
exert this power, even in time ot peace, there was no doubt. 
Tt was therefore determined that we should lose no time im 
Securing, 11 practicable, the command of one of these Straits: 
and the Straits of Malacca.on account of their proximity to 
our other Settlements appeared the most eligible. I was 
oo ne aly authorized to provide for the establishment of the 
British interests at Acheen, (the most Northern Kingdom of 
Sumatra and which commands the Northern entrance of these 
Straits) and to fix upon some Station that might equally ecm- 
mand the gouthern entrance. My negotiations occupied a 
period of several months, but they ende .d successt ‘ually, and the , 
predominance of the British influence in that quarter has 
been duly provided for. ‘The same has been efte cted at this 
end of the Straits and the intermediate station of Malacca 
aithough occupied by the Dutch, has been completely nulli- 
fied. 

This decisive though moderate policy on the part of the 
British Government has paralysed the further efforts of the 
Dutch, and we have réas son to hone that every thing will 
remain in statw guo pending the references which are neces- 
sarily made to Europe by both parties. Our eventual object 
is of course to secure the independence of the Bornean, Su- 
imatran and other States with which we have been in alliance 
for the last twenty years; and further, if prac ticable to re- 
cain the Settlements of Malacca, Padang and Banea. These 
ought never to bave been transferred to the Dutch, but as 
they are indebted to us in nearly a a Sterling on the 
adjustment of their Java accounts, it is to be hoped | we nay 
yet make a comproinise for their ate iil 

I shall say nothine of the importance which I attach to 
the permanence of the position I have taken up at Singapore ; 
it is a child of my own. But for my Malay studies I should 
hardly have’known that such a ie. existed; not only the 
European but the Indian world also was ignorant of 1t.. It 
is Impossible to conceive a place combining more advantages: ; 
it is within a week’s sail of China, still closer to Siam, Co- 
chin-China, &c. in the very heart of the Archipelago, or as 
the Malays call it, it is “ he Navel of the Malay countries”; 
already a population of above five thousand souls has a 
lected under our flag, the number is daily increasing, the 
harbour, in every way superior, 1s filled with Shipping from 
all quarters; and although our Settlement has not been 
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‘established more than four months every one is comfortably 
housed, provisions are in abundance, the Troops healthy, and 
every thing bears the appearance of content and abun- 
dance. Jam sure you will wish me success, and I will there- 
fote only add that if my plans are confirmed at home, it is 
my’ Intention to make this my principal residence, and to 
devo te the remaining years of my residence in the Hast, to 
the advancement of a Colony which in every way in which 
it can be viewed bids fair to be one of the most important, 
and at the same time one of the least expensive and trouble- 
some, that we possess. Our object is not territory but trade, 
a ereat commercial Emporium, and a fulecrwm whence we 
may extend our influence politically, as circumstances may 
hereafter require. By taking tnmediate possession we put 
a negative to the Dutch claim of exclusion, and at the same 
time revive the drooping confidence of our allies and friends ; 
one Free Port in these Seas must eventually destroy the spell 
of Dutch monopoly ; and what Malta is in the West, that may 
Singapore become in the Hast. 

I shall leave this for Bencoolen in a few days, where I hope 
to remain quietly until we hear decidedly from Europe, 
at all events I am not likely to quit Sumatra again for some 
months and then only for a short period to revisit my 
new Settlement. You may judge of our anxiety to re- 
turn to Bencoolen when I tell you that we left our little 
cirl there in August last, and have not since seen her. 
Lady Rafiles, who accompanied me to Bengal and is now with 
me, has since presented me with a son; the circumstances 
preceding his birth were not very propitious; I was obliged 
to quit her only four days before the event, we were 
almost amongst strangers, no nurse in whom to confide, 
no experienced medical aid, for we had expected to reach 
Bencoolen in time, and yet all went on well, and a finer 
babe or one with more promise of intelligence never was 
beheld. You will recollect that our little girl was born on 
the waves, under circumstances not more promising, and yet 
no mother and no children could have suffered less. What 
strange and uncertain dispensations of Providence! Good 
God when I think of Claremont and all the prospects which 
were there anticipated,—but [ must check my pen. 

I thank you most sincerely for your letters of the 8th 
December 1817 and 29th April, 1819; the former I could 
never acknowledge till now; the latter is before me and [ 
cannot express how much | feel indebted to you for your 
kind and affectionate attention, The engravings I haye 
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duly received; one of them in particular is dear to me from 
many associations; it is from the Painting which I so often 
adinired in the Drawing-room. 

Your account of our amiable and invaluable Prince has 
oiven me the greatest satisfaction. He has indeed had his 
tr ials, but that he is himself again proves him to.be of a higher 
being than our ordinary natures. Volumes would not do 
justice to his merits or his virtues, my heart overflows when 
I think of him and of his suffering os, and though far removed 
and separated from the passing scene, be assured [ listen 
with no common interest to ali that is said of and about him. 

I have told you that Lady Raffies has presented me avith 
a son anda daughter; from the circumstance of the latter 
having been born on the voyage, the Javanese who are a poe- 
tic people, wished her to be named Tunjung Segara, mean- 
ine ‘Lotos of the Sea,’ and a more appropriate name for 
purity or innocence could not have been conceived. I gra- 
tified their wish, but at the same time my own, by prefixing 
a more Christian and a more consecrated name “ Charlotte os 
my son has been christened “Leopold”; and thus will “Leopold 
and Charlotte”. be commemorated i in my domestic circle, as 
names ever dear and ever respected ; and that of my daughter 
will be associated with the emblem of purity, handed down 
in remembrance of one whose virtues and interests will never 
be forgotten 

I must not close this letter without giving you some 
account of my occupations and views as far as they are of a 
personal nature; I am vain enough to hope that these will 
interest you more than all I could write of a public or 
political nature. 

Notwithstanding the serious demands on my time arising 
out of my public station, and the discussion I have naturally 
had with the Dutch Authorities, I have been able to advance 
very considerably in my collections in Natural History. 
Sumatra does not afford any of those interesting remains 
of former civilisation, and of the arts, which abound in Java. 
Here man is far behind- hand, perhaps a thousand years even 
behind his neighbour the Javanese; but we have more origi- 
nality, and the reat volume of Nature has hardly been 
opened. I was extremely unfortunate in the death of Dr. 
Arnold, who apeourannad me as a Naturalist from England, 
he fell a sacrifice to his zealous and indefatigable exertions 
on the first journey he made into the interior; but not until 
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he immortalized his name by the discovery of one of the 
ereatest prodigies in nature that has been yet met with, a 
flower of great beauty but more remarkable for its dimen- 
sions; it measures a full yard across, weighs fifteen pounds, 
and contains in the Nectary no less than eight pints, each 
petal being 11 inches in breadth and there being five of 
them. J sent a short description of this plant, with a draw- 
ing and part of the flower itself, to Sir Joseph Banks; from 
whom, or some of the members of the Royal Society, you may 
probably have heard more particulars. I have now with 
me as a Botanist Dr. Jaik, a gentleman jhighly qualified 
and we are daily making very important additions to our 
Herbarium. We have recently discovered at this place some 
very beautiful species of the Nepenthes or Pitcher Plant, 
which in elegance and brilliancy far surpass any thing I 
have yet seen in this quarter—the plant is very remark- 
able, and though the genus has been generally describ- 
ed but little is known of the different species. We are now 
eneaged in making drawings of them, with a few other of 
the most remarkable and splendid productions of the vege- 
table world which we have met with, and propose forming 
them into a volume’to be engraved in Europe. This will be an 
earnest of what we propose to do hereafter, and you will 
oblice me much by informing me whether His Serene 
Highness would have any objection to the first result of our 
labours being dedicated to him; there will not be above six 
or eight engravings, but they will be on a large scale. 

Besides our Botanical pursuits I have in my family two 
French naturalists, one of them step-son to the celebrated 
Cuvier ; their attention is principally directed to Zoology, but 
we include in our researches every thing that is inter esting 
in the mineral kinedom; our collection of Birds is already 
very extensive, and in the course of two or three years we 
hope to complete our more important researches in Sumatra. 
We shall endeavour to include the Malay Peninsula, Borneo 
and elsewhere, wherever the Dutch, who are the Vandals 
of the East, do not establish themselves to our exclusion. 
I hope the plants &c. by Dr. Horsfield reached Claremont 
in safety and tolerable preservation. 

On the West Coast of Sumatra abound great varieties 
of Asallims and Madrepores; but few of these are known in 
Kngland, and collections are rare. Iam preparing a few for 
Claremont and shall be happy to hear from you if they are 
likely to be acceptable, or what would be more so. I beg of 
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you to present my respects to Prince Leopold with every 
assurance of deep regard, affection, and esteem which it may 
be respectful for me to offer. 

To the Duke of Kent, (although I have not the honor of 
his acquaintance I am personally known to his Royal High- 
ness) I will thank you also to present my respects, and 
my congratulations, as well on his marriage as his appoint- 
ment of Commander-in- Chief, which we learn by the Public 
Prints has recently taken place. 

Allow me to add my kindest remembrances to Sir Robert 
Gardiner, the Baron Dr. Stockmar, and other members of the 
family or visitors to whom I may have the honor of bring 
known and who are kind enough to take an interest in my wel- 
fare; and to assure you, my dear friend, that I am with 
sincerity and truth, 

Your obliged and 

very faithfully attached friend, 

(Sioned) T. 8. RAFFLES. 
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NOTES GON. TWO- PERAK. MANUSCRIPTS. 

By W. H. Maxwetu. 

Malay history is very little more advanced than it was 
when Crawfurd remarked on the meagre and unsatisfactory 
nature of the notices which we possess on “ this curious and 
interesting subject.” 1) The Sijara Malayu, or history of the 
Malacca kings, is the work of a Mohamedan who erafted 
events which were recent in his time upon legends whose 
real place is in Hindoo mythology. It possesses little value 
as a historical document, except as regards the reigns of the 
later kines of Malacca. 

The “ Marong Mahawangsa,” ov “ Kedah Annals,” professes 
to treat of the ay) history of the State of Kedah, and though 
not justifying, as a historical document, the credit attached 
to it by its Be litor Col. Low, it hardly merits, perhaps, the 
sweeping condemnation of Mr. Crawfurd, who described it as 
“a dateless tissue of rank fable from which nota erain of reli- 
“able knowledge can be gathered.”(2) If, as there seems good 
reason for believing, the Hindoo legends in these works are 
traceable to the Brahminical scriptures of India, their value 
from an ethnological point of view may perhaps some day be 
better appreciated. The Hikayat Hang Tuah fares no better 
at Mr. Crawfurd’s hands than the work of the Kedah his- 
torian. Itis described as “a most absurd and puerile produc- 
“tion. It contains no historical fact upon which the slightest 
“yvelance can be placed; no date whatever, and, if we except 
“the faithful picture of native mind and manners which it 
“unconsciously affords, is utterly worthless and contemp- 
pauible.. (3) 

Leyden in his Essay on the Languages and Literature of 
the Indo-Chinese nations (4) gives the “following account of 
Malay historical manuscripts : 

1 Descriptive Dictionary, sub voce Queda. 

2 Crawfurd, Hist. Ind. Arch. Vol. II. p. 371. 
3 Grawfur dHist. Ind. Arch. vol. II. p. 371. 
4 Asiatic Researches. Vol. X. p. 180. 
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‘© There are many Malayw compositions of a historical na- 
“ture, though they are not so common as the classes that 
“have been enumerated; such as the Hikayat Rajah bongsu, 
‘“which I have not seen, but which has been described to me 
“as a genealogical history of the Malay Rajahs. The 
“© Hikaa yat Malaka, which relates the founding of that city 
“by a Javanese adventur er, the arrival of the Portuguese 
“and the combats of the Malays with Albuquerque and the 
“other Portuguese commanders. The Hikayat Pitrajaya- 
‘“* Putti, or history of an ancient Raja of Malacca, the Hikayat 
“ Achi, or history of Achi or Achin in Sumatra and the Hika- 
“yat Hang Tuha, or the adventures of a Malay Chief during 
“the reign of the last Raja of Malacea, and the account of 
a Malay Hmbassy sent to Mekka and Constantinople to re- 
“quest assistance against the Portuguese. Such historical 
‘‘narrations are extremely numerous, indeed there is reason 
“to believe that there is one of every state or tribe; and 
“though occasionally embellished by fiction, it is only from 
“them that we can obtain an outline of the Malay history 
“and of the progress of the nation.” 

Leyden wrote seventy years ago, but, owing probably to 
the limited intercourse of EHuropeans with the native States 
of the Peninsula, little has been discovered since his time to 
justify his belief that separate historical narrations existed 
for every state or tribe. The publication of a translation of 
the Hikayat Marong Mahawangsa by Col. Low (5) is, as far as 
T know, the only acquisition of importance. 

In Perak I have lost no opportunity of enquiring for his- 
torical manuscripts, and have succeeded in obtaining two, of 
which I propose to give a short account in this paper. 

The first is a short genealogy of the Mohamedan kings of 
Pérak. It is a well-thumbed little book of 72 pages, which 
formerly belonged to the Raja Bendahara, and has evidently 
been treated as a treasure, for it is wrapped up in an em- 
broidered napkin (tetampan. ) and an outer wrapper of yellow 
cloth. The first page is missing but I hope to get it supplied 
from memory or from another copy. 

The book commences with an abstract of the Sijara 
Malayu and the Malay kings are traced from Palembang to 
Singhapura, and from Singhapura to Malacca. A Summary 

(5) Journal Indian Archipelago Vol. III. p. 1. 
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of the history of the Malacca kings is given, which differs in 
some particulars from the account tr anslated by Leyden. (6) 
The Portuguese are not mentioned, singularly enough, but 
Sultan Mahmud Shah, in whose reign Malacca was taken by 
Albuquerque, is summarily dismissed inthe following sentence; 
“It was this Sultan who is spoken of by people as “ Murhom 
Kampar” and the time that he reigned in Malacca was 
thirty years. It was in his time that Malacca was taken by 
the people of Moar, and he fied to Pahang for a year, and 
thence to Bentan, where he spent twelve years, and thence 
to Kampar, where he remained for five years. Thus the 
whole time that he was Raja was forty-eight years.” 

The Perak manuscript makes out that the first king of 
Perak Sultan Muz zafar Shah was the son of Sultan Mahmud 
of Malacca bya princess of Ktlantan. Raja Muzafar, accord- 
ing to this account, was brought up as heir apparent of the 
throne of Malacca, but was dis-inherited by Ins father in 
favour of Raja Ala-eddin, the son of the Sultan’s favourite 
wife Tun Fatima. After the death of Sultan Mahmud 
(Murhom Kampar) Raja Muzafar was turned out of the 
country (Johor ?) by the Chiefs and went to Siak and thence 
to Klang. At Klang he was found by a man of “ Manjong” 
(Perak) by whose influence he was installed as Raja in Per alc. 

So far the MS. account, but this does not agree either 
with the Syara Malayw or with local tradition in Perak. 

According to the Sijara Malayw (Leyden’s translation, 
p- 265) the ‘first Sultan of Perak was “Tun Viajet surnamed 
Sri Maha Raja,” who was formerly Bendahara of Johor and 
““who was originally appointed Raja over Perak under the 
“title of Sultan Muzafar Shah. He married the Princess of 
“Perak and begot Sultan Mansur who reigns at present.” 

The Johor origin of the Bere Rajas is confirmed by tradi- 
tion, though the manuseript before me makes the connection 
collateral ‘only. After relating the installation of Muzafar 
Shah as Sultan in Perak, the Perak historian makes a digres- 
sion to Johor, explains that Raja Ala-eddin (younger brother 
of Muzafar Shah and son of Sultan Mahmud Shah of Ma- 
lacca) became Sultan of Johor, and gives a list of six Rajas 
who succeeded him that Kingdom. The royal line of Johor 
ended (says the Perak manuscript) with “Murhom Mangkat 
di Kota Tinggi” and the sovereignty became vested in ‘the 
family of the Johor Béndahara. 

ee 

(6) Leyden’s Malay Annals Longman 1821, 
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Returning to the first Raja of Perak, the chronicler, for- 
cetting that he has just stated that Muzafar Shah went to 
Perak from Klang, makes Johor his starting point after all. 
“He begot a son named Raja Mansur, who remained at 
olor: when his father went to Perak, ‘and who married a 
“sister of Murhom Bukit (wite of Raja Jalil of Johor). Raja 
‘“* Muzafar Shah, when he became Raja of Perak, establish- 
‘““ed his capital at Tanah Abane, and after his death was 
‘known as ** Murhom Tanah ‘Abang.” Then Sultan Ala-eddin 
‘“‘sent Raja Mansur and his wife to Perak, and they reigned 

“there and established their capital at Kota Lama.” 

tis clear I think that the Perak historian was not satis- 
fied with a Johor Bendahara as the progenitor of a line of 
kings and has somewhat clumsily tried to adapt history to 
the “Thecessity of establishing a connection with the Royal 
house of Malacca and thus obtaining for the Perak Rajas 
the benefit of an apocryphal descent from Alexander of 
Macedonia. 

The manuscript gives afew details regarding the reigns 
of twelve Perak Raj as commencing with “Muzatar Shah ‘(to 
whose accession I should be inclined to assign the date A.D. 
1550) and ending with Mahmud Shah, in whose time the 
Bugis invasion of Kedah (A.D. 1770) took place. The 
average duration of one reign is about 19 years. ‘Two inva- 
sions of Perak by the Achinese are recorded, both of which 
resulted in the defeat of the Perak Malays and the captivity 
of members of the Royal family and of various Chiefs. Two 
Bugis invasions are also mentioned. 

An allusion which has a special interest for Huropeans is 
the mention of the Dutch factory at Tanjong Putus in the Pe- 
rak river, in the reigns of Sultan Iskander (about A. D. 1756) 
and of his predecessor, Sultan Muzafar Shah (Murhom Haji.) 

No dates are given in this manuscript, but itis possible 
to supply them in some places from what is known of the 
history of Achin and Johor. Perak gave Achin one of her 
most famous kines, Mansur Shah, whose persevering attacks 
upon the Portuguese in Malacca are a matter of authentic 
history. Crawfurd ¢ assigns the year 1567 as the date of his 
accession in Achin. ‘The Perak chronicler does not mention 
him by name, but in relating the events of the first Achinese 
invasion states that the eldest son of the Perak king (Mur- 
hom Kota Lama) was among the captives and was taken by 
the Queen of Achin as her husband, This was no doubt the 
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well known Mansur Shah. The circumstances of his death 
are not related, though the Achinese account states that, 
like many other kings of Achin, he came to a violent end. 
The author of the historical sketch under notice simply 
““states that the Kine of Achin went across to Perak to 
“amuse himself, and to visit his relations and to re-organise 
“the kinedom of Perak. When he returned from his visit 
“to Perak and reached Kwala Achih he died. The name 
“by which he was known after his death was “ &rz Pada 
Mangkat di Rwala.” 

The conelusion of this little work shews, I think, that it 
was written out for one of the late Bandaharas of Perak, I 
obtained it from the late Raja Osman, the last Perak Bén- 
dahara. The final paragraph records how the office of 
Bandahara, which had always been held by a Chief, was for 
the first time vested in a Raja in the person of Raja Kechil 
Muda the son of Sultan Mahmud Shah (Murhom Muda di 
Pulo Besar Indra Mulia). In the words of the historian, 
“he took the title of Raja Bandahara Wakil al Sultan Wazir 
“al Kabir and ruled over the country of Perak. He lived at 
“ Sayong by the long sandy shore. Atter he had ruled 
“ Perak for a long time he returned to the mercy of God 
“most high and was known after his death as Murhom 
“ Sayong di Pasir Panjang.” 

The title of Raja Bandahara was first used in the time of 
Sultan Iskandar (Murhom Kahar) A.D. 1756-—1770. 

The second manuscript is a historical work entitled “ Misal 
Malayu,” or “An Hxample for Malays,” which relates the 
principal events of the reign of Sultan Iskandar of Perak 
(Murhom Sahar), of his immediate predecessors Sultans 
Mohamed Shah and Muzafar Shah and of his successor 
Sultan Mahmud Shah. Sultan Iskandar was Raja Muda dur- 
ing two reigns before he himself succeeded to the throne. 
His actual reign as Sultan lasted for fourteen years, but he 
must have governed Perak de facto for a very much longer 
period. He seems to have been the strongest of the Perak 
sovereigns and the days of Murhom Kahar are still spoken 
of in Perak asa kind of golden age, when everything was 
peaceful and prosperous, when chiefs obeyed the Sultan and 
the ryots followed their chiefs cheerfully: 

The author of the Misal Malayw was Raja Cholan, who 
received the title of Raja Kechil Besar in the reign of Sultan 
Muzafar Shah, He isremembered in Perak by the name of 

¢ 
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Murhom Pulo Juwa. We commences his narrative by a short 
account of the genealogy of Sultan Muzafar Shah, with 
whose reign the history opens. Then follows a description 
of a revolution which resulted in the proclamation of another 
Sultan who established himself in lower Perak under the 
title of Sultan Mohamed Shah, while the rightful Sultan had 
to retreat up the river to Kwala Kanesa, “ “where he built a 
palace and fortified it.” The reconciliation of the rival 
Rajas and the restoration of Muzafar Shah to power by the 
voluntary surrender of his power by Mohamed Shah are 
related in detail. The latter did not lone survive his 
retirement. ‘T'wo important events happened in the later 
years of Muzafar Shah, an invasion of Perak by some Bugis 
adventurers under one Raja Bakabat and the re- establishment 
of the Dutch factory on the Perak river. The Bugis inva- 
ders must have entered Perak by what is now called the 
Larut river and penetrated as far as Bukit Gantang, where 
they were defeated by the Perak forces despatched from 
Kwala Kangsa under the Raja Muda and pursued to Kwala 
Pangkalan (probably the Larut river) whence it may be sup- 
posed they made their escape from the country by sea. 

The first mention of the Dutch gives some interesting 
particulars regarding the reopening of their commercial in- 
tereourse with Perak, which it may be inferred had been 
stopped for some time. I subjoin a short extract. 

“The Dutch were ordered by their Raja to proceed 
“from Batavia to Malacca and thence to Perak and they 
“asked the Raja of Perak to grant them a place for a set- 
“tlement and they selected “Panekalan Halban. ~~ Uher 
object was the purchase of tin, and the price they gave 
‘was thirty two dollars a bhara exclusive of a tax of two 
‘dollars a bhara. All their wishes met with the approval 
“of Sultan Muzafar Shah. And the Dutch lived at Péne- 
“kalan Halban and built a warehouse and stockaded it all 
“round. After this no one was permitted to export tin, 
“for all of it had to be given tothe Dutch, but thenceforth 
‘dollars, not-tin, were taken out of the country on trad- 
- “as voyages, As for the Dutch themselves, their Captain 
“was chang ed once,in every three years. And in the course 
‘or the lone period during which they occupied Panekalan 
“Valban and had charge “of Kwala Perak they paid an 
‘immense number of dollars to the Sultan in the way of 
Mee and numbers of people in the Country became 
“wealthy.” 
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The illness and death of Mozafar Shah are related with 
considerable fullness of detail and the date of the latter 
event is given, which is valuable as enabling the reader to 
fix approximate dates for other events recorded in the nar- 
ration. Mozafar Shah died on Friday the 11th of Zulkhaidah 
A. H. 1167 (A. D. 1756). Among other incidents of his 
illness we read that ‘‘ there was a woman in the palace whom 
“the line ordered to be killed and she was accordingly 
“ executed, for she was out of her mind.” ‘The unfortunate 
creature was no doubt suspected of bemg a witch and of 
having caused the Raja’s illness by her spells. But this 
ee remedy was unavailing, for the chronicle states that 
“after this, the king’s illness grew more and more severe.” 
(Perak seems to have been an. unsafe place for reputed 
witches, for not long ago when visiting §. Jarum Mas on 
the Perak coast I was shewn the place (Kwala Bujang Lim- 
bas) where aformer Panghma Bukit Gantang had caused 
a beautiful woman named Allang Suyoh to be executed for 
witchcraft. She was known among the people as Bujang 
Tumbas.) 

The Raja Muda who succeeded to the throne took the title 
of Sultan Iskandar Zulkarnein. In describing the domestic 
events of his reign, the author has exhausted his vocabulary 
and it is the detailed accounts of the Court ceremonies on 
all sorts of occasions that make the work so valuable in the 
eyes of Malays. Accounts of palace festivities, the installa- 
tion of chiets the amusements of truthful princes, the 
superstitious ceremonies practised in cases of illness, reli- 
cious observances, and royal prograsses fill page after page, 
while ev ents of historical: interest receive compare atively 
httle notice. 

The former, though curious, possess little ceneral interest 
and I propose ‘here to translate only one passage, which gives 
the reason for a singular superstition which to this day 
prevents a Perak sovereign from inhabiting the house in 
which his predecessor had died. 

“tis related that the king (Iskandar Shah) determined 
“to remove from Brahman Indr a, for he did not feel easy 
‘in mind while he remained in the abode of the late Raja. 
* And he took thought day and night how he might fix upon 
‘a spot in» which he might establish a capital tor his own 
“reign, Then the king s said (to the Raja Muda and the 
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* assembled re) les) for my part I cannot find it in my heart 
‘“to remain here any longer, for it is distasteful to me to 
‘have the royal drum (nobat) sounded so near to the grave 
“of the late king. It is, therefore, my wish to remove 
“from Brahman Indre i. 

On the 17th October 1765, according to Dutch records, a 
treaty was made between the Dutch Hast India Company 
and “*Paduca Siry (Sri) Sultan Mohamed Shah, King 
‘‘of Pera.” It is interesting to find in the Malay manus- 
cript under notice an account of the negotiations which 
led to this treaty and of the circumstances connected 
with the signing of it. Iiven the names of the Dutch 
officials are given; barely recognisable, it is true, in their _ 
Malay rendering. ‘The fact that the name of the reigning- 
Sultan in the Malay narration is Iskander Shah, while that 
in the treaty is Mohamed Shah, need not, I think, cast 
a doubt on the veracity of the native account, for Euro- 
peans are extremely likely to have made a mistake about 
native names. If the name was Iskander Shah bin Al 
Merhom Mohamed Shah, the mistake is easily accounted 
Tor 

iskander Shah fixed his residence at Pulo Champaka Sri, 
near Pasir Panjang on the Perak river, and dignified it, after 
the manner of Malay Rajas, with a high-sounding name, 

‘ Pulau dndra Sakti.” Kline. Bugis, and Menangkabau tra- 
ders are mentioned as frequenting the new town and the 
Chinese had a separate quarter to themselves. In recording 
the establishment of the new capital the historian preserves 
the following eae composed, he says, on the occasion : 

Zeman Sultan Raja Iskander 
Membuat negri di Pulo Champaka 
Elok-nia pekan dengan bandar 
Tempat dagang sentri berniaga. 
Membuat negri di Pulo Champaka_ 
Di glar Pulo Indra Sakti 
Dagang sentri datang berniaga 
Kabawa duli berbuat bakti. 
Tuanku raja Sultan Iskander 

_Takhta di Pulo Indra Sakti 
Endak nia jangan lagi di sadar 
Kuat pun sudah bagi di hati, 
Takhta di Pulo Indra Sakti 
Di sembah tintra sa isi negri 
Kuat pun sudah bagi di hati 
Bertambah kabesaran-nia sabari-hari, 
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To which he adds the followine verse of his own ; 

Sungei Sinekir selat bentarang * 
Kapitan Pulo Indra Sakti 
Patek nen pikir dagang yang korang 
Niat ta sampe1 bagei di hati 

A mission to India was one of the principal events of 
Iskandar Shah’s reign and the despatch of a Kling trader, 
named Tumby Kachil, to the Coromandel Coast (beno Kling) 
to persuade ship-owners to come to Perak to bny elephants, 
his return with a ship, his enthusiastic reception and the 
embarkation of the elephants are ¢ graphically described. But 
the royal amusements and ceremonies receive much more of 
the author’s attention than incidents of this kind. They 
are relieved here and there by enlivening touches, as when we 
read, on the occasion of a public rejoicing when all nationali- 
ties shared in the general festivities, that ‘the Dutch went 
“through their exercises with muskets and blunderbuses 
“and the Chinese musical instruments were exceedingly 
‘numerous and sounded like the noise of frogs in a pond 
“when rain is just commencing to fall.” 

In another place “the Panelima of Larut” is described as 
presenting himself before the Sultan at Sayonge “with 
“all his followers (Saker), people of Bukit Gantang and 
“people of Penkalan and Permatang, an exceedingly “lar oe 
“number,” an allusion to localities which have become well 
“known of late years. 

An expedition which Sultan Iskander made to the mouth 
of the Perak river is celebrated in a long form which takes 
up a number of pages in the latter part of the book. To 
have descended the river to the sea was evidently a feat of 
no small magnitude for a Raja of Perak of those days and 
was accordingly immortalised in a fitting manner. It is too 
long, however, for translation here, and too diffuse for 
extracts. 

After a reign of fourteen years Sultan Iskander died and 
received the posthumous title of ** Murhom Kamhar-ullah.’ 
ee was succeeded by Sultan Mahmud Shah of whose reign 
a short account if given, and with whose death and the 
accession of Sultan Aladin the chronicle ends. In his time 
the Raja of Sélangor visited Perak and is stated to have 
received the nobat, the insignia of royalty, and the title of 
Sullan Saladin from the Perak sovereign. The latter 
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subsequently visited Salangor and was escorted back as far as. 
K wala Bernam by the newly created Raja. 

A Bugis invasion of Kedah,* which is no doubt that spok- 
en of by Hnelish writers as having occurred in the year 
1770, is then described by the Perak histori ian in the follow- 
ine passage. ; 

“It is related that a certain Bugis Chief, one Raja Haji, 
whom people called Pangeran, came from Rhio to Salan- 
gore, the reigning sovereign of that kingdom being a rela- 
tion of his. “There he concerted measures for an attack 
upon itedah and stopped at Perak on-his way. He cast an- 
chor just below the Dutch fort and the Dutchmen were a 
good deal alarmed when they saw his numerous his vessels 
were. He gave out that he wanted to see the Raja of Perak, 
so the Laksamana and the Shahbandar went up the river to 
Pulo Besar Indra Mulia and presented themselves before 
the Sultan with the intelligence that the Pangeran had ar- 
rived with the Raja of Salangore and had anchored below 
the Dutch fort and that he wanted an audience with His 
Highness. They said that he had a great number of prahus, 
one hundred and twenty sail, more or less, and asked for 
His Hiehness instructions as they had heard that the strang- 
er meditated some evil design upon the kingdom of Perak. 
Then the King said “ Let him come up the river. I have 
no fear or appr rehension.” At the same time His Highness 
ordered that all his nobles and warriors and men-at-arms 

should be collected and fully equipped with their weapons 
and accoutrements. es they were all assembled at Pulo 
Besar Indra Mulia, the Pangeran came up the river and 
as far up as Telok Panadah the river was crowed with his 
vessels from bank to bank. Then His Highness said *‘ Be- 
ing up the Péngéran to see me.” So he was led up by the 
Laksamana and the Shahbandar and entered the presence 
of Sultan Mahmud Shad with the King of Sclangor. And 

_whom he looked upon the face of the Sultan he was seized 
with great fear and alarm, which was increased when he 

* Murhom Kiangan of Kedah had two brothers and several Nephews who 
thought themselves injured by the election of Abdullah (son of the Sultan 
by a slave girl) to the succession. Inthe year 1770 they raised a rebellion 
and brought the people of Selangor and Perak to their assistance. They 
entered Kedah, but finding the people did not join them they burned Alors- 
tar, then a very flowrishine town, and at the Kwala took several of the 
Coast vessels and carried off a considerable deal of plander. The old King 
was so much enraged that be forbad them ever returning to the country. 
The disappointed Princes returned to Salangore where they died in want, 
and misary. Capt. Light im mea 8 Considerations ; Ds Los, 

See also Newbold Vol. IL, p. 6 
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saw the grandeur of His Highness and the preparations of 
the warriors. After that he "ceased to entertain any further 
evil intentions against the sovereign of Perak. 

When the Raja of Selangor cr jad leave to depart in. 
order to accompany his relation the Pangeran in the invasion 
Kedah, Sultan Mahmud Shah sent his youngest brother 
Raja Kechil Bongsu with the former. And Kedah was de- 
feated and then the invaders returned each to his own coun- 
Uy. 

This is the last event eondea in the reign of Mahmud 
Shah, whose death occurred after he had reioned eight years 
in Perak. His successor was Sultan Ala-eddin Mansur Shah, 
with a catalogue of whose virtues the history closes. It was 
probably concluded in his reign about one hundred years ago. 

Though they abound with oriental exaggeration and the 
most tedious recapitulation, and though historical data are 
disappointinely scarce, these are not without some interest 
and value, as | think the extracts which: I have given will 
shew. It is satisfactory to have any writen account at all 
of the Perak Rajas on purely native authority and the gene- 
ral accuracy of the Jfisal Afalayw has been borne out, 
wherever possible, by a comparison of the facts related in it 
with accounts of the same events obtained from Huropean 
sources. [ could wish that it were in my power to lay before 
the Society translations of the manuscripts of which I have 
here given a brief sketch, for there are now opportunities 
for annotating the test by reference to local traditions, and 
of vetting explanations about various customs and ceremonies 
of the Perak Malays, which will diminish as civilization extends 
and asthe days of Malay rule recede further into the past. 
But on the present occasion [ must content myself with 
this short Summary, which has been very hastily drawn up 
nd which professes to be nothine more than a general 

eteription of the only Perak histories I have yet seen. 



THH METALLIFEROUS FORMATION OF THE 
PENINSULA. 

BY D. Dy Dagy, 

Read at a Meeting held on the 2nd September, 1878. 

The principal object of this paper is to direct attention 
to and invite information about the primary mineral deposits 
in this Peninsula, and from personal observation, I have 
formed a theory regarding its origin, which I would humbly 
advance. 

We are aware that gold, tin, and galena have been a source 
of export from the peninsula for some centuries, and that 
the early Portuguese and Dutch settlers used to return to 
their contries with rich cargoes of those precious metals. 
Some of the workings that were active in the last century 
are still yielding valuable results ; others were abandoned on 
account’ of the extortion and oppression of native princes, 
others from the alluvial washings and shallow leaders having 
Caen Outer 

A different order of things exists at the present day; 
chemistry, geology, and steam have as in other countries con- 
verted obsolete mines into valuable properties, and if the 
same services are applied to the Malay Peninsula the coun- 
try might become rich and prosperous. 

I¢ would appear that the Malay Peninsula would be a 
vast uninhabitable jungle, were it not that the interior yields 
rich gold and tin alluvial deposits on either side of the range 
of hills that form the back-bone of the country. These 
deposits, crushed and washed down by nature from their 
original rocky bed, have attracted large numbers of Chinese 
miners for many years, and on their industry (for the Malay 
miners are in a very inferior minority) the Reve and pros- 
perity of the Peninsula in a great measure depend. A part 
from political and protective purposes. I[t would appear to 
be a question whether the Native States were worth interfer- 
ing about the tin not exist. 
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The soil is generally of a very poor description. With the 
exception of a few patches of good limestone country, it is 
a granite formation of recent date, slowly undergoing decom- 
position, and as yet quite unable to cope with the rich loams 
of such countries as Cuba or Java. Malays do not grow 
sufficient rice for their own consumption and with the 
exception of consumption tin, nearly all that comes under 
the title of “Straits produce,” comes from other countries, 
and merely rests at Singapore and other ports for tranship- 
ment. The tin produce, and the consequent importation of 
Chinese miners, being so essential to the prosperity of the 
country, [ have gathered together a few notes, made during 
exploring expeditions, with a view to ascertain the root, di- 
rection, and source from whence these alluvial deposits are 
shed. 

Starting from Tanjong Tohor, a few miles 8. H. of the 
Moar River, a line in a northerly direction would pass at 
first through the old gold workings of Tanjong Tohor and 
the neighbouri ine hills ‘ot Bukit Formosa, thence to the gold 
leaders of Chindras, Mount Ophir and the River Ke ‘sang 
and to the extensive tin deposits of the Késang and the 
eastern boundary of the Malacca Territory. There is no 
doubt in my mind that Chindras is on a spur or leader from 
the main reef, the gold being found in pockets or nests; but 
gvold leaders are often richer than the main reef, and if the 
enterprising Directors of the defunct Chindras Company 
had sunk deeper than they did (their deepest shaft being 
only about 100 feet they might have reached a more com- 
pact body of stone. 

I would shew a piece of tin ore that was got at Chin-Chin, 
on a tributary of the river Késang here “the tin is firmly 
inbedded in a piece of rock that was formerly granite and 
has been subject to volcanic influences. The leader from 
which this was picked up cannot be far from the line of the 
lode which I believe to exist in a direction show by the red 
line on this Map. Diverging from the northerly line and 
striking in a N. KE. direction, the rich alluvial deposits of 
vold, all fine steam gold are reached on the Ségamet River, 
a valuable river in Johor where every facility would be given 
by His Highness the Maharaja to Europeans to open up 
mines and whose letters to native rajas wore most serviceable 
to me when I went across the Peninsula to Pahang. 

Still ina northerly direction, the tin-mines of Pénarek 
and Jumpol are reached thence to the tin-mines of Sunge 
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Nipa, a tributary of a large river the Sungei Triang thence 
to Sungei Ktnabus where both tin and gold are found, 
thence to Jélei, a gold district. 

Striking off in a N. N. EH. direction to the Sungei Lui, a 
tributary of the Pahang River, gold is found in deep alluvial 
deposits in large quantities, but the Béndahara of Pahang 
will not allow Europeans to visit this place, and prevents the 
Chinese from introducing machinery, so that the gold is 
most imperfectly worked. The Malays in that district told 
me, that they got gold at the bottom of wells, that were 
dug, in bunches and nests; and the gold, after the dirt is 
crushed and washed in a rude way with pestle and mortar, 
is brought up ina cocoanut shell and must be sold to the 
Béndahara of poe The market price, when I was ia the 
country, was $22 a bungkal, but the gold is frequently smue- 
oled over the range into Slang or where the Chinese oold- 
smiths give $32 a bunkel and in Singapore the same gold 
ranes in price from $35 to $40 a bunekal. 

LT have so far pointed out.some of the cold and tin-mines 
to the Eastward of the dividing range of the Peninsula, and 
regarding the Westward side, | may say that the whole of 
the flat country at the foot of the range is a rast broken 
allurial deposit of tin some 250 miles in length and ranging 
from one to 12 miles in width and again winding to the 
Northwest to Tongkah and up to British Burmah. 

With respect to the gold on the Westward side of the 
range, there are only two places to my knowledge that pro- 
duce gold with the tin, namely Kanching in SilAngor and 
the Batang Padang District in Perak; that is that produce 
vold in sufficient quantities, to make a profit on the expenses 
of separating 1t from the tin. Returning to the gold mines of 
Ulu Sungei. Lui and proceeding in a straight line to Cape 
Patani ina N.N. W. direction, the gold mines of Khan 
Mas are crossed on the Sungei Ltbih, which is a tributary of 
the Kélantan River, and on the same bearing some Galena 
mines are in full working order on the Kélantan River. 
Gold and tin are known to exist in the interior of Tringe’no, 
but the protective policy ot the Tréngano and Kélantan 
rajas precludes the examination and proper working by 
European machinery of the valuable deposits that have been 
known to exist for so long. The Sultans of these countries 
are afraid of the rajas and are completely in their power; but 
as they are tributary to Siam, and as the Siamese Kings are 
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progressive in developing the resources of their own coun- 
try, I have no doubt the proper credentials from Bangkok, 
would enable a European to enter and work these valuable 
mines on an economical and more profitable system. 

Pursuing the same N. N. W. line, the gold mines of Klan 
Mas on the Teluphin River, and the Galena mines at Palu 
are reached, as well as other gold deposits in Patani, and this 
would lead to the terminus of the supposed matrix of the 
metalliferons deposits. 

I stop at Cape Patani as the country further to the W. 
and N. W. is not remarkable for the precious metals, al- 
though coal has been found in the Isthmus of Kra. 

I have shewn by a red line on this plan the approximate 
position of the main-reef which I believe to exist in the 
Peninsula; and besides the fact of the numerous alluvial 
mineral detrita and disconnected leaders that exist to the 
Hastward and Westward of the same there are other geolo- 
sical reasons that would support the theory. I need hardly 
state that one of the first laws of Geology is that all soils 
are disintegrated from rock, and an agriculturist coming to 
anew country can make avery fair guess as to the nature 
of the soil on being informed of the nature of the rocks. 
So it is for the miner,—given the nature, set, direction and 
dip of various strata, he will tell whether the countr y is 
metalliferous or not; and it was by means of this chain of 
reasoning that Sir Roderick Murchison prophesied the disco- 
very of the gold fields of Ballarat, and thence a line of rich 
gold country tothe Northward through Queensland, and 
other islands, to the north of Australia. And itis by studying 
and following up the wise precepts of that illustrious Geolo- 
gist that we may deduct similar conclusions in new countries, 

It is in examining the metamorphic rocks that the greatest 
geological discoveries have been made; and in the Malay 
Peninsula, these rocks in higher elevations and in regions 
that have been disturbed by plutonic causes, are remarkable. 

Both gold and tin belong exclusively to the older formation, 
and both are found in veins of quartz origin imbedded gen- 
erally between the granite on one side, and slate or micaceous 
layers or sandstones on the other, and these places occur to 
my knowledge in several parts in the Peninsula. 

During an exploring expedition with a view to fixing the 
Boundaries between Perak and Siamese territory, and in 
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crossing a range of hills, I came upon different parts of the 
country, where the slate formation cropped up with a very 
slight dip out of the perpendicular, close to the granite, and 
which reminded me very forcibly of similar formations in the 
gold-bearing districts of Australia. 

On enquiry, the Malays stated there had been gold allu- 
vial deposits at the base of these hills, and that there were 
still some Chinamen washing stream-gold. I obtained some 
of the gold in dust, and it presented a coarse, scaly appear- 
ance which evidently showed that it had not travelled far 
after having been shed from the matrix; and confirmed an 
opinion that [ had formed that all the mineral deposits of gold ° 
and tin in the Malay Peninsula are arecent granite or mi- 
caceous detritus. 

These detrital deposits might be followed up by an ex- 
ploring prospecting party, armed with boring tools; and by 
boring through the quartz veins that pierce the granite, the 
original lode or valuable leaders might be uncovered. 

I am informed that there are two places, namely Ulu 
Slini on the borders of Sélangor and Perak, and the Batang 
Padang District in Perak, where the tin is found in large 
blocks of stone which are rolled down the hill side. These 
must be very close to the main lode and would be good start- 
ing points for a prospecting party. 

The Chinaman is given to gambling, and a large population 
of Chinese indulge their taste in seeking out patches of allu- 
vial tin, moving along the base of the hills from place to 
place, and gaining a very uncertain amount of success. This 
state of things will continue until the original lode is searched 
for, when the reckless speculation in alluvial gold and tin will 
be succeeded by a more certain and legitimate system of min- 
ing, and the prosperity of the Malayan Peninsula will rest 
on a more solid basis. 



SUGGESTIONS REGARDING A NEW MALAY 

DICTIONARY. 

By tHe Hown’stz C. J. Irvine. 

Read at a Meeting held on the 9th December, 1878. 

As has been announced, I am desirous this evening of 
inviting discussion in regard to a question which must be, I 
think, “of considerable interest to many of the members : 
whether it is desirable that this Society should undertake, 
or promote, and if so in what manner or to what degree, the 
publication of a Work in the nature of a Dictionary of the 
Malay language, to take the place of, or to be supplementary 
to, the Dictionaries which exsist at present. 

The name, Malaya, which has been adopted to denote the 
countries to which the researches of this society are, gene- 
rally speaking, limited, is in itself an indication of the im- 
portance which attaches to the Malay element in the popula- 
tion: and however great may be the interest attaching to 
the language and habits of the foreign settlers who have 
reached these countries, from China or from India, within 
recent times, or to the language and habits of the scanty 
remnants of the races who seem to have been the aboriginal 
possessors of the soil—I think that it will generally be felt 
that in the ethnological and philological divisions of the 
Society’s researches, it 1s the Malay race, the Malay language, 
Malay history, literature, and. civilization, that should hold 
the central and dominant position. 

And as regards the language I think that Malay has not 
merely this relative strong claim on our attention, but that 
absolutely and intrinsically it presents a field for enquiry 
which is very well worth the trouble of exploring. The 
primitive element of the language, including the bulk of its 
vocabulary and its methods of construction, is interesting as 
the speech of a race whose remote ancestors may have lived 
in these regions “dibawah angin,” to the leeward that is of 
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Sumatra and Java, since the time that the shallow seas were 
a continent, and a river of Sumatra ran between Singapore 
and the Mainland ; the speech of a race that has been ima- 
gined to be nearer perhaps than any other to the type from 
which the ereatly varying races in different parts of the 
globe have diverged. ‘Then the words of almost pure Sans- 
krit embodied in the language are interesting as pointing 
to the nature and remoteness of the origin of the civilization 
which was still flourishing 300 or 400 years ago, and of which 
traces are still remaining. Again the Arabie element, the 
vocabulary of Religion, is evidence of the work of those early 
Mohammedan Mi issionaries, who have impressed their mark 
so deeply on the national character, but of whose work there 
is otherwise scarcely more record than there is of that of 
the Sanskrit- speaking nobles who introduced the vocabulary 
of dominion into the language far back in pre-historic ages. 

The language then being severance as being in itself 
worthy of study, and the study as taking a high place 
amongst the objects with the prosecution of which this 
society has charged itself, the importance of the question 
which I have desired to introduce becomes pore For a 
Dictionary is the shape, the only possible shape, in which 
the great bulk-of what is known in regard to a language 
can be arranged. It is the form in which the original 
student naturally and inevitably arranges his newly acquired 
knowledge; and it 1s the form in which knowledge acquired 
by original research, is made easily accessible to successive 
students. 

The original student observes and records to a ereat 
extent, 1 fancy, in obedience to what one may call the 
student’s instinct, and without any very definite idea of the 
use to which his records may ultimately be put, and in this 
way 1 believe that it will be found that among those who 
have given their attention to the Malay language of late 
years a very considerable mass of infor mation indeed has 
been accumulated beyond what has appeared in any of the 
existing Malay Dictionaries. The information lies at present 
scattered in private note-books, and if nothing is done to 
collect and preserve it, the chances are that it will be lost; 
as no doubt many a valuable collection of similar notes has 
been lost in the course of the 60 or 70 years that have elapsed 
since the publication of Marsden’s Dictionary. 

That it would be desirable to collect, collate, and verify 
all such scattered notes as may be existing, and to record 
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them in some permanent shape, will not I think be disputed ; 
but as to what the exact shape and scope of the work should be, 
there will naturally be differences of opinion, and it is upon 
this point in especial that I am desirous of eliciting discus- 
sion. Naturally one’s first idea is to take up the work on 
the largest and fullest scale, and produce a Dictionary which 
should incorporate with our new matter the whole of what 
has already appeared in the works of Marsden, Crawfurd, 
Favre and others. But before embarking on a work of such 
magnitude it is well to count the cost beforehand i in money 
and labour, lest we put our hands to a task we are unable to 
carry through. My present impression is that instead of an 
entirely new Dictionary, our work should take the form of 
a, supplement on appendix to Marsden’s admirable work. In 
this way the cost and Jabour of the undertaking would be 
very greatly reduced; and the method would have the 
advantage of keeping our new work, which we cannot hope to 
be perfect, distinct and separate, and 80 co} nveniently present- 
ed for criticism and future revision. 'Then again as we cannot 
expect the work to be perfect as far as it goes, so neither can 
we expect that it will be complete and final. It would not be 
Aline le to let the work drag on indefinitely, inthe hope of 

producing a work which should contain the last word on the 
subject. A moderate time, say a couple of years, should I think 
be fixed within which the whole of our available material 
should be worked up; and if this were thrown into the shape 
of a supplement to Marsden’s work, the collation and 
incorporation of the two might very properly, I think, be 

left to our successors. 

Supposing then the form resolved upon for the work to be 
such as [ have proposed, it remains to consider the arrange- 
ments by which the necessary materials would be most 
conveniently collected and brought into shape, and here 
there are several methods that obviously ances themselves. 
The first is to make a detailed comparison of the words 
contained in the other existing Dictionaries with those given 
in A pasa and prepare lists of those which do not appear 
in the latter. This would of course bea somewhat laborious 
task, but less so than would possibly be imagined it it were 
undertaken by persons having a tolerably extensive e acquain- 
tanee with the Malay vocabulary. To any one having such 
an acquaintance there would be but little difficulty, [ think, 
in running down the pages of Crawfurd and Favre, and 
putting a ‘provisional mark against all the words in ree ard 
to which it would be proper to look and see whether they 
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were in Marsden or not. The words so marked could then 
be looked up in Marsden, and those not found there could 
be finally marked as words to be included in the contemplated 
supplement, of course this would be a troublesome task, but 
if it were divided amone half a dozen or even fewer 
collaborateurs, it would be done, I think, within a quite 
moderate time. With quasi- mechanical work of that deserip- 
tion it is astonishing how much can be done in a year at an 
expenditure of an hour a day. 

Another method of collecting the desired material is the 
one which I have already indi cated ,—by persons taking notes 
of new words which they may light upon in the course of 
their reading. I have myself notes of nearly 1,000 words 
taken from the Hikay yat Abdullah alone which I was unable 
to find in Marsden; and as I have already stated I believe 
that there are considerable collections of sumilar notes in 
other hands. 

A third method, and one by which very interesting results 
are likely to be obtained, would be by the collection ‘of notes 
taken of words met with in conversation and the names of 
natural objects, such as various kinds of plants, animals, 
ete., as ascertained by enquiry from the natives. 

So far 1 have dealt with the matter in regard to the mere 
collection of new words; but £ need scarcely say that for 
the igepores for which a Malay Dictionary is required a 
mere “ word book ” would be of very little value. In regard to 
certain classes of words indeed, it may suffice to know simply 
the Hnelsh equivalent of the Malay word. When for 
exam ple you have said t hat ‘““kuda’”’ means “ horse” and that 
“ puteh” “means “ white, > you have said perhaps all that a 
Dictionary need tell. Butas regards a vast number of words 
the knowledge of the mere equivale: nt Hnelish word helps 
you but little, unless you are shewn by some iupb example 
how the word 1s used. How iunportant this point is, is shewn 
by the different fate of Crawfurd’s Dictionary and that of 
his predecessor Marsden. Notwithstanding the perhaps 
ereater fullness of Crawfurd’s vocabulary, it stands for the 
most part unused on the shelf, while Marsden is in continual 
requisition by the student, who every time that he looks out 
a word adds, not merely a ‘single word to his vocabulary, but 
some apt expression, some nabur ally framed sentence to his 
knowledge of the lancuage, | 
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It shoud therefore I think be in the nature of an instruc- 
tion to contributors to our proposed work,—in every case to 
give something more than the mere Enelish equivalent of 
the Malay word. Even in the case of the most definite 
objects, or the most unambiguous qualificatives, a few 
illustrative words mieht be conveniently and advantageously 
given. 

But even when the words with their illustrative sentences 
have been provided, the work will not be complete if we are 
to keep up to the high standard held up in Marsden’s ad- 
mirable work. The derivations of the words so far as they 
are not pure Malay origin should be stated; at any rate so 
far as they come from Sanskrit and Arabic sources. Then 
again as regards objects of Natural History the Scientific 
names of the objects should as far as possible be given. 

I think I have said enough to shew that the work if it is 
to be undertaken with the intention that it shall be worthy 
of connection with that to which I have proposed that it shall 
be supplementary, will be a laborious and a complex one: 
and it is one therefore which should not be undertaken 
rashly or unadyisedly, or without due consideration as to how 
far the force and materials at our disposal will be sufficient 
for the undertaking. ‘So faras i can judge the materials 
are hkely to be ample; nor is there likely to be any lack of 
the requisite knowledge of written and vernacular Malay. 
Whether we have among us the requisite knowledge of Sans- 
krit, Arabic, and the other languages required for tracing 
out the derivations of the exotic words which have been in- 
corporated in the language, or how if not, our deficiencies 
in these respects might best be supphed, would be a point 
which would require careful consideration. As regards the 
scientific nomenclature I have little doubt but that among 
the gentlemen connected with our Museum and the Botani- 
cal and Zoological Gardens the necessary information would 
readily be forthcoming. 

I have thus given a sketch shewine the scope of the work 
as it has grown up in my mind, and I have only to add a few 
words as to the way in which it might be carried out. And 
here I think it might be desirable before pledging ourselves 
as it were to the scheme, to make an experiment on a cer- 
tain definite portion of it. For example the word commen- 
cing with Alif would constitute (if one may judge from 
the numbers in Marsden) about ,1th of the whole. Here 
would be distinct and. manageable portion of the work. 
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The Dictionaries might be collated in regard to this portion. 
Those who have kept notes of new words might collect and 
revise them, so far as they commence with the Alif: and the 
whole of the materials thus collated might be arranged and a 
proof struck off. These proofs might be then distributed to 
such persons as might be likely to assist in the revision of the 
work in its philologi ical and. its scientific aspects. And 
finally the various suggestions which might be forthcoming 
would be collated and the revised proofs struck off. If all 
this could be done satisfactorily and within a reasonable 
time the whole work might then be proceeded with well 
erounded confidence. To carry out the work in this man- 
ner it would be necessary to keep the printed matter 
standing for a considerable “time ; ; and in this view, and for 
other considerations a also, £ am inclined to think that it would 
be desirable for the Society to provide itself with a small 
fount of type, such as would be required to set up some 20 
or 30 pages in the style of Marsden’s book. 

A very small supply of type for the Sanskrit portion wonld 
be required, if Marsden’s method of printine were adhered 
to in this respect. 



ETHNOLOGICAL EXCURSIONS IN THE MALAY 

PENINSULA—NOVEMBER 1874 TO OCTOBER 1875. 

(PRELIMINARY COMMUNICATION) 

By N. Von Mixiuyno-Macnay. 

Die Sache selbst muss auch ihrer selbst 
wegen betrieben werden: sonst kann sie 
nicht gelingen.... 

( Schonenhauer. Die Welt als Wille und 
Vorstellung, Vol 1 page 18.) 

Read at a Mecting held on the 3rd June, 1878. 

In the followine pages I propose to give, as briefly as 
possible, an account of the Anthropological and Hthnogra- 
phical results of my wanderings through the Malay Penin- 
sula. At some future time I shall probably publish my 
Journal, with observations on some matters of inferior impor- 
tance not concerning the main object of my journey. 

Before entering upon results [ think it will be wise to say 
a few words respecting my routes through the Peninsula, for 
the purpose of pointing out to my Colleagues where my 
observations were made, and of rendering “the search for 
scientific material easier for those who may come after me, 
with a view to saving them the expenditure of much time 
and trouble. I do so, hoping that I may soon see the know- 
ledze gained by my experience extended, and science e1 
riched by the conquest of new facts in this region. 

I started on my first journey through the Peninsula from 
the river Muar, which I followed up to the small rivulet 
Pallon. On the way to the Araton (an affluent of the river 
Rumpaw) L met with numerous Orang Utan, who are called 
here Orang-ftayet and who are also to be found on the Jekati 
(an affiuent of the Kraton). From this point turning south- 
ward, I returned to the Segamet (an affluent of the Muar 
River), which I followed in an eastward direction to the 
mountains Hulu Seyamet and Hulu Tenan, 
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One day’s journey brought me from Tenan (a Malay 
Settlement) to the rivulet Bicko (an affluent of the Batu 
Pahat). From here [ again turned eastwards to the rivulet 
Lebu, which (changing ‘its name several times) flows into 
the Sambraw River. Throughout the journey I met with 
numerous Orang Utan. From the Sambrau, a tributary of 
the Indau I reached the Sea. 

This wandering from the mouth of the Muar River had 
taken 30 days. From here [ returned into the interior of 
the Country, and following the course of the rivers Kahan 
and Made (affluents of the Sambrau) I again met with a 
considerable number of Orang Utan. Following the course 
of the river Johor (a district where Chinese have settled in 
great numbers, I came to Sclat-Tébrau and to Johor-Bharu, 
the residence of the Maharaja of Johor. This was my excur- 
sion through Johore (December 1874—February 1875) on the 
results of which I have alr eady reported (1). 

{ began the second jour ney (June to October) by following 
the old course up to the point where the Sambrau disem- 
bogues into the Indau. From thence however I turned 
westward up the stream of the river Indau, passing the 
Bukit Janin (also called Gunong Indaw) avd in this trip I 
again met with many Orang Utan. 

In consequence of the boundary disputes between the 
Bandahara of Pahang and the Maharaja of Johor, which 
have lasted several years, I was obliged in order to meet. 
the Bandahara, to turn seawards and go to Pikan where he 
resides. From this place I followed the course of the im- 
portant river Pahang up to its tributary the Tamilen. Here, 
as also in the mountains on the frontier of Pahang, Tring- 
ganu and Kalantan I met with the unmixed Melanesian Popu- 
lation, the Orang Sakai ; and further up too on the rivulet 
Areng (an affluent of the River Lebe) I had opportunities of 
observing a number of them on different occasions. In this 
district, at the boundary of Pahang and Kalantan, west of 
the Rivers Tamilen and Lebe, there is, as I believe, the high- 
est mountain of the Peninsula, which is called Gunong 
Tahan. Around this mountain, and also further west to- 
wards Perak as well as northward towards Kedah and 
ee there is a district in which there exists on the 

(1) 8, Natateeanuies Tijdschrift voor N. Tans Theil 35—3 AbL—Pag: 250° 
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mountains and in the woods, as yet undisturbed, the remnant 
of the aboriginal Melanesian inhabitants. (2). 

To be able to continue my journey, that is to say in order 
to get men to go with me, I had again to return nearly to 
the mouth of the allemiann river, to Kota Baharu, the re- 
sidence of the Rajah of Kalantan (3). 

From here I returned into the mountains and after hav- 
ing passed the countries of the petty Malay Princes of Legge, 
o “Saa (or Diringo) of Jambu and of Rumen, (nearly crossing 
the Peninsula a second time) [ came to Jarom, a temporary 
residence of the Rajah of Rumen. Here, through constantly 
making inquiries, and letting no oppor tunity slip, Tmet with the 
Orange Sakai several times. Thi ‘ough Jalor | reached the mouth 
of the river Patani and the residence of the Rajah of Patani. 

Making a fourth zigzag inland J again passed the terri- 
tory of the Siamese princes, the Rajahs of Todion, Teba and 
Tschena and arrived at Singgoro the first important non- 
Kuropean town of the Peninsula, the residence ‘of a Siamese 
Prince, or more correctly of a Siamese Governor. On the way 
I was informed, that on the hills, between which f tra- 
velled, there are to be found not a few unmixed Melanesian 
tribes, who are called here Orang Semang; of these I how- 
ever saw but two captured boys, in the house of the Rajah 
muda of Singgoro. Here I most positively heard from 
Malays and Siamese, that on the way to Iligor, in the 
mountains of Madelon, there is to be found a not inconsider-" 
able population of Orang Semang. The wet season, having 
begun (early in October) my further journey, which I had 
proposed to continue to Bangkok, 1 was interrupted. Alone 
a fine broad road I proceeded. to Kotta Sta, the residence of : 
the (4) Yamtuan of Kedah, where I broke ‘off my journey in 
the Malay Peninsula. On my way back to Singapore I 
visited the mission to the Orang Mantra near Malacca. 

@)4@his district Ane the Gunons Tahan are not only anthropologically 
interesting on account of the Orange Sakai: there is another circumstance 
which, as its probability cannot be denied, makes this district worth a visit. 
I heard it positively maintained by many Malays and Orang Sakai that a 
very large Ape (called there Bru) lives in the woods ar ound and u pon the 
Gunong Tahan. It is said to be of greater height than a man and is much 
feared. It will be the task ofa Zoologist who is not afraid of fatigue to in- 
quire into the correctness of this rumour. Jam very willing to place at the 
disposal of any scientific traveller who will undertake the tas! all the ob- 
servations | have made upon the country and the people in the neighbour- 
hood of the Gunone Tahan. 

(3) The following B Rajas, a3 also the Yamtuan (Sultan) of Trineeanu, the 
Raja of Kalantan, ‘and the Yamtuan of Kedah ave tributary to the King 
of Siam. , 

(4) Anabbreviation and corruption of the words Yang-di-pertuan or Sultan, 
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ike 

MELANESIAN TRIBES IN THE INTERIOR OF THE 

MALAYAN PENINSULA. 

THe Oranc SAKAI AND THE ORANG SEMANG. 

(Opintons or AurHors).—As I have pointed out already 
in my first communication (5) our information respecting 
the tribes in the interior of the Peninsula was very contra- 
dictory and therefore little reliable. Wuth respect to the 
Orang Sakai and the Orang Semang we had the same contra- 
dictory information; thus, for instance, Low, who had seen 

them, says of the Sakai that their complexion ‘does not differ 
from that of theMalays (6). Of the Orang Semang Newbold 
says, that they are scarcely different from the Jakuns or 
the Orang Utan of Johor who have almost a Malayan ap 
pearance. ae ye 

I decidedly disagree with these statements, though I have 
no doubt, that these gentlemen, who as noticed already, had 
known personally individuals of the respective tribes, made 
their observations accurately. ‘The explanation of this is 
to. be found in the fact that there are cross-breeds between 
the Orang Sakai and the Malays and that some of them 
exhibit a Malayan type; and as in consequence of this blood 
relationship they are more closely connected with the Ma- 
lays and are therefore more frequently to be met with 
in the Malay Kampongs the above-named gentlemen, who 
had made no exursions into the interior, took these cross- 
breeds for representatives of the pure type. Logan (8) 
though differing from some others, says, that the Orang 
Semaneg are certainly Negritos, but he calls them a mixed race. 
According to my experience I must declaze this also to be 
incorrect. 

T'rom my own experience and observations I have come to 
the conclusion, that the Orang Saka: and the Orang Semang 

9 Mikluho Maclay. Uthnologische Hxcursion in Johor. Natuurkundis. 
Tijdschrift, Th. xxxv, pag. 250. 

6 “Their complexion does not differ from that of tae Malays.” The Semange 
and Sakai tribes of the Malay Peninsula, by Lieut, Col. James Low. 
Journal of the Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia vol. iv. page 429. 

7 T. J. Newbold, Political and Statistical account of the British Settle- 
ments in the Straits of Malacca, 1839, page 377. 

8 Logan. 'The Journal of the Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia, 
vol, vil, p. dl 32, 
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are tribes of the same stock, that further, in their physical 
habitus and in respect of language they are closely connected 
with each other and represent a pure unmixed branch of the 
Melanesian race: anthropologically therefore they abso- 
Intely differ from the Malays. The Melanesian tribes of the 
Malayan Peninsula chiefly because of the form of their skull 
which has a tendency to be Brachycephalic, approach the 
negritos of the Philippines, and like the latter they do not 
differ very widely from the Papuan tribes of New Guinea. 

AntHropoLoaicaL Notres.—The accompanying plates (II. 
and Ill.) give a more correct idea of the appearance 
and the physiognomy of the Orang Sakai and the Orana 
Semang than a long written description. In this prelimi- 
nary communication I shall merely give some of my observa- 
tions upon those parts of the body ‘which are of importance 
in deciding the anatomical position of the race. 

Hetcut.—Harly marriages, a miserable mode of existence, 
and frequent want of food have certainly made their mark 
upon the whole structure of the body in these tribes, and 
therefore weak, undersized individuals abound; though 
there are exceptions, well-formed and good- looking men 
being not uncommon. The size of full orown Or ang ‘Sak at, 
according to 25, measurements, varied. amone the men 
from 1450 m. m. to 1620 m. m. and among the women from 
1400 m. m. to 1480 m. m. 

The skull of the Orang Sakai and the Orang Semang is 
Mesocephalie with a distinct tendency towards being, Brachy- 
cephalic. The index of breadth varied between 74 and 84 
according to 24 measurements. This variation was in the 
following proportions with respect to sex and age. 

Sakai men (9) the index of breadth varied from 74—82 
» women (9) >) 29 29 29 7)9—84 

oe children (6). __,, 3 2 ste (Sill 

Hair.—The hair of the pur sang orane Sakai (Plate IT. 
figure 5) curls very closely 2—4 m.m. in diameter and forms a 
compact mass not standing up from the head to any ereat 
degree. I also found here, as on the West Coast of New 
Guinea and in the eastern, Moluccas, that the hair is a good 
mark of purity of descent. Crossing is immediately shown 
by the curling becoming less close. 

The beard is also much curled, though neither it nor the 
hair on the other parts of the body is so closely curled as the 
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hair of the head. The hair is of a dark shade. Besides the: 
closely curled individuals, who form the main element of 
the unmixed Orang Sakai and Orang Semang not a fow 
cross-breeds of different e¢rades are to be found, whose hair 
presents all pe eradations from the frizaled Papuan 
hair to the straieht hair of the Malays. 

CoLouR oF THE Sxrn.—In general the colour is darker 
than that of the Malays, but it varies between very wide 
limits. The approximate colour of the skin is that of the 
medium shades between N. N. 28,42 and 21,46 of Broea’s 
table. The Sakai, like other dark races, have the back, the 
shoulder and the ‘pudenda a little darker than the rest of 
the body, the outer or stretch-side of the extremities is a 
shade darker than the inner or bend-side. At the lower part 
of the seat besides a darker colouring [I noticed among older 
people a kind of callousformation. Theskin was very rugged 
and rough; but this is quite natural, the costume of the Sakai 
covering only the waist and the perinaeum. The women in 
o eeneral are lighter coloured than the men. 

Hye.—On observing the eye of this people somewhat closely 
two characteristics present themselves, first the very remark- 
able size of the Plica semilunaris or Palpebra tertia; I have 
represented the proportionate size as exactly as possible on 
Plate If figure 4. It forms a reddish membrane, which is 
a little thicker at the lower edge. As the Plica is transpa- 
rent, and as the Sclera 1s not white its size does not strike 
one at first, the more so as the whole extent of the Plea 
cannot be seen if observed en face ; it is only a side view of 
the pupil that shows it completely. Some measured plicae 
showed a breadth of 5—54 m. m., while the real—Caruncula 
lacrimalis was not more than 2 . m. in breadth. The plica 
is so considerable that it really may be considered us a 
characteristic mark of the race (9): 

With very many “pur sane” Orang Sakai and Orang 
Semang 1 font that the upper edge ‘of. the upper eyelid 
terminates is a wrinkle of the skin, (Plate II figure 4;) This 
is a peculiarity which prevails in the Mongolian Race, there 

9 This observation induced me to go through the note which I had made 
upon the Papuan race in New Guinea. I found there also several remarks 
upon the great and remarkable breadth of the Palpebra tertia. <A broad 
Pa lpebr a tertia is not however a pecuharity of the I Melanesian race ; it is to 
be observed also among the Chinese, thoueh by no means to thesame extent. 
Among Europeans too the breadth of the Plica varies very considerably. 
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are however signs of itin many Malays, Polynesians (10) 
and, in this case, true Melanesians. 

Fret.—Besides the very considerable size of the feet, the 
position of the three outer toes is most noticeable: only the 
two inner toes, the first and the second, are straight, the 

three others are tur a peculiarity anes is 

to be found in many kinds of apes, but which up to this time 
I have not noticed so distinctly in any family of the human 
race, though approaches to 16 are often to be found. 

. 

JY wt 

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE MODE OF LIVING, AND SOME CUS- 
tToms.—My meetings with the Orange Sakai and the Orange 
Semang were too short to enable me to say much on this 
subject, and Tam not willing simply to repeat statements 
and tales of the Malays as the English authors I have men- 
tioned have done, for I have noticed several times how little 
correct, how intentionally deceptive indeed these statements 
were. In the brief remarks that follow I rely upon facts 
which I have observed myself (11). 

The Malays distinguish between two kinds of Orang Sakai. 
The Orang Sakai-ar and Orang Sakui-jina (the wild and 
tame Orane Sakai). The former live isolated in the dense 
forest, and probably never same into any direct contact 
with the :Malays. The latter, the Orang jina, though 
ane retain their nomadic habits have a certain amount of 
intercourse with the Malays. They mediate the exchange of 
jungle produce (Gutta, Caoutchonk, Rotan, diferent kinds 
of wood used as incense, Gum Dammar, Ivory, Rhinoceros 
horns etc.,) for various article such as Parangs, Cotton goods, 
Salt, Tobacco, Sirie and Gambi, and in some districts (as 
in Pahine) even for old fire arms and the food of the Malays. 
They also work for the Malays for short periods (during 
the paddy harvest or on the opening of a new plai ntation) 

and it is not uncommon for them to give their daughters in 

10 [have several time observed this fold of ney By eud at enone 
where no crossing with Chinese is possible. I saw it also among some of 
the Papuans of the West Coast of New Guinea., It is the fold which is called 
Epicanthus when pathologically enlarged. 

11 During my journey I only held intercourse with the Orang Sakai jina : 
it proved to be impossible to converse with the Orang Sakai liavr when by 
chance or after long searching I surprised them, even those whom I could 
inspect, measure and sketch. They either did not understand Malay or 
their brains and their tongues were so paralysed with fright at being in the 
presence of a being whom they had never seen before—a white man—that 
they remained silent when I questioned them. The short list of words 
which I noted down and which I have published I obtained from the Orang 
Sakat jina who however had several times to apply for information to their 
wild fellow-country-men, 
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exchange to the Malays and Chinese who settle down in 
their neighbourhood. 

These Orang Sakai-jina generally speak Malay and their 
children for the most part forget their original language. 
pe visit the huts and the Kampongs of the Malays 
an small parties with their wives and children) and this 
is one important reason of the mixture of the two races, 
the Orang Sakai givine their daughters as wives to the 
Malays. "Sometimes also during these visits, the conju- 
gal fidelity of the Sakai women is tried by presents, and the 
consequence is that to pur sang Orang Sakai parents cross- 
breed children are born, either of half Malayan or of half 
Chinese descent. These visits are further followed by the 
gradual feeling of Malay wants and adoption of Malay cus- 
toms by the Or ang Sakai. 1 bad several opportunities in 
the course of my journey of observing this gradual absorp- 
tion of the weaker race (the Melanesian) and its oradual 
assimilation to the Malay population. 

Between the Orang Sakai-jina and the Orang Sakai-liar 
there are numerous gradations. The former in the neigh- 
bourhood of Malay Kampones construct small huts according 
to the Malay model, which the °y visit from time to time. 
Then there is a lower class who at a distance from the } Malay 
Kampongs occupy temporary Pondos (12) in the jungle which 
serve them as night quarters for one day or more at a time. 
The real Orang liar, as [ have been informed by membez : 3 of 
the tribe change their quarters every night, and the refore 
do not even take the trouble of erecting a Pondo. 

t is quite natural, that these men of the woods make no~ 
paths, and do not want any, for roving all over the forest. 
T have observed several aes how they advance through the 
wood, in a manner entirely unlike that of the Malays. 
The Malay in the forest makes an extensive use of ‘his 
Parang (wood knife), cutting down all that stands and hangs 
in his way; the Orang Sakai (as also the Orany Utan) on the 
contrary, never takes this trouble; partly because he is too 
careful of his parang (if he has got one at all), partly because 
this method would retard him too much. Knowing the direc- 
tion in which he is to go and keeping it in view, he tries to 
find out the hehter places i in the wood. Without breaking 
them, he bends aside with his hand the younger trees, which 
he cannot avoid; he stcops or creeps below the lareer ones. 

12 Pondo. The Malay name fora kind of umbrella-shaped hut mada 
of palm leaves which is put down in such a way as to form at the same time 
a roof and a wall, under which one can either sit or lie. 
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He will never tear off or cut away a liana hanging in his 
way, he prefers holding it im his hand and crawling under it; 
and in spite of this constant stooping, creeping, picking his 
way, and running ziezae, he advances with great rapidity. 
In following, not without tr ouble, such a real “man of the 
wood,’ I have often admired the skill and quickness of his 
movements and his clever evasion of all obstructions, and I 
had to confess, that in spite of my long experience and prac- 
tice in these things I found my master in an Orang Utan of 
15 years old. I have purposely described these details, as 
in the life of the nomadic inhabitants of the jungie they 
areb y no means a trifling feature. The way the Orang Utan 
have of wandering through the woods was for myself per- 
sonally the cause of much trouble, and of long days of fruit- 
less searching for traces of them. 

THEIR RELATIONS WITH THE MALAYS.—If the Orang Sakai-jina 
are somewhat dependent upon the Malays, the Orang liar 
remain decidedly hostile to them, and never lose an opportu- 
nity of taking revenge on these people who by continually 
laying out new plantations diminish the territory of the origi- 
nal inhahitants, get the produce of the jungle from them for 
a mere trifle, a and if they can possibly do so, capture their chil- 
dren in order to keep or to sell them as slay res. This man- 
hunting, which sometimes occurs still, was formerly practised 
on a larger scale, and in many districts where numerous 
hordes of the original inhabitants used to live no traces of 
them are now to be found. The Malays however in spites 
of their superiority in all respects to the denizen of the 
jungle are very much afraid of these Orang har and do not 
venture either alone, or im small parties into those parts of 
the forest which they are known to frequent. 
Arms.—The weapon of the Orang liar, which is most 

dreaded by the Malays, is the Blahan (Blow Pipe) with 
poisoned arrows (13). The use of this weapon is widely 

13. The chief ingredient of this Poison is the juice of the well-known 
Upas Free of the Javanese, the Antiaris Towicaria. With this juice a great 
many other substances are mixed, the number and nature of which depend 
partly on chance, and partly on the science of the preparer. The poison- 
fangs of different kinds of snakes, the juices of a number of trees and fruits, 
even Arsenic which the Orang Utan jina get in exchange from the Malays 
are mixed up together. It thus comes to pass that the arrow-poison not 
only of every small tribe, but of every individual Orang Utan is made of 
different materials, and that in consequence cf this the effects are very dif- 
ferent. ‘I'he effect on man is certainly very deadly and very rapid : thoroughly 
trustworthy Malays in different parts of the Peninsula told me that they 
knew from actual observation that a man who has been wounded is not able 
even to finish his Siri but is seized with violent cramps and severe vomitings 
and so dies. In some experiments that I made upon animals the poison 
had a very rapid effect, even when administered in very small doses, 
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spread; from Johor to Singgora it is to be found every where 
among the inhabitants of the jungle. 

Another weapon which, though not so dangerous, 1s ethno- 
logically much more important is the Loids (Bow); I have 
only found it in use among the unmixed Orang Sakai. 
It is about 2 M. long, made of Bamboo, and the arrows have 
iron points. 

Crotuine.—The Orang Sales wear only a narrow girdle to 
cover the pudenda. It is either made of bast or of some cotton 
stuff got in exchange from the Malays, which they fasten hike 
a Tidiako (14) round the waist and draw through between 
the legs. The Orang Sakai jina do their best to clothe 
themselves like the Malays. The men very seldom wear 
ornaments (15), and their hair is not dressed in any particular 
way. 

TATTOOING, AND PERFORATION OF THE PARTITION OF THE 
nosu.—The women affect more conspicuousornaments. While 
I have seen no Sakai or Semang man tattooed, I found most 
of the cri women. so adorned, and always in the same style. 
Fieure 2 (plate lit) shows the arrangement of the simple 
desig n, rear which in ohana they embellish their cheeks 
and ‘temples . ‘The operation is performed with a needle, and 
the design is marked with resin. 

The women also have the partition of the nose perforated 
to wear the Hajanmo, which is generally the quill of a Lan- 
dak (Hystrix).- The hair, which is kept long at the back: of 
the head only, forms a kind of helmet or bonnet; ; flowers and 
sweet-scented leaves are often worn around it. 

The remainder of the costume of the women consists of 
a number of thin and sometimes red coloured rotans, which 
form a girdle round the waist as thick as the arm. They 
also wear a piece of bast or cotton stuff, fastened in front, 
drawn through between the lees, and then tied to the oirdle 
behind. Fiet ure 2 (Plate II) shows a Sakai Lady in her “daily 
costume, en from nature. 

As this piece of stuff only covers the perinaeum and as 
the seat remains uncovered, I could, as I mentioned before 
observe in both sexes a much darker colouring of the lower 
parts of the seat, and a kind of callosity—a particularly 
rough and hard skin. The women, like the men, as soon 

14. Tidiako. or mat is the Malay name for a bene which only cover 
the waist and the perinceum. 

15. Once only I met with a young Orang Sakai who wore a cord with a 
hanging fringe tied round his bushy hair. 
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as they come into Malay villages endeavour to clothe them- 
selves according to Malay fashion. 

The Orang Sakai usually has but one wife at a time, who 
may have 5 to 6 children but who very often remains 
childless. 

SOME FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE MODE OF LIVING 

‘AND THE CUSTOMS OF THE ORANG-SAKAI AND THE 

ORANG SEMANG ACCORDING TO THE REPORTS OF 

THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES OR OF THE MORE 

CREDIBLE MALAYS. 

The Orang Sakai and the Orang Semang consider them- 
selves the original inhabitants and imdependent of the 
Malays and of the Malay Rajahs, and so they are in fact 
in their woods. 

On several occasions, and in different places I heard ac- 
counts of Sakai Rajahs, who are said to exist still and whom 
the people obey though these Rajahs do not live in any 
other style than the rest of the inhabitants of the forest. 
Tf such 2 Rajah dies his widow can claim to be considered 
as Queen. So I was often told and it is characteristic of 
the position of the Orange Sakai women as compared with 
that of the Malay women. 

Besides the simple procedure of marrying, which an Orang 
Sakai described in the words “I take her and sleep with 
her,” there is, as I was told by the Orang Sakai sina, a 
one caa amone the Orang Sakai of al narice according to 
which the man ona certain day must catch ihe eirl in the 
jungle before witnesses, after a considerable start has been 
eiven her. If he fails Le, cateh her, he is not allowed to woo 

her a second time. Communal marriage exists, it appears, 
among the Orang Sakai; at least I must conclude so from 
a ereat number of accounts. A girl having been married to 
a man for some days or weeks | 20S, with his conse nt, and 
voluntarily, to live for a shorter or ‘long er period with another 
man. She thus goes in turn to all the men of the party until 
she comes back to her first husband ; she does not remain with 
him however but continues to eng age in such tempor ary 
marriages, which are regulated by chance and by her wishes. 
She is “eore ee consider ed the wife of the man who first 
took her (16). 

16. This, which I Pg heard frown Malays in Dalene! Tes poem repeated 
to me by numbers of the Catholic Mission at Malacca, who most likely knews 
it from the Orong Muntra, 
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The Orang Sakai are very much afraid of the dead. The 
incurably sick who are neat their end are left behind in the 
jungle with a small supply of food. Cases of sudden death 
are followed very often by the immediate flight of all the 
members of the tribe from the spot wh -re the death occurred. 
The dead body is simply left behind; very rarely it is buried 
ina shallow grave. The places where people have died, are 
avoided as unlucky. 

EXAGGERATED AND FABULOUS ACCOUNTS OF THE MALays RES- 
PECTING THE OrANG-LIAR.—The Malays, who, as I have men- 

tioned already, are much afraid of the Orang lar, do not 
neglect to account for their fright by a number of "tables ; 
for instance, the Malays of Pahane relate, that the wild 
men on the river Tekam have feet of half a meter in leneth, 
that they eat raw every sort of animal which they can 
capture, that they are cannibals and so on. 

The Malays in the Peninsula also repeat the tale, which 
is widely spread in the Kast Asiatic Archipelago, of the 
existence of men with real tails. Some Orange har, who 
however never show themselves! are said to possess a tail, 
which does not consist of hair only but is formed of bones 
and flesh. Some of the relaters went so far as to pretend that 
they had been accidentally eye witnesses of the existence 
of such men. 

The Orang Gargasst (17) who live in the mountains on the 

boundary ot Kedah and Singgoro are said to possess two 
very long pointed teeth standing out from the mouth. 

The hair of the body of some Orang Sakai, on the bounda- 
ries of Kalautan and Perak is described a3 remar kably long, 
and also the direction of the hair is said to be different to 
that of Matays and Huropeans, that is to say gt is turned 
upwards among some of these curly-haired tribes. The fathers 
of grown up daughters are said to claim for themselves the 
jus prime noctis 5 L have so very often heard the existence of 
this custom maintained, that there must be something in it, 
the more so as it 1s known elsewhere (LS 

IT have communicated the chief of these tales, as 16 is pos- 
sible that in spite of their exaggeration and then apparent 
absurdity they Imay possess a cer tain though-very shght 
** fond de verité.” 

17. Probably a wild trihe of Orang Sakai. 
18. Besides numerous examples to be found in historical and geographical 

literature which I will not enumerate here, I have heard of the existence 
of the same custom in the Hastern Moluccas. 
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iL 

MIXED MELANO—MALAYAN TRIBES IN THE 

INTERIOR OF THE MALAY PENINSULA. 

Tsk Orang Uran anp THE Orana Raver or Jonor (19).— 
Although the Orang Utan of Johor are a -very mixed 
race shewing nota little of the Mala ay type, yet there are 
exceptions,—reversions to the primitive ty pe—which induced 
me in the course of my first excursion in the Peninsula, when 
I knew nothing posi itively about the existence of an anmixed 
Melanesian race, to suppose that there had been in former 
times an admixture of Melanesian blood in the Orang Utan. 
During my second journey I several times met with indi- 
viduals representing such reversion on the mountains and 
by the river Indau wa ike those who were represented in the 
supplement to my short notice of that excursion) (20). 

In addition to their Physioeonomy, the character of the 
hair of some of them, and the great variability in the form 
of the skull, the remains of the earlier language, and the 
ereat res emiblance between their dialects and those of the 
unmixed Orange Sakai (21) are sufficient to remove all doubt 
respecting the origin of the Orang Utan. 

Anraroponocicat Norvns.—Height. In consequence of bad 
and insufficient food, and a mode ot living which is miserable 
in all respects some Orang Utan may b2 found of remarkably 
small size. Yet this cannot he considered ag characteristic 
of the whole race, as some authors would have it. The 
height of the Orang Utan varies more, and the structure 
of their bodies is weaker than is the case with the Ora ane 
Sakai. The women especially are strikingly short. Their 
height varied (in 80 measurements) thus; 
Men oP 1,390 M. M. mh 1,560 M. M. 
Women." HOD ves He 1,43 Ue eral Dian 3 

SKULL.—As with their height so also the Index of breadth 
varies among the Orang Utan between wider limits than 

19. Vide my first Communication. Hthnolosische Exeursion in Johor: 
Natuurk. Tijdschrift, Deel XXKV, page 250. 

20. Mikluho Maclay—An Hthnolovical Excursion in Johore. The Journal 
of Hastern Asia, Vol. I. No. 1. 1875 page 94 wit three por traits. 

21. Vide my two letters on the dialects of the Melanesian tribes inthe 
Malay Peninsula to 8. Ex. Otto Bchtlingk Tijdschr. voor—Taal—Land—en 
Volkenkunde 1876. 

22. I measured two women, already the mothers of several Children wh 
were less than 1,310 M, M, 
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among the Orang Sakai. Among the Orang Utan the Index 
of breadth varied thus, 

, Men from 71 to 86. 
Women. +3. . 4O riod. 
Children ,, 74 to 80. 

It is noticeable that the skull of the Orang Utan is more 
dolichocephalous than that of the “ pur sang’ Orang Sakai. 

Mopr or Livine.—With respect to the Orang Utan also 
the Malays make the distinction between Orang liar and 
Orang jina, though the latter predominate, and are continu- 
ally increasing in number. The Orang Utan are nomads 
like the Orang Sakai. They try, indeed, to establish small 
Kampongs, but these ae only visited occasionally ; they con- 
sist of a number of most miserable pondos which are desert- 
ed for ever if a eae should occur in them. In general 
their mode of living and their occupations correspond with 
those of the Orang-Sakai-jina ; but in consequence of their 
mixing with Malays, they are still more disposed to adopt 
their customs, such of them at least, as are not altogether 
incongruous with a nomadic life. They shew a great antipa- 
thy to Islam, but this will gradually be overcome. 

The Orang Utau have their own Chiefs who are called 
Battens (23). They do not make use of the bow; even the 
sumpitan has been completely abandoned and forgotten by 
some tribes. Their language has been almost entirely sup- 
planted by Malay. 

Before many years have passed the Orang Utan will he 
thoroughly mingled with the Malay population and will be- 
come absorbed intosit t, so that it will soon he almost impos- 
sible to discover any trace of the Melanesian element. 

Toe Oranc Mantra near Maracca.—These people are a 
small tribe better known than the other Orang Utan from 
the fact that, so long ago as the year 1848, Catholic Mis- 
sionaries settled down amone them (24). I visited a number 
of them at the Ayer Salak Mission near Malacea, and I found 
them, in consequence of the influence of the school, and their 
constant intercourse with the Missionaries, the most un- 
interesting of all the Orang Utan tribes for the purposes of 
my particular studies. Their language has been forgotten 

23. The dienity of the Batten after his death can be transferred to his 
widéw like that of the Raja of the Orang Sakai. 

24. The founder of the Mission, M. Borie, as written a short paper upon 
them, which, thanks to the kisdness of the Revd. P. Desbons I have read 
in M. 8. The paper has been translated into English. Herr F. Jagor (8. 
Reiseskizzen, Singapore, Malacca, Java) visited the Mission in 1578. 
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and has been replaced by Malay, in which all their school 
books and religious works are written. The Missionaries 
have done nothing to collect the remains of the old language. 

The Mantras whom I saw (most of them children and wo- 
men) were almost without exception of a Malay type: if I 
had come to see them without knowing that they were 
Mantras I should probably have taken them for a number 
of Malays, badly fed, and brought up in a miserable condi- 
tion, and I should have doubted the possibility of any mix- 
ture of Melanesian blood. The Index of breadth of the 
heads which I measured (15 in number) (25) was from 74 
to 89. 

The Orang Mantra spoke to me about a tribe living a few 
days’ journey from Malacca whom they called Bersisi, and 
who, according to their description, belong to the mixed 
tribes. When I spoke of the Orang Sakai, whom I describ- 
ed as men with a dark skin, curly hair, and a hole in the par- 
tition of the nose, some of the older Mantras recollected the 
name ‘* Kenaboy,” which they had heard from their fathers 
with a similar description. 

_In conclusion [ will add a few words upon the synonymous 
naines of the tribes in the interior now in use among 
the Malays. 

The name Orang Utan is often applied quite generally 
to people who live in the woods, be hey Orang Sakai, or 
Malays, or Chinese. Those who are specially known by this 
name however are the mixed tribes of Johor, Rumbau, and 
Malacca. | | 

The names Orang didalam (26), Orang bukit (27), Orang 
gunong (28), Orang hulu (29), Orang laut (30) are employed 
in a similar sense, and do not refer to special tribes. By the 
name of Orang-benua are specially meant the Orang Utan 
in the South of Johor, on the rivers Johor and Batu Pahat. 
I very often heard people speak about the Raja Benua who 

25. These were boys and young people, from about 9 to 20 years of age 
26, People of the interior. f A 
27. People of the hills. 
28. People of the mountains. - 
29, People who live at the source of a river, 
30, Pegple who live by the sea, 
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were not Mohamedans (though Malays) and whose residence 
Tandiong-genteng (31) I found on the Kahan river. 

The Orang Rayet live on the river Muar. The names 
“ Jakun” and Orang “liar” are more or less nick names. 

The Mantras still know the Orang Bersisi and the Kenaboy, 
the latter only by name. The Orang Bersisi like the Man- 
tras themselves (as I have mentioned already) are a mixed 
race; the Orang-Kenaboy are probably nothing but Orang 
Saka. 

Lastly the Orang-Sakai and Semang are “ pur sang”’ Mela- 
nesians, who in Pahang, Kalantan, and Tringganu are 
ealled Orang Sakai, while up in the North in Singgoro and 
Kedah they are called Orang Semang. 

The Orang Uda, a name which [I very often heard in 
Pahang, are probably, so far as I can judge from what I was 
told, the Orang-Sakai-liar, as are also the Orang-Gurgasst in 
Kedah. 

The following table will illustrate this :— 

Orang Sakai 7 
5» wemange 
3° | Wdlas | Melanesian tribes. 
1) Gareast i 
,  Kenaboy J 

Orang Utan (of Johor) ~ 
»  Rayet |] Mixed Melano-Malay 
,, Mantra ) tribes. 
»  Bersisi 

‘The former are certainly more interesting and I hope, that 
my successful wanderings will induce other naturalists to follow 
me and continue the prosecution of these inquiries. My suc- 
cessor will not be obliged—as I was myself—to search for 
materials ; from my brief communication he will learn, where 
the tribes are to be found and under what circumstances he 

31. It was merely a large plain, clear of ali trees, close tu the river Kahan 
(an affluent of the Semrong’) which according to a tradition among the Orang 
Utan jina is known as the old seat of the Raja Benua. It is probable that 
if the jungle and lalang were burnt some ancient remains might be found 
in this spot, such as tools, arms, perhaps even old coins; a discovery 
which would probably throw some light upon the history of this part of the 
Peninsula, 
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will have to perform his work. No less important task will 
lie before him than a thorough study of the life of these pri- 
mitive races with whom I had the good fortune to meet. fe 
will certainly be rewarded with many new. important, and 
ereatly interesting facts; but the inquiry will only succeed if 
he is not afraid of toil and fatigue, and if he will share for 
some months the life of these primitive nomad tribes. This 
is the only way to investigate now the habits of these interesting 
savages, as all tales of the Malays about them are incorrect, 
exaggerated, or entirely false. 

But this work should not be. delayed, as these tribes are 
disappearing more and more without leaving any traces; 
like the passage of the Orang Utan through the primeval for- 
est his whole life passes away without leaving any trace be- 
hind ; and this is true not only of the life of an individual but 
of that of a whole tribe. In this way hundreds of human lives 
are gone, and thousands of years have passed away. 

[Plate No. III, a small tracing of M. Maclay’s journey, 
has not been copied. The Map with his Itinerary, published 
in Journal No. I, will sufficiently explain the course he took. | 
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GroGRAPHICAL Notes—REcENT JOURNEYS IN THE PENINSULA. 

Since the publication of the last Number of this Journal, 
some important additions have been made to our knowledge of 
the physical outlines of the Country in four different regions 
of the Peninsula; Ulu Johor, Ulu Kinta, Jélei, and Rambau. 

The highest mountain range in Johor, Gunonge Blimut 
(3200 feet), has _ recently been ascended for the first time, 
two independent parties having reached the top within a few 
days of each other; and from one of the Travellers a more 
particular account of the journey is promised for our next 
Journal. 

In the interior of Pérak, the Kinta valley was explored last 
August to its upper watershed; and a range of high hills was 
ascended, some 30 miles to the east of Kinta. The highest 
peak was proved to be about 8,000 feet high. It was named 
by its discoverers, and is now familiarly known, as Mount 
Robinson, the highest point ot the range called Gunong Itiam. 
Additional importance was given to this journey from the part 
taken in it by some Ceylon planters, who had been recommend- 
ed to the Government of Perak by the Colonial Authorities in 
England, as pioneers of Coffee-planting in the Malay highlands. 

Special interest was felt in their announcement that several 
hundred thousand acres were to be found of land suitable for 
coffee over 2000 feet above the sea; the consequence being that — 
a good many ‘“ prospectors” from Ceylon and elsewhere have 
since visited Perak; but hitherto they have not added much to 
our knowledge of the Country’s physical features. 

The real point of Geographical interest still remains. Is 
there or is there not an important stream in the very centre of 
the Peninsula, which after draining the eastern slopes of these 
high mountains joins the Jélez, and together with the Béra 
from the west forms the R. Pahang? A train of @ priors 
reasoning, based on the difficulty of explaining this region's 
drainage otherwise, first suggested the thought some years ago. 
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Tt is true that no such stream was known of in Mr. Logan’s 
time (see Indian Archipelago Journal I. page 247; but a hint 
of it—though given unconsciously—may a he traced in 
Mr. Logan’s reference to S. Ginta vol. IL. 23). It was 
Mr. Daly’s account of his journey (187 5) aes Muar to 
Pahang, published i in 1877, that first brought evidence to sup- 
port such an hypothesis ; for he intimated that the northern 
branch, which joined Pahane at Kwdala Béra, was an even 
larger stream than the one he himself descended from the south. 
Unfortunately the “tracing” of his route, which was embodied 
in the Map (1876), omits to show the junction of any such 
northern branch; and it is only within the last year that the 
hypothesis has been really confirmed to some extent by the 
publication of Mr. Maclay’s account of his journey up the 
Jélei; and the achievement of Baron Verboch last July, when 
he crossed from Sungei Ujong into Jéleba, and thence down 
into Jélei, on the eastern side of the Bernum watershed, by 
the River Triang. 

The point can never be finally settled until the interior of 
Perak, beyond Mount Robinson, shall have been crossed in a 
south—easterly direction ; and an expedition is in fact about 
to be despatched, under the auspices of Mr. Leech who ascended 
Mount Robinson last year, to cross the still more eastern 
Country. that lies between River Plus, a feeder of the Perak 
in the Northern interior of that State, and River Slum, the 
northern branch of the River Bernam, in the interior of Stléngor. 

The continuation of the Paper on the “ Geography of the Pe- 
ninsula,’ Part I of which (confined to its Cartography) appeared 
in the ne Journal, has under these circumstances been deferred 
for the present. Iresh information is fast being obtained in 
various quarters, and the most useful mode of deali ling with it 
at present will be to print shore detached notes of each. import- 
ant piece of work done in the way of exploring new country, 
such as the four journeys above referred to. Two of these (the 
ascents of Gimong Bliimut and Mownt Robinson ) were new 
ground even to the Malays themselves. The other two, (the 
routes through Jélei and Pdbei Pass in Rambau) though well 
known to the Malays have not been hitherto made, or at any 
rate described, by Europeans. Of the j jones through Telei, 
from S. Ujong to Pahang, Baron Verboch has unfortunately 
left us no fee ; although it was under taken expressly on 
behalf of our Society. The Rambau journey was described 
at the time before a General Meeting of the Society, as recorded 
in the extract from the Straits ‘Times which is printed below. 
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There is yet a great deal more to be learnt about the interior 
of the Peninsula. How ignorant we all are at present of its 
Physical Geography, viewed asa whole, may be judged from 
the correspondence in the local papers last September, after 
the ascent of Mount Robinson, regarding the “ true backbone” 
of the Peninsula; witness the following letter, challenging 
certain foregone conclusions on this subject which are undoubted- 
ly premature at present :— 

Singapore, October 1st, 1878. 

“You will perhaps allow me to correct an errer in the Over- 
land Summary of last Saturday, in which you state that Mr. 
Christie’s party found that from “ Mount Robinson” the Straits 
of Malacca were visible on the West, and the China Sea on the 
East.” 

“The only full account of the journey yet published is to be 
found in Mr. Leech’s Diary; and if you refer to your issue of 
the 21st ultimo, vou will read,’ we were disappointed in get- 
“ting a view to the Kast, which was our principal inducement 
“to come here, as we were surrounded by a sea of mist, which 
“ however lay a long way below us. Through it we could see 
“the tops of numerous Peaks, sticking up like islands” 

“A Ceylon paper, from which you made some extracts on 
the 20th ultimo, reports Mr, Christie to have said, ‘a third 
range marked on the map was non-existent.” But to judge 
from Mr. Leech’s account there is searcely enough evidence to 
pronounce an opinion, even on this point. However that may 
be, itis certain these places he in the latitude of the Penin- 
sula’s greatest width, where, if we may trust the Admiralty 
charts, it is three degrees of longitude, or upwards of 200 miles, 
from sea to sea. 

“In short the interior of Péral: is not the interior of the 
Peninsula; while as yet we have learnt but little even of 
Pérak, beyond its coasts and rivers; and it may safely be stated 
that neither from Pérak nor any other of the States between 
Kédah and Johor, has any person yet penetrated so far into 
the mountain- ~ranges of the Peninsula, as to obtain a view of 
the China Sea. it will be a feat of no great difficulty to 
achieve, and it will no doubt be accomplished before long ; but 
in the meantime 1 should he sorry to see you under-rate the 
amount of country still lying terra incognita, or the necessity 
for some further exploration into the interior.” 

This necessity is well understood by the present energetic ad- 
ministration of Péyak, for as has already heen mentioned an ex- 
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ploring party is about to start from Kwala Kangsa to clear up 
some of the very questions here referred to; of which it is 
hoped our Society wil! receive an account when the expedition 
returns. A MS. 

a 

ASCENT OF BusgaNca MALACCA. 

Connected with the geography of Pérak the following ac- 
count of the important mountain in the Kampar district 
called Bujang Malacca, and its surroundings, may be usefully 
recorded. This is not one of the very numerous ‘ untrodden 
summits” of Pérak; for its western side has been selected for 
the first experiment in Pérak coffee-planting by Huropeans. 
On this very account special interest will be attached to the 
following particulars s, and also because of its central and com- 
manding situation as a place of observation. 

It is to the Diary of Mr. Leech, the District officer, we are 
again indebted for this interesting and precise information ; as 
well as to the Resident, Mr. Low, for bearmg our Society 
in mind when transmitting it. 

17th January, 1879. 

“A stiff climb brought us to some caves within about 100 
feet of the summit, and here we pitched our camp. The baro- 
meter showed the height of this place to be 4200 feet above 
the Kampar River. At an elevation of about 3500 feet, the 
vegetation began to change rather markedly, and in a swampy 
plece of eround we came on a large number of conifers, some 
as much as 50 feet high and 18 inches in diameter. There 
were two distinct species, one not uulike a Scotch fir; the leaf 
of the other was more lke that of an acacia. 

“On the extreme summit above the cave in which we spent 
the night, there was a~ most marked change in the appearance 
of the vegetation, the ferns and mosses as well as the bushy 
scrnb of rhododendron and other similar plants, not omitting 
the dwarf bamboo, reminded me very much of the vegetation 
on the top of Monnt Robinson ; many of the plants I recoenis- 
ed at once as the same, but as was natural to expect, consider- 
ing the difference in height,—the one hill little over 400 the 
other about 800 feet high,—many ofthe Mount Robinson plants 
were absent, especially the long-stalked braken with crescent- 
shaped tops and long sprays, of which we made our beds on 
Mount Robinson and with which it was covered. 

18th January, 1879. 

“We were up before the sun this morning, not having had 
very agreeable night, as it rained continuously and a good de 
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of water dripped on to us from the rocks above. We left our 
cave at once and proceeded to the summit, and climbed on to 
some small trees just in time to see the sun rise. The morn- 
ing was beautifully clear and we got a magnificent view; 
bounded on the north by Mount Robinson, Gunong Chalet and 
Gunong Rampup. Immediately below us to the east lay a long 
and narrow valley running nearly true north and south ; the 
northern end of it drained by a tributary of the Sungei Di- 
pong the southern end by Sungei Chindariang ; beyond this 
valley another ridge rose nearly as high as the one on which 
we stood, and our Sake1 guides told us that the valley on its 
eastern face was the one in which the Sungei Batang Padang 
took its rise. It appeared to be nearly parallel to the valley 
immediately below us. Behind this range rose another at the 
eastern side of which the Ulu Bidor is said to be found ; and 
beyond this the sky line is formed by a very lofty range ap- 
parently nearly continuous from mount Robinson, with one 
very steep pass through it a little to the North of Hast from 
where we were standing. In this pass I imagine the Dipong 
takes its rise. This sky: line range, the Sakei said, divides 
the watershed of the Peninsula, and is therefore the much - 
sought for “ back-bone” range. Some distance to the south 
east there appeared to be a spur which might well form the 
valley of the Swngez Shim. ‘Whe Sakei, from whom I got these 
ate eee live on the western slopes of Bujang Malacca, and 
do not appear to have ever been down even the eastern face of 
their own hill. I should not therefore have felt much inelin- 
ed to place confidence in what they told me, had not the lay 
of the land corresponded exactly with what was to have been 
expected from what is known of the rivers draining this part 
of the country. Iwas particularly struck by the mountainous 
nature of the country to. the east and south, as well as to the 
north; having been originally under the impression that the 
Batang Padang and Bidor rivers drained a broad level valley 
similar to the Perak or Kinta valleys. 

The following are some bearings which I obtained and 
which may be useful :-— 

Gunong Robinson 11 00) 
5 /Ramjup 14° 00’ > Sky line. 
per Chale 17° OO! 
55  Lumbei 112° 00’ Sky line. 

(‘‘ back-bone” range ?) 
Gunony Ulu Bidor 136° 00’ 

i DO 307° 00’ distant. 
>»  manduai 307° 30’ near, 
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From where we stood we could see the opposite side of the 
valley below us to the east almost completely covered by old 
Sakei ladangs, which quite bears out what I had been previ- 
ously told, but did not credit, that there are fully 700 of these 
people living there. 

I here again noticed a fact which attracted my attention 
when up the Kinta valley last August with the first coffee 
explorers,—that the Sakei cultivation appears to be limited 
to a height of between 300 or 400 feet up to 2,000 feet. Above 
this latter height they appear scarcely ever to go. Possibly 
this is the limit at which “ pad?” willthrive. Above this level 
there are a large number of beautiful valleys, which both my 
companions agreed were admirably suited for coffee cultiva- 
tion, as far as site was concerned. 

Paper Pass Rampavu. 

(Overland route from Sunger Ujong to Malacca.) 

The following is extracted from the account given in the 
Straits Times of the General Meeting held on the 7th September. 

“Jn his description of a Walk through Rambau, which we 
give at lencth, as itis not likely to make its appearance in 
the Society’s Journal as a separate paper, Mr. Skinner 
said :—There is a kind of understanding—an unwritten rule, 
and I think « very wholesome rule—that no fresh paper should 
be commenced after 9.30 p.m. It is now nearly 10, but the 
Chairman seems to think that our programme should be com- 
pleted ; and if the ladies and gentlemen present think so too, 
this may be done without infringing the rule after all, for the 
truth is I have no paper to read. 

’ 

“T merely propose to describe in a few words a journey I re- 
cently made across the Padbei Pass, from Sri Ménanti into 
Rambau, and across that country into Malacca; which, for 
some reason, no HKuropean ever happens to have made before ; 
but which is in itself a tolerably easy walk of three days, and 
by far the most direct route from Sri Ménanti (and its neighbour- 
hood, Ulu Muar, Gunong Pusir, and Kwala Pila) into Malacca. 

“We started on horseback from Sungei Ujong, (where [I had 
gone by the usual River Lingei ronte,) and rode by a path 
almost at right angles to the course afterwards taken as far as 
Bukit Putus ; covering the distance of 9 or 10 miles before 
breakfast, at a rate and over a road which allowed but little 
time for reflection or observation, 
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& Having breakfasted at Bukit Patus, the frontier police sta- 
tion,” we left Captain Murray and walked that afternoon to Sri 
Ménanti; a hard walk ; we did not get our dinner till 9 Pp. Mu. 
and slept in the former barracks of the detachment of H. M.’s 
10th Regiment, on Tunku Hantah’s invitation. It is now 
used as a kind of balei, 

‘‘Next morning webreakfasted at the foot of Gunong D'dsir. So 
far the path is well-known ; and at least two gentlemen pre- 
sent have followed it. We passed for instance an illustrious 
padi field, not unknown to fame, and in which oue’s thoughts 
reverted to the distinguished traveller who has just shewn us 
the way to make our fortunes (Mr. Daly); but from Ganong 
Pasir to Rambau it is different. I ean only find one account 
ofa previous Journey across Bukit Padez, that of Mr. Charles 
a in 1825, whose journey is described in the Indian Archi- 
pelago Journal vol, VIJ., and who is stili well remembered in 
Malacca from the cireumstance of his death oceurring a few 
days after his return. He, however, appears to have approach- 
ed the pass from the Ramban side, and to Lave left it on the 
Sri Menanti side, by different roads to those | pursued ; and 
this short piece of country (which Mr. Skinner pointed ont om the 

new Map) from Pabei through Sri Lémak to Mésjid Nerdsu 
and Bandar, had not before been crossed by any European. The 
journey from Bandar to Malacca is comparatively well-known ; 
and I cannot help thinking that if it were also known that the 
path from there to Sri Ménanti were so good a one, firm and 
dry, and in fact a bridle-path for several mniles of the way—it 
would more frequently have been used, particularly during 
the recent military occupation of the Négri Stmbilan. I 
should add that it is well known to the Natives, and even to 
the Sungei Ujong police Peons. I had the best proof of this, 
for at the top of the pass (Pérhéntian Téngah 
high) while resting to take breath we counted 30 souls ; a party 
of 11 or 12 Malays having come up from either side w a: we 
were resting. We both passed and met many others; and similar 
parties hed been passed going in and out of Sungei Ujong by 
Bukit Putus Pass. No doubt the rice famine which is now be- 
ing felt in Sri Ménanti, explains the unusually large numbers. 
They are going “to buy corn in Egypt.” On the Rambau 
side I was told they could buy 5 gantangs for a dollar; in Sri 
Meénanti only 3% cantangs. Rambau is just nowa favoured 
land in other respects. The high price of Tapioca has been 
made known; and as so much of its waste lands are well-suit- 
ed tor its cultivation, fresh clearings, even around Pabet, are 
pumerous. Many of these are in Mal ay hands, cleared and 
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planted as I was assured without Chinese help. But Chinese 
were there too, beth planting and acting as carriers. Altogether 
T agree with Mr. Swettenham’s remark that Rambau has the 
largest Malay population of any of the Négri Sémbilau ; and 
I should not describe it as unprugressive, for in an agriculture 
point of view it shows signs of progress, both of a more pro- 
mising character, and more independent of extraneous influences, 
than can be found in most of the other Malay States near our 
Settlements. 

“The second night was passed at Mésjid Nérasa, where 
the Datu of Rambau lives, near Bandar. [From there, 
after twice crossing the river (which is here a fine fresh rapid 
stream, excellent for bathing, with a sandy bottom, and said 

to be above the reach of aligators) we had a long walk to 
Briso near the Malacca frontier ; and eventually reached Alor 
Gajah in time for an afternoon meal, and so on to Malacca in 
the evening of the third day. It was on the whole a very 
pleasant and interesting journey, wlich [ can safely recom- 
mond to others as a suiliciently easy overland route of 3 days 
from Sungei Ujong to Malacca, and a pleasant variation of the 
somewhat monotonous two days’ journey by way of Linsom 
and the River Linggi.” 

“Some discussion ensued as to the customs of Rambau, 
from which it appeared that the tribal forms of Society and 
Government still flourish there, while in the neighbouring 
States they have been greatly modified ; the causes suggested 
being the comparative isolation of Rambau, the absence of 
Chinese, and its unique geographical situation, placed as it is 
neither at the mouth nor at the source of any important 
stream.” 

THe MInerans or SARAWAK. 

By A. Hart Everett, (late) Sarawak Government Service. 

(See Journal [. 1878.) 

The paper on the distribution of the Minerals of Sarawak, 
which appeared in the first issue of this Journal, had left my 
hands several years past, and as [ was not aware of its intended 
publication, it is now scarcely up to date in some few particu-, 
lars. By the courtesy of the Hiditor I am enabled to supply 
these deficiencies by the present note. 

Manganese.—Lundu and Rejang must be added to the loca- 
lities already given for this Mineral. In the first named 
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district 16 occurs as an oxide in the usual boss-like aggre- 
gations. ; 

opper.— insignificant traces of Copper have been re- Copper.—Some insignificant t f Copper have | e 
ported to exist in the rocks forming the left hand entrance of 
the Salak river in Santubonge Bay. 

Lead.—Galena is now known to exist in Sarawak but 

only in minute treces. It has been lately discovered in 
Seuthern Borneo also and is there associated with Arsenic. 

Antimony.—Since the date of my last note an attempt has 
been made to follow up the numerous indications of antimony 
in the Rejang to their commen source, but hitherto without 
much success. A small quantity of ore, however, has been 
exported from the district, and it is at least probable that when 
the exploration has been pushed further in the direction of the 
elevated country near the Tabujang Mountain there will be a 
better result to record. The Sesange branch of the Kalakah 
river has yielded traces of Antimony. in addition to the locali- 
ties previously mentioned. In the section on Antimony the 
paragraph ‘ Lodes in which the matrix is felspar are rarer” 
and should read ‘are richer.” 

Coal.—My remarks on this Mineral referred to the Silantek 
(Lingga) coal and not to the Sadong coal at present being 

coo} 

worked by the Government. This latter is of inferior quality. 

Petroleum.—Mineral oil may now be included in the Sara- 
wak list. Indications of its presence have been discovered in 
Sadong ; but they are, I believe, of no importance from an 
stimecnice | point of view. 

Tungsten.—A lode of a dark looking Mineral, which appears 
to pierce the limestone hill of Busau from side to side, has 
been pronounced to consist largely of Wolfram or tungstate of 
iron and Manganese. 

Limestone, Clays, §:c.--Inexhaustible supplies of limestone 
are available in Sarawak. It can be quarried on the river side 
within 25 miles of Kuching and it affords both ordinary 
and hydraulic lime, each excellent of its kind. Plastic Clays 
of the finest quality abound in various parts of the Territory 
and are at present utilized solely for the manufacture of bricks 
and coarse pottery. ‘The eae is not rich in ornamental 
stones available for building or other useful purposes. ‘The 
only rocks of this description with which [am acquainted are 
a pure white saccharoid marble (metamorphic limestone) in 
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the Upper Samarahan and a handsome dark blackish-green 
rock with white or pale green marblings which is found in the 
distant Upper Rejang country, whence small specimens are 
brought by the Kayans, who make this stone into ornaments. 
Jt is probably a variety of Serpentine. 

Tn concluding this brief note I should mention that Silver 
was inadvertently omitted in my list of the minerals which do 
not come within the monopoly of the Borneo Company. 

IN} H. ibe 

Sarawak, 23rd November, 1878. | 

THe SEMANGS. 

[The following letters, written by a distinguished authority 
on the subject of which they treat, have been kindly placed at 
the Society’s disposal. Though written some years ago they 
will still, it is believed, be found interesting. | 

OxrorD UNIVERsITY Museum, 

May 4, 1869. 

Professor ————writes to thank Colonel for the 
trouble he has taken on behalf of the interests of the Museum 
here in having the two aborigines photographed, and in desiring 
the Raja of Kédah to procure a skeleton of one of these people. 
The two photographs enclosed are taken from the new Museum 
here, an institution comparatively recently superadded to the 
old classical university. 

Some 8 or 9 papers have recently been written upon the 
history and physical peculiarities of the Sémanes, and the 
Andamaners, who are supposed to be of the same stock. 
Jolonel Fytche, Colonel Campbell in his notes by an old 
Sportsman, Mr. Earl, Lieutenant St. John, 60th Royal Rifles, 
and a Pere Bourieu have all written about either the Sémang 
in P. Wellesiey or the Andaman Islancers, and all agree that 
the continental dwarf black and the Islander are much the same. 
Mr. Wallace, who spent many yearsin the Archipelago to the 
southward at Timor, 'Pernate, Gilolo &e.,and has just brought out 
a bool, a very good one, in which he discusses all the Natural 
History points, relating both to man and beast, agrees with these 
gentleman in thinking the Stmangs of the Malacca Peninsula 
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to be of the same race with the Andamanerss; and he also 
considers them to be of the same stock as the little black people 
called Negrito in the Philippines. But he does not think them 
allied to the Australian or Papuan races as Mr. Logan, a 
writer of some note, does, calling them “ Draviro- ieeeeiee : 
(Journal of the Indian Archipelago p.p. 156. 157). The Pére 
Bourieu who observes of the Méutras, a wild tribe in the 
Malay Peninsula akin to the Stmanys, that they are bathed 
for the first time when they are dead, observes also that after 
they are put into the grave either sitting, standing, or 
reclining, they are not visited after the first three days, during 
which time a fire is kept burning at the grave. If the Raja 
of Kédah is a Mahomedan, he would not be likely to have 
any very strong scruples as to causing a skeleton interred in a 
non-Musselman fashion to be disinterred. Probably but little 
disinterment would be necessary, as very little earth would be 
put upon the dead body. 

Professor ——-————-cannot conclude without expressing his 
sense of the obligation which the cultivators of science owe to 
Lient.-Governor— for his exertions. 

January 5, 1370. 

There was some delay in getting the Semany’s skeleton 
from the ‘ Diomed,” but it has come to hand quite safely, as 
T ought to have written a fortnight or more ago to thank you 
for your trouble and the interest you have taken in the matter. 

The skeleton is very valuable, though very different from 
what I had Ee tr 1 find the Semangs are a small race 
with narrow, large heads; from the character of the bones I 
should suppose they live mainly on flesh food, the bones being 
4 ad and bright. ‘The man must have been an old one, which 
sa comparatively 1 rare thing to find among savages ; at least 
ee of the savage skulls that come into my hands are skulls 
of young men: and [ imasine also from my own experience of 
such people whilst living, that they are old at ages when we 
are young. [shall work up all that has been written iu the 
‘Tvanicacnione of your Indian Soeieties (Logan’s and H. B. 
Hodgson’s names are familiar to me as Editors or Contributors) 
and I shall make out all that the bones themselves have to 
teach me, and conbine my information. Whatever I write I 
will see that you have. I shall send you shortly a paper I 
have been wr iting on the excavations of our own savage fore- 
fathers here in England, which L hope you may find more or 

less interesting. 
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I am much obliged to you for your mention of the Dodo bones. 
Luckily Mr. Flower, the Antiquarian, is the father of the Mr. 
(1 think now Captain) Flower who was so active in digging in 
the Mauritius; and as Laman ally of the father, we contrived to 
get a very large share of those valuable relics for our Museum. 
We were bound in honor so to do, as before this discovery a 
skull of that extinct bird which we preserved was the only one, 
except one in Copenhagen, in the world. 

It was very vexatious at first, that discovering of new Lones ; 
every fresh discovery reducing the value and interest of our 
specimen, muchas the discovery of the first husband reduces 
the value of the second in 'Tennyson’s Poem of “ Enoch Arden.” 
But we made this out if it. I have to thank you also for 
mentioning our Museum to Dr. Stoliczka. I am in corres- 
pondence as to exchanges with Dr. Anderson of the Indian 
Museum, and [ will put myself in communication with Dr. 
Stoliczka also. 

Ifthe Raja of Kédah should come upon another skeleton of 
the Sémang, I should be very glad of it. In the meantime it 
will be my business to make the best possible use of the one 
which we have. 

CAPTURE OF A SPECIMEN oF OPHIoPHAGUS HILAPS. 

[The followimg communication to the Curator of the Rafiles 
Museum may be of interest. | 

“fT am very glad indeed to be able to send you another and 
a finer specimen of the Ophiophagus Hlaps, a female mea- 
suring 11 feet 4 inches. 

“The circumstances attending its capture are somewhat 
interesting. The man describes the snake as going along 
with its head elevated above the ground, and states that it 
came right at him; he wisely bolted and gave the alarm to 
the men in the fort ; the brute then took up his position on 
the top of the Sentry box. J happened to be passing 
and heard the shouting, and was just in time to save the 
snake from being battered to pieces. Two plucky fellows 
volunteered to take it alive, but it was a risky thing to do, 
as jmmediately we approached the sentry box the snake 
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threw out its head from the folds and with distended neck 
shewed fight; however a noose at the end of a long stick was 
cleverly slipped over the neck whilst one of the men got 
hold of the tail; so we had him all fast without a blemish. 

“The snake was then taken to the Godown and its veno- 

mous powers tested on three dogs. 

“The first dog was slightly bitten in the shoulder at 10h. 
d4m., and an ai ntidote believed in by the Chinese was applied. 
I enclose a specimen of the plant. The second doe was 
bitten very severely at 10.55, the snake holding on to the 
animal like a bull-dog to his dog. A strong solution of 
Chloral Hydrate was injected by the hypodermic Syringe, 
but without effect as the animal died in 15 minutes. The 
first dog not appearing much worse for the first bite, he was 
bitten again at 11.21 very severely in the nose and foot, the 
snake fastening on the latter place very tenaciously. The 
Chinese antidote was again apphed; the plant was “bruised 
ina small portion of water, the solution poured down the 
dog’s throat, and the benised leaves well rubbed into the 
wounds, but the dog sunk at once and died at 12.20, 1 hour 
46 minutes after the first bite and 59 minutes after the 
second. 

“The third dog was bitten at 11.19, at first very slightly and 
then severely in the foot; no antidote was used in this case, 
and this animal lived, some Chinaman having applied the 
actual centery te the wound in the foot; but the poor brute 
suffered very severely and I do not think it will recover. The 
Sclangor Natives recognise the Snake as the most dangerous 
known; they term it the “ Tédong Sélah.” 

“They all say it moves with the head lifted off the ¢round, 
and that it will not only attack, but pursue. An instance of 
this occured some time ago; one of the Huropean Officers in 
riding along one of the roads came on a very large Snake 
and it followed him, and he had to put his pony into a 
gallop to escape; he described it simply as a Cobra, but since 
reading of your paper in the first Number of the Straits Asia- 
tic Society’s Journal he considers it was a specimen of the 
Ophophiagus Hlaps of about 6 or 7 feet long. The perusal of 
the paper by you, and my seeing the two specimens here, 
proves beyond a doubt that the Oph. Elaps exists. In 
Northern Australia one about 7 feet in length bit a fine re- 
wrlever Of mine, I was then Government Resident of Port 
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Darwin and my daughter was riding with me, my mounted 
orderly in attendance. The orderly dismounted, and the 
snake after biting the dog went into a hollow place, from 
which he came out and would have bitten the man had he 
not dispatched him with his sabre. 

“My daughter on seeing the specimen I now send you, 
at once recognised it as similar to the one which she saw ab 
Port Darwin, the bright orange patch under the neck occur- 
ing in both cases. 

The dog died in about 5 hours, after every care and the 
application of the Hy inert Sy ringe by the Surgeon. 
The Natives here say the Oph. Elaps is not common; 
several of the intelligent and elderly men say, they have 
seen much larger specimen; one respectable man say he Saw 
one a fathom lager than the one I send you which would be 
19 feet. 

“‘ Hnclosed is the Mate’s receipt for the Jar, which I trust 
will arrive safely as Captain Joyce promises to take charge 
of it. I also send you a small Python and avery venomous 
Snake termed the ** Tédong Matahari,” said to attack men. 

iby ADE 
Klang, 20th November, 1878 

THE OPHIOPHAGUS ELAPS 

A correspondent states that the existence of this reptile 
in the Peninsula was proved in the early part of 1876, when 
a detachment of the Buffs were quartered at Kwala Kanesa. 
A specimen was killed and brought into the camp by some 
Malays; it was examined and identified by Sureeon-Major 
Davis. The Malays described it as the most “formidable 
snake they are acquainted von, and related instances in 
which it had been known to chase men who had ae ei 
it, even taking to the water atter them if they plunged int 
a river to escape from it. The Malay name given to the 
specimen caught at Kwala Kangsa was Tedong Selah ( Salah- 
Favre.) There is an allusion to it in the Mar ong Mahawangse 
(see Colonel Low’s translation, Journal India Archipelago 
vol. Ill. page 265) and the peculiar characteristic of this 
snake, namely that it will actually pursue a retreating foe, 
is introduced into the legend. “The boa feeling himself 
“rather getting the worst of it, suddenly stirred, and shook 
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“his head and body, and became a fearful tédong sélah, or 
“hooded snake, the girth of which was that of a cocoanut 
“tree, whose tongue was lolling out and whose eyes were 
“large as cymbals. The people amazed dispersed, and a few 
“‘ daring persons remained and beat the snakes. Then again 
“they assembled in greater numbers, with loud shouts and 
““noise, to destroy the snake. The latter pursued the Raja, who 
“sought for shelter behind a tree.” 

A MALAY KRAMAT. 

The mining district of Larut in Perak is so essentially a. 
Chinese settlement that its early Malay history is generally 
completely iost sight of. Before the discovery of tin in 
Larut, some thirty or forty years ago, Trong, which is fur-. 
ther south, was the port from which traders and merchandise: 
found their way y to Parit Gantang and Kwala Kangsa. It is 
still a thriving district and likely to increase in importance,,. 
but it has been eclipsed for many years by Larut. The old 
plantations of fruit trees at Trong mark it at once as a much 
older settlement than Larut, where cultivation is in its in- 
fancy. Trees are among the few traces which the Malay 
leaves of his occupation; he does not build stone walls and 
seldom erects permanent monuments of any kind. Ancient 
groves of durian trees, planted no one can say when or by 
whom, may s sometimes shew where a populous Kampong must 
at one tune have been established ; but in all other respects: 
a deserted Malay settlement became undistinguishable 
jangle in a very few years. 

Local tradition in Perak has handed down various stories: 
counected with Achinese invasions of Perak, which must 
have taken place in the 16th and 17th centuries, and there- 
is little doubt of the truth of the popular account which: 
makes the coast settlements, now called Larut and Trong, 
the scene of some of the encounters between the invaders 
and the people of the country. For a long time Perak was 
a mere dependency of Achven, and it may be fairly supposed. 
hat some of the conquerors settled in the former country.. 

Rightly or wrongly the Malays of Larut assign an Achinese: 
origin to an old grave which was discovered in the forest 
some years ago, and of which I propose to sive a brief descrip- 
tion. It is situated about half-way between the Larut 
Residency and the mining village of Kamunting. In the 
neighbourhood the old durian trees of Java betoken the pre- 
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sence of a Malay population at a date long prior to the 
advent of the Chinese miner. The grave was discovered 
about twenty years ago by workmen employed by the Méntri 
of Perak to make the Kamunting road, and it excited much 
curiosity among the Malays at the time. The Méntri and. 
all the ladies of his family went on elephants to see it and 
it has been an object of much popular prestige ever since. 

The Malays of Java were able from village tradition to 
vive the name and sex of the occupant of this lonely tomb, 
“Toh Bidan Susu Lanjut,” whose name sounds better in the 
original than inan English translation. Sheissaid to have been 
an old Achinese woman of good family ; of her personal history 
nothing is known, but her claims to respectability are 
evinced by the carved head and foot stones of Achinese 
workmanship, which adorn her grave, and her sanctity is 
proved by the fact that the stones are eight feet apart. 
It is a well-known Malay supersition that the stones placed 
to mark the graves of Saints miraculously increase their 
relative distance during the lapse of years, and thus bear 
mute testimony to the holiness of the person whose resting- 
place they mark. 

The Kramat on the Kamunting road is on the spur of a 
hill through which the roadway is cut. <A tree overshadows 
the grave and is hung with strips of white cloth and other 
rags (pant pane) which the devout have put there. The di- 
rection of the grave is as nearly as possibie due north and 
south. The stones at its head and foot are of the same 
size, and in every respect identical one with the other. They 
are of sandstone, and are said by the natives to have been 
brought from Achin. In design and execution they are 
superior to ordinary Malay art; as will be seen, I think, on 
reference to the rubbings of the carved surface of one of 
them, which have been executed for me by the Larut Survey 
Office, and which f have transmitted to the Society with this 
paper. The extreme measurements of the stones (furnished 
imomenie, same source) are +2’ 1’’ x0’ 9’ <x 0'7. They 
are. im excellent preservation and the carving is fresh 
and sharp. Some Malays profess to discover in the three 
rows of vertical direction on the broadest face of the 
slabs the Mohamedan attestation of the unity of God 
#363 (La ilahu illa-lia) repeated over and over again; but 
I confess that I have been unable to do so. The offerings 
at a Kramat are generally incense (istangt or satangt) or 
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benzoin (kamuinian); these are burned in little stands made 
of bamboo rods; one end is stuck in the ground and the other 
split into four or five, and then opened out and plaited with 
basket work, so as to hold a little earth. They are called 
sangka; a Malay will often vow that if he succeeds in some 
particular project, or gets out of some difticulty in which he 
may happen to be placed, he will burn three or more sangka 
at such and such a Kramat. Persons who visit a Kramat in 
times of distress or difficulty, to pray and to vow offerings, 
in case their prayers are granted, usually leave behind them 
as tokens of their vows small pieces of white cloth, which 
are tied to the branches of a tree or to sticks planted in the 
ground near the sacred spot. . 

For votary purposes the long-forgotten tomb of Toh Bidan 
Susu Lanjut enjoys considerable popularity among the 
Mohamedans of Larut; and the tree which overshadows it 
has | am glad to say been spared the fate which awaited the 
rest of the jungle which overhung the road. No coolie was 
bold enough to pul an axe to it. 

W. toa 

[The tracing, which it is found impossible to print here, 
is in the Society’s possession, and can be seen at the 
Ratffies Library by any one interested in the subject. | 

Matnay-Eneutsu DicrionaRizEs. 

It does not speak well for either the enterprise or the 
Scholarship of English dwellers in this part of the world, 
that the best Malay and English dictionary which we possess 
is more than two thirds of a century old. Since the publi- 
cation of Marsden’s work there have indeed been issued 
several Malay Vocabularies, besides the more ambitious and 
voluminous work of Craufurd. But only the scantiest of 
these vocabularies has attempted to print the Malay words 
in the Arabic characters, in which alone the educated Malay 
is accustomed to read his own language. Hven Marsden is 
sparine of his Arabic type, and foregoes the use of.it in 
most of his numerous quotationsifrom Malay authors. Under 
these circumstances, and having regard to the attainment of 
Malay as it is expected from many of the Civil Servants im 
this Colony, we cannot wonder that the supply of copies o 
Favre’s Malay-French Dictionary sent out to the Straits 
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Settlements has been for some time exhausted. The work 
is no longer in type, and although doubtless some copies 
remain in Huropean booksellers’ shops, this fact appears to 
be a sufficient excuse for asking whether the Government 
and our learned Societies ought not, at the present juncture, 
to do something towards producing a Malay-English Dicti- 
onary, worthy to rank with the work of L’ Abbé Favre, and 
with the Malay-Dutch dictionaries of Von Dewall, Pijnappel 
and Klinkert. L’ Abbé Favre has generously given leave 
for an English translation of his work to be published, but 
to print an edition of 500 copies would entail an expendi- 
ture of more than £1,000; too large a risk for any individual. 
And Fayre’s work, excellent as it is, has some mistakes and 
deficiencies: the latter notably in the botanical information. 
At least it is to hoped that the matter will not be suffered 
to drop, 

Ig (G5 dB). 
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